JANUARY 1986

F - Do We Have A 5-Year Plan -- For Us, The Society?
F - Circle K Operates with Little Equity
B - Thanks to TRW for Words We Should Never Forget
A - Correction (Should States Get Their Fair Sales Tax?)
How Do You Classify The Broadway?
Corporations Have Had It Too Good — Under the Tax Law
Speaking of Households and Families
Reading Reports to Stockholders
A Week before Christmas — with The Retailers
Words from The Past on Excess Consumption

FEBRUARY 1986

F - What Management Knows That Shareholders Don't
F - The Fight on Unitary Taxes
B - Macy's Cannot Comply with Truth-in-Lending
A - More on Unit Costing
Can Sporting Edge Survive in The Mail Order Business?
Life Expectancy — Not so Much More at 65
What Is Happening in EFT?
Does Bulk Food Save Money?
Operating Figures for French Hypermarches
Looking Inside The Customer (The Shopper Report)
1978 Is Here Again!
Let's Keep Definitions Constant
Words (Use of non-profane words)

MARCH 1986

F - How Much Gross Margin Should You Report? (Front & Back)
B - The Lottery in California and Retailing
A - The Narrowing of Merchandising Competence
Short Position on Retail Stocks
The Editor is Honored
Confirming What We Know — But Don't Practice
(praising people)
Why Didn't Americans Think of That? (Pacific Rim)
The Maryland Attorney General Alleges There Are
Crooks in Retailing
n
Words To Think About ("If God Should Go On Strike")

APRIL 1986

F - A Better Retail Method (Front & Back)
B - The Danger of Incentive Compensation
A - The Myth of High Average Income
What About The Increasing Liability Insurance Costs?
What Is A Cardinal Retail Sin? (unethical advertising)
Suppose We Analyzed The Deficit Problem Like A Losing
Apparel Department
Words That Hold Up A Mirror for Us (special events vs.
lack of service)
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MAY 1986

F - Retailers in The FORBES 500
F - SHORT SHORTS
B - Can Americans Put Their Faith in Failure? M
A - Correction (Macy's Cannot Comply with Truth-in-Lending)
Sears' Attention to Nomenclature
Information on Trust Funds Administered
by The Federal Government
Did You Know The "Right" Was Originally The "Left"?
How Sound Is Management Theory?
From The News Releases (Heck's, Discount Merchandiser,
Supermarkets General Corporation)
Words from The Statue of Liberty

JUNE 1986

F - Some Insights on The Supermarkets
F - Management By Flying Around
B - 1984 Has Arrived in 1986
A - SafeCard Offers Substitute for Credit Life Insurance Kickback to Stores Having Own Credit Cards
Growing Teenage Unemployment
The Miracle of Cosmetology
Our Declining Rate of Growth
Living with Interdiction from The Government
Impressions — After A Quick Look
Abuse of Numbers (CSS 23rd Annual Report)
"A Cobbler Should Not Judge Above His Last"
Words — About Helping The World

JULY 1986

F - Death, As It Must To Most Stores, Came To Ohrbach's
F - How Can Those Little Independent Bookstores Survive?
B - Integrity Is All You've Got
A - The Other Side of Small Business
Insider Information
Will You Be Able To Mail Catalogs in The Future?
x
Labels in Off-price Stores
Retailers We Can Do Without
Where Sears Has Stumbled
Words — About People

AUGUST 1986

F - What Happens When A Regional Center Opens Near By?
F - Hash A La NRMA
B - The Retailer, Ethics and Free Speech „ ^ocMQtfi&^jbtf*^
A - The History of Wholesale Clubs
«*
If You Want It Done, Do It Yourself
Commercial Bribery
Numbers — Good Use and Bad Abuse All in One
When A Scent Does Not Make Scents
Milton Petrie Must Be A Very Nice Guy
Selling "Free Catalogs"
Words for Tax Reform
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SEPTEMBER 1986

F
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OCTOBER 1986

NOVEMBER 1986

When Is An Expense Not Immediately Deductible
for Tax Purposes'?
(Special Feature Report) Is The May Company/
Associated Dry Goods Merger Good -for Vendors?
Ethics by Example- CPrm^n «<y\,q ^
/%—,
A - The Fundamentals of Retailing Are Universal
The Next Step in Self-Service
Once Again I Try To Shop
When Will Electronic Funds Transfer Arrive?
The REVCO Buyout
Words from 1984 - Do We Have Newspeak Today?

L«w S«&* C K^X, ~ ^iy^ C^CIH *^ud
n,&&
F ~ Are New Concept Retailers Like Japanese Manufacturers?
F - Name This Retailer (AAFES)
B - The Key Factors Needed to Establish Ethical Conduct
A ~ Correct ion/Omission (Ethics by Example)
You Would Think That Nordstrom Should Go Broke
Abuse of Numbers - By Cornell Home Study Program
We Can't Afford What We Want — When We Must Pay
Full Price
How Much Does It Cost to Sell Imports as "Made in
America"?
Do You Want to Help Your Customers Sue You?
Did You Get Your Special Rule Under the Tax Reform
Act?
As Goes California, So Goes The Nation
Could This E-te Your Store?
Words - For Industry Leaders to Remember
English As The Official Language
Memory L a n e — / v u ^ x ^ ^ H^C* /U^'^f
W i l l Democracy S u r v i v e i n Your

CPX^HM**

AjUfeUl^

State?

A - Correction (Emp.-Cap./"Once Again I Try to Shop")
"Thousands Hit Gemco for Closeout Sale"
How Small Businesses Stay in Business
Does Associated Press Know How to Arrange Numbers
by Size? Do New York Times Editors Know How to
Do The Same?
From The National Association of Attorneys General
What Hath Computer Dunning Wrought? ^ U A ^ / ^ ^ U Z D C ^
To Professor Malcolm McNair
*** **** vw^&e^^r
Many Have Built Great Corporations? Few Have
Molded Many Corporations
.
Are Retailers Really Very Smart? TQ,^
^L\(XU^
What Is The Difference Between A Major Store and
A Bankrupt Store?
4 j W w ^
b^t&^v^
Words - For Those Who Feel Pushed by Change
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DECEMBER 1986

F - Let's Look at the Nature of Unemployment
(front and back)
B - A Matter of Ethics
A - New Year's Resolutions — Old Fashioned Style
Everything is Back But the E-fell
Will Stores Have to Pay Customers in Order to
Sell Names of Their Accounts'?
Do Monthly Retail Sales Figures Mean Anything'
How Small Stores Stay Alive
By Their Cars Ye Shall Know Them
What Retailer Will be Treated Like General
Motors?
Emporium-Capwel1's Built—In Finance Charge
Generator
Praying for Gimbels Did Not Work
Words - Could This Be Your Store? (Jim
Lavenson)

JANUARY 1987

F
Your Name Is For Sale!
F - Does A Study of the Rangers Explain Retail
Failures?
/
B - Additional Information on Mervyn's
A - Why Draw Any Salary in 1987?
How Many Does a House Hold?
The Have vs. The Have Not - Retail Style
The Great Recapitalisation Game
Financial Characteristics of High-Income
Fami1ies
The State Attorneys General and Retailing
Words - Worth Repeating (Jeffrey M. Rosen)
/

FEBRUARY 1987

F - At Last! The Retailers Will be Consulted
F - Fred Meyer Saw It Clearly
B - The Ethical Retailer's Dictionary
A - Kahn is Careless with Numbers (Jan, RT)
Insider Information - Everyday Variety
What Retailers Do Not Know about the Christmas
Sales Pa 11 ern
Those Who Seek to Make English Our Official
Language
Retailers Do A Quarter To A Third Of Their
Annual Sales In November And December
It
Says Here!
\
Retail Humor
Consumers Rate Pizza Restaurants Ahead of
Department Stores
United Nations Standards on Consumer
Protection
Words - Words of a Different Kind (Lamar Lee)
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CORRECTION
In the article "Should States Get Their Fair Sales Tax?" (RT
December 1985) I discussed the Congressional approach that
would require retailers to collect use tax for any state into
which the retailer shipped more than $100,000 a year of taxable merchandise. I pointed out that retailers could collect
taxes during the year and stop when they reached $98,000 and
keep the tax money.
I have heard from John Gambill, Senior Research Associate,
National Association of Tax Administrators, Washington,
D.C., that the published material in Sales and Marketing
Management was wrong. The retailer would not be required
to transmit taxes until sales exceeded $100,000 in any period
from October 1 to September 30. The tax collection would
start the following January 1, and be remitted even if sales
dropped below $100,000.
This may be an even worse situation—tax could be collected
years without the purchaser knowing whether the vendor is
ng enough volume in the purchaser's state to require remittance. Retailers still might stop shipping to a state when they
approach $100,000 late in a September fiscal year.

c

Mr. Gambill also advises me that the question of sales tax on
Bloomingdale's mail order business from Virginia into Connecticut and Pennsylvania, where they have retail stores, is
now under litigation and that such precedence is likely to impact the operation of other mail order subsidiaries.
HOW DO YOU CLASSIFY THE BROADWAY?
A friend sent me a series of ads that ran in late December in
Los Angeles.
On December 19 The Broadway, in a full-page letter signed by
Bill Proudfoot as Chairman and Michael Hecht as President,
said, "If you find any item The Broadway carries at a lower
price elsewhere, we'll meet the price. Happily. Please bring
this to our attention."
This statement is not clear and not grammatically correct. Will
they adjust their price? Or will they meet it only for the shopper who located the cheaper price but for no one else?

C

When a supermarket makes this kind of claim, we usually call
it a discount supermarket. In fact, this claim is most often
made by discounters. Does that make The Broadway a discounter?
The other ads sent me were a series of fur ads with the following headlines:
Nordstrom: No major heading. Just an engraved heading "A

THANKS TO TRW FOR WORDS
W E SHOULD NEVER FORGET
It was a wonderful ad—complete with pictures of the people
quoted. Let us not forget these famous statements:
"Everything that can be invented has been invented. " Charles H. Duell,
Director of the U.S. Patent Office, 1899.
"Who the hell wants to hear actors talk?" Harry M. Warner, Warner
Bros. Pictures, c. 1927.
"Sensible and responsible women do not want to vote." President
Grover Cleveland, 1905 (repeated without attribution by Donald T.
Regan, Presidential Chief of Staff, 1985.
"There is no likelihood man can ever tap the power of the atom. " Nobel
Prize winner Robert Millikan, 1923.
"Heavier than air flying machines are impossible. " Lord Kelvin, President of the Royal Society, c. 1895.
"Ruth made a big mistake when he gave up pitching." Tris Speaker,
1921.

RThought: I often change words as I hear myself speak so
as not to be so absolute. When I do this, I always think of
the wonderful old song that went ".I'll never say never
again, again, because here I am in love again."

Time of Tradition" and the copy starts, "The possible dream:
A Nordstrom fur." Prices mentioned: $5,995.00 and
$2,695.00.
Robinsons: "Gifts to Treasure Forever from The Evans Fur
Salon at Robinsons." Prices mentioned: $3,295; $1,995.
Bullock's: "At Bullock's Fur Salon every fur is created exclusively for us, especially for you." Facing 2/3rd pages, all
institutional, no prices.
May Company: "We*'re lowering prices during our Santa's
Pre-Christmas Sale. 60% off all full-length and stroller mink
coats." Prices mentioned (Note: "orig. price" follows in
parenthesis): $1,899 ($4,799); $2,399 ($5,999); $2,899
($7,299); $1,599 ($3,999); $1,799 ($4,499); $1,999 ($4,999).
Broadway: "For Someone Special. 60% off all furs until
Christmas Day." Prices: Reg. $375.00 to $10,000.00; Sale
$150.00 to $4,000.00.
RThought: Where do you think your wife would go to buy a
fur coat? Note that when May Company advertises 60% off,
they claimed it was from the original price, a statement
that says two things: the price will not go back up after the
sale and there may have been intervening markdowns. The
Broadway, by advertising regular price, says just the opposite:
the prices will go back and there have not been any intervening
markdowns.

CORPORATIONS HAVE HAD IT TOO GOOD—
UNDER THE TAX LAW
Already lobbyists for large corporate organizations are telling
Congress that the proposed tax reform bill will bankrupt the
country because of the $130 billion additional corporate taxes
to be collected. They argue the taxes will just be passed on to
the consumers. They propose, in effect, to tax the individual
directly by not lowering personal tax rates.

families drops as fast as new homes are built.
You can see this pattern in the chart below showing the
average size of the family (related persons living
*5
together—could be three or more generations) over the past 4d
years:
Year

Year

1925
1930
1935
1940
1945
1950
1955
1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
1983

$

Corporate
Taxes
Collected*
(Billions)

.8
1.1
.5
1.0
19.0
17.2
31.7
44.9
53.7
103.1
156.4
287.5
349.6

$

.9
1.3
.6
1.1
16.0
10.9
18.3
22.2
26.1
35.0
45.7
72.4
61.8

Corporate Taxes
as Percentage of
Individual Taxes
(Computed on exact figures)

108%
110
110
117
84
63
58
49
49
34
29
25
18

*Source: Internal Revenue Service

Look how the lobbyists have changed the game. From 1925
through 1943 (except for 1934) corporations paid more taxes
than did individuals. But then business got busy and lobbied
for all the benefits they needed to keep the post-war economy
rolling—investment tax credit, accelerated depreciation, installment reporting, reporting on a cash basis—and more.
As expected, the corporations fared better than individuals. In
1983, the latest year in the 1985 Statistical Abstract, they paid
only 18% as much as individuals paid!
In the period between 1980 and 1983, despite the tax cut under
the Reagan Administration, individuals collectively paid
21.6% MORE income taxes while corporations, collectively,
paid 14.6% LESS!
RThought: As previously argued, retailers, who have a
higher effective tax rate than any other major business group,
should be supporting the proposed TAX REFORM. This
would get other corporations to pay a fairer share.
The proponents of lower or no tax on business argue that the
tax just deprives the economy of funds needed to be invested in
the business if the economy is to grow. But in light of these
figures, that is a silly argument. Eliminating the corporate
taxes would only provide $61.8 billion (less additional
dividends paid) for new capital spending. On the other hand,
eliminating the income tax for individuals would mean that
employees could be paid much less and still net the same
"after-tax" pay. Out of the $349.6 billion taxes paid by individuals, business could probably reduce wages by
$200-$250 billion—which is much more than $61.8 billion in
corporate taxes!
SPEAKING OF HOUSEHOLDS AND FAMILIES
Have you ever noticed that many communities keep building new
houses but the population does not increase? The size of
2 — RETAILING TODAY — JANUARY 1986

3.76
3.54
3.59
3.67
3.70
3.58
3.42
3.29
3.23

1940
1950
1955
1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
1985

Let's look at the relationship of individual and corporate income taxes over the past 60 years.
Individual
Taxes
Collected*
(Billions)

No. of Persons

The number of people in a family has dropped 13% from 1965
(peak of the baby boom). We need 15% more homes just to
maintain a steady population.
But that isn't the only change. Family households represent a
smaller and smaller percentage of all households—dropping
from 81.2% of all households in 1970 to 72.3% in 1985. At
the same time, males living alone have gone from 5.6% of
households to 9.1 % and females living alone have gone from
11.5% to 14.6%. Thus families have been replaced by a greatly increased number of people living alone.
In actual numbers, the change in one-person households has
been:
% Change/
Sex

Male
Female
Mixed*

1985

1970

7,922,000
11,330,000
3,480,000

3,532,000
7,319,000
1,094,000

r

+5.5%
+3.0
+8.0

*2 or more unrelated men; 2 or more unrelated women; unrelated man or
men with unrelated woman or women.

Looking closer at the change in the composition of families,
the major drop is in the percentage of families that have one or
more of their own children under the age of 18:
1970
Married - no
children under 18
Married children under 18
Female head - no
children under 18
Female head children under 18
Male head - no
children under 18
Male head children under 18

1985

% Change/
yr

19,196,000

26,140,000

+ 2.1%

25,532,000

24,210,000

-(0.4)

2,642,000

4,123,000

+ 3.0

2,858,000

6,006,000

+ 5.1

887,000

1,331,000

+ 2.7

341,000

896,000

+ 6.7

The fastest growing group is the household headed by a male
with children under 18 followed closely by the much larger
group of households headed by a female with children under
18. Our greatest socio-economic problem is the household
headed by a female with children under 18. In many cases this
represents divorced women at or on the edge of poverty. Their
problem is aggravated by the high percentage of cases (over^
50%) where the husband does not pay child support a n d / ^ %
v
alimony as ordered by a court.
On the other hand, a higher percentage of people have at least

FEATURE REPORT
DO WE HAVE A 5-YEAR PLAN—FOR US, THE SOCIETY?
"he article was headed "Trends in Higher Education You
lould Know About." It was by Carol Francis, a partner of
and the chief economist for Washington Resources, Inc. and
an economic advisor to Coopers & Lybrand's National Higher
Education Industry Group. It appeared in The College Store
Journal (Dec/Jan 1986 - 528 East Lorain Street, Oberlin, OH
44074 $30/yr).
I stopped and thought for a long time when I read this:
"Students are shifting fields of study with amazing speed.
In Illinois, for example, the fields in which degrees have
been awarded by public universities have shifted dramatically. In just 10 years, 1972-1982, the number of degrees
awarded in communications increased by 50%, in business
by 75 %, in engineering by 100%, and in computer sciences
by 500%. Over the same period, degrees awarded in education, foreign languages and letters decreased by over
60%."
Do we know where we are going? Does our society have a
5-year plan? Why are we spending our educational dollars and
effort turning out narrower and narrower products, products
(which is what degree-holders are) that may have a half-life of
only 10 to 20 years? Are they to be thrown away with their
families and their lives destroyed because their narrow specialty is no longer in demand?
Colleges and universities are storehouses of the collective
knowledge of our society. Those invited into the halls should
leave them later with the knowledge to carry on and perpetuate
"nd improve our society—not just the ability to be a square peg
go into a square hole in an unguided missile.
I realize that there is a distortion in Francis' figures—the
growth in degrees in communications and computer sciences is
from a small base—however, that is not true with business and
engineering degrees. But my concern is the drop of 60% in
education, foreign languages and letters which is a massive
drop. And why? Because of the lament of those graduates who
say, "I can't get a j o b " and so counselors tell the next group
of students, "Don't go into those fields because you won't be
able to get a job." Yet businesses that hire only narrowly
educated specialists know that they need people of broad vision to head their companies in the future if the companies are
to prosper.
We seem to have forgotten what an education should mean. A
college graduate should be able to carry on and advance his
society and culture. In societies that had no written language,
it was the-etoryteller who passed knowledge on to another
generation and another storyteller—and the storytellers were
honored as wisemen. Wisemen? Are we producing them in our
colleges—or are we producing technicians who apply their
skill without regard to whether their effort is for the good or
the bad of our society. It took technical knowledge plus total
irresponsibility to put together the E. F. Hutton bank-float
scam and thus steal millions from trusting banks.
We should be thinking about what we want our educational institutions to provide. The change in the pattern of degrees
granted in Illinois is not unique to Illinois. We must remember
\e man who watched the water lillies grow as they doubled in
ize every day. One morning he awoke and saw the entire lake
covered—and exclaimed, "But yesterday they only covered
half!" It should not have been a surprise.

There is talk of a Constitutional Convention. Could we ever
put together a group such as the 55 delegates who drafted our
present Constitution in 1787? Charles A. Beard, the historian,
wrote of them:
" . . . never in the history of assemblies has there been a
convention of men richer in political experience and in
practical knowledge or endowed with a profounder insight
into the spring of human action and the intimate essence of
government . . . . "
Could we assemble a group today that historians, 100 years
later, would describe in the same manner? Do we have any
such people in public life—or have we driven away all such
people through the penalties and pressures of public life and
the demands of our materialistic society?
Perhaps we should look to history. It was the philosopher
George Santayana who said, "Those who do not know their
history are bound to repeat the same mistakes." At the same
time as we were writing our Declaration of Independence and
Constitution (1776-1794), Edward Gibbons was writing The
Rise and Fall of the Roman Empire and, among other
thoughts, had these:
The principles of a free constitution are irrevocably lost, when the
legislative power is nominated by the executive.
(Note: Today our legislature delegates more and more power to the executive. Today the question is posed: Is the power delegated under the
Deficit Reduction Act constitutional?)
It has been calculated by the ablest politicians that no State, without soon
being exhausted, can maintain above the hundredth part of its members in
arms and idleness.
(Note: With 2.1 million in uniform, 1.1 million civilian Defense Department employees and hundreds of thousands' in industry devoted solely to
making weapons and munitions, we are far past two hundredths plus 7
million unemployed who are in idleness.)
Corruption is the most infallible symptom of constitutional liberty.
(Note: After General Dynamics, need I document the. truth of this
observation?)

The thoughts of the fall of the Roman Empire led me to these
words about the Roman Empire from the World Book:
Military Crisis (180-285) Warfare lasting 100 years followed the 200 years
of peace. Rome found itself threatened in both east and west by barbarian
tribes. To meet these threats, the empire doubled the size of its army. The
increased drain on men and resources caused an economic crisis. For
almost 100 years, the army put emperors on the throne and removed them
at will. In one 67-year period, there were 29 emperors, only 4 of whom
died natural deaths.

Decline and Fall of Rome (337-476) another period of great disorder
followed Constantine's death in 337. The only living, growing force
within the empire seemed to be the Christian Church. The people no
longer provided enough soldiers to defend the empire, and hired barbarians filled (he armies. The burden of supporting a greatly increased army and civil service taxed the resources of the empire to the breaking
point. Prices rose, trade declined, and men left the cities for the simpler
security of farm life. The government tried unsuccessfully to fix wages and
prices, and to force men to stay in towns. After Theodosius died in 395,
the two parts of the empire split apart.

RThought: We rarely bring into business people who are
broadly educated; mostly we recruit ones who have been narrowly trained. The inability of those we hire to continue their
RETAILING TODAY - JANUARY 1986

FEATURE REPORT
5-Year Plan continued
growth is clearly confirmed by the engineer specialists who
cannot maintain their status as an engineer—because their
college-provided skills have become obsolete with the passage
of 10 to 20 years.
I was re-reading some of my letters to my Father from 45
years ago when I was in the job-hunting stage at Harvard
Business School.
" . . . have had several long conferences with Ross Graham
Walker, an accounting prof . . . known in the accounting
field, [we] discussed the value of economics in business and
of proper budgetary work to tie economics and business
together. Then we got around to jobs . . . . He said, 'I've
thought ever since I met you last year that you were the type
of man to go into consulting work' and so during my spring
vacation . . . Walker and some . . . other profs will help
me [get appointments] . . . . I spoke to the head of the
Placement Bureau and he said such outfits had never come
to the Business School for men but I'm willing to try to be
the first man they've taken directly . . . . "
(Note: I failed—but did end up with my first choice in the
Research Division at Macys.)

In 1940 consulting firms wanted mature and experienced
people. Today they (followed by accounting and financi?*
firms) are the largest buyers of MB As, graduates who mosr
have only limited (between college and B-school) business
experience.
RThought: We are watching just the opposite of the lake and
the water lillies. Each decade we cut in half the number of people headed for top management who understand society, who
understand our commitment to rights we once felt and wrote
were "self-evident"; and we double the number of technicians, many of whom are dedicated to using their skills to
cheat on income taxes, overcharge the government or work for
weapons that can destroy the world with only a few to advance
our society. Regardless of the damage the bad ones do to society they contribute to their church and other "good" organizations and consider themselves worthy citizens.
It can only change if a few truly educated individuals, who
operate in the public eye, will remember that it is better to light
one candle than to curse the darkness. Our concern about the
future should not be that robots will take jobs away from people but that people will become robots.

CIRCLE K OPERATES WITH LITTLE EQUITY
The Consolidated Condensed Balance Sheet at October 31,
1985 showed only a nominal tangible net worth for a company
with $622,000,000 of liabilities as evidenced by the figures
below:
Redeemable Pfd Stock
Common Stock
Equity
Less: Intangibles
Tangible Net Worth
Total Liabilities
Debt to Tangible Net
Worth

October 31, 1985

April 30, 1985

$ 50,000,000
191,164,000
$241,164,000
194,572,000
$46,592,000
$622,450,000

$ 50,000,000
122,613,000
$172,613,000
109,032,000
$63,581,000
$407,144,000

13.3: 1

6.4:

1

RThought: The financial base of the Company at October 31,
1985 is the long-term debt of $385,529,000 of which only
$2,977,000 (less than 1%) is due on the year ending October 31, 1985.
Though this is not a classic balance sheet, three things should
be pointed out:

1. Classic financial ratios are based on companies with significant receivables. In Circle K, receivables are approximately
11% of inventory; in department stores, receivables—unless
sold or not consolidated—exceed inventory.
2. The food business has a much higher turnover. Trade payables equal 52% of inventory despite frequent traditional termof 7 days. Trade payables plus accruals are 85% t
inventory—a much higher figure than is typical in non-fooa
business.
3. Non-balance sheet assets are important in the convenience
store business. Of their thousands of leases, many control property at rates substantially below current market. With a 2,400
sq. ft. building (relatively low investment) on 8,000 to 10,000
sq. ft. of well-located land, it is inexpensive to convert the
locations to alternative uses that will pay more.
RThought: Over the years another cash business—Tandy
Corporation—has often cut their equity by buying back stock
for cash or debt. At times their ratios were as heavy as in Circle K, yet within a few years Tandy was ready to buy back
some more stock.

SHORT SHORTS
Don't shop until after Christmas—says Bloomingdale's.
Their "1986 Post Christmas SALE—begins December 26"
catalog was received in Los Angeles December 11—in time
for people to take advantage of, if by mail and phone
orders—which are "Accepted Now"! There was 50% off on
14K gold chains, 25% off on Evan-Picone (is E-P still sold at
full price?), 33% off on Pierre Cardin's goldtone chain
bracelets—and lots of special purchases. RThought: Bloomies
apparently hasn't heard the plea of fellow Federated CEO,
Lasker Meyer, for "A Few Courageous Leaders" who will
"reverse the dependency on sale goods." He asks: "Why are
we taking the most profitable part of our business, soft goods,
along the same path [that eliminated the profitability in our
home business]?"

When do you get free delivery from I. Magnin? As I went
through their Christmas catalog, I saw (amount in parenthesis
is packing and shipping charge); pants $118 ($3.40); telephone address book $168 ($3.40); bracelet $450 ($2.90); gold
earrings $700 ($3.40); foxtrimmed mink vest $1,750—no
charge! ! ! RThought: Although I don't buy $700 gold earrings by mail, I would not be inclined to pay packing and shipping charges.
I have certain catalogs I cherish. Next after my 24 pages o
thimbles must come 16 pages of popcorn from The Popcc
Factory. I note with interest they sell popcorn by the cube—
the price per pound (perhaps $15.00) does not have to
disclosed.

"1
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tried marriage. For persons 15 and over, tne percentage over
39 and never married has dropped materially:
Sex

1970

Male
Female

29.1%
24.3

1985

26.3%
18.7

The greater drop among women seems contrary to what one
would expect with the rise of women's liberation and the opening of new job opportunities.
The median age of people living alone has changed very little
for women but dropped greatly for men:
Sex

Male
Female

1970

1985

55.7 years
66.1

41.4 years
65.5

Once the live-alones were largely widows and widowers. That
seems still to be true for females.
One growth trend appears to be leveling off—the unmarried
couples did not increase from 1984 to 1985 but stayed at
2,000,000. But this is up from 1,600,000 in 1980. One should
remember what the Bureau of Census points out: this group includes elderly people living together as a matter of economy or
a widow renting a room in her home to a male college student.

READING REPORTS TO STOCKHOLDERS
Genesco, Inc.: They are again taking the "Big Write-Off"
approach to improving profits. Their October quarter report
included:

O

After a charge against earnings of $9.8 million to cover costs of a restructuring plan for our U.S. footwear operations, Genesco reported a loss of
$10,099,000.

RThought: I can hear top executives asking if everything including the kitchen sink had been written off so that many expenses of next year can be charged against the reserve rather
than against next year's income.
The GAP: At a talk before analysts, Don Fisher laid out all of
the things he didn't tell the shareholders. Here are a few
paragraphs:
In early August 1969, The Gap was born as a 100percent Levi's store in
San Francisco. It grew to maturity in the late '70s and early '80s, became
sick in 1982 and 1983 and died in 1984. In August 1985, sixteen years
after the first store opened, The Gap was reborn.
(Note: The message to shareholders for the year ending January 28, 1985,
now reported as the year in which The Gap died, started out, ' '1984 marks
the fourth consecutive year of record sales and earnings for The Gap
stores. Our stringent cost-cutting programs together with an improved
merchandise mix and lower interest costs, enable us to take full advantage
of the economic upswing.")
In 1982 and 1983 we saw that The Gap was struggling. We reduced our
dependence on Levi Strauss to about 25%; the balance of our merchandise
was proprietary, brand name private label. The marketing strategy was to
offer the customer a special value on a broad assortment of merchandise.
The price would go down, and return to normal in about two weeks. It
worked well for awhile and in 1983 we had our best year financially.
However, this was due to three major factors:
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1) We reduced interest expense by $6 million by raising equity in a
public offering.
2) Our cost of goods was lowered due to a recession in the United
States and a soft market for our manufacturers.
3) We cut expenses throughout the company.

i'

RThought: The structure of the market for publicly traded
shares is such that it is impossible to tell the truth (it gets out

most often through watching inside trading—often reflecting
what the'people who know do to protect themselves from a
drop in a price when current problems in the company become
known).
At the end of December 1983, The Gap was selling at $21.
half of the 1983 high, and at a P/E of 8. Of the 8.4 million
shares, about 3.3 million (40%) were owned by Don Fisher
and his family. Of the 5.1 million float, 2.3 million shares
were held by 42 institutions leaving only 2.8 million held by
small investors. Telling the truth as told today could have
caused as much as half the institutional shares to be dumped—
1.15 million against an actual December 1983 volume of only
477,000 shares!
Management can legitimately claim that they have to protect
the small shareholders from the institutional holders even if it
means being less than honest with both groups.
Horn and Hardart, Inc.: This company is a mixture of food
and direct mail (Hanover House with 20 to 25 catalogs) plus a
side venture in a Las Vegas hotel. It, like Genesco, is opting
for the Big Write-Off cure. But the September quarter report
has some frank statements:
The Company reported a loss of $8,965,000 in 1985 compared with . . . .
The 1985 third quarter includes after-tax charges of $6,200,000 or 51*per
share relating to the company's restructuring of its restaurant operations
and the write-down of its investment in a limited partnership which
operates a hotel facility in Las Vegas, Nevada.

The interesting industry comment:
The summer of 1985 will be remembered as a time when the food service
industry realized that continued expansion could not go on indefinitely
without seriouSf consequences. Almost every restaurant concept in the
United States, while expecting significant improvement from the summer of
1984, experienced lower average store volume and the softest business environment since the gas crisis of 1979.

RThought: It must grate the souls of some honest people to
have to put out the information they do to their shareholders,
analysts, reporters and everyone else. Though it may be a
moral issue when deciding what to announce, the analysts
show they are only a step above some of the lower animals (no
power to think or to analyze, only reflex reactions to change).
When Mervyn's was a public company, Merv Morris used to
meet with the San Francisco analysts and brokers each
November (in retrospect, a terrible time). As with all retailers,
December makes or breaks the year. At the time of the talk the
sales were a little soft and Merv commented that December
might not be up to what everyone was expecting. This was
about noon and analysts walked out (I should say ran out) in
the midst of Merv's talk to call their office and tell everyone to
dump Mervyn's. My recollection is that they broke the price
about 15% in the last hour of the market (closed at 1 p.m.
Pacific time).
As it happened, Mervyn's had another record December and
was well above plan. The stock recovered to a new high—and
the anlaysts probably claimed they went through their lowerlevel-animal reaction "fo« the good of their clients."

A WEEK BEFORE CHRISTMAS—
WITH THE RETAILERS
GEMCO opened at 7 a.m. starting Sunday, December 22, and
I was there a bit before 8 to check. There were only a few
cars—but all the people were shoppers. Most were pushing
carts around the store. I made a couple of purchases—one
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from a salesperson who could hardly stay awake, her very
young child having awakened her at 4 a.m. I hope she got
through the day.
There was some merchandise I wanted to buy—prominently
displayed on an end display—but didn't because I could not
find the price on any package nor was there a sign. I am never
very happy taking an unmarked item to the checkout and then
delaying everyone while the cashier uses the P.A. system to
call "Price Check." Everyone behind me waits. The cashier
calls again. It is not very comfortable.
And speaking of checkouts, I visited a Liquor Barn (part of
Safeway). First, I was surprised at the amount of service being
given to customers in an off-price store and what appeared to
be good product knowledge by the salespeople. I say "appeared" because I am not a drinker—at least since hepatitis
blanked out a couple of days of my life. But I was looking for
one special wine. They had it. And then I learned that Liquor
Barn has discovered more ways to slow down the checkout
process than one would dream could be developed.
That Sunday morning I also visited Toys " R " Us when they
opened at 9 a.m. and bought a crib mattress hoping it would
fill a non-crib purpose. It was too large and I took it back—
about 11:30 a.m. The Sunday before Christmas is pretty hectic
in any toy store—and even more so in a Toys " R " Us. I was
more than pleased with the way the return was handled.
Then there was my "experience" with a $50.00 item ordered
from the Sporting Edge catalog. The item was ordered by mail
on December 4 (Wednesday) and entered in their computer on
December 9 (Monday—perhaps not working on the weekend
is okay that early in the season). When it did not arrive, my
assistant checked on the 23rd (Monday) and was told (1) the
invoice was printed on the 21st (Saturday) and (2) we should
get it on the 23rd or perhaps the 24th UPS Blue Label. I would
have been writing in better spirits if it had come. It did not.
(Note: It did arrive on the 27th.) The gift was for my wife—
which made it exactly the mishandling I will remember for a
long time—unfavorably. There was a letter on the way to them
(24th—Tuesday) and I shall wait with interest for further
developments.
I was disappointed with the Christmas advertising. We all
seem to forget what Christmas is all about—and can only yell
"SALE SALE SALE" (except, of course, a few like—
Nordstrom's). But we forget that on Father's Day and
Mother's Day we stress the joy of giving—but never, yet
never, at Christmastime. No wonder people think of us as
Scrooge. (I even heard a station playing "I'm Dreaming of a
Green Christmas" with register bells and all.)
If there were ads wishing anyone a Merry Christmas, I missed
them. But there certainly was a deluge of tabloids Christmas
Day. In our'local paper (circulation 90,000) there were the
following: Penney's (2 sections 8 pages each—they are not
very proud of their name because they kept it hidden. In the second section it appeared at the bottom of the back page; on the
third page in small type "at larger Penney stores"; on
JCPenney brand towels on page 5 and a second "large store"
mention on page 7. The ad looked very much like Montgomery Wards—but I can be fooled); Millers Outpost; K mart
(at least they put their name on the front and back); Pay less
Drug (they could afford to put their name twice on the front
page, once each on pages 2 and 6 and the back cover plus on
every coupon on pages 4 and 5); The Brick (furniture chain);
Ward's (name front and back plus upper right-hand corner of
each odd-numbered page with the same good identification on
the White Sale insert); Macys (name on front and each even4 — RETAILING TODAY — JANUARY 1986

numbered page); Levitz (4 pages—name on 1, 2 and 4); Thrifty Drug with Coupon Day and Big 5 (subsidiary) inserts (open
any page and you know it is Thrifty or Big 5); Mervyn's (name
front, back and each even-numbered page plus a number of
mentions in the copy); and finally Sears (with 2 specr
pullouts. The Home Electronics pullout didn't have the n&\
any place—I guess everyone is supposed to know Kenmore,
the apparel clearance pullout—name twice on front and back,
once inside and a number of references under items; and on
their White Sale tab the name is twice on front and back plus
mention in copy of instructions on most inside pages.)
Finally, I was struck by the 50%-off sales at the off-price
stores offering 20% to 60% off department store price. In the
case of Ross Stores they have arranged things nicely—until the
end of January all their markdowns are taken at the register but
the real markdowns of what didn't move at Christmas are
taken only in the first quarter of the next fiscal year.
RThought: There are several. I am startled at the amount of
unmarked merchandise—and in stores that are not using scanning. I didn't know customers were being forced to purchase
that way.
We have forgotten that Christmas is something more than the
right to take money out of a customer's pocket and put it in
ours. Stores should re-think what a customer is doing in
December and be supportive of the customer's interest.
And I am amazed at how inefficient some large companies
are—perhaps they go private so they don't have to discuss their
mistakes in public.
SHORT SHORTS
Next October will be Australian Fortnight at Neiirutf"
Marcus according to Australia's INSIDE RETAILING. Tl
Australian government is cooperating in promoting Australia
throughout Texas with musical, film, cultural and sporting
events. RThought: Australia ought to be able to support two
or three other stores outside Texas.
WORDS FROM THE PAST
ON EXCESS CONSUMPTION
Diogenes Laertius, sometimes called Diogenes the Cynic,
lived from about 400 to 325 BC. Perhaps he gained this appellation from saying such things as "I am looking for an
honest man." Or perhaps, when asked what was the proper
time for supper, he replied, "If you are a rich man, whenever
you please; and if you are a poor man, whenever you can."
He lived close enough to the time of Socrates (469-399 BC) to
know some of the things that Socrates said that might otherwise have been lost to posterity. In his writings he saved the
following for all retailers:
Often when looking at a mass of things for sale, Socrates
would say to himself, ' 'How many things I have no need
of."
RThought: Had others believed as Socrates did, where would
we retailers be today? And could Thorstein Veblen have written The Theory of the Leisure Class in which he wrote: "With
the exception of the instinct of self-preservation, the propensity for emulation is probably the strongest and most alert f^~\
persistent of the economic motives proper" and "Conspicu\
consumption of valuable goods is a means of reputability to tiiv
gentleman of leisure.''
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March 7, 1986

Ms. Nancie Hawley, Director
Membership and Special Events
West Covina Chamber of Commerce
811 South Sunset
West Covina, CA 91790
Dear Ms. Hawley:
My apologies for having put aside your letter of January 16 asking
permission to quote a reprint from RETAILING TODAY.
Of course, I would like to have you do that —
by your interest.

and I am complimented

Sincerely,
>

Robert Kahn, CMC
/
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West Covina Chamber of Commerce

January 16, 1986

Mr. Robert Kahn
Robert Kahn and Associates
P.O. Box 249
Lafayette, CA 94549
Dear Mr. Kahn:
I have been receiving your "Retailing Today" for some time
now, and wish to extend my personal applause for your style when
questioning some of the tactics used to promote sales items
(January '86 issue).
One of my responsibilities with the Chamber is the development of a
fully operational Retail Trade Council in our sphere of influence by
September 1987. In the process of doing this, I must rely on many
avenues of information and statistics which can further be distributed
to the potential council members and the business community at large.
On that note, I respectfully request your written permission to quote
and/or reproduce portions of your monthly publications. To be used
in presentations and/or reprinted in a proposed newsletter.
If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to contact me - and
thank you for your consideration of my request.
Sincerely,

Nanci E. Hawley
Director Membership

Special Events

NEH;aa

811 South Sunset • West Covina • California • 91790 • (818) 338-8496
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FEBRUARY 1986
MORE ON UNIT COSTING

Don Rowlett, President and CEO of Ross Stores, called about
a statement in the January 1986 RT which read:
Finally, I was struck by the 50%-off sales at the off-price stores offering
20% to 60% off department store prices. In the case of Ross Stores they
have arranged things nicely—until the end of January all their markdowns
are taken at the register but the real markdowns of what didn't move at
Christmas are taken only in the first quarter of the next fiscal year.

MACY'S CANNOT COMPLY WITH
TRUTH-IN-LENDING

I have in my possession photocopies of a credit statement
with a billing date of January 7, a South San Francisco
meter imprint of January 22 and a due date of February 1,
just 10 days after the postmark date.
Section 226.5(b)(2)(ii) of Truth-in-Lending reads:

He points out that the statement "until the end of January all
their markdowns are taken at the register" is incorrect. I was
speaking of the effect of the markdowns on gross margin
rather than the marking of the goods. When Ross Stores takes
a markdown, all merchandise is marked with the new price.
However, the fact that the price is changed on the merchandise
has no impact on gross margin or on the cost at which the item
is carried unless the new price is below the original cost of that
item. For example, an item that costs $5 and sells for $10 is
-narked down to $6. There is no impact on the value at which
le inventory is carried. It continues to be carried at $5.
However, when the item is sold at $6, Ross Stores reflects
only $1 of gross margin.
If the price is later reduced to $3, then at the time the price is
changed on the merchandise, the book cost of that item would
be reduced from $5 to $3 and the $2 per unit change would be
reflected as a reduction of gross margin in the period in which
taken. A subsequent sale at $3 would be reflected at no gross
margin since the sale price equals the cost of the item.
In the balance of the sentence I said, " . . . but the real
markdowns of what didn't move at Christmas are taken only in
the first quarter of the next fiscal year." I should have pointed
out that it is when the markdowns take the unit selling price
below the unit cost that a charge is made concurrently with the
remarking of the merchandise. This usually will come in the
first quarter of the following year for Christmas merchandise.
RThought: Although the offering prospectus certified by
Touche Ross says in Note A on "Significant Accounting Principles "-"Merchandise inventory is stated at lower of cost or
market determined under the unit cost method,'' it does not appear to meet the requirements for a cost or market method as
set forth in Generally Accepted Accounting Principles inasmuch as the difference between the selling price and the
book cost does not always reflect, at a minimum, the future
cost of disposal or at a maximum the future cost of disposal
plus a normal profit.

The creditor shall mail or deliver the periodic statement at least 14
days prior to any date or the end of any time period required to be
disclosed under Section 226.7(j) in order for the consumer to avoid
an additional finance or other charge. A creditor that fails to meet
this requirement shall not collect any finance or other charge imposed as a result of such failure.

RThought: I have checked with the Federal Reserve and
have been advised that it is mandatory that Macy's not collect any finance charge when the regulation is violated. It is
not a case of refunding the finance charge when customers
complain. On the next billing cycle they cannot bill any
finance charge for those statements not mailed in compliance with the above-quoted section.
It is absolutely astonishing that Macy's cannot get their bills
out on a timely and legal basis. In the prior month this
customer also had a late billing, but I do not have the
photocopies of the proof.
RThought: I have asked the person on the account not to
pay the statement until after February 7 and to advise me if
there is a finance charge contrary to Section 226.5(b)(2)(H)
above. Since it was Macy's own meter imprint of January 22, they should be aware that a finance charge cannot
legally be made in the March statement.
1. Cost.
2. Cost not exceeding selling price.
3. Cost or market with allowance for disposal costs.
4. Cost or market with allowance for disposal costs and
normal profit.
5. Retail method of inventory.
Over the period of disposing of a "lot" of merchandise, the
total gross margin is the same—but the timing is substantially
different.

.•*ac selling price."
ceed

CAN SPORTING EDGE SURVIVE IN
THE MAIL ORDER BUSINESS?

RThought: In the March RT there will be a Feature Report on
inventory valuation showing a comparison of the timing of
gross margin under the following methods:

Their ad was dishonest. It said:
IT'S NOT TOO LATE FOR ROBERT KAHN!
OUR NEW GUARANTEED "ORDER TODAY . . . RECEIVE

e method used would best be described as "cost not to ex-

TOMORROW" SERVICE GETS YOUR PURCHASE THERE THE
NEXT DAY OR ELSE THE SHIPPING IS FREE! SEE P. 10 or P.
34B FOR FULL DETAILS AND THEN ORDER TOLL-FREE AND
IT'LL BE THERE ON TIME

Here is the chronology of an order I sent on December 4,
1985—for a gift for my wife!
1. They received it December 9 and entered it into the computer that day.
2. They did not fill the order until December 21.
3. When my assistant called on December 23, she was told
that it went out on December 22 UPS "Blue Label."
4. It actually went out the 23rd regular UPS and was received
December 27.
RThought: I guess Sporting Edge means that the odds are
against performance as advertised. The "edge" is on their
side.
LIFE EXPECTANCY—NOT SO MUCH MORE AT 65
The most commonly published figure on life expectancy is the
expectancy at birth. The table below shows the life expectancy
at birth at 1981:
Ethnic Group

Male

Female

White
Black
Black and other*

71.1
64.4
66.1

78.5
73.0
74.5

*Until recently "black and other" was the only
group other than white reported by the government. This permits continued comparison with
earlier figures.

A more interesting comparison is the change in life expectancy
at birth compared to the remaining expectancy at age 65. I
have used the figures for white male (the first column in
tables). However, a similar pattern exists for all segments of
the population.
Year of Expectancy Table

At Birth

At 65

1900-02
1909-11
1919-21
1929-31
1939^1
1949-51
1959-61
1969-71
1981

48.2
50.2
56.3
59.1
62.8
66.3
67.6
67.9
71.1

11.5
11.3
12.2
11.8
12.1
12.8
13.0
13.0
14.1

Life expectancy at birth has increased by 22.9 years (.48 of
1% per year), while expectancy at age 65 has increased from
11.5 (expectancy 76.5) to 14.1 years (expectancy 79.4) or at
the rate of less than .05 of 1 % per year.
RThought: Most of the increased expectancy has come from
the elimination or reduction of the causes of death that normally occur before age 65. This is true despite the rising rate of
cancer and heart diseases over the 81 years.
WHAT IS HAPPENING IN EFT?
The headline read, "Automated tellers close in 400 stores"
and went on to report that National Transaction Systems had
run out of money (Frederick Field of the Marshall Field family
had put in $8 million) and was closing down 400 terminals in
Safeway and 7-Eleven Stores. What happened? NTS had failed
to sign up any of the 5 major banks in California, so there were
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not enough people who could use the terminals. Those who did
use them found them convenient as did the stores in which the
terminals were located.
Then I got the Washington Report put out by the Electronic f
Funds Transfer Association and got more of the background.'
In an attempt to stay alive, NTS had set up a program whereby
a customer would authorize NTS to debit directly to his bank
account (and to his credit card if not enough funds in the bank
account).
NTS had avoided the need for a bank approval on the d e a l but in setting up a different PIN (Personal Identification
Number) they had created what the Federal Reserve Board
calls an "access device" and thus became a "financial institution" and thus had to comply with all the Fed's regulations.
And that meant lots of paperwork.
The Bank of America got mad and petitioned the Fed to amend
the regulations so as to be clear on the onerous demands—
hopefully forcing an independent out of the game. You see,
some of the Fed requirements could be filled only by a
"depository financial institution"—which NTS was not.
RThought: Why do I bring all of this to your attention?
There is a big world out there dealing with electronic funds
transfer, all with the idea that they are going to someday stick
the retailer with doing a lot of the work we now do on checks.
They get together under the flag of the Electronic Funds
Transfer Association (1726 M Street NW Suite 100, Washington, DC 20036—202-659-2100)—and virtually none of the
members are retailers. Sears and Penney's are members but
largely in a capacity of trying to sell networks to other parties.
The only retailers who are members are Pay Less Super-jr
markets (Anderson, IN), Tandy, Wegmans Food Markets^
(Rochester, NY), Zayre, Montgomery Ward, Giant Foods
(D.C.) and Carter Hawley Hale. These 7 retailers are trying to
see that the Association (EFTA) develops systems that
realistically meet the requirements of all retailers.
If retailers do not join this game, they are going to find rules in
place, set by banks, umpired by the Fed, that are unrealistic
for retailers—and the question will be asked of retailers:
Where were you when we were setting up the ground rules?
It is a fair question to ask.
Where were you?
Saving a few bucks, perhaps.
I think every major (over $500 million) retailer should be participating in EFTA. I am not talking about just department
stores with credit cards. I am talking about any business that
accepts bank checks and/or third party credit cards. That takes
in most of us.
A starting point might be to subscribe to the Washington
Report—being offered for the first time to non-members at
$250 a year. The real step would be to join EFTA, attend
meetings and participate in their activities.
All retailers do not have the same view. Oil companies are not
concerned about the reaction of a customer if the terminal re^*-s
jects a credit card—because there is no one standing in back a*
the customer to cause him embarrassment. Nor are oil com
panies too concerned about the number of seconds to process
the transaction. That is not true in a checkout line. Oil com-

FEATURE REPORT
WHAT MANAGEMENT KNOWS THAT SHAREHOLDERS DON'T
I often think of the damage to stockholders because U.S. acing up the value of land and building, accountants were driving
countants think historic value is so important. Miller's Comthe certified value down.
prehensive GAAP Guide summarizes "cost or market,
RThought: What prompts all this information about the
)ichever is lower":
Southern Furniture Market Center?
The basis of accounting for depreciable fixed assets is cost, and all normal
expenditures of readying an asset for use should be capitalized.

Historical costs: The actual amount paid at the date of acquisition, including normal expenditures for readying an asset for use.
GAAP prohibits the write-up of assets to market or appraisal value.
The following disclosures of depreciable assets and depreciation should be
made in the financial statements or notes thereto:
1. Depreciation expense for the period.
2. Balances of major classes of depreciable assets by nature or function.
3. Accumulated depreciation allowances by class or in total.
4. The methods used, by major classes, in computing depreciation.
[Note: No disclosure about value.]

Despite these rules, requiring the reporting of unrealistic
values, certified public accountants certify that statements
"represent fairly the financial position" of a company followed by "in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles applied on a consistent basis." That last phrase
means, really, "once wrong, wrong forever."
The Consumer Price Index (1967 = 100) was 44.1 in 1941 and
72.1 in 1948—up 62%. Despite that, the American Institute of
Accountants now the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, in a letter dated October 14, 1948, approved the
release of Accounting Research Bulletin No. 33 which said:
"The Committee on Accounting Procedure has reached the
conclusion that no basic change in accounting treatment of
depreciation of plant and equipment is practical or desirable
under present conditions to meet the problem created by the
decline in the purchasing power of the dollar."
Having reached that conclusion in 1948, it was never necessary to consider the problem again even though the CPI in
November 1985 was 332.6, up 632% from 1941.
I thought of this problem when I read about the fight for the
2,500,000 sq. ft. display space of the Southern Furniture
Market Center as reported in Furniture FORUM by Jack
Brandwein (Box 6415, High Point, NC 27262 $66/yr).
The corporation was originally owned by those who displayed.
Today there are two larger blocks owned by individuals (total
26%) and controlled by trusts and estates (another 22%).
There was a weak public market trading at about $20. Then
things started to happen:
Herb Barks made an offer for all shares at
$30.00
Parks made a second offer, after $30 was
refused, at
36.50
The directors offered to buy 40% of shares at
50.00
Ex-Congresman Gene Johnston offered
52.00
Johnston increased his offer to
55.00
Chicago Merchandise Mart (the Kennedy
family) said
58.00
Herb Parks came back with
62.00
There are 835,221 shares, so $62 equals $53,643,702—call it
>4 million—or $21.60 per square foot of building (disregardig land including parking space). How many buildings have
you built recently for $21.60?
Yet those looking at the audited financial statements would
think this was a great price—because while inflation was driv-

Macy's management has offered $70 for each of the
51,576,915 shares of common or $3,610,384,050—call it $3.6
billion. The book value of the common as certified by Touche
Ross is $1,306,680,000—call it $1.3 billion. An offer $2.3
billion over book—looks good.
What can a stockholder learn looking at the audited annual
balance sheet as of year end August 3, 1985?
Net depreciated property and equipment is $1.1 billion. But
wait a minute. That is historic cost less depreciation. Land at
$92 million, buildings on owned property $499 million and on
leased property $221 million—a total of $812 million, all
before depreciation.
What historic cost? The Herald Square portion of the Macy
building was built in 1902 and the 20-story building on the
Seventh Avenue side was built in three stages in 1924, 1928
and 1931—and these have all been written down! ! ! 1983
costs for building apartments, hotels and office buildings were
24 times 1915 costs (no index goes back to 1902) and 13 times
1924-31 costs. The Pan-Am building in New York sold for
$450 million and the Bank of America in San Francisco for
$660 million—and Macy's Herald Square at 2,157,330 sq. ft.
is larger than the two combined.
There are other low cost and written-off properties—
Bamberger's Newark store (1,245,000 sq. ft.) and Macy's
Atlanta (588,000) owned prior to World War II and Macy's
San Francisco (818,000), much of which was bought at the
end of World War II.
Then you think of Dayton Hudson. In January 1978 they
reported $139 million of land and building. Out of this they
took after-tax capital gains of $164 million in 1978 and $69
million in 1979 and still had land and buildings left! Prices
now are even higher than 1978 and 1979.
A look at the $828 million in inventory indicates that the LIFO
reserve is $65 million. There is the matter of the item: "Investments at equity and advances to shopping center joint ventures of $8.5 million." That would include the Bay Fair and
Valley Fair shopping centers in California—bought when land
was cheap and building costs were low—with the building
costs largely written off. One wonders what this $8.5 million
asset would bring?
Who knows what the land and building and shopping centers
of Macy's are worth?
The management that is supposed to be working for the
stockholders, the financial advisors who are paid by the
stockholders but who are working for management in the
buyout and the accountants who are supposed to be watching
the stockholders' interest but help management by insisting
that they can only disclose historic cost—these are the people
who know.
RThought: I don't think this is the way the world should
operate. I think that when an offer is made for a company the
regular accountants should be responsible and should issue a
statement setting forth, to the best of their knowledge, (and
identifying the specialists used), the current market value of all
tangibles and intangibles (especially leases) indicating the
basis and the independent source of each figure. This report
should be distributed to all shareholders before any acceptance
can be made.
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FEATURE REPORT
THE FIGHT ON UNITARY TAXES
A unitary tax is one that treats a corporation and all of its subsidiaries as a single unit and allocates the profit of the total entity to different states or countries on the basis of a formula
usually reflecting (1) sales, (2) assets, and (3) payroll of the
unit within the authority of the taxing agency. In some cases
varying weight is applied to each factor; in others they are
weighted l/3rd each.
For example, if a state has 5% of sales, 3% of assets and 4%
of payroll, then that state can tax 4% (5+3+4 divided by 3
equals 4) of the total profits of the entity.
The first question is: Is this step necessary? The answer is
yes—because too much profit flows through subsidiaries at
controlled prices that purport to reflect the profit which happens to be made in a low or non-tax area. Suppose that a subsidiary makes a product in area A for $90 and sells it in area B
for $100. You would assume that B would report a $10 profit
in the area in which he is located. But a tax-wise entity would
create a subsidiary in an area free of taxes (S) which would
buy the product from area A at $90 and sell it to area B at
$100, thus reporting all of the $10 profit as though it were
earned in the tax-free area.
Do retailers do this? You bet your booties, they do. There is
no such thing as a market-established intercompany transfer
price. Suppose Company P has stores in California (corporate
income tax) and a distribution center (Company S) in Nevada
(no income tax). Suppose further that the California stores
reflect a pre-tax profit of 4%. If the distribution center (Company S) marks up prices by 4% of retail over the actual cost of
goods plus the cost of the distribution center, then the California stores (Company P) report no profits and the company
pays no taxes to California.
The profit reported for federal taxes remains unchanged, so
Uncle Sam has no concern. Nevada enjoys the benefit of the
distribution center, the employment it provides and the property tax it receives.
Of course, large retailers cheat local agencies in other ways.
While serving on our County Grand Jury (1962-3), we started
sending auditors to New York City to audit the inventory
reported by chain retailers having local stores. It was not
unusual to find the reported figure was 25% to 50% of the true

figure. This had not been caught before because the records
were so far away. I should also mention that there was one major retailer who reported figures correct to the dollar—so all
retailers are not dishonest.
/
The ramification goes even further. We had on our Grand Jury
the wife of a prominent tax attorney. One of the retailers found
to be cheating was a client of her husband. The wife immediately did everything possible (and successfully) to get off
the Grand Jury.
With that as a background, let us look at retaliation that is being undertaken against the six states (Alaska, California,
Idaho, Montana, New Hampshire and North Dakota) that have
a worldwide unitary income tax.
Great Britain has passed a law, retroactive to April 1, 1985,
withdrawing the exemption from taxable income of dividends
paid to a parent company if: (1) the American company had at
least 7.5% of its property, payroll or sales in a unitary tax
state; or (2) was subject to state income tax in a unitary tax
state; or (3) has its principal place of business in a unitary tax
state.
Our Treasury Department has proposed legislation that would
require corporations to report certain information regarding
their individual state tax liability when filing their federal tax
returns. This information would be provided only to states
without a unitary tax that goes beyond the water's edge (the six
states named). Essentially, it would show whether the profit in
the United States was more than the total of the profit reported
to the states in which the company files returns. If the total by
states is less than the company total for the United States,
something is wrong in Denmark (and Denmark does not have a
unitary tax!).
,
RThought: If all retailers were honest, such problems as this
might not arise. But all retailers are not honest. Remember
Cartier listing fictitious out-of-state addresses in order to avoid
collecting New York sales tax? Remember the national chains
that reported only 25 % of the true cost of inventory in all their
California stores? Remember the billions of dollars in fines
paid by oil companies for charging illegal prices for oil and
gasoline under price regulations when reporting "obscene"
profits?

SHORT SHORTS
Pricing I don't understand. From a sign at a Chevron
station:
Self-Serve
Service
Regular
107.9
147.9
Unleaded
113.9
157.9
Super Unleaded
143.9
167.9
RThought: Why does it cost 40c a gallon to pump regular
(usually older cars with large gas tanks), 44 c to pump unleaded
but only 25 c to pump super unleaded?
Do advertising agencies listen to their radio commercials?
One wrote the following for Alfa Romeo:
"Because of the low price, this last of the red hot sport cars won't last
very long."

Whenever you need accuracy and quality—don't go to MAI
Basic Four Information Systems. Their invitation to me started
as follows:
"Statistical Process Control and Real-Time Moitoring (sic) are becoming critical with regards to the quality issue . . . ."

RThought: They sure are careful with their "Moitoring,"
just "moitor" everything all the time—as their contribution to
"the quality issue."
About brands—the next time you use Kikkoman soy sauce,
stop and contemplate that this brand dates back to 1630, the
year Boston was founded.
Abe Lincoln had an explanation for the wide variety o f
stores existing today, according to L. M. Boyd in his Gra(
Bag column. When shown a newfangled bit of nonsense, Lin
coin said: "For the sort of people who like this sort of thing,
this is the sort of thing that sort of people will like."
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panies are trying to get rid of people at the delivery end of their
pipelines—but then they only have 3 or 4 products to sell and
the customer knows which one he wants when he comes in.
^hat may be partially true of a supermarket, but it isn't true of
tt discount, home center and specialty stores to say nothing
department stores.
(
At least go to their next convention and listen to what they are
talking about and what they have planned for you. I suspect
you may not like it.
DOES BULK FOOD SAVE MONEY?
A study of bulk food prices compared with identical food products in packages in 19 Northern California markets (11
branches of 4 major chains, 5 branches of regional chains, 2
branches of a consumer cooperative) published in The Journal
of Consumer Affairs (Winter 1985) concluded that there was a
significant savings against smaller (generally 1 lb.) packages
but much smaller savings against some larger packages (generally 5 lbs.). If one can use the quantity, much of the savings
can be obtained by purchasing the larger size packages instead
of in bulk. Although the stores studied had from 24 to 300
items with a median at 48, it was difficult to compare a large
number of items because of strict definition of "identical"
products.
The biggest savings were in herbs. When comparing items
other than herbs (390 matches), the savings against .smaller
package sizes were 28%. In the 87 comparisons between bulk
and larger packages, the median prices per pound showed no
savings—they were actually 8% higher.

(

RThought: Bulk sales create an impression of saving money;
obviously all the packaging cost has been eliminated. On the
her hand, losses from spillage and damaged merchandise are
.osorbed by the store, whereas credit can be obtained for
damaged packaged foods.
Consumers who buy bulk quantities closer to their actual needs
(not possible with the standard packages) will have savings not
reflected in the price/pound comparisons.
Many consumers find bulk foods objectionable because of
concern that sanitary conditions cannot be maintained.
Methods of handling bulk foods are being improved and this
may overcome reluctance.
In most cases gross margins are higher on bulk foods compared to identical packaged foods despite the lower selling
price.

The Retail News Letter of the International Association of
Department Stores reported the results of 223 hypermarkets in
France (about 40% of the total number of hypermarkets).
After conversion from meters to square feet and francs to
dollars (at current exchange rates), the figures are as follows:

I

.Sales $ (000's)
NM%
M $ (000's)
Sq. Ft.
Sales $/sq. ft.
GM $/sq. ft.

Average for 223 Stores
Fresh
Household
Foods
Goods
Textiles
$12,620
$11,010
$ 4,960
17.0%
17.1%
21.3%
$ 1,056
$ 2,145
$ 1,883
15,048
22,248
16,848
$ 839
$ 495
$ 294
$ 143
$
85
$
63

It should be recognized that this is an overall picture for 223
stores, and there are a good number doing better—and a good
number doing worse. If corresponding figures were obtained
on wholesale clubs in the United States open more than a year,
the sales would be only a little higher and the U.S. gross
margin per square foot would be less.
It is obvious the grocery department is the loss leader—yet at a
3.9% gross margin it still produces $26 per square foot which
should cover all variable expenses and make a contribution to
fixed expenses.
Carrefour (the largest hypermarket chain) has indicated that
their sales in France approximate $800 per square foot, but it
is not known whether they were contributors to this survey.
RThought: The bottom line was a gross margin of 13.6% and
expenses of 13.4% with a profit before taxes of 0.2% or only
$80,000 per store.
LOOKING INSIDE THE CUSTOMER
Each month I look forward to receiving The Shopper Report
(3624 Science Center, Philadelphia, PA 19104). Mona Doyle
has developed this report, which she subtitles "The Consumer
Satisfaction Newsletter for Mass Marketers," based on consumer panels that respond to her questionnaires. Each question
is summarized with a rating consisting of two parts. The first
part is an intensity of reaction scale running from 1 (Absolutely, totally disagree) to 10 (Absolutely, totally agree). The
areas of high agreement are 9-Strongly and definitely agree,
8-Definitely agree and 7-Generally agree. The second part, a
percentage, is the percentage who answered that question, indicating the breadth of interest. I think every major mass
retailer should be studying this insight each month.
I have been holding this information from the September 1985
report, but it is still valid. The summaries below are before the
expanded remarks based on panelists' voluntary comments:
Most of our panelists agree that ' 'plastic bags for produce are difficult to
open" (7.7/98%), (Notice the high percentage responding.)
Our panelists strongly agree that "there is a need for insurance company
reform where consumers are concerned" (8.3/93%). (Note: Asked
because more retailers are going into insurance, following the lead
established years ago by Sears.)

OPERATING FIGURES FOR
FRENCH HYPERMARCHES

Grocery
& Liquids
$11,730
3.9%
$ 457
17,856
$ 657
$
26

RThought: The gross margins are somewhat higher overall
than those-reported for wholesale clubs in the United States
(without adding into gross margin membership dues and 5%
up-charges), and the sales per square foot are correspondingly
lower (or vice versa). However, hypermarkets are open stores
without membership and cater primarily to individual customers rather than business customers and do not fill as much of a
wholesaler function as do wholesale clubs.

Total
Store
$40,320
13.7%
$ 5,541
72,000
$ 560
$
77

Our respondents agree that they "hate the tremendous piles at the ends of
the aisles in food stores. I can't see into the aisles" (7.1/96%).
Most of our panelists "really dislike having a clerk or a manager-type person point in the general direction of an item I've asked about and say it's
over there. When you get there, the item is in an invisible place, so you
have to drag someone by the ear to show you or you just give up and do
without" (8.0/98%).
"No prices on the package get me mad" (9.0/99%). Some consumers
have switched stores in favor of those with more item pricing. (Note: Me,
too. Ed.)
"The pumps on 409, Windex, and Tilex, etc. fail before the product is
used u p " (8.0/87%).
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"Kleenex should print a public apology for reducing the tissue count from
200 to 175 in Softique packages and/or reduce the price 15% to make up
for the blatant deception" (8.4/92%). (Note: The last Softique I saw was
150 count! Ed.)
"It was bad enough producing proofs of purchase for cash refunds, but
now they are adding insult by sending discount coupons instead of cash"
(8.5/94%).

RThought: Although Mona asks most of her questions about
supermarket-related products or shopping problems, she
covers enough to be of great interest to all checkout stores (discount, drug, off-price, auto supplies, variety, etc.)—all who
are considering elimination of unit pricing with the installation
of scanning registers and all who carry non-food products like
those carried in supermarkets.

Ever since 1966 I have tracked the prime rate of the Bank of
America and computed the daily average for each year. For
1985 the average was the lowest since 1978. The Bank of
America has never been a leader in setting the prime rate; it
normally goes up the day other major banks increase and
delays in going down. Thus the average will be slightly lower
for banks like Citicorp and Chase.

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

Average
Prime Rate %

5.67%
5.63
6.32
7.95
7.91
5.73
5.25
8.02
10.77
7.85

Websters offers a pefectly good word for what Drucker wants
to say: "Innovator—a person who innovates; maker of change
or introducer of new methods, etc."
RThought: If every person makes up his own definition for
words, we cannot have communication. Read Alice in
Wonderland for Alice's chats with the March Hare or Humpty
Dumpty.
WORDS

1978 IS HERE AGAIN!

Year

entrepreneur as "a person who organizes and manages a
business undertaking, assuming the risk for the sake of profit."
Nothing says that the business has to be different. The delicatessen or Mexican restaurant could go broke and the founders
could suffer a great financial loss. But that flows from takin/^'N
the risk for the sake of profit.
\

Year

Average
Prime Rate %

1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

6.90%
6.81
9.05
12.23
14.54

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

18.87
14.97
10.79
12.04
9.94

RThought: Based on the traditional economic measurements,
interest rates (government short term) should be equal to inflation plus 3% or, at the present time, 7%. Treasury notes are
now in that range. Prime should be about 2 percentage points
higher or 9% and now is at 9.50%. Unless the Federal Reserve
wants to stimulate the economy by lower-than-normal interest
rates, prime should go down only another half point or so. It
may not go down if current forecasts of moderately higher inflation for 1986, based to a great extent on the strengthening of
the dollar, are correct. A stronger dollar will (1) increase the
price in dollars of imports—(an increasing percentage of our
goods are imports) and (2) result in higher prices for domestic
products as a result of lesser price competition from foreign
goods.
LET'S KEEP DEFINITIONS CONSTANT
Peter Drucker recently wrote an article in which he said:
"But not every new small business is entrepreneurial or represents entrepreneurship.
"The husband and wife who open another delicatessen store or another
Mexican restaurant in the American suburb surely take a risk. But are they
entrepreneurs? All they do is what has been done many times before. "

Drucker does not seem happy with the common definition of
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We use many non-profane words to reflect on people. We call
people with whom we don't agree such names as "liberal" or
"conservative" or "progressive" or even "moderate." We
even call people "libertarians" or "populists." We can make
these words sound worse than being called a "traitor" or a
"communist."
The Great Creator of Words must feel terrible. Here is what he
meant by those words:
Liberal: From the word "liberty" and means one who favors great
freedom in political or religious affairs.
Conservative: From the word "conserve" and means to keep or guard
or having the power or tendency to preserve in a safe or entire state.

RThought: These words are no more opposite than North and
West. In a country that has liberty a liberal conservative or
conservative liberal would be one who favors freedom andwants to maintain it.
Moderate: Comes from regulate or control and means keep within
bounds; observing reasonable limits; not excessive; restrained.

RThought: One who loves freedom and wants to preserve it
could easily seek to do so by acting within reasonable limits or
in a restrained manner. It is easy to see that a person could
properly be described as a moderate liberal conservative or a
moderate conservative liberal.
Progressive: Comes from progress or going forward and means one
who wants to progress.

RThought: Once again, a person who believes in freedom,
which is an existing right, could easily want to go forward in a
regulated or controlled manner and thus could properly be
called a progressive moderate conservative liberal or a progressive moderate liberal conservative.
Populist: Comes from the word people and means one who is a
member of a people's party.

RThought: Now we can see that members of a people's party
(which might have almost any name, like Republican or
Democrat) who wanted to make progress in a moderate manner might well be called populist progressive moderate liberal
conservatives or populist progressive moderate conservative
liberals.
This all being true, let us stop using perfectly good words as^-^V
epithets in lieu of profanity and describe a person properly!
This can be done only if we go back to using liberal, conservative, moderate, progressive and populist in their correct
sense and stop using them to reflect unfavorably on people.
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Mr. Robert Kahn
Certified Management Consultant
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Dear Mr. Kahn:

Thank you very much for mentioning the EFT Association and Washington
Report in your newsletter. I appreciate your interest and support in
EFTA.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if I can be of assistance to
you.
Again, thank you.
Sincerely.

James Callan
Senior Director
Communications & Government Relations
JC/jls
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THE NARROWING OF
MERCHANDISING COMPETENCE
Many of our larger retail firms are convinced that they can run
any kind of store. They just gobble them up or add merchandise to their present stores.
It is good to see Zale's advertising as "The largest jeweler in
the world"—because that is the business they know. Gone are
the sporting goods and drug stores, even the shoe stores
(which were profitable); and only the guild and credit jewelry
stores, a small group of catalog/showrooms with heavy
jewelry emphasis, and a lot of airport shops remain.
J C Penney knew they could do everything that Sears could
do—but gone, now, are the paint departments and TBA sections and tools and appliances. Gone are the discount stores.
Once a soft goods retailer, always a soft goods retailer.
K mart is proving that the automobile is a disappearing conf e r utility—they, like Penney's, are going out of the TBA
jerations^some 300 have been closed and a firm retained to
dispose of the balance. K mart is set on buying other companies that have a proven record, having learned that their
startups, Designer Depot for example, do not make a profit.
There is a big question on the ultimate success of Builders
Square—after their mammoth expansion based on K mart's
market concept that there can only be a limited number of such
stores and the first ones started will be the successful ones.
Nordstrom's is going coast-to-coast without going through the
middle. They have signed a deal for a store in Tyson Corner
Shopping Center, outside the District of Columbia. Groundbreaking is planned for late 1986 with an opening probably in
1987. Nordstrom's, however, does not feel that all wisdom
resides in Seattle. They will have key buyers for that store
residing in that metro area by the summer or fall of 1986; and
when they do open their store, they will probably know more
about that market and their competitors than long-time D. C.
retailers Woodward & Lothrop and Hecht's know about each
other.
Mervyn's is going into Detroit because they like the economic
future of that market (the Japanese will settle there and make
cars, using UAW workers?). Some broad statements were
made about invading the great Middle West—but perhaps it is
to cut off Main Street (Federated's replica of Mervyn's) which
probably intended to do the northern tier of states while Mervyn's was concentrating on the Sun Belt.

HORT POSITION ON RETAIL STOCKS
Each month a list of the number of shares sold short on New
York Stock Exchange companies appears in The .Wall Street
Journal or The New York Times or other publications together

Published Monthly
*36
P r y ar
$48 overseas

VOL. 21, NO. 3
THE LOTTERY IN CALIFORNIA AND RETAILING
RT November 1985 in "Double-Talking Retailers" pointed out they cannot go two ways—sign up to sell tickets and then complain that they cannot
make a profit on the 5% commission. There is no law that says supermarkets have to carry lottery tickets for the State of California.
But the question goes on—what is happening? By the end of December,
$700 million had been sold and about $300 million will go to schools.
Most of the big buyers ($20 at a time and more) are from families with incomes below $15,000. Most of the big winners have been from lower and
lower-middle income families.
/ don't buy tickets—and so the poor are funding the schools so I won't have
my taxes raised. It doesn 't make much sense to me.
The California Grocers Association said 5 supermarket chains reported
that grocery sales suddenly dropped 5% when the lottery started. The
Association will now survey other members. The California Retailers
Association (mainly general merchandise) reported no such change, but
then their stores do not have the even weekly sales pattern that a supermarket has. It may be a case of people spending the same amount of money
in the food store—but buying less food. Yet the supermarkets were the
ones who rushed to sell tickets.
The Director of the Lottery immediately disputed the claim. He questioned
the motives of the California Grocers Association implying that it was part
of their efforts to increase the 5% commission.
RThought: I doubt that anyone can prove that the $700 million spent on
the lottery was wise spending. But then some people want to gamble—and
will go to Las Vegas or Atlantic City—or do it illegally at home. California
has legalized parimutuel betting at race tracks and every county fair. It
gets more income from gambling than any other state. They hide it under
the name of the "Sport of Kings."
On the other hand, most governments try to avoid a regressive tax and the
lottery appears to be one. It is easy for legislators to pander to the baser
desires of people—particularly if they avoid the hard tasks of balancing the
budget by raising taxes or cutting programs. The people wanted it—they
said; they point to the $700 million to prove their decision was right.
As to retailer participation, I am inclined to side with John Roscoe whose
100-plus FOOD & LIQUOR stores all display a sign that has California's
famous yellow " L " on a green background that says: "NO LOTTERY NO LINES - NO LOSERS." John is a staunch Libertarian. He doesn't
want government in his business—and sees no reason why he should do
government's job through selling lottery tickets—even if paid 5%. And his
sales were not off 5%—probably indicating that people who go to food
stores to spend $30 are still spending $30 except when lottery tickets are
available it is split $28.50 for food and $1.50 on the lottery.

with the short position the prior month. This is always as of the
middle or second Friday of the month.
The short position is roughly the opposite of institutional
holdings published in Standard & Poor's; the short position is
for active investors expecting the price to drop and the institu-

tional investors being somewhat less active investors but expecting the price to rise. The list only includes companies
where the short position is more than 10,000 shares at one of
the two dates.
The list of retailers as of February 14 is shown below. The
significance is less in the number of shares shown (although
that is some indication of the companies that are watched by
investors) than in the change from month to month. FabriCenters of America which dropped to 3,000 from 16,000 or
Standard Brand Paints which increased from 2,000 to 13,000
indicates the stock is probably not watched as closely or the
market is not broad enough to absorb large blocks.
On the other hand, the Fleming Companies increase from
2,000 to 302,000 in a single month or the increase of Carter
Hawley Hale from 18,000 to 1,750,000 carries a message with
more significance (and probably shows inside information).
Company

2/14/86

1/15/86

Company

278,000
Allied Stores
Ames Dept
40,000
Stores
Associated
262,000
Dry Goods
Avon Products 177,000
Carter
Hawley Hale 1,750,000

213,000

Mercantile
Stores
Pantry Pride
Payless
Cashways
Penney (J C)
Pep Boys

Circle K Corp 273,000
Circuit City
845,000
Claire's Stores 913,000
Dayton Hudson 71,000
Fabri-Centers
3,000

137,000
629,000
801,000
283,000
16,000

Family Dollar 254,000
Fays Drug
Stores
13,000
Federated D.S. 44,000
Fisher Foods
2,000
Fleming Cos.
302,000

228,000

489,000
69,000
410,000
18,000

Gap, Inc.
Grace (W.R.)
Heck's, Inc.
Interco, Inc.
Jamesway
Corp

37,000
477,000
3,000
258,000

none
113,000
16,000
2,000
145,000
924,000
18,000
214,000

31,000

44,000

Kroger Co.
Lucky Stores
Macy (R. H.)
May D.S.
Melville Corp

9,000
21,000
137,000
61,000
32,000

20,000
10,000
251,000
44,000
10,000

2/14/86

1/15/86

29,000
159,000

19,000
132,000

21,000
703,000
233,000

none
555,000
366,000

I have been a management consultant (I prefer to be called a
business counselor as appears on the masthead of RT because I
see my function more as being helpful—thus counselor—than
being an expert) since 1956. As a professional in my field, I
have been active in the trade association of smaller consulting'
firms—the Association of Management Consultants. In ttf
capacity I was active along with officers of two other trau^
associations (ACME and the Society of Professional Management Consultants) in founding the Institute of Management
Consultants—IMC—as an organization to attest to the quality
of individual management consultants.
After three years of study and committee work, IMC was
founded on January 6, 1969 when 100 of the 142 Founding
Members met in New York. Dick Paget of Cresap, McCormick and Paget had headed the committee.
The minutes of that founding meeting reported Dick as saying,
"The prime purpose of the Institute is to assure the public that
Members havt met character qualifications, educational or
equivalent experience, and professional requirements and have
passed qualifying examinations which signify that they understand and can apply the knowledge and skills required for the
practice of management consulting, and are, therefore,
qualified to practice."
An active force in this effort, and selected as the first President, was Marvin Bower, then the managing partner of
McKinsey & Co., who had long said that management consulting could not be a profession until there is a qualifying examination process and a code of ethics. IMC established both.

Petrie Stores
174,000 285,000
Phillips-Van
Huesen
1,000
13,000
Pier 1, Inc.
19,000
61,000
Pueblo Intl.
19,000
3,000
Revco (D.S.)
227,000 242,000
Rite Aid Corp 587,000 429,000
Sears
Roebuck
1,198,000 909,000
SherwinWilliams
53,000
4,0Q0
Southland
Corp
1,165,000 1,005,000
Standard
Brand Paints
13,000
2,000

We saw ourselves as a parallel to the American Institute of
Certified Management Consultants without having the force of
state laws behind us. Today there are 2,000 members.

Stop & Shop
24,000
8,000
Tandy Corp
934,000 1,214,000
Thrifty Corp
50,000
84,000
Toys " R " Us 1,316,000 1,392,000
U.S. Shoe
18,000
33,000

More recently they established an annual award for the
outstanding article and selected my article for the first award.

Wal-Mart
Stores
Walgreen Co.
Woolworth
Zayre

560,000
400,000
431,000
49,000

632,000
114,000
269,000
75,000

RThought: In addition, there is a message in the change in the
total number of shares short on all listed stocks—which from
January 15 to February 14 increased by 10.3% (and with the
market at 1800 as of this writing—reflects some wrong bets).
If you are one of the companies on the NYSE, this gives you a
pretty precise message each month of what a number of people
think is going to happen to your stock price in the future. And
if you are a retailer who invests in retail stocks because that is
the industry you know best, it also is a message you will want
to read regularly.
THE EDITOR IS HONORED
There is nothing that makes one feel better than being honored
by one's peers. But it is unusual when it makes one feel so
good about the organization that offered the honor because of
what it picked as the basis of the award.
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Several years ago we reached the point where we felt the neek
for our own journal and established The Journal of Manage^
ment Consulting. I was asked to write an article on
ethics—which was published in 1984 as "The Practical
Philosophy of Ethics."

I learned of this honor just a few days before the award was to
be made and had to hasten to the meeting to receive it.
I just wanted to share with you the warm glow that encompassed me when I was told about it. Imagine belonging to an
organization that, from all the fine articles related to one's
profession, selected an article on ethics for their first award!
Think how seldom you see an article on personal ethics in any
business or professional publication.
This was an article that said such things as:
"First, one must convince oneself that one wants to be
ethical in one's conduct, not just on Sunday or Tuesday
afternoon but during every waking hour of every day.
There really is no such thing as being slightly ethical any
more than there is being slightly dead or slightly
pregnant."
Now you will understand why I concluded my short acknowledgment by saying that because an article on ethics was
selected "I am prouder today of being a CERTIFIER
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT than at any time since Jai
uary 6, 1969 when I was allowed to be part of the creation oi
the Institute."

HOW MUCH GROSS MARGIN SHOULD YOU REPORT?
The answer seems to be easy—the difference between your
sales and the cost of goods sold. Anybody knows that.
^ut how do you determine the cost of goods sold? That, again,
easy. You total the starting inventory and the purchases
during the period and then subtract the value of the ending
inventory.
How do you determine the value of the ending inventory? Now
that is not too easy to solve.
Since all of us report in accordance with Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (GAAP), it would seem that all we have
to do is look it up.
The inventory part of GAAP has not changed significantly
since Accounting Research Bulletin No. 29 was issued in
1947. It was later incorporated into the Statement of Accounting Principles and still later endorsed by the Financial Accounting Standard Board in 1953. Here is the famous Statement 6:
As used in the phrase "lower of cost or market" the term "market"
means current replacement cost (by purchase or reproduction, as the
case may be) except that:
(1) Market should not exceed the net realizable value (i.e., estimated
selling price in the ordinary course of business less reasonably predictable costs of completion and disposal); and
(2) Market should not be less than the net realizable value reduced by
an allowance for an approximately normal profit margin.

GAAP really has not helped us. Their answer is great if you
have an inventory of ingots of steel or 1-inch No. 8 wood
screws. You can find the market price for the first just by looking in the newspaper and the latter by checking prices of
ompetitive suppliers.
Of course., if we kept track of the unit cost of every item of the
tens of thousands in a store, we could pretend that there is no
"market" and rely on the alternative value of "cost" (at this
point let us disregard whether we are using LIFO or FIFO).
We have come up with three methods of valuing an inventory:
1. Cost.
2. Cost or market not to exceed net realizable value (actually selling price less the cost of selling).
3. Cost or market not less than net realizable value with
allowance for a profit (actually selling price less the cost of
selling and less a normal profit).
Now, cost can cause us a problem. What happens when you
carry an item on your books at $80 and because it does not sell
you are asking the public to buy it for $49? Ross Stores, as
previously reported, can and does keep track of the cost of
every item in their stores—tied to a unique SKU number. In
their case, they say we really should never value the item more
than the selling price, particularly if we want to call our
method a "cost or market" method. Thus once the selling
price gets down to the original cost, they value the item at the
selling price.
And finally, we have that problem of all those other retail
stores with thousands of items—stores that cannot—or don't
/ant to—store the unit cost of each individual item.
GAAP took care of that problem. In the discussion of Statement 6 quoted above, they said in their wisdom (although
factually it is wrong), ' 'The committee considers, for example,
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that the retail method, if adequate markdowns are CURRENTLY taken, accomplishes the objectives described herein. " I
won't deal with why they are wrong—please accept that the
retail inventory method does not do that.
Now we have two more methods of valuing inventory:
4. Cost not to exceed selling price (the Ross Method).
5. Retail method.
Finally, we can attack the question: "How do you determine
the value of the ending inventory?"
The table on the back of this page traces just how gross margin
is reported under each of the five methods. Study it a bit.
Note that in the end (bottom line) each method reports the
same gross margin—$40,500. But on the way to that figure,
some interesting things happen.
Note that in all columns except the Retail Method at some
point the gross margin reported is higher than the ultimate
gross margin.
Next look at the right-hand column—and note that at each of
the 4 points where cumulative gross margin is shown, the
lowest reported dollar amount is under the retail method. That
seems conservative. It is based on the theory that if these
10,000 items were worth 50% of the original selling price of
$10, then 50% of any current selling price is a proper cost
value. Therefore, no matter what the selling price, the "cost
or market" value should be 50% of the selling price.
As you read from left to right, you move from the least conservative to the most conservative valuation.
The retail method can be improved but that must wait for
another article.
RThought: Despite the volumes written on Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, I have observed that there really
are only two such principles—publicly held (show as much
profit as possible so the stock price will go up) and privately
held (pay as little tax as possible so you can keep the money in
the business).
A great many computer experts have pointed out that today we
do have the capacity to maintain almost infinite records. We
can know each night the original cost of every item sold. And
they argue that if you know that and deduct it from the known
daily sales you must have the true gross margin. The error of
that logic is easy to detect: it does not allow for the known
decline in value of broken stocks or out-of-style or out-ofseason merchandise until the selling price collides with one of
the two definitions of "market" as set forth by GAAP or the
original price as set forth by Ross Stores.
RThought: In view of the long-established and uncontested
definitions of the various>inventory valuation methods, one
wonders how an accounting firm can certify the "specific cost
not to exceed sell" as a cost or market method. At best, it
should be described as a "cost" method.
RThought: Nothing here should be used as an argument
against unit records maintained at cost or adjusted cost on a
specific basis. The article only approaches the question: if you
know how the various methods come out, which is the right
one for you, considering the interest of your shareholders and
the interest of Uncle Sam's tax collectors.
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CUMULATIVE GROSS MARGIN REPORTED
Cost or Market to Cover
/
Retal
Method/

Specific Cost

Specific Cost
Not To
Exceed Sell

Receive 10,000 units at Cost $5 Retail $10

none

none

none

none

none

Sell 8,000 units at $10 (GM = 8,000 x $5)

40,000

40,000

40,000

40,000

40,000

Markdown 2,000 units to $6 (MD= $4)
a. 79% of $6 = $4.741 MD = $5 - 4.74 = $.26
b. 2,000 at $4 x 50% MD = $2.00

none

none

none

CUMULATIVE GROSS MARGIN REPORTED

40,000

40,000

40,000

1,500

1,500

1,500

1

Disposal

Disposal2
+Profit

(520)
(4,000)
39,480

36,000

Sell 1,500 at $6
a. $6 - $5 = $1 GM x 1,500
b. $6-4.74 - $1.26x 1,500

1,890

c. $6 x 1,500 = $9,000 x 50%

4,500

CUMULATIVE GROSS MARGIN REPORTED

41,500*

Markdown 500 to $3

none

a. $5 - $3 = $2 x 500
b. $5-$2.55 1 = $2.45x500
c. $4.74 - $2,372 = $2.37 x 500
d. $6 - $3 = $3 x 500 x 50%

41,500*

41,500*

41,370*

40,500

(1,000)
(1,225)
(1,185)
(750)

CUMULATIVE GROSS MARGIN REPORTED

41,500*

Sell 500 at $3
a. $3- $5 = ($2) x 500
b. $3 •$3 = $0
c. $3-• $2.55 = $.45x500
d. $3 • $2.37 = $.63 x 500
e. $3:K 500 x 50%

40,500

40,275

40,185

39,750

(1,000)
none

225

315
750

FINAL GROSS MARGIN REPORTED

40,500

40,500

40,500

40,500

40,500

•Boldface figures are reported gross margin above the agreed ultimate gross margin.
1
Assume 15% cost to dispose—value at 85% of selling price. _
2
Assume 15% cost to dispose plus 6% normal profit 21%—value at 79% of selling price.
3
Value at 50% of current selling price.

SHORT SHORTS

Can Saks Fifth Avenue run a catalog business? To one RT
reader, the answer is an obvious NO. The day he received the
Folio Collections he ordered 3 gifts. For each one he received
the following note:
"Dear Customer,
Sorry, but there's been a slight delay. We haven't been able
to fill your order from our Folio Collections because an
unexpectedly heavy response depleted our stocks.
New merchandise is on its way to us, and we will ship your
order as soon as possible.
Again, our apologies for any inconvenience we may have
caused you."
The item was a petite shirtdress, color denim, size 8!
RThought: It looks to me as if S.F.A. orders merchandise on
receipt of incoming orders from customers—operating on a
zero inventory basis. That is not fair to mail order customers.

mm

The Federal Reserve says the use of checks is growing
despite ATMs, EFT, computer access- and direct transfer.
Maybe people like checks?
Why not? Wickes Credit Corp., a subsidiary of Wickes Companies, handles accounts for Wickes Furniture, Wickes
Lumber, Builders Emporium, Leath Furniture* Women's
World and Yorktown—claiming 136,000 active accounts out
of 1,000,000 and outstandings of $188 million. The system is
in place and now they plan to enter the third-party credit cant*
business according to The Nilson Report (Box 49936, Los
Angeles, CA 90049 $470/yr). Everybody is welcome in the
third-party field, especially when the computers and systems
are already in place. RThought: It probably will not be as pro
fitable as expected because Wickes will not get additional d
counts that match their current average balance of $1,40G.
Much of the cost relates to the account and not to the balance;
4 accounts with an average balance of $350 will not equal the
profit of one account with a $1*400 balance.
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CONFIRMING WHAT WE K N O W BUT DON'T PRACTICE
The San Francisco Chronicle's sidewalk interviewer asked 7
people the question—"Childhood Compliment You Never
brgot?" Here are 5 replies:
. A teacher read my composition aloud and said it was one of
the most mature ones she'd ever read. Everyone always said I
was one of the most immature 12-year olds so it meant a lot.
2. At a dinner table my grandaunt made the comment that we
were the most well-behaved children she'd ever had at her
home. From that point on my behavior was always pretty
good.
3. When I was 5 my aunt said I talked and acted like an adult. I
was pretty proud of that. I behaved when she was around.
4. I was 12 and had long hair. This girl said she wished she
could take my hair off and keep it for a keepsake. Nobody
really gave me a compliment like that before. I asked her to be
my girl friend.
5. A teacher said I was very smart for 8. It made me want to
do better and I surrounded myself with smart people after that.

W

RThought: We know we should praise people when they do
something good—but so often we don't have time. Just think
what could happen at your store if you did have time to
recognize all the good things your people do.

The Japanese, however, studied the market, just as they did
the United States market. They saw something different. Their
export cars have absolutely plain front seats and all the luxury
is in the back seats.
The Japanese saw something that the American car manufacturers never looked for because they still seem to think that the
world wants an American car. The Americans completely
missed the fact that almost 100% of the people who can afford
a car in China—don't know how to drive! They will sit in the
back seat; a lowly paid driver will sit in the front. Where
would YOU put the luxury trim—if you just happened to think
that perhaps the car market in China was different from that in
Southern California?

THE MARYLAND ATTORNEY GENERAL ALLEGES
THERE ARE CROOKS IN RETAILING
Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary defines the word
"crook," as used here, as follows. It was first used as an adjective in Australia and New Zealand in 1898 and meant "not
right: a. unsatisfactory b. dishonest, crooked c. irritable,
angry and d. ill, unwell." I use the word as "not right" but
those named below may well be irritable and angry.
Stephen H. Sachs, Attorney General for Maryland, is taking
on retailers.

WHY DIDN'T AMERICANS THINK OF THAT?
We worry about our unfavorable trade balance.
We attribute it to lower labor costs elsewhere.

o

We can never admit that we might not be as great as we like to
rijnk we are.
We are "store blind." We just don't see what is happening
around us.
Recently I was stopped by the beauty of some of the Pulsar
watches being advertised by our largest department stores.
The same is true of some of the Casio and Seiko watches.
Those "cheap" Japanese imports are now offering watches in
the $100-$500 range (and perhaps above).
Recently I attended a seminar on the future of the Pacific Rim.
The countries that rim the Pacific soon will be a more important commercial market (without Russia) than is the European
Common Market.
One of the speakers—he was with a private commercial company in China—compared two methods of marketing
automobiles to China. The Japanese car manufacturers are exporting to China because they know that eventually China will
have its own manufacturers. The United States is building car
manufacturing plants, perhaps because they don't understand
the car market in China.
He gave an example. Look at Toyota, Nissan, Mazda, Honda
and all the other Japanese cars in the American market. It is
hard to imagine what additional luxury could be put in the
front compartment—many lights, 4 speakers for the radio, extra padded seats. The back seats are pretty plain. But then
(1) they aren't used very often and (2) the owner of the car
very, very seldom sits in back.
hat is the kind of car that the American manufacturers want
to supply to China.

No. 1: Luskin's , Inc. operates 12 stores in Maryland selling
brown and white appliances. The complaint alleges a number
of practices violating the Commercial Law of the State such as
bait-and-switch, inadequate inventory to back ads, permitting
sales personnel to disparage advertised items, failing to honor
advertised policy to meet competitive prices, misrepresenting
terms of service contracts, failure to make repairs and more.
The complaint was filed December 16, 1981.
The October 3, 1985 decree provided that Luskin's is to keep
substantial records to show they had adequate inventory to
back expected response, establish a raincheck policy, stop
sales personnel from disparaging advertised items, disclose in
the price guarantee that they carry exclusive models (perhaps
different from others only in model number—a practice that
the appliance industry operates in order to do their part to permit crooked retailers to perpetuate crooked practices), offer
exchange or refund when repairs are not made promptly and
much more.
Perhaps the most onerous requirement is the posting of signs
that read:
"Under our sales commission plan, a salesperson may be
paid more for selling one item rather than another even
though both items may sell for about the same price."
Luskin's is to pay $250,000 to establish a Consumer Protection Education Fund under the Attorney General, conducted
by independent trustees (I presume they will tell the public
about firms like Luskin's tuid Hecht's—see below) plus
$40,000 for state legal expenses plus the cost of Luskin's bank
in providing evidence against Luskin's. The Attorney General
will circulate the decree among all of Luskin's competitors to
show the manner in which the Maryland law will be enforced.
No. 2: The Hecht Company, a subsidiary of May Department
Stores, operates 17 stores in Maryland, 6 in Virginia and one
in Washington, D.C., and they are alleged to have been less
than honest in advertising savings on mattresses. Let me cite
some information from the Bill of Complaint.
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The AG cites a Posturepedic Ultra I full-size mattress offered
at 50% off plus a 10% bonus (Sound familiar? Do stores in
your area make that kind of offer?) with a regular price of
$420 and a sale price of $198.99. Unfortunately, the Hecht
records show that in 36 of the 40 prior weeks the mattress was
offered at prices between $188.99 and $209.99. At times
"sale" prices were actually higher than the price charged for
the identical mattress only days earlier.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics on using the Bureau of
Labor Statistics Consumer Price Indexes: "Because they
are based on smaller samples, local area indexes are subject to
substantially more sampling and other measurement error than
national indexes. BLS strongly urges users to consider the useof national indexes in escalator agreements." (Emphaf
added.)
\

Can you imagine an attorney general considering such conduct
as violating Maryland's Consumer Protection Act? I can—and
will report whether or not the court holds for the AG or for
Hecht's.

Do you know where "salary" came from? I don't mean the
dollars you got in your last paycheck but the word. Roman
soldiers were given money to buy salt (then a state monopoly
in most countries and an item necessary for life). That money
was, in due course, called "salary.' And now you know the
origin of the phrase "He is worth his salt."

SHORT SHORTS
If you wonder about our tax laws, look at the British. The
following appeared in the "Questions of Cash" column in The
(London) Sunday Times:
Q: As a recent parent with a non-working common-law
wife, I need advice on tax reliefs. Can I claim anything for
my wife? If so, from what date or event? Can I claim a tax
allowance for our child? Finally, can I claim a stepdaughter
of mine, wholly supported by me?
A: You won't get the married man's tax allowance because
you are not legally married. Don't worry, though, because
our daft tax laws allow you to do even better. If your
common-law wife has little or no income as well as no earnings, you can execute a deed of covenant in her favour,
transferring 2,205 pounds of your income to her and effectively make it tax free.
If she claims the single parent's tax relief for the child you
refer to as your stepdaughter, the 2,205 pounds can be
raised to 3,455 pounds—worth 1,036.50 pounds a year in
tax refunds. And that leaves you to claim the single parent's
allowance for your own child—worth 1,250 pounds on your'
PAYE code and 375 pounds off your annual tax bill. No
wonder marriage is going out of fashion (emphasis added).
RThought: Our Mother Country has outdone us!
Why courts are overcrowded? Goodyear is suing Fuji Film
because Fuji is using a blimp to advertise (as is McDonald's)
claiming that Goodyear invented the "blimp in the sky"!
RThought: Dear Judge: Throw it out.
Neiman-Marcus joins the off-price club—or traveling
warehouse sales club. The radio ad promised 30% to 60% off
fur coats brought from all the N-M stores to, of all places, the
Hyatt Hotel—in Monterey, California! One day only, 11 to 5.
I mink they forgot to mention 30% to 60% off original prices.
They could have been offered already at even lower
prices—and failed to move.
What happens to job hoppers in retailing? The rewards
were publicized recently when BATUS decided to eliminate
the retail activities that did not produce a satisfactory profit—
Gimbels, Frederick & Nelson, The Crescent and Kohl's. They
will eliminate (actually, the individuals will resign) Arnold H.
Aronson—he found this out the day before his 51st birthday—
who some years ago switched from Bloomingdale's to Saks.
Fifth Avenue; and Vice Chairman Joseph Berzok, who came
to BATUS after 25 years at Macy's, last as president at
Bamberger's. RThought: One can say that people should be
eliminated if they are not productive and the stores being offered for sale were not productive, but in their former positions Aronson and Berzok were productive and presumably
would have continued to be so.
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WORDS TO THINK ABOUT
Some months ago my wife and I had dinner at "The old
original BOOKBINDER'S Restaurant" in Philadelphia. I
would class it among the great "merchandising" restaurants in
the country along with The Nut Tree near Sacramento and all
the places on Fisherman's Wharf (not the best seafood places)
in San Francisco.
As I wandered through the waiting area and read everything, I
came across this poem:
<<

<8o 0n MtMe "
ITSJUST A GOOD THING GOD ABOVE
HAS NEVER GONE ON STRIKE
BECAUSE HE WASNT TREATED FATR
OR THINGS HE DIDNT LIKE.
IF HE HAD EVER ONCE SAT DOWN
AND SATO "THAT'S IT — FM THROUGH
rVE HAD ENOUGH OF THOSE ON EARTH
SO THIS IS WHAT I'LL DO."
I'LL GIVE MY ORDERS TO THE SUN
CUT OFF YOUR HEAT SUPPLY
AND TO THE MOON, GIVE NO MORE LIGHT
AND RUN YOUR OCEANS DRY.
THEN, JUST TO REALLY MAKE IT TOUGH
AND PUT THE PRESSURE ON,
TURN OFF THE AIR AND OXYGEN
TILL EVERY BREATH IS GONE."
DO YOU KNOW HE'D BE JUSTTFTED
D7 FAIRNESS WERE THE GAME
FOR NO ONE HAS BEEN MORE ABUSED
OR TREATED WITH DISDAIN
THAN G O D - A N D YET HE CARRIES ON
SUPPLYING YOU AND ME
WITH ALL THE FAVORS OF HIS GRACE
AND EVERYTHING — FOR FREE1
MEN SAY THEY WANT A BETTER DEAL
AND SO ON STRIKE THEY GO
BUT WHAT A DEAL WE'VE GIVEN GOD
WHOM EVERYTHING WE OWE.
WE DONT CARE WHO WE HURT OR HARM
TO GAIN THE THINGS WE LIKE
BUT WHAT A MESS WED ALL BE IN
D7 GOD SHOULD GO ON STRIKE!
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THE MYTH OF HIGH AVERAGE INCOME
Perhaps you have noticed that virtually every store—the plain
old common types—report that their customers have above
average income?
I read that claim in reports of discount stores, low-end department
stores, off-price stores, specialty stores, home centers,
warehouse stores and on and on. They all proudly announce
this discovery and then feel compelled to trade up both price
and fashion.
It sort of seems as if someone is saying, "Gee, did you know
our customers have above average income (which is really median income*)? Let's buy from sources selling to I. Magnin/
Lord & Taylor/Bloomingdale and move to the fashion edge."

C

*The published figures on family income normally are the median income
or the point at which half of the people or families have an income above
the median and half below. The average income would refer to the
arithmetic average—add up all the incomes and divide by the number in
the group. The other measure of commonality is the mode or the income at
which the largest number of people are grouped. Look at the eleven
figures below listing individual family incomes:
$

7,000
8,000
8,000
8,000
8,000
10,000
11,000
12,000
13,000
100,000
200,000

The median income is the 6th (from either the top or bottom) or $10,000.
The figures total $385,000 which divided by 11 produces an arithmetic
average of $35,000. But the most common figure, or mode is $8,000.
You can now say, because these are all forms of average, that your
customers have a typical income of $8,000, $10,000 or $35,000. Take
your pick.
If billionaire Leslie Wexner shops in one of his $500,000-a-year stores,
and gets caught in the sample, he can raise the average income by perhaps
$100,000 or more. And it might change the median by 1 person on the array and would not change the mode at all.
With that lesson in Statistics 1A, let us proceed with the myth of high
average income.

vlost of the what the stores listed above (department, discount,
etc.) sell is merchandise to people who have what is called
"discretionary income" which is defined as income above that
amount necessary to house, clothe, feed and provide transportation and basic medical care for the family. "Clothe" doesn't

THE DANGER OF INCENTIVE COMPENSATION
I have often compared two remarkably successful companies that follow diametrically opposed paths—Mervyn's
which pays no commissions and Nordstrom's which has a
commission or incentive for everyone. I have suggested, in
good humor, that at Nordstrom's there must be a bonus
paid to the janitors on how many square feet they clean each
day.
Thus we see that whether or not an incentive is paid is not
the key to success.
However, too many managers are looking for the
"perfect" compensation plan to use as a substitute for
being managers. They try to structure the payment plan to
accomplish all of the goals of management without management's having to do anything and thus to produce the maximum profit. It doesn't work that way.
In the case of the Challenger and the 7 astronauts that
perished, it may have caused their death.
Only once have I seen in a newspaper (The New York
Times March 17, 1986) a reference to incentive compensation.. William C. Bush, an engineer at the Marshall Space
Center at Huntsville, Alabama, who has been battling
management for years and therefore feels he has nothing to
lose by speaking out at this time, attributed the approval of
the launch to greed. The people who make the decision
qualify for bonuses based on good performance in keeping
the shuttle program on schedule.
The managers who got the bonuses never mentioned them;
they attributed the pressure to maintain the schedule to the
newspapers who criticized NASA when NASA announced
a launch and then had to abort it.
RThought: J don't think an incentive compensation plan in
a retail store will kill 7 people or even injure one. It may,
however, drive customers away by affecting the relation at
the critical point—when the customer is interested in buying
something and the employee is interested only in making
the maximum commission.
When the impact is great enough, management will be conscious of it—a continuous disappearance of customers.
Fewer statements mailed each month. People pay off their
account. Very quietly. Never saying a word to you. Silently. They go to another store.
Even worse, incentives based on the "bottom line" induce
many buyers and divisionals to be dishonest in their price
comparisons and unethical in their conduct with vendors.

mean fashion—it means protection from the weather and can
be satisfied at Goodwill or with "hand-me-downs" from
friends and relatives.
The Conference Board recently published, jointly with the
Census Bureau, "A Marketer's Guide to Discretionary Income" and they looked at the percentage of families with $250
a month or more discretionary income. 100% of the families
with incomes over $75,000 met the test.
But only 10% with family incomes of $15-$20,000 and 17%
with incomes of $20-$30,000 met the test.
Think now of all the stores looking for good neighborhoods
where the median income is $15-$30,000. They are saying that
we are going to build a big business in an area where we might
find 15 % of the families with discretionary income of $250 per
month or more out of which they will buy our fancy apparel,
brand new power tools and copper bottom pans.
This doesn't mean that the store, if appropriate in selection,
decor and service, won't get some of the "necessity"
business—but that business is probably going to be extremely
price sensitive.
RThought: I think every retailer planning to add stores should
look at this report—and because the cost of printing was paid
by The Conference Board, the Bureau of Census is giving it
free to non-members like me (minimum membership in The
Conference Board is $2,500 a year, too much for a one-man
consulting/publishing outfit). You can call 301-763-5060, or
you can write to:
Income Statistics Branch
Population Division
Room2312-F0 3
Bureau of the Census
Washington, DC 20233
RThought: An interesting point is that among families that do
have more than $3,000 per year discretionary income, the per
capita discretionary income is higher in the older families.
Age of Head
of Household

Per Capita

Under 25
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65 and older

$2,833
2,867
2,799*
2,964
3,056
3,384
4,017
4,889
4,923
5,633

T h e kids are expensive.

WHAT ABOUT THE INCREASING LIABILITY
INSURANCE COSTS?
In all the complaints that I have heard and read about the rising
insurance costs for general liability insurance, I have heard only one group (day care centers in Denver) argue that the insurance carriers were making money off the present rates.
At a recent meeting with executives of a major retailer at
which the large increase in the cost of liability insurance was
discussed, the CFO frankly stated, "We have been getting a
free ride for several years." In other words, the insurance
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company was paying out more in claims than the company was
paying in premiums. And the magic of interest, at today's rate,
earned on prepaid premiums is not enough to cover the excess
payout, sales commissions and operating expenses.
Each party is pointing at another party in trying to fix (
blame. Targets are trial lawyers who bring cases for injure**-"'
persons, juries that like to stick it to a large company, companies that pay too much commission to insurance salespeople
and even laws that can make a party that is only 1 % liable for
the injury pay the entire award just because that party has the
financial ability to pay and all the other guilty parties are
bankrupt or have little or no attachable assets (called "deep
pocket" laws).
RThought: I think a great deal of the higher cost is the result
of the conduct of two key parties: the insurer and the insured.
I get the agenda for our local city council and regularly, on the
consent calendar, find an item "Claim of Joe Jones. Recommend rejection." In other words, regardless of the merit of the
claim the claim is rejected and then the claim has to go to the
insurance carrier. If the council did otherwise, the carrier
would not cover the claim.
But what do the rejected claimants do at that point? About the
only thing they can do, because the matter is getting beyond
their capabilities, is to consult an attorney, often a trial lawyer,
to assist them with a claim they honestly feel is a legitimate
one.
Now the background is set for litigation. Now the costs start to
escalate.
The same is true of insurpd retail firms—our insurers tell us we
can never admit liability. Sound relations with our customersonly come into play when a retailer is large enough to s/
insure and then remembers that just as the first markdown^^/
the cheapest, the first offer of settlement is the cheapest.
RThought: I know of no retailer who is taking steps to treat
insurance claims like they treat claims and returns under a
"Satisfaction Guaranteed" policy. This won't eliminate a^l
claims—but it will settle a great many on a fair basis. A simple
question—"What would you like us to do?"—will, in most
cases, get a reasonable response from the person who fell after
stepping on a cherry pit or who painted his house and found
the paint was defective.

WHAT IS A CARDINAL RETAIL SIN?
The question above was asked of Joe McNichols and he
answered it in the "Ask Joe McNichols" section of his April
1986 Furniture Merchandising Newsletter (Box 584, Palos
Heights, IL 60364 $39/yr) as follows:
To misrepresent or exaggerate an ad is an unforgivable cardinal sin.
Your art work must be to scare and your retail comparisons must be
within reason. If you show inflated comparatives constantly, your
customers will not believe your copy or anything in the promotion.
You may insult intelligent customers. (Emphasis added.)

RThought: It is surprising the number of cardinal sinners in
the retail field—virtually every major retailer. Check advertisements for mattresses. There is a commonly accepted fo*^
of lying practiced by the major retailers. Hecht'/
Baltimore/DC/Virginia is now being charged by the MaryJW^
Attorney General on just such an ad where sale prices are

FEATURE REPORT
A BETTER RETAIL METHOD
irtually every store reporting Federal income tax under the
retail inventory method fails to comply with IRS Reg
1.471-8(c) which reads as follows:
"A taxpayer maintaining more than one department in his
store or dealing in classes of goods carrying different
percentages of gross profit should not use a percentage of
profit based upon an average of his entire business but
should compute and use in valuing his inventory the proper
percentages for the respective departments or classes of
goods. " [Emphasis added.]
Note the reference to "different percentages of gross profit"
and the admonition that when there are different percentages
of gross profit the retailer should not use an average. A department in which there are different percentages of gross profit
should not be computed based on the average for the department any more than a store with different percentages of gross
profit should use the store average.
What is a "different percentage of gross profit"? Certainly if
the intitial markon varies from 48% to 52% and the cost
percentage is the reciprocal, averaging might be appropriate.
But what about departments in which the initial markpn varies
from 45% to 55% or 40% to 58%? Certainly the method we
now use is not in compliance. An item costing $100 if given an
initial markon of 40% would sell for $166.67 and if given an
initial markon of 58% would sell for $238.10 or 43% more.
In The Retail Inventory Method and LIFO by Professor
' Malcolm McNair and Anit Hersum (McGraw-Hill 1952—out
print), it is pointed out that in earlier days (the days in the
.^20s when the argument for permission to use the *etail
method was before Congress) there tended to be a uniform
gross margin. Later under Fair Trade the initial markon tended
to be uniform within a category of merchandise.
In 1952 McNair reported some ranges: Men's clothing 33% to
38%; women's apparel 35% to 43%; furniture 40% to 45%.
The variation between categories was even greater when one
included food (many stores had food departments that used the
retail method). McNair points out that over a 20-year period
the cumulative markon for department stores doing over
$10,000,000 (then the largest category) ranged from 38.1 % to
40.1% despite the Wholesale Price Index rising from 59.8 in
1933 (1926 = 100) to 169.5 in 1948.
McNair recognized the problems of buying for special events
(see footnotes 1 and 3 on the comparison table) and said:
"There is one set of circumstances, nevertheless, in which
the averaging tendencies of the retail method may cause
undesireable distortion of gross margin, and that is in the
conduct of promotional sales events featuring specially
bought goods at low markons."
The problem is not only with the distortion of the average, but
with the fact that any average including those figures is incorrect because, with rare exception, none of the special purchase
merchandise remains in the inventory being valued.
"^e use of the retail method as used today can only be valid if
make a major assumption:
The gross margin on the merchandise in the ending inventory is in the same proportion as the gross margin in the
purchase.

This can never exist.
The retail method of averaging used today can work
reasonably well when the initial markon is constant but the
turnover of the items varies; or when the turnover rate is constant and the initial markon varies—but not when both vary.
The retail method always overstates the ending inventory
value because of the tendency of low initial markon goods to
turn faster (cigarettes, for example, at 6% vs. cigars at 33% in
the same tobacco department). In appealing property tax
assessments in 7 California counties (before property tax on
inventory was repealed), I obtained two adjustments for my
clients: (1) 3% for the inherent overstatement under the retail
method and (2) the rate of clearance markdowns (excluding
promotional markdowns) applied to the ending inventory.
In the NRMA publication "Retail Inventory Method Made
Practical" in both the 1971 edition (1979 printing) and the
1950 edition, both edited by Jim Powers of Peat Marwick Mitchell, there is this statement:
"In fact, as will be shown, 'cost' under the retail inventory method, ignoring the effect of markdowns, will
often give a 3% to 7% higher valuation than 'cost'
developed from vendors' invoices.''
On the premise that there are only two generally accepted accounting principles—privately held and publicly held—we find
ourselves in a position where privately held companies want a
method that will reduce ending inventory values and thus profits and thus taxes—and publicly held companies seek the opposite in order to improve the reported profit, perhaps the
stock price and certainly the bonus paid to management.
And I must say that for most of the accounting profession dealing with the retail method, they don't understand what is happening but are happy if they misuse averages but complete the
computation sheets correctly.
There is an alternative. (Please take a moment to look at the
table on the back of this page.)
It became feasible with the use of computers.
The Chart shows a simple approach, the left-hand pair of columns illustrates the conventional method of mixing oranges
and apples and getting more profit. The right-hand two pairs
show the department being split into two subdepartments: R
for Regular markon and NR for Non-Regular markon,
whether exceptionally high (footnote 1) or low (footnotes 2
and 3).
Yet the total retail figures permit the computation of shrinkage
with no change from the present procedure. After deducting
sales and other retail reductions from the cost of goods
available (opening inventory of 65R and 65NR plus purchases
in 65R and 65NR), we arrive at an ending inventory at retail.
In order to reduce that inventory to cost, we will now apply the
cost percentage developed for 65R or regular markup goods
and disregard the cost percentage for 65NR because that merchandise is presumed not to be represented in stock.
If our ending inventory is $100,000 at retail, then the cost is
$48,940 under the proposed method rather than $56,630 under
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Feature Report continued
the conventional method—or 14% less—and more accurate.
Of course, the cost of goods is $7,690 higher and the gross
margin and pretax profit lower by the same amount. A privately held company might well look at the 46% or $3,537 saved
in Federal Income Tax.
RThought: Today virtually all people in both accounting and

retailing agree on the application of the retail method of inventory. All say it is the best of all methods of accounting—ari(
the most conservative.
My Grandmother, who would have been 126 last February and
who lived to 88, used to say, "If everyone agrees about
something, then nobody has been thinking about it lately."

COMPARISON OF CONVENTIONAL AND PROPOSED RETAIL METHOD
ABC Department Store—Dept 65
Purchase Journal
Proposed
Retail Method

Conventional
Dept 65
Cost

Vendor Name

Best Brand Blouses
Fancy for Spring
U Get'em Cheap
Just for Her
Tomorrow Today
Special Order St. Johns School
Beauty for You
Lovely Melinda
Reorder Specialists
End of Season Specials
TOTALS
Cost %

Dept 65R
Retail

$ 1,859
911
2,605
5,427
750
3,000!
1,761
3,522
1,236
2,688
4,680
6,0002
2,375
4,750
3,945
8,050
1,761
3,522
7,989
10,6523
$28,013
$49,470
56.63%

$

Cost

$

Dept 65NR
Retail

911
2,605

$ 1,859
5,427

1,761
1,236

3,522
2,688

2,375
3,945
1,761

4,750
8,050
3,522

Cost

$

$14,594
$29,818
48.94%

Retail

750

$ 3,000

4,680

6,000

7,989
10,652
$13,419
$19,652
68.28%

'Expect to sell out at marked price—remainder will be regular markdown, not markon cancellation.
Special order for back to school—in and out in 3 days.
'Special promotion, expect sellout at low markon.

2

Note: For the purposes of simplifying this example, opening inventory has been disregarded in developing the cost %.

SHORT SHORTS
I heard the most wonderful news— Atlanta is requiring high
school students to put in 400 hours of community service in
order to graduate. Perhaps we will never again have a generation of the only-for-me, nothing-for-them Yupppies.
Buying a Congress—in the 1974 election, 28% of winners in
the House of Representatives received more than 30% of their
campaign funds from special interest Political Action Committees; by 1984 this had reached 82%. The problem has gotten
so serious that a number of members of Congress (Sen. Boren
D-OK, Sen. Hart D-CO and Rep. Leach R-IA) have decided
not to accept gifts from PACs.
Mail order—Spiegel style. There have been lots of stories
about the return to profitability at Spiegel, but with a performance like one reader reported one wonders for how long.
They prominently state, "Your Total Satisfaction is
Guaranteed. Our Promise for over 120 years" (Note: I doubt
they can show documentation of that promise in ads from
1866). The reader bought by phone a 3-piece Liz Claibourne
ensemble—blouse, belt and pants, all color matched—to be a
birthday present. The belt came about a week later. Another
week later the blouse arrived. And 3 weeks later and past the
birthday, the pants have not come. RThought: Does Spiegel
intentionally make mistakes like this (probably done on every
order for the ensemble) just to prove they will take it back?
The object of retailing is to sell goods and keep them sold.
(This item was brought to RT by Marshall Kline, who operates
a buying service in Los Angeles.)

'

A great move for Gump's, a San Francisco attraction off
Union Square that ranks close to the Golden Gate Bridge,
Chinatown and Fisherman's Wharf. They are going to drop
women's apparel which they have been selling for 50
years—to make more room for the Chinese art goods, china,
glass, jade, semi-precious stones and other top quality items
for which they are best known. RThought: I suspect that when
they went into branches taking only their main merchandise
strength, they found it too difficult to run women's apparel in
just one store.
If you want to live dangerously—make forecasts. I was late
reading U.S. News & World Report for November 25, 1985.
Under the heading "Riding For A Fall?" they commented:
' 'The explosive rally has seen the Dow Jones go from 1,300 in
September through a string of highs to flirt with 1,450 by midNovember. Some doomsayers smell speculative fever, prelude
to a crash." But they closed with the forecast—". . . best bet
is that the Dow will hit 1,500 within six months. RThought:
87 days later the Dow crossed 1,800!
Do you notice the change in your DIY customers? In 1978
Management Horizon reported that 30% of the customers of
Do-It-Yourself (DIY) stores were female. A 1985 study by uV
Do-It-Yourself Research Institute reported that 45% wei
female. The participation rate is even higher among the work
ing women. RThought: The old style, male oriented, not-so
clean and bright hardware store won't keep the DIY women
coming back.
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represented as 50% off with an additional 10% if you bring the
ad with you. Of course, this is a "private sale" before the
public is informed.

same 4-month period. Finally, the alleged "Bonus Sale" price of
$167.99 represented a savings of only 6.7% off the highest price at
which the mattress had been offered during the 4-month period prior
to the sale.

My shoppers have shopped Macy's and Emporium-Capwell in
(
Northern California, particularly on the top-of-the-line king
v - ^ s i z e ($1,400 less 50% = $700 less 10% is $630—and a mattress frame thrown in). The supposedly "private sale price" is
offered to all walk-ins days before the starting date in the ad
and without presenting a copy of the letter. The salespeople,
when asked if they have ever sold that mattress (or any mattress) at $1,400 uniformly answer "Never." The only place
that Macy's can show a comparative local value is at
Emporium-Capwell and vice versa. Thus the two try to make a
law-conforming truth by relying on each other's false
comparison.

The action was brought because Section 13-303 of the
Maryland Consumer Protection Act prohibits unfair or deceptive trade practices in the sale or offer for sale of consumer
goods. Section 13-301(6)(b)(ii) defines as an unfair or deceptive practice any false or misleading representation of fact
which concerns a retailer's price in comparison to its own
price at a past time.

If you asked Ed Finkelstein (CEO at parent R. H. Macy & Co.)
or Phil Hawley (CEO of parent Carter Hawley Hale) if they
are honorable, ethical men, they will both be indignant and
answer "Of course! Why do you insult me with such a question?" (and I accept that in personal conduct they are absolutely honorable and ethical). If you ask the same question of
David Farrell (CFX) of The May Department Stores), you, will
get the same answer (and I accept the answer on personal conduct). But you must wait to see the outcome of the action by
the Maryland Attorney General and judge for yourself. If
David Farrell is the CEO of May Company, he is responsible
for the ethical conduct of Hecht's, one of its major divisions.
I now quote from the Bill of Complaint filed December 4,
1985 by the Attorney General of the State of Maryland against
Hecht's, a May Department Store Company subsidiary doing
more than $500 million through 17 stores in<&laryland, 6 in
Virginia and 1 in the District of Columbia.
\

O

These are from the Statement of Facts:
On information and belief, since some point in time prior to May of
1984, each and every time the Defendant's buyers or other responsible
officials set a so-called "regular" price for its mattresses and/or box
springs, that price was set for the purpose of establishing a high price
upon which a deceptive price comparison might later be based.
On information and belief, the Defendant sells over 40,000 mattresses
and box springs each year, representing sales in excess of approximately $11 million.
Since April of 1984, Defendant has made no sales or virtually no sales,
of mattresses or box springs at the stated or implied "regular" prices,
or at other former prices that it referred to in its promotions since that
time.
As an example of the practices alleged, Defendant advertised in the
Washington Post on February 17, 1985 that the Sealy "Posturepedic
Ultra I" full mattress was on sale at a 50% reduction plus a "bonus"
10% reduction. The ad showed a current price of $188.99 from a
"regular" price of $420, a purported discount of 55%. In fact, on information and belief the "Ultra I " had never been sold by Defendant
at the supposed higher "regular" price, and in fact in 36 of the 40
weeks preceding the ad, the mattress had been offered by the Defendant at prices between $188.99 and $209.99.

RThought: David May opened a clothing store in Leadville,
Colorado in 1879 and moved it to Denver in 1888. For years
what became The May Department Store Company was headed by a May—many of those years by Morton D. May. Today
the name "May" does not appear on any listing of officers or
directors that I have available. The Board of Directors does include Joan Ganz Cooney, head of Children's Television
Workshop, whose programs we admire because they bring
high standards of ethics to our children; Andrall E. Pearson,
Class of 1958 Professor of Business Administration at Harvard
Business School, who hopefully is helping to produce honest
and ethical leaders for the future of our country; and Murray
L. Weidenbaum, Malinckrodt Distinguished University President at Washington University whose advice to our Presidents
on economics has helped guide the decisions of our government.
I think if the Attorney General of Maryland had also
(1) named the Board as those ultimately responsible for the
alleged facts at Hecht's and (2) required them to return a
signed copy saying that they had read the complaint,
understood it, conducted their own investigation of Hecht's
(and all other divisions of May Department Stores using
similar ads), we would begin to see some changes in at least
one major department store group.
It may be difficult to get such action when 6 of 15 directors are
employees of the Company; it would require strong leadership
by the outside directors to bring honesty to all of their advertising. But it can be done.
RThought: I have often observed that the ethical conduct of a
retail establishment appears to decline in proportion to the
length of time since a person whose name is on the outside of
the store is inside running the store. Both "Hecht" and
"May" have long been absent.

SUPPOSE WE ANALYZED THE DEFICIT PROBLEM
LIKE A LOSING APPAREL DEPARTMENT
I am appreciative of the data put together by Sidney Brown in
his column "As We See It" in The Market Chronicle
(2/20/86, 45 John Street, New York, NY 10038 $1.25 per
copy).

I continue to quote:

u

As an example of the practices described above, Defendant promoted
a 3-day "Public Sale" and 4-day "Private Sale" from July 15 to July
21, 1984, featuring the "Serta Perfect Sleeper Designer Ultra Firm"
full mattress, at a "Bonus Sale" price of $167.99 during the latter portion of the sale. In fact, the mattress had been offered by the Defendant at a price of $169 or less for over 80% of the time during the four
months preceding the sale. Moreover, during the 3-day "Public Sale"
immediately preceding the "Bonus Sale," the price of $209.99 was $30
higher than any price at which the mattress had been offered over the

Like sales or gross margin on one side and expenses on the
other in a retail department, we have the income and expenditure sides of the federal budget. Instead of plan and actual,
let us look in some cases as Reagan's Plan (proposed budget)
and Congress' Plan (the final budget).
Did we plan to spend too much? (Note: All figures are in
billions, naturally!)
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Budget

Congress Increases

Fiscal Year

Reagan

Congress

Year

Cumulative

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

$ 720.2
840.9
830.7
927.2
1,031.2

$ 745.9
809.9
891.7
949.9
1,074.1

+ $25.7
- 31.0
+ 61.0
+ 22.7
+ 42.9

+ $ 25.7
5.3
+
55.7
+
78.4
+ 121.3

Comment: Congress clearly appropriated $121.3 billion more
over the fiscal years 1981-1985 than Reagan asked for (actually, 1981 was basically set by President Carter although
modified by President Reagan).
But the budget only authorizes future expenditures (highways,
dams and new weapon systems take years to complete).
The deficit is only from outlays and once again we can compare President Reagan with Congress:
Outlays

cuts were made so that expenditures are brought in line with
the Reagan budget, they may yet prove to be illusory. For example, if you cut farm support programs, will the savings be
more or less than the additional demand on the Federal insurance programs for banks and savings and loans that became
insolvent because of loans to farmers?
f

(

And what about the uncontrollable demand for unemployment
insurance? Or the uncontrollable cost of interest on the
government debt?
On the other hand, the government does have the power to
solve the projected revenue side—and certainly they should be
able to project revenue more accurately than they did in fiscal
1985—off by 13 %! We must remember that by overprojecting
revenue we can, at budget time, appear to be reducing the
deficit.

Congress Increases

Fiscal Year

Reagan

Congress

Year

Cumulative

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

$675.4
703.8
744.8
782.1
846.3

$677.8
745.7
808.3
851.3
946.3

+ $ 2.6
+ 41.9
+ 63.5
+ 69.7
+ 100.0

+ $ 2.6
+ 44.5
+ 108.0
+ 177.7
+ 277.7

Comment: The actual expenditures exceeded Reagan's plans
by $272.5 billion. If we consider that expenditures authorized
were $121.3 billion higher, then Congress can only be held
responsible for that amount and someone else or something
else accounted for the additional $151.2 billion in expenditures. Part can be attributed to additional approvals (Congress and the President share) and some may be from expenditures that cannot be regulated by budgets such as Federal
Unemployment Insurance, interest on the national debt and
others. For these it is hard to place blame—Congress may
have passed expenditure authorizations years ago and another
President probably signed them into effect.
But the other side of our sick department is the income side.
Let's see how actual income compared with the estimate that
the Reagan budget assumed:
Shortage in
Reagan Budget

Revenue
Fiscal Year

Reagan

Actual

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

$596.9
646.2
704.5
765.5
844.7

$599.3
617.8
600.6
666.5
734.1

Year
+ $
-

2.4
28.4
103.9
99.0
110.6

Cumulative
+ $
-

2.4
26.0
129.9
228.9
339.5

Comment: Now let's look at what has happened in this
department:
Revenue short of plan
$339.5
Expenses over plan
277.7
Total variation
$617.2
Actually the problem is worse—because the $617.2 billion
comes on top of a planned deficit (excess of outlays over
revenues) of $195.1 billion. The two must be totalled for the
actual $821.3 billion increase in our national debt.
RThought: If this were your sportswear department and the
figures were in thousands rather than billions, would you go
after the merchandising or the operations department—or
replace the heads of both?
Expenses are proving very difficult to cut. And even if all the
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SHORT SHORTS
Touche Ross predicts that electronic shopping will reach $5
billion by 1990. Let us assume that this projection is correct
even though all previous projections have been much too high.
To put that in perspective, that is about 20% of what Sears did
in 1985, about half of what Dayton Hudson or Federated or
Lucky Stores did or just about what Woolworth or Montgomery Ward did. RThought: Imagine the change in your
competitive situation if either Wards or Woolworth doubled
their national sales? Wal-Mart has announced a goal of a $2.5
billion increase in their year ending January 1987.
Does Sears know its' own history? They are advertising
"100th Spring Sale." I can acknowledge they are 100 years
old—it was 1886 when Richard Sears, agent for the Minneapolis and St. Louis Railroad in Redwood Falls, while eif
ing $6 a week was stuck with a COD shipment of watchey
)
jeweler refused to accept. Sears made a deal with trie shipper
to buy them at $12 and started selling them at $14 (comparable
watches were $25). He was so successful that he bought more.
In six months he made $5,000—but it was not until April 1,
1887 that he advertised for a watchmaker who could furnish
his own tools—and Alvah Curtis Roebuck replied. RThought:
I can't find the slightest suggestion that there was a spring sale
in 1886 or 1887—and there was no Sears Roebuck until 1887.
(Note: Information on Sears is from The Great Merchants by
Tom Mahoney and Leonard Sloane, new and enlarged edition,
Harper Row 1966.)

WORDS THAT HOLD UP A MIRROR FOR US
Marilyn Neerman, editor of Apparel Merchandising (Oct 85,
425 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10022 says it so
nicely—once again:
Bloomingdale's entourage roams the hill towns looking for
the perfect wheel of Parmesan on behalf of its wingding
called Ecco l'ltalia. Higbee's revels in the crowd lined up to
ride its in-store facsimile of a DC-10 for "flights" to
Hawaii. Macy's gives tapdancing lessons at Herald Square.
At the same time merchants are rubbing their hands
together over the "can-you-top-this" special events,
customers are on the selling floor, gnashing their teeth
because they can't find a salesperson to take their mon*"
Something is very out of sync here.
RThought: Do I really have to add a thought?

/HL-A/_^ fc
came "loaded for bear".. .values
were being offered in many Spaces,
and they were excellent. Water
and Wood, Franco and Biz were
outstanding. Trend-Wood, John
David, Woodstuff and J.W.L. all
had real values.
Lots of oak in both Contemporary, as seen at Woodstuff, Water
and Wood, John David, Raleigh
Roads, and a nostalgic-look presentation at Water and Wood wit
Southwestern styling shown by
Pacific Frames. If you plan on
revising your lineup, we feel oak
the direction in which to go...oi
or more suites should be included
Everyone seemed to show soifie
suites in lacquer...whether it
John David with its compl
lacquer bedroom lineup or W<
stuff, Lea and America The egant, or Biz with lacquer be
and the promotional from Lai in
Industries.
We wonder whether the Wist
Coast factories are trying to push
the normal flow of style tren( I
which flows from the West C oast
•o the East Coast at a faster-tl anlormal pace.
Really newsworthy is Gas* ic's
offering of beds and casegodds in
addition to their water mattresses,
limited numbers now, but wkch
them grow. Could be a trend for
Classic to be a complete waterbed
resource.
The values were-great! If Mour
inventory is ready, talagadvjantage

The cmttaal R «
Ridiculous comparative cost
reductions in retail bedding ads
continue in all forms of media and
from all types of stores. Unless this
industry gets together... both the
manufacturer and the retailer.. .and
imposes some type of self-restrictions which are reasonable, moderate, fair and believable; we expose
ourselves to tremendous criticism
via Federal regulation and lack of
redibility at the consumer level.
THE DIGEST would like to join
Robert Kahn who publishes RETAIL

ING/TODAY in his effort to eliminate dishonest mattress advertising.

Quoting Mr. Kahn in his newsletter,
lere is a commonly accepted
form of lying practiced by the major
'retailers...where sale prices are
represented as 50% off with an
additional ten percent if you bring
the ad with you." Mr. Kahn would
like any readers who are interested
in ending this practice to send him
ads which they find in their local
papers so that he can publicize the
stores which are continuing this
type of advertising. If you can also
furnish him with the name of the
CEO of the parent company, CEO
of the division, mattress buyer and
advertising manager plus"the n a m e "
of the newspaper that accepted
such an ad, he can also use that
information. Write to Robert Kahn
at RETAILING TODAY, P.O. Box 249,
Lafayette, California 94549.
It is too bad that we cannot
advertise comfort, value, service,
quality, tailoring and style. Today's
consumer is no longer uneducated
and willing to go for ridiculous
comparatives. It is time we all
clean up our act and clean it up
now... don't wait for tomorrow.
This newsletter is happy to join the
effort of RETAILING TODAY to bring
an end to the practice.

Liberty Weekend '86 +
July 4th = Big Business
Not for another 100 years will
conditions exist for a promotion
~~ such as die one you can plan for
the July 4th weekend! During Liberty Weekend '86, the restored
Statue of Liberty will be unveiled
and her torch relit in celebration
of Miss Liberty's Centennial.
President Reagan will undrape
the statue and relight her torch on
July 3rd. That evening, Chief Justice
Warren Burger will administer the
oath of citizenship to 5,000 on Ellis
Island while another 20,000 simultaneously will take the oath across
the U.SA The next day, July 4th,
our country celebrates the anniversary of our emergence as an inde-

pendent nation!
Don't miss the opportunity this
double-barreled event gives you.
Illustrated are a give-away and a
premium that are perfect tie-ins to
this event. Ordering information is
available through THE DIGEST.

J>o_You Need a Good
Sales Training Program?
We receive many calls from RS.S.
members and DIGEST subscribers
who are looking for a good Sales
Training Program to use on a regular basis with their sales people and
also to train new sales people as
they come on board
In the event that you are looking
for such a program, we would like
to let you know that RS.S. is currently formulating such a program
along with Tom Hopkins International, one of the most successful
sales training companies in the
field. We expect to have this produced and ready for introduction by
the July Market.
If you would like to be one of
the first stores to audition this new
program, send us your name and
_ address, and we will get in touchwith you as soon as it is ready.

A "First" for Our Industry
For less than a penny a day,
put a "silent salesman" in the
homes of your customers all 365
days of 1987! Working with some of
America's leading manufacturers
and one of the finest calendar printers, we've produced a 13- month
custom calendar that illustrates furniture so beautifully it will stimulate
your customers' desire to have new
furniture of their own; give them
room to record their important
(continued next page)

M. HARVEY SEGALL BUSINFSS ACCOUN IAN
April 2 8 , 1986
Robert Kahn, CMC
P.O. Box 249
Lafayette, CA 94549
Dear Bob:
Three reasons for writing:
1.

Send the enclosed check.

2.

Announce that I finally figured out why I renew in face of my
annual protestation that I cannot justify the expense:
I was skimming the March issue -- stolen time in the middle of my
"Christmas season" — when it dawned on me. I enjoy it! You do
something for my spirits and I am entitled.
Finally, having set set you up, fib ask permission to use the
ticlosed as an insert with my sta'tewents and maybe later as all
or part of a mailing.
Most appropriate for this month's billing. Since time is sho:
I'll phone Wednesday or Thursday for your response.

Reminder: If you come this way again, do give me a chance to get you
back in front of Tacoma Rotary (over 300, Thursdays).
/
Very personally.

M. Harvey* Segal 1
PS. Somewhere around this mess are clippings I saved but never mailed.
It's probably old news that you predicted correctly. West Coast Grocery
(the Hyde family) sold out. Not long afterwards one of their important
customers, LKS, sold all their stores in this area. Associated Grocers of
/
Seattle bought the stores and then sold them to "Thriftway" operators.
/

A sensible approach to accounting,
l.w-s and (inane ial systems
'>/() North Amsworth
f206i 383-4204

lacoma, WA 98403

M. HARVEY SEGALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTANTS

ILX9y_^9Q^§I_?^9yL9yLy?_i?w§jL_iook_at_the_Briti8h. The
following appeared in the "Questions of Cash" column in The
(London) Sunday Times:
Q:

As a recent parent with a non-working common-law wife,
I need advice on tax reliefs. Can I claim anything for
my wife? If so, from what date or event? Can I claim
a tax allowance for our child? Finally, can I claim a
stepdaughter of mine, wholly supported by me?

hi

You won't get the married man's tax allowance because
you are not legally married. Don't worry, though,
because our daft tax laws.allow you to do even better.
If your common-law wife has little or no income as well
as no earnings, you can execute a deed of covenant in
her favour, transferring 2,205 pounds of your income to
her and effectively make it tax free.
If she claims the single parent's tax relief for the
child you refer to as your stepdaughter, the 2,205
pounds can be raised to 3,455 pounds — worth 1,036.5
pounds a year in tax refunds. And that leaves you to
claim the single parent's allowance for your own child
-- worth 1,250 pounds on you PAYE code and 375 pounds
off your annual tax bill. No wonder marriage is going
out of fashion.

Q2Qfclil?ytgr^8_thoughtl. Our Mother Country has outdone us!

Robert Kahn, A Certified Management Consultant,
published this in his monthly executive letter, RETAILING
TODAY, (P.O. Box 249, Lafayette, CA 94549). My thanks for
his permission to share it with you.

A sensible approach to accounting,
taxes and fmani ial systems.
VO North Ainsvvot th . Tacoma, WA 98403
(2061 '83-4204
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CORRECTION

In the first-page Box in February 19861 reported that "Macy's
Cannot Comply with Truth-in-Lending." Following a letter
on the matter to Ed Finkelstein, the matter was followed up by
Don Eugene, Senior Vice President. (The reader who reported
the matter gave me permission to disclose her name and account number.)
Investigation showed that there was a delay in meeting a
special handling request by the customer. She is allergic to
perfume and has asked all stores she deals with to eliminate all
statement sniffers because so many contain perfume samples
and they cause a serious reaction when she opens the envelope.
The process for Macys California is to pull out all special
handling statements and process them in San Francisco rather
than forwarding them to the center at Wayne, PA. That does
not excuse Macys California from meeting the 14-day requirement. The finance charge incurred was refunded.

v

Thought: I understand that it is not uncommon to be allergic
to perfumes, and it would seem to me that responsible stores,
knowing this (many carry special cosmetics for persons with
allergies), could mark the outside of the envelope "Contains
Perfume Sample" and eliminate the great discomfort they impose on their customer, albeit unintentionally.

SEARS' ATTENTION TO NOMENCLATURE

RT's regular emphasis on using the right words took Bill
Martin of Management Horizon back a good number of
years. He brings to us the following story:
In the mid-forties, as a student at Northwestern University, I had a
summer job writing copy for the Sears catalog. My office in their
Chicago center was some distance from the employee's cafeteria, and
on my morning trips for coffee, I passed a mysterious doorway, lettered in gold leaf, "Standard Nomenclature Department."
Now it certainly seemed reasonable to me that as vast an organization
as Sears would want everyone to call things by the same names, thus
avoiding possible confusion and errors in following instructions, in filling customers' orders, etc. Behind the mysterious closed door I imagined some scholarly bureaucracy diligently addressing the problem.
Imagine my amusement when one day I passed the "Standard Nomenclature Department" and found the door open wide, revealing a very
small room furnished only with a table and a large unabridged Webster's dictionary. I never found out whose wry sense of humor was
responsible for the gold leaf lettering, but whoever it was had made his
point—much, I believe, the same as yours.

RThought: When was the last time you used a Webster's
unabridged dictionary in a retail environment—other than in
the book department? I think Bill is referring to the thencurrent Second International, Unabridged which in many
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CAN AMERICANS PUT THEIR FAITH IN FAILURE?

Virtually every reader of RT works with a computer in his
own company—and with computer systems in other companies or governmental agencies.
I won't repeat the disastrous impacts on a business when a
computer system fails. There are too many such stories.
Nor do I need to repeat the stories of supposedly tested and
proven systems that had bugs in them.
The IRS has used computers for over 25 years, yet they
spent most of 1985 apologizing to the public and answering
questions to Congress about the complete breakdowns in
several offices. Tax returns were lost. Forms were sent to
taxpayers saying they would receive a reply to their question in 90 days—and later a second letter, again computer
prepared, that it would take another 60 days. The government paid large amounts of interest because refunds were
not mailed promptly.
We had one great bastion of confidence in
computers—NASA and the space program. 26 successful
flights. Minor bugs could be handled from the ground.
When something went wrong, Control in Houston was able
to identify the cause almost immediately.
On the 27th flight, the Challenger exploded within 2
minutes of takeoff destroying 7 people, a $2 billion vehicle
and, I hope, the too easily given confidence in the miracles
of computers. (If not by this disaster, then by two successive failures of unmanned rockets.)
The investigation of the Challenger disaster has disclosed
human failures (importance of schedule over safety questions), inadequate design (certain factors were not under
control), lack of communications (the astronauts were not
told of the dangers to which they were exposed) and stonewalling (that is still an institutional response). The early
testimony before the Commission was less than frank and
truthful although the speaker would later explain that he
answered the question asked—and not the one that he knew
was the intended question but which could not be properly
phrased.
There are those who say—26 out of 27 is pretty good.
96.2962962% (it is fun having a 10-place calculator)
is pretty darned good. Call it 96%. You can't expect
perfection.
But . . .
. . . the Strategic Defense Initiative (Star Wars) as now being proposed will allow more than 3.7% of the Russian
missiles to get through—enough to assure destruction of
most of the United States.
RThought: Can we assume that SDI will be 100% effective
when no other massive computer system (all of which still
involve humans) has ever been 100% effective?

ways was better than the current Third Edition. I still use the
First and Second, never having bought the Third, plus the
Compact Edition of the Oxford English Dictionary complete
with magnifying glass. The problem with the OED is that
whenever I look up a word I spend a half hour reading
fascinating things not directly related to my query.

INFORMATION ON TRUST FUNDS
ADMINISTERED BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1985.
published by the U.S. Department of Commerce.

Trust Fund
OASDI (Social Security)
Health Ins (Medicare)
Unemployment Insurance
Highways
Federal Employees
Retirement Funds

Estimated
Balance
9/30/84
$ Billions

Estimated
Expenditures
Year End
9/30/84
$ Billions

Months
Reserve1

$ 29.0
22.1
13.6
11.0

$181.7
66.2
24.8
11.3

1.9
4.0
6.8
11.7

126.0

22.0

68.8

'Expenditures for year ending 9/30/84 divided by 12 and resultant divided
into year-end balance to get months reserve at 9/30/84.

DID YOU KNOW THE "RIGHT"
WAS ORIGINALLY THE "LEFT"?
I suspect that you, as I, thought that the term "right wing"
was given to people with conservative views who happened to
sit on the right side of some chamber and the "left wing'' was
given to the people with liberal views who sat on the left side.
No so.
One of the joys of working with the Oxford English Dictionary
is that they give you all the definitions and trace the usage
through quotations. Defining "right" takes 7 full pages of 3
columns each.
Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary indicates that
"right wing" was first used in 1905 and meant "the right-ist
division of a group or party"; that is, the people interested in
doing "right" and preserving the "rights" of people (one
flows from the other). Thus right and left as indicators of
direction or position had nothing to do with the origin of the
terms.
Back to the OED and the definition of right: ' 'that which is consonant with equity or the light of nature; that which is morally
just or due." They quote Morley in 1986 as saying, "I am for
a safe England . . . a just England, a right-doing England."
Who was Morley? My 1950 and 1895 encyelopediae had no
mention, but the 1940 one had a lengthy article on John
Morley, later Viscount Morley of Blackburn, an English
author and statesman who lived from 1838 to 1923. As a
member of the Liberal party, he opposed the party position on
denying "rights"—particularly Home Rule for Ireland and India. He did not take a party post until after the conversion of
the Liberal party to Home Rule and even then served as a
leader of the "right-ist" group—in 1905 called for the first
time, the "right wing."
The "left-wing" was first used in 1919 to describe those who
opposed the * 'right-ists.''
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To quote the Encyclopedia Americana:
Morley held for 30 years a conspicuous place in British
public life . . . the transparent honesty of conviction, which
had earned him the sobriquet of "Honest John," the
absence of overstatement and superlatives, the p r o f o ^
thought and the literary texture which marked his speech^
ensured for his utterances full reports, and they had considerably educative effects on the country.
RThought: Today we have a mixed picture. Those who uphold the rights of individuals set forth in the Preamble to the
Constitution (establish justice, promote the general welfare,
secure the blessings of liberty) are likely to be placed in the
"left" wing rather than the "right" wing; while those who
feel that a person should get only such parts of justice, general
welfare or liberty as he can acquire with his own resources has
become the "right" wing.

HOW SOUND IS MANAGEMENT THEORY?
I am rather inclined to agree with Professor Joseph W.
McGuire of the University of California Graduate School of
Management at Irvine, who, in an article in the July-August
1982 issue of Business Horizon (Graduate School of
Business, University of Indiana, Bloomington, IN 47405
$15/yr, $3 back issues), wrote under the title "Management
Theory: Retreat to the Academy."
His general feeling is set forth in the following:
Many honest professors of management, for example, still experience
the pain and guilt that affect good people who cannot help those for
whom they have some responsibility; it hurts to look into the trusting,
wistful eyes of naive young students who still have faith that their instructors can provide them with theories and data that are **usef/
and "worthwhile." Equally sad are those many good scholars wl
during the past 25 years, have become disillusioned with the theoretical content of management and who have turned in their dismay to
such alternatives—it is disappointing to report—as "organizational
behavior" or "managerial strategy" or "business and society." Of
greater concern, perhaps, have been those cynical academicians who
have preyed upon the despair of executives by selling to companies
theoretical panaceas that have no basis in scholarship or in experiencf.

He proceeds to develop his case under these four headings:
1. Management theory has increasingly become the province
of persons educated in management schools by management
professors.
2. There has been a movement toward scientism in management theory and an emphasis on research methodology rather
than theoretical substance or managerial relevance.
3. There has been a shift away from economics as the most important discipline underlying management theory, toward the
more behavioral sciences.
4. The relevant audience to which management theory is addressed may have changed during the past twenty-five years.
(Note: Erom the manager/consultant/student to the fellow
theorist.)
His key point, perhaps, is summarized in his statement: " . . .
it became increasingly evident in the early 1980s that more
management theorists man ever before fail to agree on what
managers do, what managers should do or how managers
might do whatever they do or do not do."
RThought: I have always wondered how such concepts/
Management by Objectives, Theory Y, hierarchy of nee^
assertive management, contingency theory and all the others,
past and to come, can sweep over the business world as a
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SHORT SHORTS
The formula for sleeping better. In 1976 Lucky Stores went
' ? San Antonio with 4 Magnamart warehouse stores. Lucky
tainly didn't expect the reaction that resulted. H. E. Butt
met the prices while continuing to provide service. The local
Handy Andy chain had to do the same and ended up in Chapter
11. After two years of price wars, Lucky converted the stores
to conventional Eagle Stores. I was glad to see Supermarket
News in a recent article quote Bud Fisher, then Chairman and
CEO of Lucky Stores (as he told me long ago): "They're a
bunch of stubborn Texans who did not recognize when they
were beaten. But I can sleep a lot better knowing we weren't
responsible for forcing a competitor (Note: H. E. Butt) out of
business." RThought: There are people in retailing for whom
winning is not everything. Bud was one of them—but fortunately he is not alone.
Does changing the merchandise arrangement in a department make sense? I think the answer is " N O " in the case of
Nordstrom where they do it every day. The Shopper Report
(3624 Science Center, Philadelphia, PA 19104 Nov. 85)
reports their panel members have strong feelings on the
problem of finding out where it is—so they can buy it. 98%
answered the question "Large stores should have phones or
bells or 'Help' lights in the aisles to aid customers looking for
merchandise." The panel's 8.1 response falls between
"definitely agree" (8.0) and "strongly and definitely agree"
(9.0). RThought: Recently, my wife saw a sweater at Nordstrom (Walnut Creek, CA) and was undecided. That evening
she decided and returned the next day. She thought she was in
the wrong store. The salesperson explained they changed their
department every day. Even with the help of a salesperson in
he sweater department my wife was unable to find the
•eaters! Lost: 1 sale. Should Nordstrom cater to the people
vvho come in every day? Or should they cater to those who
shop 1 to 3 times a month? I think the latter group represents
more volume.
For the oldtimers among RT readers, what value would you
place on the original Norden Bombsight that got us through
World War II? Built by Carl Norden in 1924 under a Navy
contract, it was given to the purchaser of his company in 1949
and contributed to the Air and Space Museum of the Smithsonian Institution in 1976 with a claimed tax deduction of
$75,000 based on an appraisal by a competent appraiser. The
IRS said $1,000, partially based on the contention (but
undocumented—they didn't produce the 1924 contract) that it
always belonged to the U.S. Government. The Tax Court said
$65,000 (Paul W. Adamas TC Memo 1985-268).
Who is wrong? Rolex watches provided a mat for a full-page
ad showing 19 watches. All a retailer had to do was insert the
store name and locations. In Los Angeles both Slavick's (part
of Zale's Guild Jewelers group) and J. Herbert Hall opted to
use the mat. That may have been a mistake—but it is not unusual to see identical ads for different stores. But the Los
Angeles TIMES put the ads on pages 3 and 5 of the same section! RThought: A full-page in the L.A. TIMES is
expensive—the paper should show more interest in delivering
full value.
I always thought that sales "ended"—but twice I have seen
v
atements like "Sale expires Dec. 24." Expires? Like a
ubscription? My dictionary says for "expire" as a transitive
verb "to breathe out" and as an intransitive verb "to breathe
air out of lungs; to breathe one's last breath; die." Can sales
die?

There are more ways to sell maple syrup than by the bottle.
North Country Corp. at Box 193, Cambridge, MA 02238 operates by mail under the name "RENT MOTHER
NATURE.'' For $29 you can rent one maple tree for one year
and get all the syrup (guaranteed minimum of 65 oz.) it yields.
There is an additional shipping and handling charge bringing
the total to $33 or about 50c an oz. If you want less, you can
rent a Sap Bucket for $19 plus $4 or $23 (guaranteed 33 oz.).
Of course, you save more with a 3-year lease—but that is normal. RThought: I don't recall seeing any tapped maple trees
in Cambridge when I was there last June.
The forced sale of cigarettes. Today cigarettes cost much
more than a gallon of gasoline. In the July 85 RT we reported
that advertising per carton had increased from 47 c to 74c in
1983 (and probably higher in 1984 and 1985). Now, to introduce a new form of product that may cause pregnant women
to have fetal injury, premature birth and low birth weight (it
says so on the package), Century is offering 5 cigarettes a
package extra (to make the pack-a-day smoker feel less guilty)
and a $1.25-off coupon to try them.
Can you match this guarantee? Boardroom Books, an offspring of Martin Edelston's hugely successful Boardroom
Report, is offering The Book of Inside Information with this
guarantee: "I may use trie book for one year, and if I'm not
pleased, I may return it for a full refund." RThought: I
bought it for $29.95.
It depends upon where you sit whether trading stamps are
dead in this country. In a survey by Majers Corp. for Supermarket News (10/21/85) of supermarket promotion messages
in ads on the best food day in 24 regional markets, stamps
were in 8% of the ads but no ads were found in, 13 of the
markets. But that was different in Miami with 85% of the promotions mentioning stamps followed by Phoenix (63%),
Memphis (49%), Seattle (43%) and Dallas (28%).
How old were you when you got married? Here are the median ages for a first marriage—back to 1890:
Year

Men

Women

1984
1980
1970
1960
1956*
1950
1940
1930
1920
1910
1900
1890

26.4 years
24.7
23.2
22.8
22.5
22.8
24.3
24.3
24.6
25.1
25.9
26.1

23.0 years
22.0
20.8
20.3
20.1
20.3
21.5
21.3
21.2
21.6
21.9
22.0

*Lowest year

Do you notice the change in your DIY customers? In 1978
Management Horizon reported that 30% of the customers of
Do-It-Yourself (DIY) stores were female. A 1985 study by the
Do-It-Yourself Research Institute reported that 45% were
female. The participation rate is even higher among the working women. RThought: The old style, male oriented, not-so
clean and bright hardware store won't keep the DIY women
coming back.
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RETAILERS IN THE FORBES 500

The FORBES 500 includes retailers along with industrial transportation, and financial companies—but it is hard to compare the retailers because they are
spread through the list. I have extracted all firms that are retailers—or that have significant retail interest (American Can, Firestone, Goodyear). Don't forget
that restaurants are retailers.
Chine
•vtrlfM

MARKET VALUE
in*
9
42
59
95
61
82
225
152
116
135
156
158
168
215
172
220
181
269
190
293
301
382
257
298
287
362
267
338
420
371
373
433
427
397

9
31
44
11
«2
91
99
104
115
119
121
144
153
157
165
194
200
211
212
218
233
252
255
265
273
276
281
287
329
333
334
339
358
360
365
372
379
3S5
394
413
436
439
441
455
462
488
491
497

323
359
336
376
449
475
4743
379

500

Sean, Roebuck
Wal-Mart Stores
McDonalds
Dayton-Hudson
Kmart
JC Penney
Limited
Tandy
Goodyear
Federated Dept Stores
RHMacy
Toys "R" Us
Melville
May Dept Stores
WR Grace
Safeway Stores
Avon Products
Southland
Kroger
American Stores
FW Wool worth
Zayre
Walgreen
Super Valu Stores
American Can
Price Co
Winn-Dixie Stores
Allied Stores
Associated Dry Goods
Wendy's Iml
Lucky Stores
Weis Markets
Food Lion
Mercantile Stores
Petne Stores
Jack Eckerd
Dillard Dept Stores
Albertson's
Rite Aid
Sherwin-Williams
Lowe's Cos
Ames Dept Stores
Firestone
Supermarkets General
Nordstrom
Fleming Cot
Shoney's
Great A ft P Tea
RevcoDS

PROFITS
Rank

1984
13
83
77
73
125
100
133
165
198
56
220
191
166
152
227
241
243
197
301
183
366
312
287
313
397
383
406
323
358
410
385
452
465

1985
11
70
74
81
99
115
117
133
134
140
147
151
153
155
180
184
216
224
229
233
237
288
289
317
327
344
347
350
368
370
382
3%
401
436
440
448
450
467
468
472
487
491

403

485

Company
Sears, Roebuck
McDonald's
Goodyear
JC Penney
Wal-Mart Stores
Federated Dept Stores
Dayton-Hudson
May Dept Stores
Safeway Stores
K mart
Southland
Melville
RHMacy
Tandy
Kroger
FW Woolworth
Allied Stores
American Stores
American Can
WR Grace
Limited
Toys "R" Us
Associated Dry Goods
Winn-Dixie Stores
Mercantile Stores
Walgreen
Zayre
Super Valu Stores
Lucky Stores
Albertson's
Interco
Wendy's Intl
Sherwin-Williams
Dillard Dept Stores
Petrie Stores
Rite Aid
Supermarkets General
Weis Markets
Fleming Cos
Lowe's Cos
Giant Food
Great A & P Tea

SALES
1985
8
15
19
22
31
33
38
53
56
58
64
66
74
82
86
95
103
122
126
131
132
142
153
162
172
174
181
184
187
194

Rank

1984
7
15
18
23
36
33
38
53
47
59
70
92
79
94
118
107
111
86
160
142
144
157
164
176
170
181
231
191
182
219

Company
Sears, Roebuck
K mart
Safeway Stores
Kroger
American Stores
JC Penney
Southland
Federated Dept Stores
Goodyear
Lucky Stores
Dayton-Hudson
Wal-Mart Stores
Winn-Dixie Stores
Super Valu Stores
Fleming Cos
Great A & P Tea
FW Woolworth
WR Grace
Supermarkets General
May Dept Stores
Albertson's
Melville
RHMacy
Associated Dry Goods
American Can
Allied Stores
Zayre
Carter Hawley Hale
Firestone
McDonald's

14,153
8.958
6,925
4.459
4,455
4,137
3,745
3,638
3,378
3,251
3,205
2,877
2,730
2,673
2,641
2,244
2,189
2,093
2,091
2,033
1,921
1,733
1,729
1,662
1,611
1,602
1,570
1,531
1,320
1,277
1,275
1,253
1,158
1,151
1,121
1,108
1,093
1,080
1,067
1,019
959
953
946
910
889
845
842
829
823

23.3
68.7
53.6
45.9
1.1
19.9
132.9
70.0
22.0
29.5
53.5
38.7
38.6
63.0
36.9
38.2
25.1
63.9
18.2
71.1
65.1
97.0
25.2
41.9
32.9
69,2
20.3
47.5
67.6
39.7
40.3
64.7
50.5
38.3
70.0
2.4
97.7
12.9
2.2
61.6
7.0
170.6
29.0
51.4
54.3
24.7
24.3
37.7
-6.8

Net
profits
($mil)
1.303.3
433.0
412.4
397.2
327.5
286.6
283.6
235.4
231.3
221.2
212.5
210.8
205.8
203.9
180.8
177.0
159.3
154.5
149.1
146.9
145.3
119.8
119.7
107.8
102.4
95.8
94.6
94.0
86.5
85.1
81.4
76.2
74.6
66.9
66.0
63.9
63.7
60.1
60.1
59.7
57.0
56.1

Change
over 1984

Sales
($mil)
40,715
22,420
19,651'
17,124
13,890
13,747
12,383
9,978
9,585
9,382
8,793
8,581
'8,049
7,538
7,095
6,615
5,958
5.193
5,123
5.080
5.060
4.775
4.506
4,385
4.165
4.135
4.036
3.978
3.794
3.695

SALES continued
MS

Company

195
218
223
234
258
276
277
280
284
286
297
308
311
315
32*
334
344
351
361
370
376
389
422
428
438
446
453
458
463
479
489
490

Stop A Shop Cot
Wetterau
Walgreen
Tandy
Wicket Cot
Jack Eckerd
RevcoDS
Service Tin a—aim
Interco
Avon Prodactt
Limited
Giant Food
Best Products
Sherwin-Wahaans
Price Co
Lowe's Cot
Circle K
Toys "R" Ut
United Stales Shoe
Mercantile Stores
Food Lion
Waldbaum
Dillard Dept Stores
Rite Aid
Ames Dept Stores
Longs Drug Stores
Thrifty Corp
Brown Group
Payless Cashways
Saga
Carson Pirie Scott
Nordstrom

Change
over 1984

%
4.9
5.2
0.0
7.5
14.6
2.2
6.2
3.2
-6.4
1.6
9.8
31.6
6.9
17.5
28.7
12.5
3.9
-22.8
17.9
6.7
6.9
7.9
4.9
6.8
-1.2
3.1
29.2
6.8
-4.3
9.8

462
481
432

13*
11.7
14.7
13.9
-7.4
4.1
9.2
$2.5
-6.0
-21.4
77.7
S.I
-0.8
5.8
55.0
22.7
25.8
16.1
11.8
10.1
26.9
3.0
25.4
10.0
84.0
7.6
8.0
-8.5
18.2
12.3
10.6
32.5

Change
over 1984
Company
Sears, Roebuck
JC Penney
K mart
Goodyear
Federated Dept Stores
WR Grace
American Can
McDonald's
Safeway Stores
Dayton-Hudson
Kroger
Southland
American Stores
May Dept Stores
Wickes Cos
Allied Stores
FW Woolworth
RHMacy
Firestone

%

-6.6
11.3
0.3
-8.7
20.9
-13.0
9.4
9.9
25.0
-55.7
32.6
10.7
-3.8
-13.2
15.4
25.5
13.2
-16.7
25.4
-24.9
57.1
7.5
-0.8
-3.0
20.9
8.2
17.8
-11.7
-8.6
6.7
-7.5
10.9
14.8
35.0
37.3
-20.8
21.5
8.8
21.1
-2.8
26.1
10.5

225
248
254
262
245
256
300
415
271
235
475
328
311
329
469
410
450
408
399
406
438
403
492
454

•2-SL
3.689
3.329
3.265
3,126
2.806
2.556
2.546
2,526
2,509
2,470
2,387
2,247
2,235
2,195
2,107
2,073
2,020
1,976
1,920
1,880
1,866
1,764
1,601
1,543
1,513
1,481
1,426
1,406
1,388
1,340
1,302
1,302

66.417
10,522
9,991
6,954
5,527
5,421
5,215
5,043
4,841
4,418
4,178
3,736
3,514
3,442
2,957
2,772
2,535
2,531
2.400

1.7
22.6
19.2
6.7
16.3
13.3
11.8
-7.8
13.0
125.2
3.6
9.7
9.2
-8.7

JOBS AND PRODUCTIVITY
Per Employee ($000)
Employees
lank
2
6
il
13
14
18
21
22
23
27
28
42
55
59
70
72
75
78
80
80
84
95
98
100
103
107
109
114
120
131
154
163
166
169
190
208
218
222
228
229
232
237
252
258
271
285
295
310
317
332
333
334
335
340
342
349
371
384
396
414
417
431
481
567

Company
Sears, Roebuck
K mart
JC Penney
Safeway Stores
Kroger
McDonald's
Goodyear
Dayton-Hudson
Federated Dept Stores
American Stores
FW Woolworth
Wal-Mart Stores
WR Grace
May Dept Stores
Melville
Winn-Dixie Stores
LucVy Stores
Great A & P Tea
Allied Stores
Associated Dry Goods
Southland
Firestone
Cagpr Hawley Hale
RH Macy
Zayre
Wickes Cos
Interco
Supermarkets General
Wendy's Intl
Stop & Shop Cos
Avon Products
Walgreen
Albertson's
Tandy
Jack Eckerd
United States Shoe
Brown Group
American Can
Carson Pirie Scott
Revco DS
Super Valu Stores
Service Merchandise
Mercantile Stores
Toys "R" Us
Limited
Giant Food
Best Products
Rite Aid
Dillard Dept Stores
Ames Dept Stores
Petrie Stores
Food Lion
Fleming Cos
Nordstrom
Circle K
Thrifty Corp
Payless Cashways
Lowe's Cos
Weis Markets
Pantry Pride
LongrDrug Stores
Wetterau
Waldbaum
Price Co

462.0
310.0
178.5
166.5
164.6
145.0
134.1
128.0
127.7
121JL
118.1
93.0
82.2
77.3
72.0
71.7
68.0
65.0
64.0
64.0
62.7
57.3
56.0
55.5
52.5
50.0
49.5
48.5
46.5
43.5
38.4
36.0
35.5
34.5
31.0
28.0
26.3
25.6
25.0
24.9
24.5
23.5
22.0
21.8
20.2
18.6
18.0
17,0
16.0
15.0
15.0
14.9
14.9
14.6
14.6
14.0
12.8
120
11.7
10.2
10.0
9.3
7.0
4.6

Sales
(rank)
88.1(646)
72.3 (719)
77.0 (701)
118.0(508)
104.1 (579)
25.5 (794)
71.5 (722)
68.7 (734)
78.1(693)
114.3 (533)
50.4 (780)
92.3 (63?)
63.2 (756)
65.8 (748)
66.3 (746)
112.3 (545)
138.0 (424)
101.8(594)
64.6 (751)
68.5 (736)
197.7 (262)
66.2 (747)
71.0(725)
81.2 (672)
76.9 (702)
56.1 (769)
50.7 (779)
105.6 (568)
23.7 (795)
' 84.8 (660)
64.4 (752)
90.7 (640)
142.5 (402)
90.6 (641)
82.4 (666)
68.6 (735)
53.6 (772)
162.7 (333)
52.1 (777)
102.4 (589)
307.1 (131)
107.4 (560)
85.5 (657)
90.9 (639)
118.5(499)
121.1 (489)
124.2 (474)
90.6(641)
100.0 (598)
100.8 (595)
76.0 (705)
124.9 (469)
476.8 ( 52)
89.2 (644)
138.8 (417)
101.9(593)
108.8 (557)
172.4(311)
87.3 (652)
43.6 (787)
148.8 (374*
357.6 (103)
252.0(192)
456.0 ( 56)

Profits
(rank)
2.8 (629)
0.7 (709)
2\2 (658)
1.4(689)
1.1 (698)
3.0 (619)
3.1 (615)
2.2 (734)
2.2 (658)
1.3(691)
1.5(686)
3.5 (590)
1.8(674)
3.0 (619)
2.9 (623)
1.5(686)
1.3(691)
0.9 (702)
2.5 (645)
1.9(671)
3.4 (601)
-0.1 (730)
0.9 (702)
3.7 (579)
1.8(674)
0.8 (704)
1.6(682)
1.3(691)
1.6(682)
0.7 (709)
-1.6(741)
2.7 (633)
2.4 (649)
5.9 (472)
-0.9 (737)
2.3 (653)
2.0 (667)
5.8 (474)
0.7 (709)
1.1 (698)
3.8 (570)
0.5 (716)
4.7 (529)
5.5 (484)
7.2 (437)
3.1 (615)
0.1 (723)
3.8 (570)
4.2(551)
2.7 (633)
4.4 (545)
3.2(611)
4.0 (562)
3.4(601)
2.7 (633)
2.3 (653)
3.0 (619)
5.0(515)
5.2 (500)
-1.6(741)
3.8 (570)
3.3 (607)
2.4(649)
10.9 (336)

Assets
(rank)
143.8 (462)
32.2 (768)
58.9.(680)
29.1 (777)
25.4 (783)
34.8 0 6 0 )
51.8 (708)
34.5 (761)
43.3 (734)
28.9 (779)
21.5 (790)
33.4 (765)
65.9 (650)
44.6 (730)
25.1 (784)
17.2 (794)
29.2 (776)
24.7 (785)
43.3 (734)
35.8 (756)
59.6 (676)
41.9(739)
39.9 (746)
45.6 (727)
30.1 (773)
59.1 (678)
31.9(769)
22.8 (789)
17.4 (793)
25.6 (782)
59.7 (674)
30.8 (771)
31.7(770)
61.5(669)
33,0 (766)
30.3 (772)
24.1 (788)
203.7(787)
24.4 (787)
41.0(742)
65.7(651)
62.0 (665)
52.3 (704)
56.4 (687)
60.1 (673)
33.6 (764)
74.0 (620)
44.4 (731)
53.8 (695)
56.9 (686).
62.2 (663)
29.4 (775)
78.3 (600)
52.3 (704)
58 6 (681)
41.5(740)
47.5 (722)
71.3(631)
36.7 (752)
368.8 (362)
40.1 (744)
68.5 (642)
51.8(708)
107.3 (526)

panacea. Each was followed by application in the belief that
"form over substance" will somehow improve a business.

(

It has been my good fortune to work closely with Merv Morris, who created Mervyn's which, despite the many things that
;>ayton Hudson has added, has continued under Jack Kilmartin
as the unique merchandising concept developed by Merv. In a
note to me recently, Merv remarked again that, despite all that
he explains to others, people still do not understand the fundamental concepts responsible for the success of Mervyn's.
It has also been my good fortune to work with Sam Walton,
who created Wal-Mart which, if not agreed upon now, will
ultimately be recognized as the most successful retail
organization developed anywhere in the world in the last half
of the 20th century. There are fundamental concepts in that
business that are not grasped by most who write about
Wal-Mart—perhaps because they just cannot see what is there.
I had a granduncle who ran a men's store in Sacramento for
many years (and for many years was mayor). In those days
newspapers sold advertising on the front page, and he had the
bottom inch across the page. The ad never changed—it said,
simply, "Every man is odd—but we can fit him." The great
truth of that statement was not that "every man is odd" but the
commitment, regularly and always fulfilled, that "we can fit
him." But the "concept of management" involved was how
Albert Elkus got his people to commit themselves to ' 'we can
fit him."

FROM THE NEWS RELEASES
Heck's, Inc.
. said today it has uncovered a serious accounting failure
^hat had caused an overstatement of its gross profit margins.
As a result, Heck's anticipates it will report an after tax loss of
approximately $4.5 million for 1985. The company previously
reported it expected a profit for the year.

d

"The accounting breakdown, discovered in connection with
the ongoing year-end audit, emanated from human errors and
a changeover to a new computer-based accounting system in
mid-year . . . also allowed inventory buildups to be greater
than anticipated at and after year-end, resulting currently in a
tight cash situation."
RThought: Figures were not reported, but let's make some
assumptions. Call a $4.5 million after-tax loss a $9.0 million
pre-tax loss. Volume for 1985 will be about $500 million, so
the error in gross margin is about 2%. It occurred in the last
half of the year, so it is about a 3Vi% error for six months.
Should merchants have believed the figures they got? With a
December 1984 inventory of $109 million, should $9 million
extra inventory that apparently wasn't there have raised
questions?
Discount Merchandiser (12/85) said of Heck's: "After a year
in operation, a semi-automatic reordering system for about
9,000 basic SKU's at Heck's discount stores has been described as 'working fine. No problems with it.' '
Supermarkets General Corporation (SGC)
Although stating the change below was not adopted in
response to any effort to acquire control of the company and
that the company is not aware of any such effect, consider
ivhat you will be holding as common stock in SGC after March
7. Each share will automatically have added a right to purchase 1/100th of a share of a junior participating preferred

a

stock (dividend rate not indicated) at $225. BUT YOU
WON'T HAVE*THIS if you own or are part of a group owning 20% or more of SGC or a tender offer is made resulting in
a person or group owning 30% or more of the stock of SGC
under certain circumstances (which might result in the ouster
of present management although that is not stated—I, however, see it). In case of certain actions between a 20% owner
and the company, the remaining holders will be entitled to purchase SGC common with a value twice the $225 exercise price
for just $225.
On the other hand, if management wants to cut a deal (perhaps
favorable to the shareholders, almost certainly favorable to
management), they have the right within 10 days of such announcement to redeem the rights for 5C per right! From $2.25
(l/100th of $225) to 5C—a discount of 97.8%!
RThought: It appears under such a stock structure that if
someone wanted to offer to buy all of the stock at a good price
but not keep management, then the buyer would have to swallow a "poison pill" and thus is not likely to buy. On the other
hand, if a lesser deal for the stockholders comes along that will
satisfy management, then management has the right to de-fuse
the poison pill and buy back your rights for 5C.
Just think—this act was done by the directors you elected to
represent YOU—not to represent management.
RThought: Looking at a 1972 prospectus for SGC, it was happily controlled by the founders, Alex Aidekman, Herbert
Brody, Milton Perlmutter (now deceased) and Leonard
Lieberman. They had 20% of a growing company with no fear
of takeovers, and they were appealing to others to give them
money so they could grow.
SHORT SHORTS
Who speaks of ethics? Bartlett's Familiar Quotations, 14th
Edition, has only 9 references to phrases with the word ethic,
ethics or ethical out of approximately 117,000 (.0077 of 1%).
The Quotable Woman (1981 edition) has 3 out of approximately 9,000 (.0333 of 1% or 4 times more than Bartlett's).
RThought: Now one can understand why our ethical standards decline—no one talks about ethics. In only 12 out of
126,000 quotations worth retaining was the word ethic, ethics
or ethical a key word.
'
Some common sense in shipping and handling charges—in
a mail order catalog—J. C. Whitney (auto parts). As with
many, the charge is related to the value of the order and not the
weight. But the charge is more for orders under $9 than for
orders between $9 and $20, recognizing the additional gross
margin in the larger order. Once above $50 the additional cost
is in the 2%-3% range and the maximum charge is on orders
over $150. RThought: I never forget the story of a man who
bought a $2,500 Concorde watch from a San Francisco retailer
and left it on the counter in gift wrap because the retailer
wanted $3 for a gift wrap! (Note: L. L. Bean says, "Free
Regular Shipping and Handling.")
What is the future of all-discount store shopping centers?
In an interview with John R. White, managing director of Landauer Associates, real estate consultants, Boardroom Reports
(3/15/86 - 830 West 42nd Street, New York, NY 10036
$49/yr) reports his advice: "There are (investment) opportunities in almost every kind of shopping center, with the exception of small, free-standing clusters of discount stores
along highways." RThought: If the real estate cannot be profitable, can the tenants be profitable?
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The proof of need for tax reform comes from the IRS
statistics for 1983: 29,800 taxpayers with incomes of more
than $250,000 (3,170 with incomes of more than $1,000,000)
paid less than 5% in taxes. RThought: 1985 figures, when
available in 1987, are likely to show an even greater number of
taxpayers sheltering substantially all of their income.

I am always amused at the precise, almost scientific, way
store hours are set. The door of our local bakery says:
Mon-Fri 9:30 to 5:00 Sat 10:00 to 5:00.

WORDS FROM THE STATUE OF LIBERTY
Aldo Gucci admits not reporting $11 million in taxable income. He owes more than $7 million but passed the buck to a
dead accountant by saying in court, "While I was generally
aware of the situation, the details of the various methods of income diversion were devised by an accountant, and I was not
involved in the creation of the methods." In other words—he
closed his eyes and took the money! RThought: RT has
covered the unethical practices of Gucci against their
customers. This conduct does not surprise me; only the
amount does. Aldo Gucci should soon join Albert Nippon in
jail and should be there for a substantially longer time.
Joe McNichols, in his Furniture Merchandising Newsletter
(Box 584, Palos Heights, IL 60463 $48/yr), includes good,
common sense that is often applicable to other than furniture
retailers. In November 1985 he had this gem:
If you employ more than 10 people and intend to grow, we
suggest that you publish an internal monthly one-page
newsletter. Expand it to 2 pages—both sides (pages 1
through 4) the second year. What a morale booster! It
should have positive thoughts. The owner leads off page 1
by telling of some of the store's planning and promotions.
A list of the leading salespeople is important. New
babies—notes of condolence—get-well wishes—school
achievements, marriages, etc. Get folksy but not corny.
List birthdays (note: date but not year!). Be inspirational. A
different employee should supervise it every year.
A note to the rich—Po' Folks, Inc. made $3.6 million for the
year ending September 30, 1985.
The non-warranty warranty! For years I have used a money
clip that consists of folded leather with two magnets
embedded—the money stays in the clip between the magnets.
Each time I buy one there is an enclosed warranty offered by
The Kash Klip Company. But it has no address, it is not listed
in the Standard & Poor's Directory and is not in the New York
telephone directory. Fortunately, the clips have lasted as long
as I expected them to last.
In New Zealand retailers take a different view on bum
checks. The Retailers' Association is discussing with the
Bankers' Association the problem of banks opening checking
accounts without adequate investigation of the person opening
an account. RThought: If the person who gives a gun to
another who is intent on killing someone can be held responsible for the resulting crime, why should banks not be held
responsible for providing checking accounts to persons they
have not investigated and who promptly use that account to
steal from retailers? Perhaps a few cases in small claims court
should test this rationale.

O

As we celebrate the Centennial of the Statue of Liberty, we
should once again read the entire poem that Emma Lazarus
wrote in 1883 and which is mounted on the pedestal. Too often
we hear only the last four lines.
The New Colossus
Not like the brazen giant of Greek Fame,
With conquering limbs astride from land to land;
Here at our sea-washed, sunset gates shall stand
A mighty woman with a torch, whose flame
Is the imprisoned lightning, and her name
Mother of Exiles. From her beacon hand
Glows world-wide welcome; her mild eyes command
The air-bridged harbor that twin cities frame.
' 'Keep, ancient lands, your storied pomp!''
cries she
With silent lips. ' 'Give me your tired, your
poor,
Your huddled masses yearning to breathe
free.
The wretched refuse of your teeming shore,
Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to
me,
I lift my lamp beside the golden door!''
Footnote: Today, when we criticize France because she does
not do everything we ask of her (she refused permission to
overfly her territory to attack Libya), we forget the origin f^^\
the Statue of Liberty (proper name ' 'Liberty Enlightening (
World"), the largest statue ever made (151 feet high from trlcpedestal, 225 tons)" French historian Eaouard de Laboulaye
first suggested a monument to symbolize liberty. His friend
Frederick Auguste Bartholdi designed it and chose the site.
Alexandre Gustave Eiffel built the supporting framework.
The French people donated $250,000 ($3,750,000 in current
dollars) to build the statue, and the American people contributed $280,000 ($4,200,000 current dollars) for the
pedestal. On July 4, 1884 in Paris the people of France
presented the statue to the Minister of the United States. It
reached the United States in May 1885, and it was dedicated
by President Grover Cleveland on October 28, 1886 in the
center of old Fort Wood on Bedloe's Island (renamed Liberty
Island in 1950) overlooking the New York Harbor. Floodlights were added in 1916. It became a national monument in
1924, and care was taken over by the federal government.
As we complain about France not "heeling" at our command,
we might look at the relative battle deaths in World War I and
U, both of which helped preserve the liberty of both countries
and remembering that the U.S. population was much larger
than France at the time of both wasp.
BATTLE DEATHS

Nasty competition in Houston. Dealmakers Weekly
(December 16, 1985), Box 1001, Kendall Park, NJ
08824-1001 $250/yr) reports that Bramalea Ltd. has closed
two off-price malls (total 400,000 sq. ft.) because of "fierce
competition from traditional retailers" in the market.
RThought: Obviously Bramalea made no mistakes—like
overestimating the viability of off-price as a concept or the
skills of operators or the availability of merchandise at bargain
prices that provide merchandise at savings.
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France
United States

World War I

World War O

1,357,800
50,500

201,600*
234,900

*Does not include Resistance Force.

Those who died, died for the liberty of both countries. Let u
not forget.

Guest

Editorial

Can Americans Put Their Faith in Failure?
Robert Kahn, Certified Management Consultant, Editor^f
Robert Kahn and Associates, Business Counselors
P.O. Box 249
Lafayette, CA 94549

"'Retailing Today'

Virtually every reader of "Retailing Today" works with a computer in his own company -- and with computer systems in other
companies or governmental agencies.

hope, the too easily given confidence in the
miracles of computers. (If not by this disaster, then by two successive failures of
unmanned rockets.)

I won't repeat the disastrous impacts on
a business when a computer system fails.
There are too many such stories. Nor do I
need to repeat the stories of supposedly tested and proven systems that had bugs in them.

The investigation of the "Challenger" disaster has disclosed human failures (importance
of schedule over safety questions), inadequate design (certain factors were not under
control), lack of communications (the astronauts were not told of the dangers to which
they were exposed) and stonewalling (that is
still an institutional response). The early
testimony before the Commission was less than
frank and truthful although the speaker would
later explain that he answered the question
asked -- and not the one that he knew was the
intended question but which could not be properly phrased.

The Internal Revenue Service has used computers for over 25 years; yet they spent most
of 1985 apologizing to the public and answering questions directed to them from Congress
about the complete breakdowns in several offices. Tax returns were lost. Forms were
sent to taxpayers saying they would receive
a reply to their question in 90 days -- and
later a second letter, again computer prepared, that it would take another 60 days.
The government paid large amounts of interest because refunds were not mailed promptly.
We had one great bastion of confidence in
computers -- National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and the space program.
26 successful flights. Minor bugs could be
handled from the ground. When something went
wrong, Control in Houston was able to identify the cause almost immediately.
On the 27th flight, the "Challenger" exploded within two minutes of takeoff destroying 7 people, a $2 billion vehicle and, I

There are those who say -- 26 out of 27
is pretty good. 96.2962962% (it is fun having a 10-place calculator) is pretty darned
good. Call it 96.3%. "You can't expect perfection."
But the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI
or Star Wars) as now being proposed will allow more than 3.7% of the Russian missiles
to get through -- enough to assure destruction of most of the United States.
Can we assume that SDI will be 100% effective when no other massive computer system (all of which still involve humans) has
ever been 100% effective?
Reprinted with permission from Retailing Today,(Ma,
Vol. 21, No. 5, published by Robert Kahn and
P.O. Box 249, Lafayette, CA 94549.
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Robert Kahn and Associates, Business Counselors.
P.O. Box 249, Lafayette, California 94549 (415) 254-4434

Dear RT Reader —
I am sending you a copy of the NSM Report published by Maxwell Sroge —
name you read in most stories about direct mail or catalog selling.

the

The April 14 issue (it is published fortnightly) consists of:
... the regular 4-page report
a special 4-page summary of fourth quarter results for public companies
... Profiles on Non-Store Marketing firms
a special offer card at about half the regular price for half a year
PLUS some goodies. This is in lieu of my form only because it offers
extras.
I think anyone reading RT needs the information that is in NSM REPORT because
it is information not readily available elsewhere. Take this issue for example.
Did you know that:

'' -"

Banana Republic (The Gap) is up to $55 million with $20 million by
catalog?
Marriott is selling your kind of merchandise through their rooms for
your competitors?
growth of Penney and Sears mail order isn't hurting you?
there are seminars on direct marketing you should consider for your
people?
Allied Stores will expand the Ann Taylor catalog?
D. H. Holmes got out of their catalog and may have recovered some of
the loss by selling 73,000 names — a non-balance sheet asset?

Let me repeat for new subscribers the basis on which RT sends this to you.
... The job of RT is to keep you informed and sometimes that means
bringing another source of information to your attention.
I pick the publication — Mac Sroge and I have exchanged a few letters
and phone calls before I told him what I wanted to do — and I think
he was the most surprised man in Colorado Springs.
... I pay the costs of this letter, the envelope, inserting and postage —
and I get nothing from Mac.
I have not sold my list — because I don't think you should and I will
set an example. You gave me your name and address so that I could
send you RT — not so I could make money selling it. I hope if you
do sell your list you will change your mind. If you do, I would very
much like to know.

Robert Kahn

MAXWELL SROGE PUBLISHING, INC.

NSM TiKENDWATCH.
April 14, 1986, VOL. 9, NO. 12

A service of

NON-STORE
MARKETING
REPORT

GROWTH IN MAIL ORDER MERCHANDISE SALES 50 PERCENT AHEAD OF RETAIL GROWTH IN
FOURTH QUARTER OF '85. The NSMR universe of publicly held mail order marketers
posted overall sales gain of 12 percent in Q4,85 compared to year-previous quarter.
Merchandise segment of NSMR universe posted Q4,85 sales increase of seven percent. According to statistics provided by Department of Commerce, total U.S. retail sales increased by only 5.6 percent in Q4,85 and sales of non-durables increased only 4.6 percent (both classifications, by definition, include mail order revenues). Net earnings
for total NSMR universe in fourth quarter last year up 12.51 percent compared to Q4,84,
A number of leading retailers reporting significant drops in net earnings for fourth
quarter including critical holiday sales period: Federated Department Stores earnings
down 24 percent; earnings for Sears Merchandise group down 14 percent in fourth quarter; Carter Hawley Hale down 42 percent; Allied Stores net down four percent.
From the NSMR universe of publicly-held mail order companies in the fourth calendar
quarter of 1985 (excluding cases where extraordinary items were determining factor):

c

Top Sales Gains
C.O.M.B.
Sporting Life
SafeCard

+90.7$
+67.4%
+25.8%

Biggest Sales Declines
Shopsmith
-40.0%
Direct Action Mktg. -32.1%
Initio
-11.4%

Top Profit Gains
Sporting Life " +180.0%
G.R.I.
+143.9%
Frederick's
+106.9%

Biggest Profit Declines
Shopsmith
-67.3%
Direct Action Mktg. -66.7%
Standex
-15.9%

Merchandise Group. Led by substantial gain for C.O.M.B., Merchandise segment of NSMR
universe posted Q4,85 sales increase of seven percent compared to Q4,84. Sales decline
for Direct Action Marketing attributed to continued poor response rates and significant
reduction in mail volume. Shopsmith continues to battle decline in its sales of power
tools and continued erosion of profits. Overall, earnings for Merchandise segment were
up 23.3 percent, led by turnarounds at Frederick's, G.R.I, and Initio. Standex attributes earnings decrease to sale of two non-mail order units during 1985.Insurance/Financial Group. Continued strong overall performance for financial services
group with sales up 15 percent and earnings up 12 percent compared to year-previous
quarter. This despite restatement of Colonial Penn earnings subsequent to acquisition
by Florida Power & Light (NSMR, 2/3/85) which resulted in loss for the '85 period of
$11 million, compared to net earnings of $12 million in '84 quarter. SafeCard earnings
continue to reflect discontinuation of discount long-distance phone service in 1984.
Publishing Group. Revenues for mail order marketers of publications in NSMR universe
increased more than 12 percent in Q4,85 compared to year-previous period. However,
earnings for segment declined one percent due to decrease at Commerce Clearing House.
C.C.H. says decrease due to changes in computer equipment leasing arrangements in Comjputer Services division and change in inventory valuation in book publishing operation.
't
(
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MAXWELL SROGE PUBLISHING ANALYSIS
PUBLICLY-HELD MAIL ORDER COMPANIES
FOURTH QUARTER 1985 RESULTS

COMPANY NAME
Colonial Penn (I)
Calstar (M) *
C.O.M.B. (M)
Comm. Clearing House (P)
Direct Action Mktg. (M)
Dreyfus (I)
Frederick's (M)
GEICO (I)
G-R-I (M)
Grolier (P)
Initio (M)
NEBS (M)
New Process (M)
SafeCard (I)
Shopsmith (M)
Sporting Life (M) *
Standex (M)
Williams-Sonoma (M)

4TH QUARTER SALES
PERIOD ENDING 1985 ($MIL) 1984 ($MIL) % CHANGE
12/31/85
1/31/86
12/31/85
12/31/85
10/31/85
12/31/85
12/01/85
12/31/85
11/30/85
12/30/85
11/01/85
12/27/85
12/31/85
10/31/85
12/31/85
10/31/85
12/31/85
2/02/86

GRAND TOTAL:
SUBTOTALS:
Insurance and Financial Group (I)
Publishing Group (P)
Merchandising Group (M)
*

4TH QUARTER PROFITS
1985 ($MIL) 1984 ($MIL) % CHANGE

15.6

(10.98)
0.54
1.60
5.30
0.11
15.30
0.02
61.80
0.76
3.07
0.06
3.79
6.73
4.25
0.17
0.14
4.18
1.46

1,132.02

12.0%

98.30

626.60
169.32
336.28

14.6%
12.3%
6.9%

70.37
8.37
19.56

321.25
3.29
44.85
107.39
9.50
47.07
11.38
331.80
20.04
82.80
4.10
41.76
87.65
17.97
12.34
2.31
99.45
22.87

308.80
3.08
23.52
94.27
14.00
38.11
10.22
265.40
21.26
75.05
4.63
38.06
82.86
14.29
20.56
1.38
96.74
19.79

1,267.82

718.09
190.19
359.54

4.3
6.8
90.7
13.9
-32.1
23.5
11.4
25.0
-5.7
10.3
-11.4

9.7
5.8
25.8
-40.0
67.4

2.8

Denotes new addition to Trendwatch universe of publicly held mail order companies.

12.37
0.55
0.99
6.05
0.33
15.06
(0.29)
33.20
(1.73)
2.42
(0.80)
3.03
6.81
2.43
0.52
0.05
4.97
1.43

-188.8
-1.8
61.6
-12.4
-66.7

AFTER-TAX
MARGINC85)

-0-

2.1

16.4%
3.655
4.9%
1.2*
32.5%
0.2%
18.6%
3.8%
3.7%
1.5%
9.1%
7.7%
23.7%
1.4%
6.1%
4.2%
6.4%

87.39

12.5%

7.8%

63.06
8.47
15.86

11.6%
-1.2%
23.3%

9.3%
4.4%
5.4%

1.6
106.9
86.1
143.9
26.9
107.5
25.1
-1.2
74.9
-67.3
180.0
-15.9

(NSMR)

C A L E N D A R

1

985: TOUGH YEAR FOR RETAILING BUT PUBLICLY HELD MAIL ORDER MARKETERS
POSTED STRONG GAINS IN SALES AND EARNINGS. Sears Chairman Ed Brennan calling it
"most competitive environment in retailing history." Analysts at Merrill Lynch point.ng to sluggish consumer spending due to cyclical ebb in demand for high-ticket goods,
record highs in installment credit debt, declining interest income. Department of Commerce says sales of non-durable goods in 1985 increased only 4.2 percent compared to
previous year. However, total revenues for NSMR universe of publicly held mail order
companies increased 9*8 percent compared to 1984 levels. Major retailers posting earnings decreases: Penney down nine percent; Sears down 15 percent for the year; Carter
Hawley Hale down 46 percent; Federated down 13 percent compared to 1984. NSMR universe
posted overall earnings increase of 15 percent. Naturally there are exceptions. But
for the most part, mail order marketers made strong showing last year.
From the NSMR universe of publicly-held mail order companies in calendar year 1985
(excluding cases where extraordinary items were determining factor):
Top Sales Gains
C.O.M.B.
Sporting Life
Williams-Sonoma

(

+79.556
+55.6$
+31.5/6

Biggest Sales Declines
Shopsmith
-34.0%
Hanover House
-6.2%
Standex
-6.1%

Top Profit Gains
Williams-Sonoma +4,760.0%
Sporting Life
+880.0%
Stuart McGuire
+176.4%

Biggest Profit Declines
Shopsmith
-464.9%
G.R.I.
-329.5%
Direct Action Mktg. -59.3%

Merchandise Group. Merchandise group revenues, which increased by only 4.3 percent
overall, were impacted by substantial declines for several companies. Hanover House
benched some poor performing catalogs and cut back mail volume for others in "housejleaning" move. Shopsmith continued cost reduction efforts and stepped up new product
introduction in face of diminishing demand for its home shop equipment and serious declines in sales. Standex says sales decline due in part to two non-mail order operations divested during 1985. Similarly, earnings for Merchandise segment were negatively affected by G.R.I, which continues to be impacted by disposal of its American Heritage subsidiary. Shopsmith and Direct Action Marketing both say their earnings reflect
continuing poor response to direct mail and other marketing efforts. Williams-Sonoma,
which led segment in income gain, attributes surge to efficiencies achieved through
full operation of its Memphis, TN, fulfillment center.
Insurance/Financial Group. Financial services marketers in NSMR universe turned in
strong sales gains, up by 14.5 percent overall compared to calendar '84. Dreyfus reported strong response to promotions for new mutual fund investment programs added in
late '84 and '85. GEICO reported solid increases in premiums written and surge in
earnings despite underwriting losses in all of its property/casualty insurance companies. Net income for financial services segment was up more than 19 percent in '85,
despite extraordinary revision of Colonial Penn earnings. Report from Florida Power &
Light Co., which acquired C.P. at end of '85, reflects substantial reporting adjustments resulting in earnings decline of more than 40 percent for company. SafeCard says
its annual earnings were affected by write-down in 1984 of $3.1 million related to dissolving its long-distance telephone service.

<

Publishing Group. Revenues for publishing segment of NSMR universe increased 4.6 percent in '85 compared to '84. Commerce Clearing House reported solid sales gains in
book publishing operations, particularly in loose-leaf law publications, business and
tax-related titles. Grolier calling '85 "year of improvement" with return to profitability of domestic encyclopedia operations and increased sales and profitability in
direct marketing operations. Net income for publishing segment in '85 was up more
than 17 percent compared to '84, largely reflecting rebound in Grolier earnings.

V".

MAXWELL SROGE PUBLISHING ANALYSIS
PUBLICLY-HELD MAIL ORDER COMPANIES
CALENDAR YEAR 1 985 RESULTS•
CALENDAR YEAR SALES
COMPANY NAME

Colonial Penn ( I )
C.O.M.B. (M)
Comm. C l e a r i n g House (P)I
D i r e c t Action Mktg. (M)
Dreyfus ( I )
F r e d e r i c k ' s (M)
GEICO ( I )
G-R-I (M)
G r o l i e r (P)
Hanover House (M)
NEBS (M)
New Process (M)
SafeCard ( I )
Shopsmith (M)
S p o r t i n g L i f e (M) *
Standex (M)
S t u a r t McGuire (M)
Williams-Sonoma (M)

PERIOD ENDI1AG 1 9 8 5 ( $ M I L ) 1984 ($MIL) % CHANGE
1,346.11
114.48
435.95
45.02
134.95
46.62
1,219.41
83.70
296.07
211.50
166.26
329.72
64.81
50.01
6.21
365.21
19.66
68.30

1,255.67
63.79
413.68
43.72
111.38
44.04
994.97
84.28
285.96
225.50
147.07
299.14
52.11
75.78
3.99
389.02
16.02
51.94

GRAND TOTAL:

5,003.99

4,558.06

SUBTOTALS:
Insurance and F i n a n c i a l Group (I)
P u b l i s h i n g Group (P)
Merchandising Group (M)

2,765.28
732.02
1,506.69

2,414.13
699.64
1,444.29

*

12/31/85

12/31/85
12/31/85
10/31/85
12/31/85
12/01/85
12/31/85
11/30/85
12/30/85
12/31/85
12/27/85
12/31/85
10/31/85
12/31/85
10/31/85
12/31/85
12/31/85
2/02/86

7.2
79.5
5.4
3.0
21.2
5.9
22.6
-0.7
3.5
-6.2
13.0
10.2
24.4
-34.0
55.6
-6.1
22.7
31.5

CALENDAR YEAR PROFITS
1985 ($MIL) 1984 ($MIL) % CHANGE
-40.4
57.0
11.3
-59.3
44.0
-23.8
29.9
-329.5
58.2
141.7
10.6
2.5
136.5
-464.9
880.0
-27.9
176.4
4,760.0

AFTER-TAX
MARGINC85)

30.52
3.36
44.84
0.57
55.64
0.16
170.58
(5.67)
9.08
8.70
14.06
19.17
14.64
(2.70)
0.49
15.39
0.55
2.43

51.21
2.14
40.27
1.40
38.63
0.21
131.31
(1.32)
5.74
3.60
12.71
18.70
6.19
0.74
0.05
21.35
(0.72)
0.05

9.856

381.81

332.26

14.956

7.656

14.556
4.656
4.356

271.38
53.92
56.51

227.34
46.01
58.91

19.456
17.256
-4.156

9.856
7.456
3.856

Denotes new a d d i t i o n to Trendwatch u n i v e r s e of p u b l i c l y held mail order companies.

2.356
2.956
10.356
1.3*
41.256
0.356
14.056
-03.156
4.156
8.556
5.856
22.656
-07.956
4.256
2.856
3.656
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NSM REPORT COMPANY PROFILES

WANG
ADDRESS, PHONE:

Wang Direct/Express Products Group, One Industrial
Avenue, Lowell, MA 01851. Telephone: (617) 967-3291
OWNERSHIP:

Division of publicly held Wang Laboratories, Inc.,
Lowell, MA.
MANAGEMENT:

Lauren Zeller, merchandising manager; Don Fellow,
catalog merchandising manager; Philip Campainge,
director of customer marketing.

TYPE OF MARKETER:

Mail order.
BUSINESS:

Through direct marketing division, Wang Labs markets
supplies, accessories, software and Wang system hardware
to end-user market. Wang Direct sells desktop computer
systems, hardware upgrades and add-ons through direct
mail and telemarketing. Express Products Group primarily sells supplies, accessories and software to Wang
installed base. Both groups publish catalogs: "Wang
Direct Desktop Catalog" and "Express800 Supplies, Software and Accessories Catalog."
COMPANY HISTORY:

Wang mail order operations originally consisted of Supplies Division (selling consumable supplies and software) and Wang Direct (selling hardware components).
All products offered through one "Wang Direct" catalog
(four editions per year). Company reorganized Supplies
Division in 1984 to create separate "Express800" catalog. International editions of both primary catalogs
were first distributed in January of 1985.
MARKETS:

Wang Direct targets executives and senior managers;
Express800, operating supervisors, supplies buyers.
• E s t i m a t e d figures. Non-Store M a r k e t i n g Report makes no guarantee for the i n f o r m a t i o n given here, although
facts and data have been gathered from a v a r i e t y of sources all of which are believed to be accurate.
OVER

FACILITIES:

Headquarters and all operations located at Lowell, MA
address.
PRODUCTS, BRAND NAMES, PRICE RANGE:

Direct; hardware including PCs, monitors, disc drives,
printers; cables and power control equipment; software;
prices range from $2.25 to $8,900. Express; magnetic
media, communications accessories, furnishings, paper
products, software; prices range from $1.75 to $2995.
SALES:

1983
1984
1985

NET INCOME:

$110,000,000*
$150,000,000*
$200,000,000*

PROFIT MARGIN:

N.A,
N.A,
N.A,

TYPE OF ADVERTISING, PROMOTION:

In addition to Express800 and Wang Direct Desktop catalogs, Wang division publishes separate systems catalogs
for Office Info Systems, VS and Alliance 2200 products,
and Customer Resource catalog of training programs.
QUANTITY MAILED:

1,500,000 +

AVERAGE ORDER:

$250

ACTIVE BUYERS:

(combined)

N.A.

TOTAL LIST:

200,000

LIST SOURCE:

Wang i n s t a l l e d

base

(NSMR) Sources indicate combined revenues for Wang
^-—-^ Direct and Express Products Group catalog operations exceeded $200 million, making them one of the top
three mail order marketers of computer supplies and accessories in the U.S. Wang reported that Direct unit
sales were in excess of $50 million in 1984. Express
unit sales reportedly increased from $30 million to more
than $100 million between 1982 and 1984. Express reportedly processed more than one million orders last
year. Growth for entire division expected to be in 80
percent range annually over next several years. Early
in 1985, division began distributing foreign language
copies of its primary catalogs (French, Oxford English,
German, Dutch and Spanish).
© Non-Store Marketing Report is published (biweekly except for last week July and last week Dec,
24 issues) by Maxwell Sroge Publishing, Inc., The Sroge Building, 731 North Cascade, Colorado
Springs, Colorado 80903, (303) 633-5556. TELEX: 452434. Copyright 1986 by Maxwell Sroge Publishing,
Inc. All rights reserved. Material may not be reproduced in any form without written permission.
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NSM REPOKE
MONITORING NON-STORE M A R K E T I N G C H A N N E L S OF DISTRIBUTION
INCLUDING DIRECTECH REPORT SUPPLEMENTS
HANOVER SALES DIP, BUT PROFITS UP. PARENT SAYS MAIL ORDER SUBSIDIARY POISED FOR
GROWTH ONCE AGAIN. Continuous rapid growth of specialty catalog marketing at
Hanover House (Hanover, PA) was interupted last year when management decided to rein
in on mailings of less-productive books. Mail volume dropped from 258 million in '84
to 224 million in '85. Parent Horn & Hardart's CFO Munir Saltoun told NSMR, "Hanover
sales dropped from $225.5 million in 1984 to $211.5 million last year. But operating
profit increased from $3.6 million to $8.7 million." Hanover President Bill Fitzgerald
says performance is function of culling weak catalogs from Hanover herd, rolling forward with acquisitions and adding new specialty books in hot areas, particularly in
special-sized apparel. "Silhouettes" added late last year and new special-sized book
on boards now. Company calls '85 year of consolidation and housecleaning, necessary
step toward future growth. Fitzgerald expects sales to top $250 million this year.

(

(j^SMR) BANANA REPUBLIC STICKING WITH SUCCESSFUL "SAFARI/TRAVEL" THEME IN EXPANDING
MERCHANDISING PROGRAMS. Mel and Pat Ziegler, founders of apparel/accessory merchandiser Banana Republic (San Francisco, CA) have parlayed penchant for travel and
safari-style leisure wear into (reportedly) profitable and growing catalog and store
business. With a little help from parent The Gap Stores, that is. When Gap acquired
~*.R. in f83, revenues from five retail stores and semiannual catalog were roughly $10
million; 50 percent mail order. Source tells us '85 sales passed $55 million, roughly
$20 million from catalog operations. Company playing key role in Gap's plan to expand
specialty store concepts. B.R. says catalog area will continue to be expanded but aggressive growth in retail will result in declining share of revenues for catalog. With
40 stores at end of '85, company says 65 by end of '86. In mail order area, new catalog of travel books hot off press. Book catalog is same size and distinctive style as
quarterly apparel catalogs with product offerings segmented geographically. Dropping
now to segments of B.R. two million-name house list. Sounds like mistake to us; many
other merchants have found product buyers are not book buyers and vice versa. Company
also reportedly developing new travel magazine/catalog format. Source tells us total
revenues could top $100 million this year.
FAIR RESPONSE TO FIRST
k MARRIOTT PUTTING TOGETHER SECOND EDITION CO-OP CATALOG.
NSMR) EFFORT. Catalog division created by Marriott Corp. (Washington, D.C.) has
reached midway point in distribution of 400,000 catalogs produced last fall featuring
merchandise sections from The Sharper Image, Executive Gallery and Pfaelzer Bros.
Division director Lisa Hicks told NSMR order response rates from catalogs distributed
in rooms in 10 3 Marriott hotels across U.S. have been in 1.0 to 1.5 percent range.
"I'm putting together the second edition of 'Marriott Collection' now and should have
contracts in by the end of May. I would like to see four eight-page merchandise sections in the catalog." No report on repeats from first-time "Collection" marketers.
However Marriott, which offered golfing sweater in one-page promo on company's golf
resorts, won't repeat. Next edition, to begin distribution in September this year,
will be better positioned for holiday season than first, which didn't hit hotel rooms
until November. You supply camera-ready art for your section and $30,000 to $35,000
'talk to Lisa); Marriott prints and distributes catalog and provides common toll-free
©Non-Store Marketing Report is published (biweekly except for last week July and last week Dec, 24 issues) for $195 (overseas $240) per
year by Maxwell Sroge Publishing, Inc., The Sroge Building, 731 North Cascade Avenue, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80903-3205, (303) 633-5556.
TELEX: 452434. Copyright 1986 by Maxwell Sroge Publishing, Inc. All rights reserved. Material may not be reproduced in any form without
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(2)
order number; orders batched to you daily; names are yours. Frankly, we haven't seen
a co-op effort yet worth the time and money. They always "sound" great,
(<^fy
SALES AND EARNINGS FOR "THE BIG TWO" IN f85. Conspicuously absent from our
— — ^ usual "Big Three" report this year is Montgomery Ward. (For report on company's
continuing mail order operations following elimination of catalog, see NSMR, 3/31/86.)
J.C. Penney Co. (New York, NY). Catalog/Sales Center revenues increased 5.9 percent
to $638.5 million in 0.4,85 compared to year-previous quarter. For first time ever, at
request of NSMR, Penney has provided breakdown of catalog sales by mail versus store
catalog desks. In-store catalog sales increased five percent, compared to nine percent
increase for mail order sales, from $117 million in Q4,84 to $127.5 million in Q4,85.
Penney net earnings in fourth quarter increased 3.7 percent. For year, Penney reported
Catalog/Sales Center revenues of $2 billion, compared to $1.93 billion in 1984. Instore catalog sales grew by unimpressive 4.2 percent, compared to anemic 2.2 percent
increase in mail order sales over previous year. Penney posted 8.7 percent drop in net
income, from $435 million in '84 to $397 million. More indications of serious weakness
in general merchandise catalogs.
Sears, Roebuck & Co. (Chicago, IL). Revenues for Sears Merchandise Group basically
flat in 0.4,85 compared to Q4,84, at $8.18 billion. However, net income for Merchandise
Group dropped 14 percent, from $4^5.5 million to $384.5 million. Sears calling quarter
and entire year "most competitive environment in retailing history." For the year,
Sears posted 0.2 percent increase in merchandise sales. Net income dropped from
$905.2 million in '84 to $765.7 million last year. NSMR estimates catalog sales generated $5-$5.5 billion of Merchandise Group annual revenues. Of that total, mail and
phone orders generated an estimated 40 percent or $2.1 billion.
(NSMR) EX-SHARPER IMAGER POSITIONS "ALAMANAC" AS LIFESTYLE BOOK FOR UPSCALE FAMILIES. <
^
' Catalog from company started last year by Roberta Fortune (formerly Roberta
Davies, Sharper Image director of merchandising/marketing) fresh off press. Fortune
tells NSMR she is dropping 500,000 pieces of 28-page, full-color format, offering mix
of household items, electronics, travel-related merchandise, office products. Sounds
like something we've seen before but Fortune says she's seeking broader market than
Sharper Image. "We've created a 'lifestyle' catalog targeting upscale families ...
products for men, women, couples and children." Fortune expecting average ticket to
ring up at $95. What's different about "Alamanc?" "First, we're trying to approach
'media-wise' customers. Items that they may see in other catalogs they'll find in
'Alamanc' at lower prices. Second, we aggressively seek new merchandise rather than
wait for it to show up at the door." Product search now underway for second edition
of Almanac, due out middle of this summer. "Following that will be our Holiday book;
we'll go quarterly." Company looking at space for inquiry generation and will open
first retail store in San Francisco next year. Relations with former employer reportedly not too good but Fortune was able to rent some S.I. selects for debut edition.
SROGE ANNOUNCES DIRECT MARKETING SEMINAR SCHEDULE FOR BALANCE OF '86. We've
been happy to have many of you in attendance at our seminars. Response to "How
To Create Successful Catalogs" and "Winning Business-To-Business Direct Marketing" seminars has been great and we're extending the schedule on to January, '87. We look forward to seeing you and more representatives of your company at the events listed below.
Remember, to ask about our discounts for NSMR subscribers and for groups!
(J55MIJ)

Cleveland, OH
New York, NY
Dallas, TX
Chicago, IL
San Francisco, CA

WINNING BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS
DIRECT MARKETING
July 15-16
Sept. 23-24
—
Nov. 18-19
—

HOW TO CREATE
SUCCESSFUL CATALOGS
July 17-18
Sept. 25-26
Oct. 9-10
Nov. 20-21
Jan. 29-30

(3)
riSJjN ALLIED STORES UNIT EXPANDING CATALOGS AND MAILING VOLUME FOR BALANCE OF '86.
v
J Management at Allied Stores division Ann Taylor (New York, NY) looking to mail
ore copies of larger editions of existing catalogs and maybe some new surprises during
alance of this year. Creative Director Sonny Jaen told NSMR, "Last year we mailed 16page editions of our Resort, Spring, Summer, Fall and Holiday Catalogs. Distribution
was right around 650,000 per edition." Jaen says Fall and Holiday catalogs this year
to be expanded with four-page "gift-giving" section. "We'll keep the wardrobe focus,
but add to the gift and accessory lines." Distribution for expanded catalogs to be increased to 700,000-800,000 pieces. House list, exchanges and rentals. Jaen said, "Our
house list (300,000 names) has come primarily from mailings to our retail credit cardholders. Our average ticket from our Summer book is between $87 and $92; from the
Holiday edition, $107 to $115." Focus for new catalog editions? "We're considering a
separate edition of career-oriented apparel for a test to our house list later this
year," said Jaen. Addition of 12 to 15 retail stores and development of new credit
bases predicted to be real boon for mail order growth this year. With catalog sales
of $5 million last year, Jaen says Taylor looking for sales to pass $7 million in '86.
We say pretty paltry for Allied Stores. Taylor will have to expand marketing efforts
beyond retail cardholder base if they ever want to be major factor.
(NSMR> "STATE OF THE INDUSTRY" SURVEY; SUPPLIERS, SERVICES AND AGENCIES. Maxwell
^ — - ^ Sroge Publishing representatives circulating at recent DMA Spring meet here in
Colorado Springs collected interesting and valuable data on attendees' attitudes toward
factors affecting industry growth. Last issue, we reported results of survey interviews with marketers of consumer and business products and services (NSMR, 3/31/86).
Concerns of service groups, agencies and supplier firms related directly to health and
continued growth of primary industry. Responses fell into several specific areas.

(

Economic/regulatory concerns. Like primary marketer segment, "supplier" group viewed
conomy, costs of doing business and government/agency regulation as serious factors
affecting industry growth. "Regulation ... laws that restrict free enterprise." "Regulations ... government interference and taxes." "Restrictions governing mailing of
products and promotions from one state to the next." And echoing their marketing counterparts, "proposed use tax!" Suppliers share marketers' view that imposition of use
tax would deal crippling blow to entire industry. On existing cost side, "The high
cost of doing business," related primarily to "escalating postal costs" and "availability of paper." Majority of "cost" complaints related to continued postage rate increases and effect they have on volume and frequency of marketing efforts.
People-related concerns. Mirroring strong concern of business catalogers in particular, "supplier" firms emphasized need for talented people and training. In response
to query on most significant problem affecting company's growth, "Qualified people ...
lack thereof." "Need for talented people!" "Expansion through adding innovative personnel." "Ability to hire quality people." "Demand for good, knowledgeable people."
"Need for management education to allow us to spend the $ needed in direct mail."
Awareness/acceptance of direct marketing. Supplier group evinced concern equal to that
of marketing segment with regard to customer base attitude toward mail order and direct
marketing: acceptance of mail order as viable means of shopping. As to problems affecting industry growth, "No problems. Only acceptance." "Public's understanding of
reputable direct mail companies." "Growth of DM industry and acceptance of mail order." "Increasing awareness." A minority of respondents indicated perceived increase
in acceptance as positive factor spurring growth.

(

Competition/saturation. From printers to lettershops to agencies, increasing competition in their respective businesses was naturally a concern. This was overshadowed,
however, by competition in mail order marketplace. This was far and away primary concern of business and consumer marketers interviewed in survey. But in "supplier" camp,
we found sharply divided loyalties. On one hand; "Catalog glut, diminishing response
rates, competition" hurting industry. "Too much competition." "Number of new mail or-

(4)
der companies fighting to get into overcrowded field." "Saturation." "Too many people
who don't know what they're doing in the business." On the other hand: "The increase
in mail order is not a problem." "We're growing fast as a result of growth in the industry." "More saturated market helps this company, puts us more in demand." "Number
of new people getting into direct marketing. As they grow, business grows."
< — N . FRIEDMAN/ZIMMERMAN INTEREST IN G.R.I. INCHING UP: "IF AT FIRST YOU DON'T
(NSMR) SUCCEED
..." What was 5.6 percent share of continuity marketer G.R.I. (Chicago,
IL) held by Al Friedman and Bernie Zimmerman (Beautiful Visions) is now 6.5 percent.
True to promise, F/Z have continued to increase their interest in G.R.I, with an eye
toward several possible outcomes: in a nutshell, taking company private. F/Z resistance reportedly instrumental in prompting SafeCard to withdraw bid to acquire G.R.I.,
much to chagrin of G.R.I. Duo less successful in move to win seat on board. We're
told F/Z submitted letter requesting nomination of Al Friedman at March 5 meeting.
G.R.I, produced slate of board members on March 13; Friedman was not among them. Lost
battle, but not war. F/Z say they will continue to build their share in company and
at same time work to ally shareholders with their cause.
(NSMR} SPORTING LIFE TO EXPAND DISTRIBUTION OF CATALOGS THROUGH ACQUISITION OF D.H.
v
' HOLMES LIST. Sporting Life says it will succeed where D.H. Holmes (New Orleans
retailer) has failed. After three-year effort, Holmes has pulled plug on its women's
apparel catalog unit. Tom Wilcher, vp of apparel cataloger Sporting Life (Alexandria,
VA), says real value of 73,000-name mail order buyer list company has acquired from
Holmes will be in launching S.L.'s new "Christina Stuart" catalog of upscale apparel
and accessories (due out this summer). Wilcher told NSMR, "This will put us a year
ahead in launching 'Christina.' We can achieve significant improvement in sales, a
good increase in list rental income and exchange leverage for rolling the new catalog
out." S.L. says it will use Holmes appellation in title of new catalogs — "Holmes for
Christina Stuart" — for purpose of recognition during first 12 to 18 months of life.
(CORRECTION: Contrary to report in our March 17, 1986, edition, The Sporting Life has
at no time filed for Chapter XI bankruptcy.)
(NSMR) SALES FOR WANG MAIL ORDER UNITS TOP $200 MILLION FOR '85. Wang strategy in
— — s marketing computer supplies and hardware through catalogs appears to be working.
In 1984, company realigned Supplies Division creating separate catalogs for supplies
and system hardware: Express800 for supplies/accessories; Wang Direct for computers
and peripherals. Sources tell us mail order unit combined sales in '85 were $200
million, up from $150 million in previous year.
First-ever study of mail order computer supplies/accessories business. Computer supplies and accessories, including everything from hardware and software to furnishings
and printer ribbons, is fastest-growing merchandise segment in business-to-business
mail order marketing. Report now being completed by Maxwell Sroge Publishing indicates
sales volume topped $1.3 billion mark last year, growing more than 30 percent over preceding year. For details and special NSMR subscriber offer, see enclosed brochure.
<^fo

AL SLOAN ... LLOYD CONANT ... PIONEERS PASS AWAY. Death is a sad affair. In
the passing of two direct marketing pioneers in the past weeks, sadness is tempered only by the brightness of their achievements. Al Sloan, pioneer syndicator. The
man who changed all the rules of the game when he broke the price/brand-name barrier
with the first Bell & Howell movie outfit syndication back in 1959. Publisher Mac
Sroge was the Bell & Howell's director of sales. Of Al Sloan, Mac says, "He was a true
merchandising genius, a great teacher, a beautiful man. He changed the face of the
mail order industry." Lloyd Conant only months ago was telling Mac about his start in
direct marketing: running a lettershop doing personal, hand-typed letters. Together
with Earl Nightingale, he built Nightingale-Conant to a pre-eminent position in recorded training and inspirational programs. AL AND LLOYD, YOU DID WELL. THANKS.
(NSMR) AT PRESS TIME: Identity unknown, but as NSMR went to press, E&B Marine, Edison,
— - ~ ^ NJ-based retail/cataloger, was signing acquisition deal. Details next issue.
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THE FINAL WIMPIFICAT10N of the United States
/f*u <#>
r* of America is taking place in the home, not in the
^
secret cabals of Washington, D.C., no matter what
' the pundits tell you. We are being nerdified by the JwnititiMiiBM
j apparently irresistible urge of corporate America to w a s t r y l n g t 0 disguise the presence of a platoon of
\y
stink up the joint.
c a t s Even the laundry detergents stink to heaven,
It has come to this. You walk to the mailbox on the o o z l n g o d o r through their permeable plastic bottles,
road, smelling the cool air, open the mailbox, and you T h e fundamental problem with all of these_ujiwan£W-ass^uJie^bxWlsJh^
isihai_thjey__are
\9£&
,
_
"
Cheap,
spurious;
phony
imitations
of
the reaJJhjnSr
M
About a mile away there is a dairy farm and when-^ oa ^ n ^aikTmo¥store that specializes in perfume
-j/r\
r
the wind is out of the west and the manure is being a n d e n j o y i t
spread on the field, a pungency sweeps up the high- T h e re's a small pharmacy on BratUe Street near
way.JUymgUfiueyergQOTgfchatterttKfflthe latest Harvard University that smells considerably better
&
ejyetofiejrpjnwhat we will flpIonyttcaHy refer to a s \ 0 | a n a U toe r e s t of H a r v a r d square, but it's selling
4 MgJoj-^^IgwpJPgP^rigig^t s t o r ? ^gJl^UPlggLstuff that costs about as much per ounce as gold, or,
reels.
since we are already trapped in the Christmas retail
Who said that the public mails could be used I at- season, it smells like two out of the three Wise Men's
tack the noses of Americans? ,iunk_jnajU_j!^j^in presents.
\
throw in the basket and it's gone. But perfumed junk
man nas to DC put outage unfOITe~^f^agTifian THE ONLY WAY to find out what a perfume smells
comes^Oeeks,. iTMnoysULLnsuUs^ojie^oL
hujlian- like is put it on someone you like, or yourself. (Int
iQnsults one
Jcln^Xmo^l^ejisiUi^or^ans.
many cases, this is the same things but the reajlssue is'

M.R. Montgomery

H

jrhgt perfume was meant tn react with human skin, nnf

IT IS VOMITOUS to jiayjthe bills. You^not only^suj^iiited-paper. You cannot take some pale imitation
h4yeloTioId"one of these odorous envelopesjvlTI£yoji of the real thing and smear it on a monthly credit card
stuff a checkjnjt, you have to lick tjiejlamneQ^hAng, I bill and do anything but annoy a customer.)
got one ThVothe> day impregnated with a man's It has gotten to the point where you can't buy anycologne odor. It said it would bring out the beast in thing for your body that doesn't attack your nose. For
me. It did./ ^
/ / /
a number of years I have been using the same brand
of shampoo. It smelled of something obscure, presumIt was a musk perfume. Musk is the odor gland used ably of the several chemicals listed on the label whose
by a variety of animals, including skunks and their purpose was to spare the user from the shame of danrelatives, to frighten predators and mark their terri- druff, ring around the collar, and the heartbreak of
tory. If I want to get close to skunk yucky, I'll go out- psoriasis, whatever that is; It smelled approximately
side and kiss one.
like the New Jersey Turnpike in Bayonne, that is,
I There is nothing wrong, by the way, with skunk per- straightforward industrial America making better
fume, as long as you're no closer to it than a mile on a things through chemistry.
cold day. Thanks to the station wagon, the neighborhood dogs and the general orneriness of skunks, I get
a chance to smell a polecat about twice a month. It is, NOW IT SMELLS like cheap bubble bath. Here you
*as I have said, an esthetic experience comparable to bad a loyal customer who was not afraid to wear a
/•blue suit, and some idiot in merchandizing decides
I ;the
tance
equal
your threshold
perception
sound
of to
a Scotch
bagpipe,ofand
enjoyableminus
at a done
t s - |;nough,
don't smell cute
n a t health-bringing
and this twirp chemicals
talks a multibilllon-dollar
corfoot
>oration into stinking up a popular product. They
>ught to dip him in it, run him up the flagpole, and
ONE OFTHE E^IIJE^XiJf^lUJfirJuj^^
tu^4V^.fid.jacTal lissue, which is what people of eX wait and see if the buzzards will go near him.
quiftite taste say wheothey're talking about something / I am tempted to go down in the cellar and find the
fo Mow vour nose In. A man* who needs to blow his flittle bottle of genuine skunk scent, which is used by
nose already does not need the perverse scent of a P t e r s l d i s 6 t S S ? ! 1 ^ ? ? E . "*, ° ! f a c i 0 r y
«merchandiser on the threshold of his already dls-lE w e r S f 0 f £ f ^ t ^ ^^AJm^XLJ^M
•
tressed nostrils
» * » « J UID | l e t t e r of protest to the department store management
Boston Giot
< Entire supermarkets begin to smell like s o m e o n e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
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Tests Show What Works
"Test results are the most fascinating part of this
business," says direct-marketing consultant Milt Pierce.
"They are in no uncertain terms the bottom line." In
his Direct Marketing magazine column piece, he shares the
following results from a panel at Direct Marketing Day in
New York.
Premium vs. Price Discount. In this test, the discount
won because the premium wasn't right for the audience.
(Conventional wisdom would say that business audiences
prefer premiums, consumers discounts...that it depends on
whose money is being spent.)
BRE vs. No BRE. In the test, with a really hot offer, no
BRE won. "When people really want something," Pierce
says, "they won't let anything stand in their way."
Headline Test. "Peterson's Big Book of Auto Repairs is
the most comprehensive volume ever published" vs. "This
book will save you at least $100 on auto repairs in the
next year or we'll buy it back from you." "Save $100"
was the winner — made an offer too challenging to
ignore. (Editor's Note: And it probably won by more
than enough to offset the few folks who will send the
book back a year from now claiming they didn't save. As
a rule, the longer the guarantee period, the less likely
people are to remember they have it.)
Package Tests, "Plain Vanilla" vs. "Glitzy." For both
Newsweek magazine and Cameron's Foodservice Promotion
Reporter, the jazzy versions won; exciting graphics do
make a difference. "The more glitz you have, the better
you are going to pull. Are there exceptions to this
rule? Of course, there are exceptions to every rule."
Offer Test. Financial-services firm offered either to
evaluate prospect's portfolio or recommend future
winners. Winner: Recommendations for future purchases.
Much more interesting than being told how stupid you've
already been.

Colorado Building, Suite 700,1341 G Street, Northwest, Washington, DC 20005 202 347-5220
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inquiry, etc.) and (2) by increasing income as a result of better management
knowledge. The second area, though on the face of it rather nebulous, is more
possibly the more important of the two. It has been our experience that in the end
it is up to the publisher to get the information he needs out of his service bureau
and to make use of it.
Commercial; Marpep Publishing is now in the service-bureau business. As
publishers themselves, they believe they can be more aware and understanding of the
needs of the newsletter industry than the "typical" service bureau. And operating
in Canada, Champion adds, they offer the advantage of favorable labor costs plus
the current very attractive (to U.S. publishers) exchange rate. Contact him for
details on the services they offer.
Editor's Note; NA's staff persons are basically technopeasants, but we recognize
that "computers" are among the hottest areas of interest for many newsletter
publishers. For that reason we hope to encourage all publishers who have
information to share what they are doing in their operations with either hardware
or software or both for various applications to contribute (including, as in this
case, those who have developed related services they'd like to sell to fellow
publishers).
Marpep Publishing, Ltd., 133 Richmond St., W., Toronto, Ontario, M5H 3M8
'416-869-1177).

T.
A NL Publisher Who Does

"Something For Nothing

Retailing Today and its publisher Robert Kahn were mentioned by Hotline earlier
this year (Hotline, April 21) as one of the "interesting" newsletters we see in
NA's offices — newsletters that get read although their content has nothing to do
with our business.
In a recent mailing to subscribers, Kahn evidenced another aspect of his
idiosyncratic style by sending his readers a sample issue of Maxwell Sroge's
Non-Store Marketing Report with his recommendation that, in the retailing business,
they ought to be subscribers to it as well. (uSMR is 24X $175, but offer enclosed
is six-month trial for $99 plus editorial premium.)
"Let me repeat for new subscribers the basis on which RT sends this to you.
...The job of RT is to keep you informed and sometimes that means bringing another
source of information to your attention.
...I pick the publication — Mac Sroge and I have exchanged a few letters and phone
calls before I told him what I wanted to do — and I think he was the most
surprised man in Colorado Springs.
...I pay the costs of this letter, the envelope, inserting and postage —
nothing from Mac.

and I get

...I have not sold my list — because I don't think you should and I will set an
example. You gave me your name and address so that I could send you RT — not so I
could make money selling it. I hope if you do sell your list you will change your

Hotline, August 18, 1986

mind.

if you do, I would like very much to know."

Kahn positions RT as "the conscience of the retailing industry." However, in
fairness we should also point out that he's an industry consultant and RT (12X,
$36) is not his major source of income.
Retailing Today, P.O. Box 249, Lafayette, CA 94549 (415-254-4434).
Maxwell Sroge Publishing, Inc., 731 N. Cascade, Colorado Springs, CO 80903
(303-633-5556).

Notes In The News
Publiphile Users Group. Newsletter publishers using the Publiphile
subscription-management system on their in-house computers have formed a users
group centered in Washington. Goals are to share knowledge and experience using
the system and to badger collectively for changes and improvements. For a copy of
its first newsletter, user survey and membership application, contact Don
Dunnington:
Publiphile Users Group, c/o Dunnington Communication, 1250 Eye St., N.W., #300,
Washington, DC 20005.

Membership Directory Corrections. As any publisher of directories will tell you,
mistakes and omissions are inevitable when you attempt to compile a list of names,
addresses and phone numbers. NA's "Who's Who in Newsletter Publishing" is no
exception. We will be issuing a set of corrections/additions to the directory
soon, so please check your listing and call Mike Kibler at the NA offices
(202-347-5220) so we can make any corrections that may be necessary.

You Read it First in Hotline (Perhaps). Postmaster General Casey is now confirming
in public what Business Mailer's Review Publisher Van Seagraves recently told NA's
Washington chapter — no rate increase until January 1988 at the earliest (Hotline,
July 7 ) . In BMR, Seagraves is now telling readers January 1989 increase looks like
a good bet — puts odds of an increase prior to then at not more than one in ten.
Predictions are certainly grist for the editorial mill of many newsletters and, on
such occasions as you are both right and first, it's good strategy to make sure the
readers note it. When he published Plastics Focus, Joel Frados used to say, "ours
certainly do. We never let them forget it. We're always writing, 'as we predicted
three months ago' and 'as forecast in last week's issue.'"

Tip of The Hat. Many newsletter publishers actively market other services to
subscribers, including books, special reports, seminars, tapes, etc.
Jim Kennedy
of Executive Recruiter News, however, appears to be breaking new ground with his
offer of relevant art posters for the recruiter's office. He's offering three:

Guest Editorial
EDMUND C. BERKELEY

From

815 Washington St.

Can Amc

(617) 332-5453

Newtonville, Mass. 02160
IUN % 1 1B86

Dear Bob,

!?

Herejis the way the edtiorial in the next issue
July-August of C&P will appear.
Robert Kahn, Certified Manage
Robert Kahn and Associates, £
P.O. Box 249
Lafayette, CA 94549

I hope you like what we did.
Yours e v e r ,

y? ^y
J

Virtually every reader
day" works with a computer in his own company -- and with computer systems in other
companies or governmental agencies.

ze i n t h e
miracles of computers. (If not by this disaster, then by two successive failures of
unmanned rockets.)

I won't repeat the disastrous impacts on
a business when a computer system fails.
There are too many such stories. Nor do I
need to repeat the stories of supposedly tested and proven systems that had bugs in them.

The investigation of the "Challenger" disaster has disclosed human failures (importance
of schedule over safety questions), inadequate design (certain factors were not under
control), lack of communications (the astronauts were not told of the dangers to which
they were exposed) and stonewalling (that is
still an institutional response). The early
testimony before the Commission was less than
frank and truthful although the speaker would
later explain that he answered the question
asked -- and not the one that he knew was the
intended question but which could not be properly phrased.

} Internal Revenue Service has used compu .s for over 25 years; yet they spent most
of 1985 apologizing to the public and answering questions directed to them from Congress
about the complete breakdowns in several offices. Tax returns were lost. Forms were
sent to taxpayers saying they would receive
a reply to their question in 90 days -- and
later a second letter, again computer prepared, that it would take another 60 days.
The government paid large amounts of interest because refunds were not mailed promptly.

There are those who say -- 26 out of 27
is pretty good. 96.2962962% (it is fun having a 10-place calculator) is pretty darned
good. Call it 96.3%. "You can't expect perfection."

We had one great bastion of confidence in
computers -- National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and the space program.
26 successful flights. Minor bugs could be
handled from the ground. When something went
wrong, Control in Houston was able to identify the cause almost immediately.

But the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI
or Star Wars) as now being proposed will allow more than 3.7% of the Russian missiles
to get through -- enough to assure destruction of most of the United States.
Can we assume that SDI will be 100% effective when no other massive computer system (all of which still involve humans) has
ever been 100% effective?

On the 27th flight, the "Challenger" exploded within two minutes of takeoff destroying 7 people, a $2 billion vehicle and, I

Reprinted with permission from Retailing Today, May 1986,
Vol. 2 1 , No. 5, published by Robert Kahn and Associates,
P.O. Box 249, Lafayette, CA 94549.
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Guest Editorial

Can Americans Put Their Faith in Failure?
Robert Kahn, Certified Management Consultant, Editor of "Retailing Today'
Robert Kahn and Associates, Business Counselors
P.O. Box 249
Lafayette, CA 94549

Virtually every reader of "Retailing Today" works with a computer in his own company -- and with computer systems in other
companies or governmental agencies.

hope, the too easily given confidence in the
miracles of computers. (If not by this disaster, then by two successive failures of
unmanned rockets.)

I won't repeat the disastrous impacts on
a business when a computer system fails.
There are too many such stories. Nor do I
need to repeat the stories of supposedly tested and proven systems that had bugs in them.

The investigation of the "Challenger" disaster has disclosed human failures (importance
of schedule over safety questions), inadequate design (certain factors were not under
control), lack of communications (the astronauts were not told of the dangers to which
tjiey were exposed) and stonewalling (that is
still an institutional response). The early
testimony before the Commission was less than
frank and truthful although the speaker would
later explain that he answered the question
asked -- and not the one that he knew was the
intended question but which could not be properly phrased.

j Internal Revenue Service has used compu -s for over 25 years; yet they spent most
of 1985 apologizing to the public and answering questions directed to them from Congress
about the complete breakdowns in several offices. Tax returns were lost. Forms were
sent to taxpayers saying they would receive
a reply to their question in 90 days -- and
later a second letter, again computer prepared, that it would take another 60 days.
The government paid large amounts of interest because refunds were not mailed promptly.
We had one great bastion of confidence in
computers -- National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and the space program.
26 successful flights. Minor bugs could be
handled from the ground. When something went
wrong, Control in Houston was able to identify the cause almost immediately.
On the 27th flight, the "Challenger" exploded within two minutes of takeoff destroying 7 people, a $2 billion vehicle and, I

i

There are those who say -- 26 out of 27
is pretty good. 96.2962962% (it is fun having a 10-place calculator) is pretty darned
good. Call it 96.3%. "You can't expect perfection."
But the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI
or Star Wars) as now being proposed will allow more than 3.7% of the Russian missiles
to get through -- enough to assure destruction of most of the United States.
Can we assume that SDI will be 100% effective when no other massive computer system (all of which still involve humans) has
ever been 100% effective?
Reprinted with permission from Retailing Today, May 1986,
Vol. 2 1 , No. 5, published by Robert Kahn and Associates,
P.O. Box 249, Lafayette, CA 94549.
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c o p y w r i t i n g i " N o t h i n g in l i f e i s more s e r i o u s t h a n t h e p r o c e s s of s e p a r a t i n g a man
from h i s money. '^ien I w r i t e a s a l e s l e t t e r , I f i g u r a t i v e l y p u t on my dark s u i t
and c o n s e r v a t i v e t i e . "
" N e v e r t h e l e s s , t h e s u r v e y card:; t h a t accompany our f i r s t - r e n e w a l n o t i c e i n d i c a t e
t h a t f o r e v e r y s u b s c r i b e r who i s u n h a p p y , t e n a r e s a t i s f i e d w i t h our a p p r o a c h . In
f a c t , we even h a v e a few who s u b s c r i b e j u s t for t h e i n f o r m a t i o n and t h e way i t i s
c o n v e y e d , even though t h e y h a v e n o t b o u g h t s t o c k s .

/j

E d i t o r ' s N o t e : J e r r y Steinman of Beer M a r k e t e r ' s I n s i g h t s took some e x c e p t i o n t o
J i m Mann's comment in a p r e v i o u s i s s u e ( H o t l i n e , March 24) t h a t " t h e l e s s i m p o r t a n t
your e d i t o r i a l m a t e r i a l , t h e more i m p o r t a n t t o h a v e a good r e a d . "
Our view i s t h a t
t h e " i d e a l " n e w s l e t t e r would b e packed w i t h m u s t - h a v e i n f o r m a t i o n , c h o c k - a - b l o c k
w i t h f a c t s and as much fun t o r e a d as C a p t a i n B i l l y ' s Whiz Bang.
Like Max's s t o c k
p i c k s always going up, however, t h i s i s n ' t always p o s s i b l e .
Some n e w s l e t t e r s , l i k e
M c G r a w - H i l l ' s O i l gram P r i c e R e p o r t j u s t d o n ' t l e n d t h e m s e l v e s t o i n t e r e s t i n g
wr i t i n g . . . . b u t s u b s c r i b e r s have t o have t h a t p r i c e d a t a .
C o n v e r s e l y , r e t a i l i n g CEOs
r e a l l y d o n ' t g e t a n y t h i n g t h e y h a v e t o h a v e in R o b e r t K a h n ' s Ret a i l i n g Today; it *s
h i s t h o u g h t - p r o v o k i n g t o p i c s and i n t e r e s t i n g w r i t i n g which makes i t m a r k e t a b l e .
The Bowser R e p o r t , P . O . Box 6 2 7 8 , Newport News, VA 23606

(804-877-5979).

N o t e s In The News
J_Q_86 rnt.ernat. i o n a l News l e t t e r C o n f e r e n c e ( J u n e 1-4, Mayflower H o t e l , W a s h i n g t o n ,
IK"). Program m i n i - b r o c h u r e and r e g i s t r a t i o n form i n c l u d e d w i t h t h i s i s s u e .
L o g i s t i c s p r o b l e m s h i v e made us l a t e r t h a n we'd l i k e w i t h f i n a l c o n f i r m a t i o n of t h e
c o m p l e t e p r o g r a m , b u t GJiaij fnan J^r_en _C_obur_n _c>_f__Cu_tte_r I n f o r m a t i o n C o r p . h a s
d e s i g n e d an o u t s t a n d i n g t h r e e s - d a y p r o g r a m .
P l e a s e a l s o n o t e t h e two e x c e l l e n t
Wednesday s e m i n a r s , c o p y w r i t i n g and m a r k e t i n g w i t h Pene Gnam and e d i t o r i a l s t y l e
..Hid management w i t h P.it Will tarns.

i t t i o n a l P L r e c t o r y of I n v e s t m e n t N e w s l e t t e r s .
Second e d i t i o n coming from I d e
Publishing.
I n v e s t m e n t and f i n a n c i a l - a d v i s o r y p u b l i s h e r s who have not r e c e i v
jtiesi ionnair<- s h o u l d c a l l or wr i t e G a i l S n y d e r .
(The f i r s t e d i t i o n , 1982, wa
no:;! use
u s e ffunl 1 ,-|inl
.Hid ccomj
o m p l e t e d i r e c t o r y in t h i s s p e c i f i c a r e a of i n t e r e s t . )
:;.-,, P u b l i ssii
h iinngg,, 55 K.» a

M
J ton Avenue.
Avenue, Y a r d l e vy ., PA

the
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News l e t t e r R e g u l a t i o n Not Dead? Tn t h e wake of t h e SEC d e c i s i o n in t h e Lowe c a s e
r e g i s t r a t i o n and r e g u l a t i o n of f i n a n c i a l - a d v i s o r y n e w s l e t t e r s i s not e n t i r e l y a
dead l e t t e r .
At l e a s t two s t a t e s , Utah and C o n n e c t i c u t a r e c o n t i n u i n g t o r e q u i r e
r e g i s t r a t i o n and o t h e r s , i n c l u d i n g C a l i f o r n i a , a r e r e p o r t e d l y c o n s i d e r i n g i t . NA
d o e s n ' t b e l i e v e it ' s w a r r a n t e d , bur f i g h t i n g 50 s t a t e c o m m i s s i o n s c o u l d be more
• I ' »tib I <\soHie t h.m t h«- SKC.
NA Rreedom of t h e P r e s s commi i t e e Chairman Glen P a r k e r ( p u b l i s h e r of Market Logic!
r e p o r t s rumors t h a t t h e SKC i s q u i e t l y e n c o u r a g i n g t h e N a t i o n a l A s s o c i a t i o n of
S e c u r i t i e s D e a l e r s (NASD) t o i n c l u d e n e w s l e t t e r s in some t y p e of " s e l f - r e g u l a t i o n 1
Ian.
P a r k e r c a l l s any such a t t e m p t "an o u t r i g h t a t t e m p t t o flaunt, t h e Supreme

Hot

! i il<

Apf i I

I f MS(,

c o p y w r i t i n g l "Nothing in life is m o r e s e r i o u s than the p r o c e s s of s e p a r a t i n g a m a n
from h i s m o n e y .
W h e n T w r i t e a s a l e s l e t t e r , I f i g u r a t i v e l y p u t on my dark suit
and c o n s e r v a t i v e t i e . "
" N e v e r t h e l e s s , t h e s u r v e y c a r d s that a c c o m p a n y our f i r s t - r e n e w a l n o t i c e indicate
that for e v e r y s u b s c r i b e r w h o is u n h a p p y , ten a r e s a t i s f i e d with our a p p r o a c h . In
f a c t , w e even n a v e a tew w n o s u b s c r i b e just for t h e i n f o r m a t i o n and t h e w a y it is
c o n v e y e d , even though they h a v e not b o u g h t s t o c k s .
E d i t o r ' s N o t e : J e r r y S t e i n m a n of Beer M a r k e t e r ' s I n s i g h t s took some e x c e p t i o n to
j i m M a n n ' s comment, in a p r e v i o u s issue ( H o t l i n e , March 2 4 ) that "the less i m p o r t a n t
your editorial m a t e r i a l , t h e m o r e important to h a v e a good r e a d . "
O u r view is that
the " i d e a l " n e w s l e t t e r w o u l d be p a c k e d with m u s t - h a v e i n f o r m a t i o n , c h o c k - a - b l o c k
with f a c t s and as much fun to read as C a p t a i n B i l l y ' s W h i z B a n g .
Like M a x ' s stock
p i c k s a l w a y s g o i n g u p , h o w e v e r , this isn't a l w a y s p o s s i b l e .
S o m e n e w s l e t t e r s , like
M c G r a w - H i l l ' s Oilgrarn P r i c e R e p o r t just d o n ' t lend t h e m s e l v e s to i n t e r e s t i n g
w r i t i n g . . . b u t s u b s c r i b e r s h a v e to h a v e that p r i c e d a t a . C o n v e r s e l y , r e t a i l i n g C E O s
really d o n ' t get a n y t h i n g I hey h a v e to h a v e In R o b e r t K a h n ' s Reta i 1 ing Todaj£; it's
h i s t h o u g h t - p r o v o k i n g topics and i n t e r e s t i n g w r i t i n g which m a k e s it m a r k e t a b l e .
Box 6 2 7 8 , N e w p o r t N e w s , VA 23606

T h e Bowser R e p o r t , P

(804-877-5979

N o t e s In The News
J_q86 Tnternational N e w s l e t t e r C o n f e r e n c e (June 1 - 4 , M a y f l o w e r H o t e l , W a s h i n g t o n ,
DC).
P r o g r a m m i n i - b r o c h u r e and r e g i s t r a t i o n form included with this i s s u e .
L o g i s t i c s p r o b l e m s h a v e made us later than w e ' d l i k e w i t h final c o n f i r m a t i o n of t h e
c o m p l e t e p r o g r a m , but C h a i r m a n K a r e n jCj^buj^njof. ,c_u_l_ter I n f o r m a t i o n Corp_. h a s
d e s i g n e d an o u t s t a n d i n g t h r e e - d a y p r o g r a m .
Please also note the two excellent
W e d n e s d a y s e m i n a r s , e o p y w r i f i n g and m a r k e t i n g with R e n o O n a m and editorial s t y l o
H I d iti, iiMqcfiKMi l w i t h

Bit

W i I I i. u n s .

Na t i(>na I D i r e c t o r y of 1 n v «.v; tmen t N e w s l e t t e r s .
S e c o n d e d i t i o n coming from Idea
Publishing.
Investment and f i n a n c i a l - a d v i s o r y p u b l i s h e r s w h o h a v e not received a
q u e s t i o n n a i r e should call or w r i t e Gail S n y d e r .
(The first e d i t i o n , 1 9 8 2 , w a s the
most useful and c o m p l e t e d i r e c t o r y in this s p e c i f i c area of i n t e r e s t . )
! lea Publ i sh i n g ,

]•:...,? A ft on A v e n u e , Y a r d l e y , PA

19067

(215-493-1810),

N e w s l e t t e r R e g u l a t i o n Not D e a d ?
In the w a k e of the SKC d e c i s i o n in the Lowe c a s e
r e g i s t r a t i o n and r e g u l a t i o n of f i n a n c i a l - a d v i s o r y n e w s l e t t e r s is not e n t i r e l y a
!«-ad letter.
At least two s t a t e s , Utah and C o n n e c t i c u t are c o n t i n u i n g to require.
M-gis t-rati on and other.;, i n c l u d i n g C a l i f o r n i a , a r e r e p o r t e d l y c o n s i d e r i n g i t . hlA
oo.'sn't b e l i e v e it 's w a r r a n t e d , but f i g h t i n g 50 s t a t e c o m m i s s i o n s could b e m o r e
i i « ml > I '-some t ban i h<- Sl-:c.
NA Freedom of t h e Press C o m m i t t e e C h a i r m a n Glen P a r k e r (publisher of M a r k e t L o g i c )
r e p o r t s rumors that the S R C is q u i e t l y e n c o u r a g i n g the N a t i o n a l A s s o c i a t i o n o f
S e c u r i t i e s D e a l e r s (NASD) to include n e w s l e t t e r s in some type of " s e l f - r e g u l a t i o n "
plan.
P a r k e r c a l l s any such a t t e m p t "an o u t r i g h t a t t e m p t to flaunt the S u p r e m e

na
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SAFECARD OFFERS SUBSTITUTE FOR CREDIT
LIFE INSURANCE KICKBACK TO STORES
HAVING OWN CREDIT CARDS

Over the years the abuse of credit customers through credit life
insurance has been brought under control. No longer can
retailers demand that the customer carry credit life insurance
on their account with 50% or more of the premium collected
ending up in the pocket of the retailer.
I have not seen much high-limit, single-illness medical insurance (polio, cancer) being offered lately by retailers. This
also has high returns to the store that offers it.
The most recent gimmick for taking a store's charge customers
for a few extra dollars is plans such as SafeCard's protection
from a theoretical exposure that the very store that sells the
coverage knows does not exist at their own store.

C

SafeCard has been the most successful of the promoters of
credit card insurance. Since the stock went public, adjusting
for at least 5 stock splits, the low price has been 1/16 and the
high of 26-3/8 (422 times low) with the most recent 12-month
range (at May 27) being 4-3/4 to 26-3/8.

The most recent balance sheet (1/31/86) shows a net worth of
$52 million against which one might want to offset $70 million
of deferred commissions and advertising, all having been paid,
leaving a tangible net worth of minus $18 million. It had a lot
of cash on hand—$79 million (higher now), but one might
want to look at the $65 million of unearned subscription
revenue leaving $14 million to cover all other liabilities.
From this position of strength they have announced a new program for retailers—and Carter Hawley Hale (CHH) is their
first customer. SafeCard will offer a combination of valuablesounding gimmicks—they refer to them as services, insurance
and products—that will produce a CHH "Gold" card suddenly worth $40 to the CHH customer. One would probably be
safe in assuming that CHH is aware that the cost of the gold
trim isn't close to $40, even after allowing for a rather comfortable profit to SafeCard and an even more attractive share
of the $40 to CHH. SafeCard will push the "Gold" card and,
of course, add all of the CHH customer names, addresses,
credit ratings and credit limits to SafeCard's targets for other
services, insurance and products offered directly or for anyone
who wants to buy the SafeCard (not the CHH) customer list.

C

.afeCard says that later in 1986 they will announce a similar
program with "a major oil company having an existing credit
cardholder base of about 8 million" which looks to me, based
on figures published by Spencer Nilson in his Nilson Report,
like Texaco (7.7 million). Nilson reports oil companies as
follows:

VOL. 2 1 , NO. 6
1984 HAS ARRIVED IN 1986

One of the public's great fears about a master computer
system holding intimate data on every citizen appears to
have arrived. TRW, claiming to have the largest credit information file, is now offering "Target Marketing Services" which provides Addresss Verification, Credit Prescreening Data, Address Update Service, demographic
analysis by ZIP code, Consumer Payment Index by ZIP
code and New Movers Data. In other words, a potential
user can get demographics AND payment record by ZIP
code plus individual creditworthiness for most names and
all from a single file. And all delivered from what the
customer thought was his confidential credit file!
RThought: This is the kind of intimate knowledge of the
mail order business that one gets from reading NSM (for
Non-Store Merchandising) Report published by the leading
expert on non-store (with apologies to a number of people
with Big 8 firms) retailing—Maxwell Sroge. It can be obtained by writing Maxwell Sroge Publishing, Inc., 731
North Cascade Avenue, Colorado Springs, CO
80903-3205, 303-633-5556 (bi-weekly $195/yr).
Company

Million of Accounts

Amoco
Chevron
Shell
Texaco
Mobil
Exxon

9.2
8.8
8.6
7.7
7.3
7.1

RThought: Does this really bring to a store's accounts
something of value on which the retailer earns a reasonable
profit; or does this bring something of little or no true value on
which the retailer earns an excessive profit? Even assuming
that the value and profits for all parties can be justified, does
the retailer really want to turn over marketing to SafeCard
together with so much confidential information on each account?
American Express (AmEx) has recently stated their policy:
"Divisions of AmEx will not have access to information on
AmEx cardholder names and files because it is 'both unethical
and a violation of the privacy of the cardholder.' " CHH apparently has no such feeling toward their customers.
RThought: SafeCard is the darling of many stock analysts
who say such things, all without comment on the ethical base
of the company, as:
' 'We recommend purchase of SafeCard shares . . . has exhibited consistent, dynamic and highly profitable growth
. . . is generating $3 million of cash per month . . . offers a

very strong balance sheet .
(Alex, Brown & Sons, Inc.)

(see above comments).

'We believe SafeCard has positioned itself for growth exceeding 40% for the next several years . . . is one of the
largest direct mail/telephone sales organizations in the
world." (Note: You retailers gave them your files!) (Arnold and S. Bleichroeder, Inc.)
GROWING TEENAGE UNEMPLOYMENT
Australia is showing the same signs as the United Statesgrowing teenage unemployment. Our society no longer provides an easy entry into the free enterprise system for young
people.
The table below shows that even with a declining absolute
number of teenagers (as we are experiencing in the U.S.),
fewer are getting into the economy:
1981

1985

Age

Total #

% Employed

Total #

% Employed

15
16
17
18
19

75,100
145,100
187,400
219,100
221,100

74%
77
82
84
87

96,000
140,200
183,100
204,900
213,200

67%
72
78
79
83

Total

847,600

837,400

77%

Stated in terms of unemployment, the unemployment rate has
increased from 18% to 23%. Roughly 1 in 4 teenagers seeking
a job does not have one.
In Australia, as in the United States, retailing once (20-25
years ago) was the main entry job for young people into our
enterprise system. Department stores hired summer vacation
replacements—now stores schedule vacations over a longer
period of time and do not need additional people. With a constantly growing percentage of retail employees on short hours,
accommodation of vacations can be done by moderate extension of the hours worked by short-hour people.
Once supermarkets had carry out boys; today only a few continue that custom. Gone are the opportunities to learn that
(1) you must show up on time, (2) you must be properly
dressed (clean white shirt), (3) you must follow instructions of
your supervisor, and (4) you must be courteous to everyone
you assist, whether or not you like him or her.
RThought: We retailers say we shut these doors because of
economic pressure (competition) and the need for lower costs.
If we want to make it sound highfalutin', we call it "increased
productivity." But we forget that the macro-economy (from
which we get our customers) is made up of the sum of a lot of
micro-economies and can be no more or less than the total of
all of us. So as we continue to pursue our little microeconomies, let us not forget that we are dragging down our
macro-economy.
Source: INSIDE RETAILING, Box 981, P.O. Darlinghurst,
NSW, 2010 Australia. A$225/yr. Issue 704 May 12, 1986.
THE MIRACLE OF COSMETOLOGY
During the past 50 years there have been 7 Betty Crockers—
who held forth over the kitchens at General Mills.
In 1936 she was prim, stern and perhaps in her late 40s, showing a bit of gray in her hair before it was so fashionable to
touch it up.
2 - RETAILING TODAY - JUNE 1986

Nineteen years later, in 1955, she had added the years
gracefully and perhaps, with more gray in her hair, could be
approaching 60 with comfort and grace.
But her pictures for 1965, 1968, 1972, 1980 and now 1986 i l lustrate the continuous work of a cosmetologist who broug R
us someone about 35 without a trace of gray hair. The pearV
necklace of 1955 and the open neck blouse of 1965 have given
way to a bow!
RThought: Perhaps she is a yuppie in a two-wage earner
family. But is that right—as more and more of that group are
eating their meals out? The money spent on food and liquor
served outside the home now exceeds that bought for in-home
consumption. Perhaps Betty Crocker will soon be plugging the
General Mills restaurants!
OUR DECLINING RATE OF GROWTH
The forces of a lower birth rate (although the number of births
has increased as the Baby Boomers start raising families) and a
moderation of immigration (barring any future exodus such as
Cuba or the boat people) are gradually bringing us closer to a
zero population growth.
Back in the Baby Boom time the annual increase in population
was:
1945-50
1.7% per year
1950-55
1.8%
1955-60
1.6%
And then a sudden drop:
1960-65
1965-70

1.2%
1.3%

From 1970 through 1983, the range was 1.1%-1.0%.

r

The table below shows the rate of growth for calendar years:
1981
1.0264%
1982
1.0055
1983
0.9549
1984
0.9608
1985
0.9453
RThought: That might not look like much of a drop, but it is
8% from 1981 to 1985. (APOLOGY! I have carried out the
above figures 2 decimals too far—just to emphasize a point.)
LIVING WITH INTERDICTION
FROM THE GOVERNMENT
The May 5, 1986 Legislative Report from the Retail Council
of Canada contains the following information for Canadian
retailers reporting products the government has determined
are being dumped and which will now be subject to additional
import duties:
1. Photo albums with self-adhesive leaves from the People's
Republic of China.
2. Countertop microwave ovens from Japan, Singapore and
the Republic of Korea.
3. Hockey pucks (except sponge rubber pucks) from
Czechoslovakia and the German Democratic Republic.
4. 12-gauge shotgun shells from Italy, France, Belgium and
the United Kingdom.
/ ^
5. Whole potatoes from the State of Washington, US, excc^
for seed potatoes and whole potatoes with netted or russeted
skin in non-size (sic) A.

FEATURE REPORT
SOME INSIGHTS ON THE SUPERMARKETS
*rogressive Grocer (1351 Washington Boulevard, Stamford,
" 06902 $42/yr) in their September 1985 issue had their an1 Product Usage Report and the Annual Nielsen Review of
vsrocery Trends.
Let me try to summarize, starting first with the largest increases and decreases in dollar and tonnage movements by
categories of merchandise. In looking at the tables below,
when the dollar increase exceeds the tonnage increase, prices
have gone up, and vice versa. NC means no change. The information comes from SAMI (Sales Area-Marketing, Inc.)
and is based on warehouse movement of chain and independent warehouses. Information is for 1984 vs. 1983.
LARGEST DOLLAR INCREASE

Type of Retail Sale
Automotive
Food stores
Eating and drinking places
Gasoline stations
Clothing
Furniture and appliances
Hardware and lumber
Drug stores
All others (specialty stores, fuel & oil,
farm equipment & supplies, etc.)

1985

1982

22.0%
20.5
9.3
7.3
5.3

17.9%
22.9
9.7
9.2
5.2

5.1
4.8
3.6

4.3
4.7
3.4

22.1

22.7

In the food-away-from-home category (fast foods, restaurants
and cafeterias, and bars & taverns) sales have increased by 9%
per year from 1980 to 1984, and the share for fast food in that
market has increased from 33% to 38% of the total—having an
annual increase of 12% per year.

Item

$ Change

Tonnage Change

Refrigerated juices &
drinks
Misc. refrigerated foods
Yogurt
Frozen breakfast foods
Diet food

+ 22.8%
+ 21.5
+ 20.1
+ 16.6
+ 16.3

+ 17.6%
NC
+ 14.1
+ 6.4
NC

Generic brands have not disappeared, although the total tonnage peaked at 4.1% in 1982. For the 1979-1984 period,
generics gained 2.3 PPTs from 1.1 to 3.4 while brands also
gained—1.1 PPTs—leaving controlled labels with a decrease
of 3.4 PPTs.

Tonnage Change

$ Change

Fewer new products are coming on the market. From a peak in
1981 when 6,452 new items were introduced (1,949 were new
brands), the total declined in 1984 to 4,395 (1,529 new
brands).

+ 17.6%
+ 14.1

+ 22.8%
+ 20.1

+ 9.5
+ 7.1
+ 6.4

+ 14.4
+ 8.8
+ 16.6

LARGEST TONNAGE INCREASE
Item

Refrigerated juices &
drinks
Yogurt
Refrigerated & frozen
desserts
Frozen pot pies
Frozen breakfast foods

LARGEST DOLLAR DECREASE
$ Change
Item

Fruit, dried
Flour
Milk, canned &
powdered
Sugar
Meat, canned

Tonnage Change

- 4.8%
- 3.4

- 6.2%
- 4.4

- 3.1
- 1.8
- 1.0

-

NC
1.1
1.1

LARGEST TONNAGE DECREASE
Item

Frozen juices & fruits
Baking mixes
Fruit, canned
Flour
Jams, jellies

Tonnage Change

-

5.7%
4.7
4.5
4.4
4.3

$ Change

-

6.4%
0.6
0.6
3.4
0.6

RThought: In the above figures you can see many of the
trends discussed in various media—declining tonnage of fattening foods (baking mixes, jams & jellies, sugar) and increases of health foods (yogurt, diet foods).
The Nielsen Report, partially based on their studies and partially on government data, reports that the independent store
under $1 million is disappearing and all the other types of
retailers are gaining. Chains over $1 million were up 1.8
Dercentage points (PPTs); chains under $1 million up 0.6
PTs; independents over $1 million were up 0.7 PPTs; and inependents under $ 1 million were down 2.3 PPTs.
The love affair with the car continues—now we spend more on
buying and using cars than we do in food stores (Source:
Department of Commerce):

Coupon distribution continues to go up and up—from
91 billion in 1980 to 163 billion in 1984 (16% per year) with
the average value increasing from 21.7° to 26.2C in the last two
years (10% per year). In 1980-84 the number distributed in
daily newspapers dropped from 48.2% to 36.1% with an increase in Sunday papers and Sunday magazines from 27.4% to
46.0%. Magazines and all other means dropped from 24.4%
to 17.9%.
The number of grocery stores with scanners increased from
536 at the end of 1978 to 9,930 at the end of 1984 (63% per
year), and the total is projected at 15,390 (13% per year) by
the end of 1988. It is estimated that 40% of the total grocery
dollar volume now goes through scanners and this will reach
57% by 1988 (9% per year). Of the 439 top metro areas, the
percentage going through scanners ranges from 63.3% in
Miami-Fort Lauderdale to 11.5% in Charlotte, NC. Among
stores over $2 million ($40,000/wk) it ranged from 84.1% in
St. Louis to 18.2% in San Antonio.
RThought: There appears to be no end to coupons. Although
redemption has dropped from 4.2% to 3.8%, the number
redeemed increased from 3.8 billion (47/household) to 6.2
billion (72/household). Scanners are slowing down in their
penetration of store front ends as larger stores have all been
converted. Fewer new products are coming on the marketperhaps because no one has found out how to stretch shelves
fast enough. Generics ate not disappearing despite the wishful
statements of people from major brand companies.
But most important—total food (at home and away from home)
soon will not be the largest expenditure for families. Auto expenditures plus gasoline now account for 29.3% of retail expenditures against 29.8% fo the total for food stores and
eating/drinking places. With the successful stimulation of car
sales in 1985 by discounting finance charges, the auto should
reign supreme.
And finally, we may not be improving our health but we are
buying more of the right things.
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FEATURE REPORT
MANAGEMENT BY FLYING AROUND
My friend Tom Peters has picked up the concept of "Management By Walking Around" or MBWA, first enunciated by
Hewlett-Packard and now a management concept practiced
around the world.

could say that they got into every store at least once a year.
Now they only get into about 500-600 stores of the 924 store 1
(at the end of April 1986).
Vn

But there is a more advanced step.

For the first quarter of 1986 their sales increased by $688
million (total sales for all of 1978 were $678 million) to
$2,344 million (1982 total sales were $2,445 million) or 42%
with a 42% increase in profits.

But let me start with a comparison. Recently I was talking to a
former CEO of a now-liquidated chain of stores. I asked him
what he thought about a particular store in that chain and how
it had performed, and especially what he thought of the location. He gently explained to me, "Bob, we had 60 stores and I
really couldn't be that informed about every store." I said,
"Thank you."
From the May 1986 issue of Wal-Mart World, the publication
for the 100,000-plus employees, I quote from the "Message
From Mr. Sam":
This is a beautiful morning . . . flying at 10,500 feet over
Oklahoma en route to visit our associates in Weatherford
(pop. 9640), Elk City (9579), Woodward (13,781),
Liberal, KS (14,911) area plus hoping to attend the new
Sam's Wholesale Club which Grand Opens tomorrow in
Colorado Springs (pop. 215,105) . . . Also you might be
interested in the fact that we've bought a new twin engine
Cessna 414 pressurized airplane—slightly used 1982
model, but like new and certainly the nicest plane I've ever
flown.
Our airplanes from the beginning have meant so much in
helping develop our Wal-Mart Company. Doesn't seem
possible that I've been flying in and out of Bentonville since
1953—33 years—lots of hours and situations. An old
Ercoupe—1940 model that I paid $1,840 for, was the first
of a long string of our Wal-Mart aircraft. I used it principally to visit our Walton's Variety Store in Kansas City that
Bud and I owned on a 50-50 partnership . . .
But I'm convinced that we could not have expanded so
rapidly as we have through the years without the total utilization of our Wal-Mart air f l e e t . . . . We could never have
maintained the operating controls or communications without having the ability to get to our stores on a consistent
basis.
Nothing is more significant or true today—33 years later—
than our single most important mission in Wal-Mart
management: getting in our stores and listening to our
associates and our customers. Appreciating our people and
learning how and what they're doing is creative and good
for our customers.
RThought: There was a day when the top managment at
Wal-Mart—Sam Walton, David Glass and Jack Shewmaker—

If there is one key secret of Wal-Mart operations, one thing
that makes it different from all other retailers, it is the amount
of time that top management spends in the stores—and the
amount of time that regional management spends in Bentonville. All divisional and regional managers live in Bentonville.
The air fleet takes them out on Monday, brings them back to
Bentonville on Thursday. Friday is spent "communicating"
one-on-one, in person. And the key management meeting is on
Saturday from 7:30 a.m. to about 10:30 a.m. at which time the
300-plus attending are working from audited sales through
Thursday plus a flash figure for Friday. The reports are by
division, region, district and within each breakdown by some
75 departments with department totals by buyer broken down
by district, region and division.
The data is available within 7 hours of some store closings.
Some management participants in the Saturday morning meeting are in their office at 5:00 a.m. so they will be ready for the
questions asked of them at the meeting.
Wal-Mart operates in 22 contiguous states with 47% of the
population and 50% of the land area of the "lower 48 states,"
though still described by Standard & Poors as a "regional discount chain."
/
I don't want to say that the difference in knowledge of each
store in a 60-store chain and each store in a 900-store chain is
the only reason for the failure of smaller firms and the success
of the larger, but it certainly is an important part of the success
of Wal-Mart.
They are now using turbo-props that cruise at 350 knots; jets
will cruise at 450 knots making small towns in another 10-15
states as close to Bentonville as the present limits.
RThought: The Cessna 414 (used) may be the nicest plane
Sam Walton has flown, but it isn't the same as first class on a
major airline. Little headroom, noisier, bouncy, no hot meals.
But Tom Peters might look again at those who practice
MBFA-Management By Flying Around. There are a good
number of firms in that category.
RThought: The measure of the success is not realized until
you know that as of May 28, 1986 there were only 17 companies in the United States with a higher market value (market
price times number of shares)—about $14 billion.

SHORT SHORTS
What is cash at The Gap? If you just looked at the balance
sheet as of February 1, 1986, you might assume that it was
$22,834,000 because that is what is printed on the balance
sheet. But the careful reader reaches an un-numbered and noncross referenced note on page 21 that is headed "Notes
Payable." One would think that this referred to Notes
Payable—but it has a last sentence that reads, "Checks issued
amounting to $12,039,000 . . . and not presented to the bank
for payment, are included in accounts payable at February 1,
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1986. RThought: Considering that the Commercial Code says
payment is made when mailed postage-paid, this seems a
strange way to report cash. But I guess $22 million looks better than $10 million. RThought: If your CPA will not certify
this procedure, consider Touche Ross and Co., who certified
that this was in accordance with Generally Accepted Accour/
ting Principles. Perhaps that is right—GAAP never got dow
to such elemental things as defining Cash or discussing the
status of checks in the mail.

6. Boneless manufacturing beef from the European Economic
Community,
In addition, quotas were announced or were in progress for:
Women's and girls' non-leather and leather footwear.
Sportswear originating in Malaysia (982,000 units/year).
VJ
3. Tailored collar shirts from Mauritius, the Maldives and
Vietnam (set at 250,000 pieces from Vietnam).
4. Winter outerwear originating in Bulgaria.
RThought: This is from just one of the "free enterprise"
economies. But remember that photo albums from the
People's Republic of China without self-adhesive leaves are
OK.
IMPRESSIONS—AFTER A QUICK LOOK
On a recent trip to Portland, Oregon, I had a couple of hours
free and visited two stores for the first time—G.I. Joe's and
Fred Meyer. Both were in or near Tualatin (I love Indian
names).
I have watched, from a distance, G.I. Joe's over the past
decade—since Dave Orkney became a reader of RT. I knew
the history starting with a Levi shop, adding a couple of other
shops, merging them into a single store and then expanding to
about 10 or 11 units running up and down the Willamette
Valley.
I addressed a question to a salesperson who happened to be in
the sporting goods department—his name tag said "Brad."
This turned into a 5-minute conversation. He had once been a
department manager, had had a disagreement, was back to a
lesperson position, and just bubbled with all the good things
wanted to tell me about G.I. Joe's, especially the new raceV-!*
track layout in the Tualatin store. All the departments reached
an aisle. At the checkout, Tara was just as as bright and sparkling. You would have been happy to have either in your store.
Brad mentioned their merchandising philosophy of only being
in categories where they could dominate their competition. It
showed. Classification dominance was what Merv Morris
built Mervyn's on. It meant never carrying men's suits and
five or six tries to get into the cosmetic business—because he
could not build classification dominance.
In the visit to Fred Meyer, I had less contact with the staff, so
do not interpret the lack of mention as being either good or
bad. I was surprised at the degree to which they were into
building materials, tools and hardware. Much like G.I. Joe's,
camping and outdoor merchandise is a major category.
The salesperson in the camera department wondered why I
laughed—when I saw a card saying, "Solar Desk
Calculator"—I know it works on any light but I instantly
thought of having your own sun brought indoors; or always
working at a desk in the great outdoors.
I did make one purchase—and was disappointed to get a sales
slip I could barely read—someone forgot to ink the register.

1

Fred Meyer takes me back many years to the time when I
worked for Sherwood Swan in an odd kind of business in
Oakland. Fred and Sherwood were active in the young (this
early '50s) Super Market Institute. Both were ofJ(as inoftheSMI—but
ficers
neither was truly a supermarket operator.
Sherwood brought to my attention each new step at Fred
Meyer.

ABUSE OF NUMBERS
Do you believe that the total shoplifting losses in all U.S.
grocery stores is $1,959,796,925?
You better—because you will be seeing that figure or some
rounding of it in articles for the balance of this year—some
even written by people who are supposed to know what they
are writing about.
You might as well find out where it came from.
Commercial Service Systems, Inc. (CSS), Box 3307, Van
Nuys, CA 91407 (213-873-4222 ask for Roger Griffen CPP,
Vice President) just released their 23rd Annual Report on
Shoplifting in Supermarkets and Discount Stores.
CSS describes itself as "an investigative company that
specializes in retail security systems for the control of losses
due to dishonest and inefficient personnel and shoplifting."
The company was incorporated in 1946. It has, of course, a
direct interest in having people think that shoplifting and
employee dishonesty is very great; they will get more
assignments.
But note the accuracy of the number $1,959,796,925—right
down to the last dollar! Of course, that includes your losses
and I presume you already know the cost of your loss down to
the exact dollar. Isn't it silly that most retailers don't even
know their losses to the closest $1,000 or perhaps $10,000 or
even $100,000—and yet CSS knows the industry total to the
dollar?
In order to get your shortage "accurate to the dollar" just
make the following estimates:
Average Theft (They recommend $10.99—nor $11.00—for
supermarkets and $16.47—nor $16.50—for discount
stores.)
Number of shoplifters per day (They recommend 8.)
You know the number of days you operated (363) and the
number of stores (100) you have. In their example, they get:
$ 1 0 . 9 9 x 8 x 3 6 3 x 1 0 0 = $3,191,496 (nor$3,191,497 or
$3,191,495)
If you did not do that, they did that for you.
CSS starts with the information that came from the apprehension of 22,890 shoplifters in 779 stores, 97% in Southern
California (is Southern California really representative of
Durango, CO—pop. 11,649—or Winder, GA—pop.
6,705—or Elko, NV—pop. 8,758?). CSS says the information
is a valid statistical sample.
Relying on the April 1986 issue of PROGRESSIVE
GROCER, they knew (did they?) that there were exactly
30,505 supermarkets (not defined), 45,400 convenience stores
and 78,095 other food stores.
They now had all the factors they needed. They multiplied the
average shoplifting theft that their firm had detected (not
bringing in any other firms) in a sample of stores with 97 % in
Southern California (not really considering any other area to
be different). Then they made a very precise estimate—that in
every store there were 8 incidents per day, not 7.99 or 8.01 but
8. And they knew that all the stores operated 363 days a year
(guess they assumed closings on Christmas Day and the store
owner's birthday).
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So there you have the facts:
$10.99 x 8 x 363 x 30,505 = $973,565,855 (they rounded
the last number up from $4.80 to make it $5).

— And Peter Grace may wonder why he ever set out to be the
largest DIY retailer in the United States, only to face the
challenge of liquidating his holdings.

But what about the other stores? That was simple. Everybody
knows that in convenience stores and other stores the number
of thefts per day is exactly half the number in a supermarket
and they steal exactly half as much merchandise.

RThought: The list is longer. I thought back over these whf
read the Service Merchandise preliminary report at the en(
the first quarter of this year, reporting a loss of $29.2 million
vs. a loss of $3.9 million. It said, "Major contributing causes,
besides poor sales, were . . . interest costs, including interest
related to the acquisitions of Wilson's and Ellman's and the
continuing losses experienced by our [Mr. HOW Warehouses]
home improvement business."

So for convenience stores they announced a grand figure of
$362,564,400. But when I followed their instructions, I came
up with $362,234,976. In checking I find they made a simple
error. They used $5.50 as half of $10.99 when anybody knows
that it should have been $5,495 But what is $329,424 between
friends when you are being accurate to the closest dollar?
For the 78,950 "other stores" they overstated the amount by
$566,970 by doing the same broad rounding of the average
transaction—from $5,495 to $5.50.
So we have an error of at least $886,394 or .0452 of 1%.
RThought: Why is there so much abuse of numbers when
dealing with shoplifting and internal theft? Just because we
don't have a way to measure it, it leaves a lot of room for people to generate their own figures. Logically one can say, "If
you grant me my assumptions, I defy you to refute my conclusion. '' And if we granted CSS their assumptions, we could not
challenge their conclusion. It is their assumptions and their
methodology that defeats their conclusion. Every time you
read that shoplifting totaled $1,959,796,925, you will know
from whence it came.

"A COBBLER SHOULD NOT JUDGE ABOVE HIS
LAST"—Apelles. c. 325 BC
It always amazes me that so many retailers think they can run
so many different kinds of stores in so many different areas.
After an acquisition, the annual and quarterly reports bring
notes of progress and promises of great futures ahead—but
seldom hard figures.
My thoughts wander to some acquisitions now gone:
— Amfac came to the mainland by purchasing Rhodes—and
later liquidating it (except one store that they cannot sell).
— Dayton Hudson spread by buying out the Roberts Brothers
stores—Lipman Wolfe in Portland, OR went first and now
Diamonds is gone. And so are the DH's guild quality
jewelry stores.
— Macys bought the Missouri-Kansas stores, now gone,
together with a 50-year-old acquisition, Lasalle Koch in
Toledo.
— Zale no longer claims to be a leading conglomerate specialty retailer—gone are the drug, sporting goods and shoe
stores and soon the airport newsstands, and now they proclaim they are America's largest jeweler. Yet they are
fighting a takeover offer from a Canadian jeweller smaller
than they are.
— BATUS is regurgitating most of their department stores.
— Associated Dry Goods bought and sold Stix Baer & Fuller.
— Lucky Stores bought Pic-A-Dilly for a big premium and
sold it for the leases, and wrote off the goodwill that officers had year after year certified had not decreased in
value. And why did they ever try restaurants?
— I always wondered why K mart paid the price they did to
get into Mexico—and now they are out, poorer but wiser.
— Edison Bros., I think, wished they had stayed a shoe chain.
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They were frank—as firms should be—in pointing out that
"The Balance Sheet continues to be highly leveraged—[Note:
Total debt to equity of 4 to 1, before adjusting, as I do, for
capitalized leases and some deferred taxes which, under a losing circumstance, would never be due]—and your Management is making every effort to reduce capital spending in 1986
Yet they paid a 2C cash dividend ($670,000 they could have
saved).
RThought: The end of the cycle amazes me as much as the
start. At the start there is the pat on their own back for their
great wisdom in acquiring whatever they bought. And in liquidating or selling, they pat themselves on the back for their
great wisdom in acting to redeploy their assets into higher
earning areas. Such as when Dayton Hudson said, " . . . we
announced the end of our test strategy in off-price retailing,
Plums, [the elegant discounter!] because the projected rate of
return did not equal that of our established companies."
Observers are not sure that the announced plan of operation
was ever really tested. Within a month or so after opening, the
offerings did not match the type of offerings promised in tV'
initial ads.
(
WORDS—ABOUT HELPING THE WORLD
If we have one basic problem in business today, it is that President Calvin Coolidge may have been right when he said, "The
business of America is business." That probably accounts for
the only-for-me generation and for intensifying the materialism and selfishness, particularly among higher paid families
(and, unfortunately, our executives are higher paid and thus
part of that group).
Perhaps more people should listen to what Bill Andres, then
Chairman and CEO of Dayton Hudson said when accepting
the first Lawrence A. Wein Prize in Corporate Responsibility:
Although I don't have any hard data to back me up, my
personal observation is that the quality and effectiveness
of a management team goes up as it becomes really involved in the community, as its members think more
broadly about the world around them and about the
issues of the day; and as the corporation backs up that
awareness and personal commitment with philanthropic
dollars.
RThought: Do you see that your management team becomes
involved in the communities in which you operate? Do you
want your management team to think more broadly about the
world and the issues? Do you provide the necessary philanthropic support to make the communities out of which you take
dollars a better place in which to live because you have a ?t
there?
If you would like a copy of Bill's talk, write to TALK,
Box 249, Lafayette, CA 94549 and enclose a #10 selfaddressed envelope with 39c postage.
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THE OTHER SIDE OF SMALL BUSINESS
Much is written about small business. We know that they provide many of the new jobs. We know that the entrepreneurial
spirit is still alive because so many new corporations are being
formed, most destined to be small businesses.

r

Small retailers do have problems—for example, bankers do
not understand anything about retailing, even such simple
things as the value of the major assets of retailers—inventory
and accounts receivable. In their simplistic approach, bankers
conclude that retail inventories, despite all being finished
goods and having location value (that is, in a place where people expect to buy that type of goods) are as worthless as
manufacturing inventories consisting of a lot of unassembled
parts for a product that did not sell. I can quote an unknown
banker who reviewed an article I wrote for a top magazine
read by bank lending officers. He wrote a marginal note as
follows:
There is sufficient evidence that when consumers know a dept. store
has gone bankrupt they stop paying and it's not because of implied
warranty.

Of course, there is no offer of proof for the statement, and I
have offered the contrary view from (1) a retired top officer of
one of the largest banks in the world, (2) the retired head of
retail receivables of one of the largest commercial financers of
receivables, and (3) the CEO of a multi-billion dollar supplier
to small stores who knows of the hundreds of their retail
customers who have been forced to liquidate their stores and
yet they collect about 90% of their receivables.

INTEGRITY IS ALL YOU'VE GOT
There has been a continuing public-exposure of companies that do wrong:
multi-million dollar fines for major banks that "launder" money by not
reporting cash transactions of over $10,000; or investment banking houses
or law firms that provided opportunities for insider training; or defense
contractors that falsified billings.
There is a recent sample closer to home—Household International, Inc.,
which until recently owned such major retailers as TG&Y, Von's, Ben
Franklin and Coast-to-Coast Stores.
Household agreed to pay a $600,000 civil penalty for repeated violations
of Federal Reserve Board rules and legal restrictions on limited-service
banks. The rules are very -simple—a limited-service bank cannot both
make commercial loans and have checking accounts. When non-banks like
"Household or Associates bought full-service banks, they had to immediately sell all the commercial loans. But in 1981, when prime was 17%
to 20% and interest could not be paid on checking accounts, it was a cheap
way to get dollars for making high-interest personal and car loans.
Household claims that the fine was "politically motivated" (is Household
International a Democrat?), and they paid the $600,000 because it would
cost too much to contest it. What are they charged with doing? They made
an interest-free loan of $700,000 to a Household affiliate (can this be
anything but a commercial loan?). For the Household officers, they provided $25,000-limit bank cards ($5,000 top to all others) at low finance
charges (21% to others), and loaned to corporations through the guise of
$100,000-limit bank cards.
A $600,000 civil fine will not hurt the corporation and the stockholders
very much (profits over $200 million). But I hope it hurts, really hurts, the
conscience of David Clark, who has garnered to himself the titles of Chairman of the Board, President and Chief Executive Officer of Household.

But I must stop railing against the banks—and return to the
problem of small business, particularly small retailers.

Perhaps Mr. Clark will be as honest as Jack Welch was (as reported in
Fortune (July 7, 1986) when asked what, as head of General Electric, was
his greatest disappointment:

At the moment my mind thinks back to several small retailers,
if the following figures can be considered small (make your
own adjustment for price changes):
A. 1949 sales of $58,000
B. 1945 sales of $40,000
C. 1969 sales under $100,000
D. 1945 sales under $100,000

The most gut-wrenching thing was being battered in the defense
scandal [GE pleaded guilty last year to overcharging on a government contract in 1980]. It hurt, it hurt a lot. We love this place and
somebody was throwing stones at it. We went down a lot of paths
[to figure out what happened]. It takes a long time because [GE executives involved] came in with arguments about the complexity of
government rules and a lot of other things. Then we got to the
point where we concluded that someone did cheat, someone did try
to beat the system. Until we got to that point we were chasing
ourselves around in a circle. But it isn't the government's fault. It's
basic integrity. In the end your integrity is all you've got. [Emphasis
added.]

But look at these small stores today:
A. Mervyn's at $2.5 billion
B. Toys " R " Us at $2 billion
C. The Gap at $650 million
D. Wal-Mart at $8.5 billion

C

Thought: We tend to forget that a fair number of "small
businesses" do become big businesses; yet we never forget the
saying that "mighty oaks from little acorns grow" (an ancient
Latin saying—"parvis e glandibus quercus" and phrased by
David Everett in 1791 as "tall oaks from little acorns grow").

RThought: Many times, when working with clients, I have seen them
come up with ways they think they can "beat the system" and cover by
saying, "We will never get audited" or "Who's going to tell them?" And
my only reply, in arguing against that course of action (normally successful or I resign the account) is that they are the one whose name will be
publicized, they are the one who will be embarrassed with their friends,
employees and business associates.
Yes, in the end, your integrity is all you've got.

INSIDER INFORMATION
The Federal Government/SEC/Department of Justice are going after people who trade on inside information. Everyone
read about Dennis B. Levine, an executive over the years with
several major investment banking firms who combined a South
American office of Merrill Lynch, a Swiss Bank with a branch
in the Bahamas and a Panamanian trust account with secret
code names and made $12.6 million illegally over a period of
five years.
Levine has pleaded guilty and agreed to repay $11.5 million.
Now I know not a single reader of RT has ever been part of a
scheme by which insiders make a profit on information about
their retail firm that is not available to the general public.
Or at least you think you have not been a part of a scheme.
But most of you, as a matter of course, year after year,
cooperate with insiders who take advantage of your smaller
shareholders.
Some day take all of the reports made by analysts about your
firm over a period of a quarter. Make a list of the information
on your company that they dispense—what is happening to
gross margin, markdowns, the success or failure of divisions
or new store openings, accumulation of excess inventories,
planned expansion (where and how large).
Next, accumulate all of the information you have made
available to your present shareholders—which will be the
quarterly report (some of those reports carry little more than
the minimum required figures and a polite greeting from the
CEO). This is information direct to the owners.
Next, lay out all of the press releases during the quarterreleases which may or may not be picked up by all the
newspapers that your shareholders read. See how often you
talk about improving or dropping gross margins, running
ahead or behind plan, etc. You are more likely to find nothing
more than announcements of dividends, personnel changes,
and new store openings.
Now you will realize how much of an "inside information
peddler" you and your top executives have become.

For some reason the only information properly handled is the
least important information—the declaration of a dividend—
which usually has been fully anticipated. That press release
gets out within minutes of the board action.
WILL YOU BE ABLE TO MAIL
CATALOGS IN THE FUTURE?

r

The Supreme Court, in their opinion on a Puerto Rico law
placing restrictions on advertising by casinos, held 5 to 4, that
such a restriction was not an abridgment of free speech. The
decision, written by Associate (soon-to-be Chief) Justice
William H. Rehnquist, reasoned as follows:
1. Puerto Rico had the right to prohibit gambling.
2. Therefore, it had the right to take the lesser step of banning the advertising without banning the sale.
His actual wording was much broader—if the state has the
right to prohibit the sale of any product they deem harmful,
then they have the right to restrict the advertising.
What happens when the state has the power to control the location of a store? In most cities and counties in the United States
there are only certain areas in which a retail store can be
placed, areas zoned for retail business. They are deemed
harmful in all other places.
It appears that Mr. Rehnquist would argue that local governments have the lesser right to control where the store can send
their advertising and prevent it from going where the stores
themselves are deemed harmful; that is, residential areas.
There are a number of activists who resent "junk mail." And
there are many smaller communities, such as my own, where,
active small groups sometimes get absurd laws passed.

r

When one considers the communities that have restricted
growth, adopted 10-acre zones to bar developers, and placed
unreasonable restrictions on architectural control, it isn't hard
to imagine a community banning junk mail—arguing that since
they deem retail stores to be harmful in residential areas, then
advertising in residential areas can be banned.

LABELS IN OFF-PRICE STORES

Did you ever think about what happens to the information
given retail analysts before their report is even published? It
just goes to friends and management of investment banking
firms; and even when distributed2 it only goes to a few of your
shareholders.

The following correspondence appeared in the "Readers Say"
column in the November 18, 1985 issue of Forbes.

RThought: You, the top management of retail firms, are the
biggest peddlers of inside information. Somehow you think it
is your responsibility to keep analysts informed. What you
really want, when the news is good, is to have the analyst
"pump the stock" so the value of your shares will increase.

Quite a trick. How does Syms do it? Company literature explains that
Syms sells "a broad range of first quality . . . nationally recognized
designer and brand-name merchandise at prices substantially lower
than generally found in traditional stores. The question is, how do you
sell cheaper and yet make more money? The answer, unfortunately,
is: by sometimes hoodwinking its "educated consumers" and sometimes selling them inferior-grade garments that can be mistaken for
top-of-the-line goods.

I would be very much interested in seeing a retail company
policy on information disseminated by your top and middle
management that attempts to correct the inequities, if not the
sheer, outright immorality of what is going on in our industry
(and in others, I believe, but I am not a student of other
industries).
To say that all other publicly held companies do the same thing
does not make it right, legal or moral.
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As background, one must go to the September 9, 1985
Forbes, which, after explaining that Syms has a 13% pre-tax
margin on sales and 30% after-tax margin on equity, reported:

Educated consumers? Syms has cashed in on an ill-informed lust for
prestige labels on the public's part and on the discreditable willingness
of many designers and their licensees to bastardize the brands for a
bigger return.
_
*****
[
Syms is also America's largest dumping ground for "leftover" G i \
chy suits, but they, too, are visibly of lower overall quality than the
Givenchys that are sold in department stores.

FEATURE REPORT

DEATH, AS IT MUST TO MOST STORES, CAME TO OHRBACH'S
''ine 16 Amcena Corporation (Brenninkmeyer's U.S. subHiary) announced that they would close the main Ohrbach
.<ew York store in February 1987 to convert the building.
They had just purchased 23 of the 28 Howland-Steinbach
stores from Supermarkets General and the 5 other New York
area stores would become part of Howland-Steinbach. The 6
West Coast stores are on the market.
My thoughts wandered back 46 years to the days at Macy's
when I was sent on a comparison shopping assignment to
Ohrbach's, then a single unit on 14th Street (and only 17 years
old). It was being run by Nathan Ohrbach, who had a clear
concept of what the store should be—and he kept it that way. It
offered neither credit nor delivery when both were common in
competing stores.
Macy's policy read: "Pay cash, pay less—save 6% by buying
for cash" (until the FTC made them restate it more accurately
as: "It is our endeavor to save you 6% by buying for cash.").
The more accurate policy was that Macy's undersold credit
and delivery stores by 6%, met the price of non-credit stores
with delivery and oversold by 5% stores that offered neither
credit nor delivery (Ohrbach's and Klein's on the Squaredowntown—and Alexanders at 185th Street).

original Los Angeles store on Wilshire Boulevard, he would
have seen "critical mass," fighting shoulder to shoulder for
values—and realizing that the best of New York City had finally caught up with the ex-New Yorkers who had moved to the
land of sunshine and perpetual summer.
Nathan Ohrbach had a clear concept. He implemented it. He
sold it to his entire organization. He lived it and lived well by
it. He could sell the business—but there was no way he could
transfer his clear concept—not because he didn't want to
transfer it, but because people just are not able to communicate
on that level.
I cannot describe his vision—but I can say that one of the key
factors was offering honest value in wanted merchandise with
an integrity that was obvious to the customers.
RThought: The NY Times article commented on the departure from the New York scene of Alexander and possibly
Gimbels, leaving the low end market without a major supplier.
Gone, too, is Kleins.
Once each (except Gimbels) had a clear concept, a philosophy,
a culture—all of which was destroyed after the creator of the
concept was gone.

Ohrbach's was built by constantly providing value in quality
merchandise and relying on satisfied customers to spread the
word. What little advertising they ran was institutional and
done with a quality touch—much different from their competitor, Klein's on the Square, whose black-on-black ads
veiled "CHEAP."

Remember a fundamental rule: A retail concept can be carried
on only one generation and then only if there is a 10-15 year
overlap between the second generation of management and the
founder. I offer as proof: Federated Department Stores, Sears,
Penney's, Tiffany's, and many more.

^behman's was doing about the same as Ohrbach's from a
store in Brooklyn.

And watch, with the passage of a decade or so, The Limited,
Wal-Mart, Mervyn's, Nordstrom's.

I cannot accept the observation of Walt Levy that Ohrbach's
never had enough critical mass on either coast to gain the attention of top apparel suppliers. Had he ever shopped the

The old saying is "shirtsleeves to shirtsleeves in three generations"; but for retailers it is "concept to common in three
generations," despite professional management.

SHORT SHORTS
Do you think readers like your ads? A survey by Ogilvy &
Mather (advertising agency) reported that 70% find advertising insulting (remember the ads for 60% off on Levolor
blinds, 50% plus 10% off on mattresses?), and only 30% feel
the products are honestly described. Only 19% gave, any
weight to celebrity endorsements (although it probably is
higher in certain groups—such as baseball fans and their
choice of beer, young people and their music idols). (From
Boardroom Reports, March 1, 1986, Box 1026, Milburn, NJ
07041 $49/yr.)'
Professional football is a rough sport—and supposedly all
players will hold an opponent as much as they can get away
with. But there always is an exception. Bill Fralic was second
in the 1985 draft. An offensive lineman for Atlanta, he started
14 games in 1985 and played 986 downs, more than any other
Atlanta player-WITHOUT A SINGLE HOLDING PENALTY. RThought: Truly great retail players can run 365 days of
advertising using only honest price comparisons. But they are
as rare as offensive linemen who can go 986 downs without a
olding penalty.
The wonderful computer at AirCal—a major regional
airline. I filled out the form for membership and right above

the word "first" I wrote "Robert." My card came back Mr.
First Kahn. RThought: I think department stores would call
that a "computer error" rather than stupidity.
Things I cannot understand: March 5, 1986, when Stop &
Shop reported a substantial decline in operating profits of
Bradleys, their upgrade discount chain, they also announced
that the remodeling of the Jefferson Ward stores they had acquired would be completed during the next two or three years
(a "positive indefinite" phrase). RThought: Why make a major purchase and then take two or three years to bring the
stores into line with the concept planned for them? If a store
needs remodeling, do it now and don't wait while the store
forces more and more customers away. This is like the days
when K mart was spreading the installation of the POS system
over about five years while continuing their building of new
stores. Frankly, there is more money to be made out of good
control and no growth than there is out of no control and great
sales increases. RThought: On the other hand, Best Products
abandoned their 1986 expansion plan in order to fund the
remodeling of half the Service Merchandise stores they acquired. Improving sales in existing locations should always
bring more profit than opening more stores that may require
one to three years before making a contribution to profit.
RETAILING TODAY - JULY 1986

FEATURE REPORT
HOW CAN THOSE LITTLE INDEPENDENT BOOKSTORES SURVIVE?
Look at what has happened in the book business. Dayton Hudplus the rating on advice on choice, attitudes/atmosphere, and
son started B. Dalton from scratch. The " B " stands for
variety of books.
"Bruce" and the "Dalton" comes from "Dayton"—it is interesting that the "Mervin" in Mervin Morris became MerCompany
Overall
Advice Attitude Choice
vyn's because the new sign looked better with one letter going
B. Dalton Booksellers
40%
40%
45%
65%
below the line—and B. Dalton took away the letter that went
Crown Books
44%
22%
35%
47%
below the line. Today B. Dalton has 800 stores.
Waldenbooks
32%
34%
38%
50%

TM

Waldenbooks originally had two words—Walden Book—in
their name and for many years operated book departments in
department stores. It was not until B. Dalton proved the
viability of a chain of book stores that Walden Book changed.
The company wandered from independent status to part of
Carter Hawley Hale to General Cinema to its present home
with K mart. Waldenbooks, with about 1000 stores, now is the
largest chain.
The Haft family came along with the idea that anything that
could be a chain could be a cut price chain and started Crown
Books which now operates about 200 stores. Recent profits at
Crown have not grown as fast as sales now that B. Dalton and
Waldenbooks have developed their own off-price policy.
There are about 15,000 book stores in the U.S. (not counting
departments in larger stores),-and DWC (Dalton, Walden,
Crown) represent 2,000.
What about the other 13,000?
There is a wonderful consumer publication called Checkbook
published in the San Francisco Bay Area and a Washington,
DC version. For a subscription, send $21 to Center for the
Study of Services, 101 The Embarcadero, San Francisco, CA
94105 and/or another $21 to the same name at 806 - 15th
Street NW Suite 925, Washington, DC 20005. Start the Bay
Area edition with Summer 1986 Vol. 3 No. 2 and the
Washington, DC edition with Vol. 5 No. 4. Both cover book
stores.
The San Francisco Summer 1986 issue reported on bookstores-^3 different stores that at least 10 people mentioned
(total of 3,498 mentions). The majors were treated as a single
store with 551 customers reporting on B. Dalton, 858 on
Crown and 361 on Waldenbooks. But then some of the independents also had a pretty good following: Books, Inc.
(166), A Clean Well Lighted Place for Books (222), Cody's
(131), Printers, Inc. (128) and Stacey's (166).
There were two parts to the rating—identifying the stores
which was done from questionnaires or telephone interviews
selected from local subscribers to Consumers Reports (Consumers Union), Changing Times and Newsweek. For the 43
stores or chains with more than 10 mentions, they made store
visits.

Books, Inc. (4 stores)
A Clean Well Lighted
Place for Books
(3 stores)
Cody's
Stacey's (2 stores)
Printer's, Inc.

60%

50%

61%

71%

79%
81%
53%
83%

65%
81%
46%
72%

84%
71%
47%
86%

86%
92%
88%
87%

Even a casual review of the figures above will show how independents stay in business—they do a better job.
If we look at independents with*an overall rating above the
highest chain (we must keep in mind that the chains have many
good stores as well as bad stores), there are, outside of the five
independents listed above, the following number with an
overall rating of superior by above 44% of respondents:
90% - 100%
1
80% - 89%
5
70% - 79%
6
60% - 69%
6
50% - 59%
5
45% - 49%
1
Total

24

There are 24 independents in the same market, competing with
the Big Three chains, attaining a higher rating than the chains.
RThought: We forget that people do not buy for price alone'
regardless of what the proponents of off-price, warehouse,1
discount, hypermarches, etc. argue. Many a store that goes
out of business attributes the failure to the price competition of
some other store or explains it by saying ' 'all that people want
is price." There are those who describe the modern generation's buying-mode% as (1) know all about the merchandise,
(2) have limited time and (3) buy where it is cheapest.
Chaucer (1343-1400) wrote:
Greet prees at market maketh deere ware
and to greet cheep is holde at litel prys.
Roughly translated from Old English:
High prices at the market makes the ware desirable
and too cheap makes it hold little prize (or value).
Oscar Wilde, 500 years later, wrote in "Lady Windermere's
Fan":
What is a cynic? A man who knows the price of everything
and the value of nothing.

The questionnaire/telephone survey asked for a rating (inferior, adequate, superior) on 3 points: Advice on choice and
use of products, staff attitude/atmosphere, and variety of
products. The store or telephone visits tested the competence
of the staff with questions such as:
Q. Do you know the name of the recent paperback on personal
investment by the editor of Money magazine?
Q. I'm looking for two recent hardbacks on social psychology
and children; the author is an expert in this field from Harvard
and won the Pulitzer Prize a few years ago. Can you tell me
the names of the books and the author?

We trade our dollars (and so do our customers) for a package
of goods and services. Price is only one factor in the package.
A survey would show that more than half of RT's readers
every day pass a gas station that sells gasoline at a lower price
than they pay at their favorite station—and yet they do not
change gas stations. Many don't even dicker over the price of
a refrigerator or a car, let alone a suit or a piece of better
jewelry.
(

And how did the stores come out? The following table shows
the overall rating (based on the percentage reporting superior)

A lot of bookstores in my area—and your area—know this
truth. Why don't more merchants know this?
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Hubert de Givenchy wrote from Paris:
An article appeared in Forbes (Sept. 9) concerning Syms, a shop I
don't know about and which sells men's clothes on sale with the label
of makers of these men's styles. I am enclosing a letter Mr. Cohen, our
manufacturer, sent me.
I am personally sorry that this seems to be a normal practice in the
U.S.A.

r

Mr. Cohen, of Hartz & Co., Inc., wrote to Mr. Givenchy:
. . . The clothing we sell Syms is the same quality merchanidse we sell
our other accounts except that we use leftover piece goods. We also sell
Syms hanging garments from previous seasons which we have in inventory. The reason for the poor appearance of the Givenchy clothing is
due to inadequate housekeeping on the part of Syms plus the fact that
the garments in the store are probably several seasons old. In choosing
Syms as our outlet for disposing of leftover fabrics and garments, we
are keeping company with many other prestigious quality-oriented
designers and manufacturers. Ralph Lauren, Brioni, Bill Blass and
YSL are a few. [Emphasis added.]

RThought: Everybody makes money by abusing the
consumer—and then we wonder why our customers don't trust
us. Greed shows at every level of this transaction.
Givenchy doesn't care what his licensee does as long as he gets
his license fee (and presumably as long as his name is only put
on his design). Score 1 for Greed, 0 for Integrity.
Hartz and Co., to protect their product sold at full price, could
sell the "several seasons old" garments without a label—but at
a lower price. Score 2 for Greed, 0 for Integrity.
Syms could clearly identify garments as "several seasons old"
but would have to sell at a lower price. Score 3 for Greed, 0
for Integrity.

c

Syms could have better housekeeping. Score 3 for Greed, 1 for
Sloppiness and 0 for Integrity.

But don't forget that our major retailers—Macy's, Federated,
Carter Hawley Hale, May Company, Allied, etc.—all play the
same game with only slightly different rules. Perhaps only
Nordstrom, in the $1 billion group, has not developed this
practice.

RETAILERS WE CAN DO WITHOUT
I nominate Wilkes Bashford, darling of San Francisco society
and politicians—local (Mayor Dianne Feinstein) and state
(Speaker of the Assembly Willie Brown, second most powerful politician in the State).
The basic facts, now acknowledged and fully documented
(although it took a grand jury indictment and local newspaper
pressure to push the case to a conclusion), show that for years
Bashford had underreported sales under his percentage lease
on the ground floor of a city-owned parking structure.
The matter was detected when a city employee noted the
reported sales for rent did not match those for sales tax (where
these are criminal penalties for underreporting).

c

When first disclosed, Willie Brown, Speaker of the Assembly,
was quoted in the press as knowing that Bashford had reported
all his sales (later proven to be wrong). Later Brown was
quoted, when a criminal indictment was returned for stealing
from the city, as saying the case was "unprecedented in California" and "you get a basic landlord-tenant dispute . . . it

ends up a tax case or a civil case. How many times does it end
up with a tenant being indicted for a crime? Never. It's
incredible."
Society darling Carole Shorenstein, daughter of Walter Shorenstein, who bought the Bank of America Building in San
Francisco for $660 million, is quoted: "Every time I see one
of those horrible newspaper stores, I call up Wilkes and say 'I
love you' . . . . Look at what the man has done for Sutter
Street. For blocks around, there are boutiques all doing a good
business, and it is because of one man."
How much did Bashford underreport his sales? I guess we will
never know the full amount back to 1966, but so far he has
paid back $477,000. And as part of a plea bargain that kept
him out of jail, he has agreed to pay back $750,000 (interest
not mentioned), with $250,000 immediately and the balance
over five years. If he does not pay, he can be sent to jail. In addition, he will be on parole for five years during which time he
must do 240 hours a year of "public service" (help Carole
Shorenstein?).
He still faces a civil suit for another $300,000 claimed.
RThought: Bashford gets the "Chutzpah Award of the Year"
for the following quote from the San Francisco Chronicle
(June 26, 1986):
Referring to the publicity about the case, Bashford said that his
dispute with the city became a "public spectacle" with a
"devastating" impact on his 100 employees and $12 million per year
business.

It is distressing that people can still stress good things about a
man who was skillfully stealing year after year while living in
luxury, a man who "stonewalled" to the very end, who still is
not cooperating, and who apparently entered into a plea
bargain only when criminal conviction seemed 100% certain.

WHERE SEARS HAS STUMBLED
The heading above was used in an article in The New York
Times (June 5, 1986) and the points raised were:
1. " . . . in seeking to diversify beyond shirts, stoves and
stereos, many analysts say, Sears has paid too little attention to
its roots and left the retailing foundation of its empire
vulnerable."
2. Allan G. Bortel, analyst with Shearson Lehman Bros.,
"Sears has traditionally served blue-collar customers, but
there aren't enough of them left."
3. Sears " . . . is spending $1.2 billion to remodel . . . .
Stores of the future that carry more stylish apparel and home
furnishings . . . restructured its retail staff to cut costs and to
be more responsive to fashion trends."
4. William I. Bass, CEO of the retail division, reported cutting 50 regions to 28 and consolidating 4 regional merchandise
offices in Chicago for savings of $60 million per year.
5. They are considering acquisitions and have opened specialty chains—Sears Paint and Hardware Stores and Sears Business System Centers.
RThought: Note than none of the problem has been attributed
to employee attitude and conduct.
Not too many years ago, when Sears was at it highest popularity (1950-early 1960s), one of the forces that motivated people
was the Profit-Sharing Plan. The employees in the retail field
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saw a direct relationship between their efforts and the price of
Sears stock; the contribution from the much smaller auto insurance activities was a plus that tied in with hardgood sales.
I remember stories of employees who retired and the Sears
shares transferred to them produced more dividend income
than their peak salary when working full time.
That does not happen today—earnings of too many of Sears
financial divisions fluctuate and impact the price of Sears
stock.
/ believe that Sears has failed because they forgot they are a
people business.
Let me document that from the 1985 Annual Report.
1. It starts with a tribute to retired chairman and CEO Edward
R. Telling and one would think he did everything himself. It
lauded the changes made while he was CEO: (1) created Sears
U.S. Government Money Market Fund, (2) expanded Coldwell Banker, (3) broadened the Dean Witter Reynolds operation, (4) developed the family bank concept and (5) introduced
Discovery Card (financing sales to retail competitors). Now
you start to have an idea of what happened to retailing at Sears.
2. The letter to shareholders from Edward A. Brennan, Chairman and CEO, mentioned 460,000 people with a put-down:
Sears begins its second century dedicated to meeting the changing
needs of consumers with products of superior value. Management
shares that commitment with more than 460,000 Sears Employees.
Management has pledged to those employees equal opportunities for
employment and advancement [Note: Required by law]. Sears leadership on these issues was recently recognized when a U.S. district court
in Chicago concluded a costly 12-year investigation and lawsuit by the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission had failed to prove a
single discriminatory act on the company's part. [Note: The Chairman's letter never commented on the nolo contendere pleas over the
years to charges of not selling "loss leaders" and other practices.]

Other than the above, which says that management does
everything and the balance of the 460,000 employees just collect a pay check, there was no recognition of employees.
3. The Chief Financial Officer was made president of the company, which usually is a poor situation in a retailing company
(or perhaps this is an admission that Sears is no longer a retail
company).
4. The benefit plans have been complicated. There is a noncontributory defined benefit (fixed pension) plan for U.S.
employees (contributory in Canada), integrated with Social
Security and other benefits (current value exceeds all benefits,
vested or not), the Savings and Profit-Sharing Fund of Sears
Employees (does not include Dean Witter and Coldwell
Banker Employees) which gets 6% of consolidated income
before taxes and which is spread on the basis of earnings of
each subsidiary and to which an additional Vi of 1 % of total
payroll is contributed in stock in order to get a tax credit. The
amount of the Profit-Sharing Fund is not disclosed.
RThought: / do not believe that the Profit-Sharing Plan provides the incentive it once did.
RThought: Retailing is a people business. Sears is no longer a
people business. I believe more than anything else that this is
why Sears has stumbled. And as is true of most of our society
today, when a major publication such as The New York Times
discusses the question, they are so narrow in their "bottom of
the book thinking" that they cannot see the problem. This is a
4 - RETAILING TODAY - JULY 1986

problem many people have who "cannot see the forest for the
trees," as Christoph Martin Wieland observed in 1768.
RThought: Sears never understood that you cannot convey an
attractive image when the regular newspaper inserts devote tJr^ *%
front page to 2 " by 2V4" boxes ranging from Men's Spc(
Coats ($32.50-$60.00) to Sasson and Pierre Cardin luggage
($9.99-$44.88) to Spectrum 10W-40 Motor Oil (59c) to your
choice of 8 bulbs, WD-40 or belts for a sander (99c).
SHORT SHORTS
Our changing customer profile shows up in the changing
magazine circulation. Modern Maturity (American Association of Retired Persons) at 11.8 million (up 19.5%) and NRTA
(National Retired Teachers Association) News Bulletin at
11.2 million (up 16.6%) are exceeded only by Reader's
Digest (17.9 million down 0.7%) and TV Guide (17.2 million
down 1%). Family Circle (4.3%), Woman's Day (-3.9%),
Good Housekeeping (-1.8%), Ladies' Home Journal
(-1.6%), Cosmopolitan (-5.6%)" may reflect women working
with no time to read (except Redbook up 6.7%). National Enquirer (-4.4%) and Star (-7.8%) are both off as is Playboy
(-2.2%) although Penthouse sales broke even. The look-at
magazines are up—People (4.6%) and Sports Illustrated
(4.3%). RThought: The growth is in the senior citizens (50
and over by RT definition), so why does retailing neglect
them?
Things are really tough in Iran—their Ambassador to the
U.N. was shopping for a raincoat—and in Alexanders! Imagine, an ambassador from the U.N. liking a $99.99 beige
Botany raincoat! He liked it so much that, according to The
New York Times (5/23/86) report, he went behind a clotheg^.
rack, ripped off the price tag and headed for an exit. Securjf
^
was on the job—a detective and guard stopped him. But thk
didn't win—they lost. He had diplomatic immunity. Tehran
Radio said it was a CIA plot to "sully the reputation of Iran's
representative . . ." ! RThought: The Ambassador said he
merely tried on the coat at a mirror (Note: In Iran I guess they
always tear off the price tag so they can see how the coat
looks) and was returning it to the rack (forget where the rack
was?). At least he didn't say, "I wanted to see how it looked in
the natural light."

WORDS—ABOUT PEOPLE
Soundings is one of those wonderful inspirational booklets put
out by The Economic Press (12 Daniel Road, Fairfield, NJ
07006). The June 1986 issue recalled this from a 1963 commencement address made by Adlai Stevenson at Radcliffe
College:
In previous appearances at women's colleges, my solemn
remarks were addressed to women specifically—about the
place of educated women in our society; about bringing up
children in a neurotic world; about the conflict between the
office desk and the kitchen sink.
After listening to my highly instructive addresses I came to
the enlightened conclusion women would not be truly
emancipated until commencement speakers ignored the fact
that they were women.
RThought: It is 23 years later. Adlai is gone. But we still h a * " ^
a problem talking to and thinking about people instead of atf
men and women as we run our daily business. We need to tr) -~
little harder.
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THE RETAILER, ETHICS AND FREE SPEECH
The recent Meese Commission Report on Pornography
raises questions that a responsible retailer must ponder.
The First Amendment says:
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or
abridging the freedom of speech; . . . .
Supporting free speech is difficult. For more than 30 years I
have been a member of the American Civil Liberties
Union. Sometimes I found it very difficult. As a Jew I
found it hard to support ACLU's representation of the right
of a Nazi-type organization to peacefully assemble in a
predominantly Jewish community. But if I did not support
their right of free speech, the time will come when my right
will be abridged.
(

As a retailer I have believed that advertising, as a form of
free speech, should be honest, so I abhor the dishonest
advertising of some of our leading retailers (I recall recent
articles on dishonest advertising of mattresses done by
Emporium-Capwell and Macys in California). I do not
believe that retailers need to seek profits through any form
of dishonesty.
And that brings us to the question of the First Amendment,
the Meese Commission Report and retailers. As one of the
Justices of the U.S. Supreme Court said, "/ cannot define
pornography but I know it when I see it.'' But I also recall
the admonishment of Thomas Jefferson, who wrote to a
friend, "The basis of our government being the opinion of
the people, the very first object should be to keep that right;
and were it left to me to decide whether we should have a
government without newspapers, or newspapers without a
government, I should not hesitate a moment to prefer the
latter. "
The essence of free speech, obviously, is being able to say
what you want to say when you want to say it in the medium
you want to use as long as it does not hurt (libel or slander)

THE HISTORY OF WHOLESALE CLUBS

C

The key dates in the recent rapid development of wholesale
clubs are fairly simple—although others try to make their
istory mysterious. Here it is in just 4 steps.
First, there was Sol Price—he opened the first Price Club in
July 1976.
Second, Sol Price went public on June 12, 1980—sales having

or endanger (cry "Fire" in a crowded room) another.
Sometimes people will object to what you say and try to
stop you—we call it censorship. Unfortunately, it is practiced rather widely in our society that claims to protect free
speech—witness objections to books in libraries, schools,
etc. Boston used to ban LIFE magazine rather regularly.
Pressure is placed on retailers to prevent them from selling
products of free speech that they can legally sell. This happened through letters from the Commission on the Commission's letterhead to such retailers as Southland and is to
be deplored as an abuse of government process.
But that does not mean that retailers have to sell everything
that they can legally sell. Many retailers will not sell
seconds or imperfects; yet it would be legal to do so. Some
retailers have a preference for merchandise made in the
United States although it is not illegal to sell imported
goods. Some retailers do not sell last year's styles among
current goods, although it is not illegal to do so.
RThought: Unfortunately, the First Amendment, as part of
protecting a right fundamental to our liberty, also protects
some speech that a vast majority of the people find objectionable. That is one of the prices we have to pay for our
liberty. I know of no RT retailer-who uses profanity or
vulgarity in his ads or permits his employees to use such
language on customers—although such language is not
illegal.
But a retailer does not have to sell such products just
because it is legal. Southland voluntarily discontinued the
sale of cigarette papers because they recognized the main
demafld for cigarette papers was from users of marijuana,
an illegal substance. It would have been much better if
Southland had stopped selling certain magazines because
they did not want to make money that way rather than
because of "pressure" from the Commission on Pornography. Unfortunately, we have an Administration (and
particularly an Attorney General) that feels they can use
pressure to do what the Courts say they cannot do.

increased from $13 million for FY (August) 1977 to $147
million for FY 1980, a compounded annual growth rate of
123%. (Shortly after that I was working with a client in San
Diego who was unrestrained in his praise for this company that
I didn't know—I didn't visit it and I didn't buy any of the
stock—thus proving I am not so smart.)
Third, the stock split 3 for 1 in 1980 and again in 1981, 2 for 1
in 1984 and again in 1986 (36 shares for each original share).
Today the stock is at 38 Vi (August 5), the original investors

have a basis of about 75 c , for a compounded increase over six
years of more than 90% per year!
Fourth, the National Mass Retailing Institute had their 1982
convention from May 15th to 19th at The Town and Country
Resort in San Diego—close to a Price Club. It was the talk of
the convention. Everybody visited the store including such
people as Sam Walton, John Geisse, Walter Teninga, the people from Zayre—plus even more people who did not immediately on their return .home start to plan their own
wholesale club. Sol was never again to have the field to
himself.
RThought: Disregard all other chronologies. If the NMRI
convention had been held in San Francisco in 1982, Sol Price
would have had the field to himself at least until his
October 14, 1982 underwriting of 1,000,000 shares at $31.50
by Shearson/American Express.

RThought: Many trade associations (Menswear Retailers of
America, NRMI) are providing group policies for medical and
hospitalization and for life insurance. Certainly this basis
could be expanded into mutual companies insuring liability
risks using the present group policies as an income basis/
the new company.
f
Let's hear from the National Retail Hardware Association, the
National Association of Convenience Stores, the National
Association of College Stores—and the many more associations in retailing.
COMMERCIAL BRIBERY
Note: After many months of not observing commercial bribery
in the 20-30 trade publications that I read, the following appeared in Do-It-Yourself-Retailing for June 1986.

As the concept now stands, about 90% of what is seen in any
wholesale club is from Sol Price with only 10% from all the
others who have copied Sol. In the field of profitability, the
failures and Chapter l i s among warehouse clubs exceed the
profitable firms. Long before there are 5 (even marginally)
profitable companies in the industry, there will probably be
only 3 or perhaps 4 viable players left. Wholesale clubs will
have reached this position even faster than catalog/showrooms
did.

Petersen Manufacturing Co: This manufacturer of very good
tools, Vise-Grip, is offering a gift that could go to the writer of
the purchase order rather than the employer who pays for the
order. The offer: a free Kodak Winner Camera in exchange
for an order of two or more VISE-GRIP, UNBIT or PROSNIP
tool assortments. That's all. Two tool displays will be sent free
and the name of the person who got the camera will be entered
into a drawing for an Apple He.

RThought: An analysis of the Price Company operation
shows the average weekly sales per warehouse:

RThought: The next time you see a new tool display for
Petersen Manufacturing Co., you might ask who got the
camera.

Year End
August

Average Weekly Sales

Change

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

$1,110,000
$1,266,000
$1,625,000
$1,745,000
$1,910,000

N/A.
+14%
+28%
+ 7%
+ 9%

IF YOU WANT IT DONE RIGHT, DO IT YOURSELF
As more and more retailers find it difficult to get insurance,
basically liability insurance but more recently fire and other
coverage, it seems proper that trade associations should be considering forming their own insurance companies for their
members. (Or better, several retail trade associations should
join together.)
There is much precedent for this step. Some years ago when
doctors could not get malpractice insurance, a group of
California MDs formed their own company and, as far as I
know, lived happily ever after.
But 30 years before that time I was made aware of Factory
Mutual Insurance, formed at a time when regular companies
did not provide reasonable rates for sprinklered factories. In
the late 1940s they were accepting retail stores that were
sprinklered.
The American Bankers Association is taking the first step
toward a captive company to insure member banks for general
liability risks and for directors' and officers' liability. The
response from members has warranted taking definitive
organizational steps. The company would be owned by the
policyholders and would probably require $20 million in startup capital and a reinsurance arrangement for major losses.
California is talking about organizing a similar effort to provide liability insurance for cities and counties.
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NUMBERS—GOOD USE AND
BAD ABUSE ALL IN ONE
The April 1986 issue of The Peter Berlin Report on S H R I ^ ^
AGE CONTROL (Price Waterhouse, 153 East 53rd Street,
New York, NY 10022 $135/yr) manages to do an excellent job
in presenting some numbers and yet makes a gross abuse of
other numbers.
Let's start with the good use.
Peter Berlin has regularly attacked the idiocy of the information collected and disseminated by Arthur Young splitting
retail inventory shortage between employee theft and
shopstealing (Berlin calls this customer theft).
Here is how he does it. Let's use convenience stores as an example. The 8 convenience stores in the Berlin Report showed a
median shrinkage in 1985 of 1.34%. They also showed a median estimate (from the store owners) that 2.88% of their
customers stole and 18.75% of their employees stole.
Assume that a convenience store has sales of $500,000, an
average transaction of $2 and thus 250,000 transactions a year,
or 685 transactions a day. If 2.88% of customers (since
customers do not make a purchase, that should be a slightly
higher percentage of transactions) stole, that would be 19.7
thefts a day. Assume that the thief takes twice the average
transaction or $4, that would be $78.80 a day—call it $80 or
$29,200 a year. This is 5.8% of sales or much more than the
reported shortage of 1.34%—but then facts never really
bothered retailers when talking about their intimate knowledge
of where the shortage comes from.
If 18.75% of employees steal once a day—and there a%fc^
employed during 24 hours in a convenience store, that would
be 0.9375 thefts a day—call it 0.9. Peter assumes the

FEATURE REPORT
HASH A LA NRMA
year STORES, the official publication of the National
lil Merchants Association, publishes a roundup article
./ut what NRMA identifies as the 100 top department stores.
In the July 1986 issue the writer was David P. Schulz, who is
described as "a New York-based writer and editor, specializing in reporting on general merchandise retailing."
Twelve pages are devoted to the section. In some cases, where
it merely reports numbers, without making comparisons, it has
some use. However, when charts are created, intending to
show a comparison between stores, they mix cats, dogs, apples, oranges, Fords and Rolls Royces and come up with what,
by a kindly writer (me), can be called "hash" but which most
knowledgeable people would call "junk."
Let us take one pristine chart exactly as printed:
COST OF SALES
(As a percentage of total sales)
Associated Dry Goods
D. H. Holmes*
Federated
Hess's
Strawbridge & Clothier
Carter Hawley Hale
Dayton Hudson
May Dept Stores
Higbee
Allied Stores
Mercantile Stores
r
R.H. Macy**
ZCMI
Elder-Beerman
Younkers
Dillard's
Gottschalks

1985

1984

75.7%
74.9
73.3
72.9
72.1
71.7
71.4
71.1
69.9
68.1
68.0
67.0
65.5
64.2
63.7
63.5
61.9

75.5%
74.0
73.4
73.9
71.372.6
71.3
70.7
71.0
68.0
68.3
67.5
62.5
65.2
63.8
63.5
62.4

tween Associated and Gottschalks. Associated classifies all
buying and occupancy as part of cost of goods sold—while
Gottschalks, not yet playing the game of concealment, treats
those expenses as operating expenses just as the NRMA Accounting Manual says they should be reported.
As a matter of fact, D. H. Holmes (despite the footnote that
does not mention buying expense), Federated, Hess's, Strawbridge, CHH, Dayton Hudson, May, Allied, Macys and
Elder-Beerman do the same thing. Mercantile only includes
central buying and not the cost of buying in the separate store
groups.
Dillard's joins Gottschalks in reporting honest-to-goodness
cost of goods sold without adding occupancy and/or buying.
The next question one would ask is do they all value their inventory the same way. Most do use LIFO—but then Holmes
applies LIFO only to 84% of inventory, Allied to 82% and
Macys to 71 %. May does not use LIFO on their rapidly growing shoe subsidiary (Volume Shoe); Mercantile applies it only
to domestic inventory.
But the final cat/dog, apple/orange, Ford/Rolls question is:
Are the figures on sales and cost of sales comparable? I think
not.
Associated includes two discounters (Caldor and Loehmann's)
with higher cost of goods sold than department stores.
Federated also includes two discount chains (Gold Circle and
Richway) plus a major supermarket chain (Ralph's) in their
figures—and all three of those Federated groups have a
substantially higher cost of goods sold.
In the case of Dayton Hudson, only 10% of their 1985 sales
were in conventional department stores, while 45% was discount (Target). 29% was Mervyn's (some publications have
called Mervyn's the largest off-price retailer, while others in
the discount field claim Mervyn's for themselves) with 16% in
B. Dalton books and Lechmere. Elder-Beerman includes
100-plus shoe stores and 100-plus women's specialty stores.
May has 20% in Venture discount stores and 14% in Volume
Shoe. Strawbridge includes their Clover discount chain.

* Includes rents, depreciation and repairs and maintenance.
** For 52 weeks trailing February 1, 1986.

A reasonable person might well ask—"How come the cost of
sales for Gottschalk is 13.8% less than for Associated—and
thus the gross margin 13.8% higher?" Gottschalks must be a
miracle retailer. And perhaps that may be the impression that
writer Schulz intended to create because that is what he put
down; and STORES must have intended to convey that idea—
because they printed it.

RThought: I offer the following analysis on the article:
a. The defininition of what each firm included in cost of sales
gives us the cat/dog component.
b. The question of LIFO vs. FIFO gives us the apple/orange
component.
c. The question of what should be included in sales as
DEPARTMENT STORES gives us the Ford/Rolls component.

The only two footnotes to the chart are, I presume, efforts by
which Mr. Schulz intended to indicate the thoroughness of his
research.

The total of a+ b + c = hash or junk, take your choice.

In studying this chart, I did not have available the 1985 reports
for Higbee, Younkers or ZCMI.
Let us look at what might account for the 13%-plus spread be-

RThought: I have previously criticized, directly to STORES,
the poor quality of their analytical reports; it is far below the
quality of their merchandise-related articles and those, I
believe, rank behind the sound thoughts found in the signed
editorials of Joan Bergmann.

SHORT SHORTS
wrt from a buying office: The office sent a sample and
itches of a shirt—the buyer said send 48 pieces. A week
later they were returned and the buyer won't answer the
phone. The vendor is livid and the buying office ended up paying the vendor half of the freight charges.

Headline with humor:
QUAKER OATS REPORT
PURSUING GOLDEN GRAIN
Object: A new cereal?
RETAILING TODAY — AUGUST 1986

FEATURE REPORT
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A REGIONAL CENTER OPENS NEAR BY?
In January 1984 I put aside an article from Women's Wear
recovered. From the host city viewpoint, Palm Springs was
Daily (January 3, 1984) entitled "Hahn turns up the heat for
not seriously hurt by loss of the city's share of sales tax
desert retailers" in which the key sentence was "Ernest Hahn,
revenue (1% of sales in California), while Palm Desert had,
a 35-year desert resident and the West's leading shopping
bonanza—sales tax revenue from apparel and general me
center developer, shook this retailing oasis [referring to Palm
chandise increasing tenfold from 1978 to 1985.
Springs] on November 5 when he opened the Palm Desert
Town Center."
Because Town Center contains more than apparel and general
merchandise, a look at broader figures will perhaps give a betTown Center, 11 miles from downtown Palm Springs, was anter measure of the impact. The figures below show taxable
chored by May Company, Penney's (closed in Palm Springs),
sales excluding car dealers, service stations and building
Bullock's and Bonwit Teller, 140 small shops (with greater
materials and hardware, categories not in an enclosed mall. It
emphasis on smaller Southern California chains than national
does include taxable sales in food stores, all restaurants and
chains), and offered ice skating, 6 theater screens, 5
bars, liquor stores, and specialty retail (jewelry, stationery,
restaurants and a video arcade. Robinsons was added in 1985.
fabric, etc.), as well as furniture, appliances and electronics.
Hahn estimated first-year sales of $140 million split evenly bePalm Desert as %
tween the anchors and the small shops. Rents for the small
of Palm Springs
Year
Palm Springs
Palm Desert
shops were running about twice the rents in Palm Springs. The
year-round population in Palm Desert was substantially less
30.3%
$176,705
$53,541
1980
(about 40%) than that in Palm Springs.
63,485
34,3
184,873
1981
Palm Desert Center opened November 4, 1982.
The article quoted only one Palm Springs merchant, Dave
Stuard (for 16 years a men's and women's shop on Palm Can1982
196,761
73,304
37.3
yon Drive which the Palm Springs Redevelopment Agency
1983
198,653
108,044
54.9
wanted to develop into a mini-Rodeo Drive): "The new mall
1984
201,757
167,521
83.0
isn't going to fly because this is a 5-month town. You could
1985
217,258
191,442
88.1
fey down in the middle of the highway and nobody would hit
you in the summer. After March, everything goes on sale and
In this broader measure, Palm Springs grew only 10% from
there is no way they can make it in a mall with their rents."
1982 (the year Town Center opened) to 1985, while Palm
Desert grew 161%.
California publishes extensive information based on sales tax
reports. Let's look at what has happened over a period of time.
RThought: The unanswered question is: Did the Center reach
Hahn's predicted first-year sales of $140,000,000? The
Most of the sales volume in a mall is reported under apparel
answer is NO, but may have reached that figure the secon/
stores (men's, women's, family, children's, shoe stores) and
year (ending November 1984) and certainly did the third yea\
general merchandise (department, discount, variety and
(ending November 1985).
general stores). The-following table shows the growth of such
sales in each city for the calendar years 1978-1985 and shows
And what about Dave Stuard's claim about the safety of reclinPalm Desert as a percentage of Palm Springs:
ing in the middle of the highway during the summer? An
Apparel and General Merchandise
analysis of the seasonal pattern of reported apparel and general
merchandise sales by calendar quarter shows:
Palm Desert as %
Year

Palm Springs

Palm Desert

of Palm Springs
% of Taxable Apparel 1985/General Merchandise Sales

17.8%
1978
$51,102
$ 9,084
17.2
1979
58,152
9,977
18.6
1980
60,090
11,152
18.5
1981
67,646
12,490
Palm Desert Center opened November 4, 1982.
37.6
1982
68,854
19,027
65.2
1983
69,391
44,543
128.7
1984
63,139
81,289
132.7
1985
69,766
92,605

Quarter

Jan-Mar
Apr-Jun
Jul-Sep
Oct-Dec
Total

From 1978 to 1981 the sales volume grew at about the same
rate (shown by the steady ratio of Palm Desert sales to Palm
Springs sales). Town Center changed all of that. The decline
in Palm Springs sales from 1983 to 1984 may largely reflect
the closing of the Penney store. By 1985 that volume had been

Palm Springs

Palm Desert

31.1%
26.8
14.0
28.1

27.8%
24.1 '
15.1
33.0

100.0%

100.0%

It appears to me that Christmas has a greater impact on Palm
Desert sales (indicating shopping by permanent residents), and
the first quarter shows more sales to transients who are staying
in Palm Springs and not going the 11 miles to Palm Desert.
During the hottest time of the year (Jul-Sep) Palm Desert is a
bit stronger—perhaps the measure of an enclosed ice skating
rink.

SHORT SHORTS
I have a feeling that two loss years in a row make some companies feel better because instead of reporting:
Net profit (loss)
and having to highlight the loss by bracketing the number, they
RETAILING TODAY — AUGUST 1986

can then report:
Net loss
and no highlighting, RThought: Some people may even
misread it as a profit!

employee theft is three times the average transaction of $2 or
$6 making the loss $54 a,day or $19,700 a year.
Now we have an anomaly. Of the combined total of $48,900,
*pme $29,200 or 60% is attributed to customers and 40% to
nployees, just the opposite of the gross estimates that Arthur
(
V—^oung feels necessary to publish each year.
But what about the total of $48,900? That comes to about 10%
of sales—and the 8 firms reported a median shortage experience of only 1.34%.
RThought: Kahn's Second Law of Retailing: No retail executive has the slightest idea how shrinkage breaks down between customer, employee and errors in the records; given
such a situation they will automatically attribute the smallest to
their recordkeeping, next to the customers that they presumably watch while in the store and the greatest amount to their
employees and associates who obviously are a bunch of
crooks.
Note: Kahn's First Law of Retailing is "Buyers will buy merchandise to fill space." Given a situation where inadequate
stockspace is enlarged and no changes made in the method of
computing open-to-buy or computing order quantities and no
increase in sales as a result of the greater storage space, inventory will go up roughly proportionately to the additional space
(storage plus selling).
Now to the abuse of numbers.
Peter Berlin overreaches his data base. He reported a median
shrinkage for drug stores at 2.11% of sales. Only two companies reported, so the median is really an arithmetic
average—add the two reported numbers together and divide by
2
S
y^AThe same companies reported the prior year when the median/
arithmetic average was 2.46%. The 1985 figure of 2.11% is
now interpreted as a drop of 14.23% from 1984. But wait a
minute. The stores only reported to the second decimal place
and 14.23% means to the 4th decimal place as shown in the
table:
100.00000% 2.46
.246
10.00000%
.0246
1.00000%
.00246
0.10000%
.000246
0.01000%
Going to the 0.03 in 14.23% means an accuracy of
3 x .000246 or 7/1,000ths of 1 %, whereas the original figures
were only accurate to 1/100th of 1%.
RThought: No matter what you can do with a 8-, 10- or
12-place calculator, the results cannot be more accurate than
the original data. If the information is reported to the closest
1/100th of 1%, then a measure based on that number cannot
have a final digit that if increased or decreased by 1 would
make a change in the resulting figure of less than 1/100th of
1 %. In this case, the original number was 2.46%. It decreased
by 14.23%, so the complement is 85.77%, and
2.46 x 85.77% and then divided by 100 results in 2.1099. The
last two digits (.23 in 14.23%) are superfluous because the
original data was only to the second decimal place and the
"99" in the 2.1099 is not warranted on the basis of the
original figures.

O

omment: Both Arthur Young and Price Waterhouse are accounting firms, and their primary product is numbers. One
would expect that somewhere there is (or should be) an in-

house statistician who tells them how to present numbers
rationally.

WHEN A SCENT DOES NOT MAKE SCENTS
I have written previously about the problem people with
allergies have with samples of perfume or perfumed paper sent
with monthly statements or other advertising. I am particularly
aware of this because of the problems my sister has—she
opens all her store statements on her porch so she can get rid of
the contents if there is a perfumed item. I. Magnin has made
her sick many times. Macys California handles her statement
separately.
Recently a local columnist, Jon Carroll, had the following to
say:
More seriously: perfumed mail is a growing social problem. My mother, who is allergic to all sorts of things,
routinely has to put her mail on a picnic table outside for a
week before she can open it without breaking out in hives.
It does seem like a commercially inspired violation of
privacy. If smoking in grocery stores is illegal, it should
certainly be illegal to send uncontrolled perfume through
the mail.
RThought: All stores should do as Macys does—but should
not wait until the store's customer has gone through the
discomfort or health danger of a reaction.
I am against a law controlling this—but only with the hope that
the industry will take action. You could put a box on the
charge account application that might read, prominently: DO
YOU HAVE ALLERGIES? WE WOULD BE HAPPY TO
SEE THAT PERFUMED ITEMS ARE NOT SENT WITH
YOUR STATEMENT. Check box.
For current customers a special prepaid, return post card could
be enclosed once a year telling them of this service.
RThought: In this litigious society I can clearly see the time
that a customer discomforted or endangered by an allergic
reaction to the contents of a statement mailing will sue that
store for a tremendous amount.
Allergies are dangerous. My sister lives in fear of insect stings
and carries with her, at all times, a packet with two injectors
she can use on herself after an insect sting, each of which will
get her 20 minutes of protection. She hopes that aid will be
available in 40 minutes. She read a recent report of a doctor in
England, not known to be allergic to bee stings, who was stung
and died in 2 minutes. That should not happen from a reaction
to perfume—but it indicates the type of danger faced by many
people with allergies.
MILTON PETRIE MUST BE A VERY NICE GUY
When I travel, I grab all the local papers. In the July 11 New
York Post there was a letter responding to a story about some
stranger that Petrie had helped. The writer told a similar story.
In 1979 when she was an aspiring flutist, she was pushed off a
subway platform, injured and needed microsurgery to restore
use of her right hand. Many people, many strangers helped
her. Then there was an anonymous check for $3,000 with the
message that she should get all the therapy she needed. A few
years later Milton Petrie invited her to his office and Petrie
related the pain he felt when he read her story. As she left, he
gave her another $3,000 check to "go out and have a good
time." Today the young lady is an occupational therapist
working with patients to help them restore their ability to carry
out their daily activities.
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RThought: This was in the newspaper, so I can repeat the
story but I could tell a half dozen stories about retailers who
have done similar things, most often for the people in their
company. Retailing is a people business and in a good organization we cannot help but empathize with our associates when
they have problems. That is the way all life should be.

ment stores—and thus represents a form of diversification.
There may well be a limited market for paid catalogs—just as
there proved to be a limited market for magazines for users of
personal computers. More than half of those magazines have
folded as advertisers found it was not productive to adverts
in all of them.
f

SELLING "FREE CATALOGS"

RThought: Neiman-Marcus is really reaching out. Their catalog was included in an offering of catalogs to readers of
ROAD & TRACK—which does not seem to be a readership
that offers much potential to N-M.

More and more magazines are carrying ads offering copies of
catalogs, the kind that, when delivered directly to the home,
are considered "junk mail." Working Woman (August 1986)
had a 4-page 4-color insert offering 53 different catalogs. In
each case there was a paragraph briefly describing the products advertised.
Many were store catalogs: Harrod's, Lord & Taylor, Saks
Fifth Avenue, Goldwaters, I. Magnin. Others were highly
specialized such as "Bear-in-Mind" which appeals to bear
lovers and "The Pork Avenue Collection" which is aimed at
the growing market of pig lovers (mostly those who stay at a
distance from the real product).
They even have a catalog of catalogs so you can find out about
even more catalogs. And there are some bargain offers—pay
$3.00 for the Mission Orchards catalog of fruit baskets, nuts
and flowers and in October you will receive a free box of
Cornice Pears (value $10).
The table below shows the prices charged, the number of
issues, for that amount and the number that either let you
deduct the cost of the catalog from a future order or include a
gift certificate that you can use on a future order.
Number of issues
Cost
Free
$ 1.00
$ 2.00
$ 3.00
$ 4.00

2

1
2
6
6

1 year

Total

—
-

1
1
19
7
2

1
3
26
13
2

1

1

-

19

1

1

32

53

2

-

-

2

4

-3
2

$ 5.00
$ 6.00
$ 8.00
$10.00
$14.00

--

TOTAL
Give credit
against order

-—
—
--

5 or more

-

1
1

-

3
2
1
1
1

Gift certificates to
use with order
2

1
3
Let's look at the three high price catalogs. For $14 you get 2
issues of Harrod's. But you don't get any deduction from any
future order. For $10 you get a year of Saks Fifth Avenue,
again no deduction on future orders. And for $8 you get The
Gidding-Jenny Experience for a full year.

RThought: I see more and more catalogs in which there are
paid ads. On American Airlines I get a preview of 4 or 5
catalogs all in one booklet—thus the cost of the booklet is born
by third parties. American Airlines apparently contracts with
someone to provide a merchandise booklet and that second
party contracts out to a third party the actual task of selecting
and promoting individual items. Soon shopping at stores will
be almost as complex as keeping track of the frequent
flyer/hotel customer/rental car programs.
This also introduces a skill not readily available within depart4 - RETAILING TODAY - AUGUST 1986

SHORT SHORTS
Double revolving credit! Shell Oil is now offering their credit
card customers a payment alternative—charge it to your Visa
or MasterCard! Let's see—if the timing is right, you could
average 45 days on your Shell bill and another 45 days with the
bankcard, all without a finance charge. Then you could pay
your Visa card with a cash draft on your MasterCard for just a
$2 charge and make that 135 days for $2. RThought: Will
Shell let you pay your MasterCard with a charge on your Shell
account?
Pay less Cash ways, Inc. reports honestly to their
shareholders. The third paragraph of the letter to shareholders from David Stanley, Chairman and CEO, in the 1985
Annual Report reads as follows:
Total sales and other income increased 18.2% to $1.4 billion. Sales of
comparable stores (those open a year or more) ended the year with an
increase of 5.0% on a 53-week basis. (Our 1985 fiscal year was 53
weeks, versus 52 weeks in 1984; on a 52-week basis, total sales would
have increased 16.4% and comparable store sales would have
increased 3.3%.)

Proof that high markup does not a winner make. Mucrf
retailing, whether conventional or discount, is concernW^
about increasing markup as a way of improving profit. All this
does is increase the probability that lower markup competitors
will take your market away. We might look at another
industry—banking—where The New York Times, every Sunday, highlights consumer interest rates and one reason why
Bank of America is in trouble. The following were listed
July 13, 1986 for unsecured personal loans, minimum fixed
rate, 3-year maturity:
Chase Manhattan, New York
14.50%
Continental Illinois, Chicago
15.50 '
Bank of America, San Francisco
18.25
RThought: Bank of America, despite advertising, tends to
show up in studies made by consumer groups, as a high cost
lender. Chase Manhattan is making inroads in California with
large limit ($5,000 and up) revolving credit lines that can be
drawn down by check at prime +4% (currently 12%).
WORDS FOR TAX REFORM
As we face the uncertainty of the impact of tax reform, it is
well to keep in mind the words of one of our most learned
judges, the late Mr. Learned Hand of the Second Circuit Court
of Appeals in New York:
Anyone may so arrange his affairs that his taxes shall be as
low as possible; he is not bound to choose that pattern
which will best pay the treasury; there is not even a
patriotic duty to increase one's taxes.
RThought: But there is a patriotic duty to report all that y
got and the taxes due on that.
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ETHICS BY EXAMPLE?

When I married a charming, Irish-English-French lass, Patty Glenn, I agreed that our children would be raised as
Catholics—but I told her I was not concerned because I
would have equal time with them at the dinner table. The
passage of years has shown that my influence was probably
as great as that of church and school; by osmosis they have
absorbed many of my standards.
There is no way that we can have an ethical society under
the rule of "Do as I say, not as I do," particularly when
what is done is done where everyone can see.
Business gets a bad name because of the small numbers of
businessmen who are outright crooks—and who are
exposed.
But what causes me even greater concern is the number of
people connected with the present Administration who have
shown questionable ethics. I think one has to go back to the
Harding Administration to find such low standards. But the
Harding Administration was not the darling of the "Moral
Majority." Let us not forget that the word "moral" is not
just an alliteration with "majority"; it means, first definition, Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, "of or
relating to principles of right or wrong in behavior."
Let's review the conduct of officials of the present
Administration.
Paul Thayer, Deputy Secretary of Defense: Pleaded guilty and is now in
jail for using insider information (prior to appointment) to make money,
partially as a way of supporting a girlfriend.
William J. Casey, Director of Central Intelligence: Found not to have a
conflict of interest for investing in companies with contracts with the CIA,
using CIA intelligence to determine investments and failing to report 100
law clients.
William French Smith, while Attorney General: Invested in tax shelter that
allowed him to deduct 4 times his investment; later amended tax return.
Raymond J. Donovan, ex-Secretary of Labor: Under indictment for fraud
against the New York Transit Authority.
James G. Watt, when Secretary of Interior: Used Park Service funds to
give private parties at the Curtis-Lee Mansion.
Henry Y. Chavira, nominee for Legal Services Corp: Withdrew name
when it was disclosed that he had been arrested for larceny and his ex-wife
was trying to collect delinquent child-support payments.
James M. Beggs, head of NASA: Indicted for defrauding the Federal
Government while an executive at General Dynamics Corporation.
Michael K. Deaver, former White House Deputy Chief of Staff: Special investigation under way on conflict of interest by helping future clients while
in government.
Daniel M. Hughes, former Deputy Undersecretary of Housing and Urban
Development: Urged HUD officials to approve grant to his new firm.

William F. Bolger, while Postmaster General: Participated in rate decision
while negotiating for a job with group that would be affected by change.
Thorne G. Auchter, while head ofOSHA: In 1981 approved dismissal of
$12,680 in penalties and 12 proposed safety citations against a firm that
later hired him.
Guy W. Fiske, then Deputy Secretary of Commerce: Discussed job with
Communications Satellite Coip. when in charge of proposed sale of
weather satellites. Resigned when disclosed.
Harold E. Shear, Administrator of Maritime Administration: Approved
$2.1 million contract for firm whose chairman previously employed him.
Richard N. Perle, Assistant Secretary of Defense: Recommended Army
consider buying weapons from Israeli company whose owners paid him
$50,000 shortly before he joined the Administration.
Robert A. Rowland, then head ofOSHA: Resigned after disclosure he participated in decision .potentially helping Tenneco, Exxont Monsanto and
other companies in which he owned more than $1 million in stock.
Edwin Meese, when White House staff: Happened to find jobs for Edwin
W. Thomas and wife, Thomas J. Barrack and John R. McKean after they
loaned him money.
John R. McKean, member Postal Service Board of Governors: Participated in award of $300,000 contract to former client.
Robert F. Burford, Director of Bureau of Land Management: Approved
actions that increased value of his ranch and grazing permits held by his
sons.
Victor M Thompson Jr., President, Synthetic Fuels Corp: Voted on funds
for a Texas oilman when Thompson was also trying to borrow from him.
Armand Reiser, Special Assistant to Energy'Secretary: Failed to report
$32,370 in fees from a contractor to the Energy Department.
Shannon Ann Fairbanks, Chief of Staff, Federal Home Loan Bank Board:
Used FHLB mailgrams to seek $500,000 personal loan.
Robert P. Nimmo, head of Veterans Administration: Resigned when report
showed he used chartered military aircraft, first class airline service and
chauffered government cars without authority.

RThought: We have had poor examples before. It was
easily explained why the Federal Communications Commission granted only one TV license in Austin, Texas for
many years. It was to Ladybird Johnson when Lyndon
Johnson was a power. And then the FCC tried to keep
Cable TV out of Austin.
But we also had good examples. Dwight Eisenhower didn't
hesitate a moment to ask for the resignation of his most important staff member, Sherman Adams, when it was
disclosed that Adams accepted a gift of a vicuna coat (value
then about $150).
The example can be set—but right now it is not being set.
And there appears no desire by President Reagan to set an
example. More often than not, his initial reaction to charges
against the above Administration members was: "I have
complete confidence in (him) (her)."

THE FUNDAMENTALS OF RETAILING
ARE UNIVERSAL

RThought: Note that the 9 steps did not involve any quick fix
that could be done overnight. There was no magic stroke.

Brian Walsh, for 31 years an Australian and for the past six
years the Managing Director Retail of David Jones Limited,
has been called back to England to head the House of Fraser.

It was back to the principles practiced by Marshall Field and
John Wanamaker and Adam Gimbel and Herbert Marcus avjf
Isaac H. Clothier and Justus Clayton Strawbridge and Lymaj
and Joseph Bloomingdale and David May and James Cash
Penney and many more whose names are still with us.

David Jones might be most closely compared with
Nordstrom's in its relative position in the hierarchy of department stores in the United States. It gained much of this position under the leadership of Brian Walsh. During the last five
years, the volume increased from $451 million Australian to
$702 million, a compounded annual growth of 12%. David
Jones owns Buffums in Long Beach, CA and also Eastman's,
the largest commercial stationer in California—with combined
sales of about $200 million.
INSIDE RETAILING, a weekly newsletter in Australia
(named long before Chain Store Age's newsletter) put on a
dinner for Brian Walsh; and as he started his talk, he said he
had to "sing for his dinner." It was great singing. Here is a
transcription of how he approached the problem of turning
around David Jones.
You must, however, first have a strategy. You must know what type of
store you want to run, and you must have a fairly good idea on who
your customer isi
One of the first things I did after I was appointed managing director of
David Jones, which was nearly six years ago, was to list down on a
foolscap pad a few points which I considered to be the major reasons a
customer would wish to shop at David Jones. In preparation for this
speech this evening, I dug out the original strategies that I formulated
at that time. That's some time ago, but when I re-read them, I would
not change one of them. They are:
1. She, our customer, can depend on our store to have good quality
merchandise which she thinks is right for her.
2. She can generally find what she wants when she wants it.
3. Our store offers considerable choice in any one category, and
perhaps in some categories we have the reputation for having extremely large" assortments.
4. The price is reasonable as far as she is concerned. We like to say if
people shop with David Jones and are happy with the merchandise we
guarantee they have not paid more than they would in any other store.
It's very trite and very easy to say we're never undersold, and a very
famous company has used that as a motto. But in David Jones we really do live by it.
5. She believes that our store is up to date with fashion.
6. It's likely she will find a favorite department in our store; for instance, "I always go to David Jones first for my cosmetics."
7. It's likely she will acquire a favorite salesperson. "Miss Walsh is
always very kind to me." "Miss Walsh always knows what I want."
Courtesy and manners are of paramount importance in our business.
8. Our store's advertising—newspaper, television, direct mail and
radio—must appeal to her.
9. The most important—her daily shopping experience in our stores
must be pleasurable because without this all the above is lost.
It's been estimated that the average customer walks through a store at
a rate of 10 feet every 3 seconds. Now don't ask me how it's estimated;
I don't honest to God know and I don't know how accurate it is. I've
seen them move much faster trying to get out of Grace Bros, [a competitor]. I believe one old lady broke even time for a hundred yards
trying to escape from the ground floor of Walton's [another competitor]. Anyway it does serve to illustrate how important it is to get
her attention quickly and dramatically. And at David Jones we
recognize that very early in the piece.
We recognize that shopping is both recreation and entertainment for
most shoppers. Bad stores bore a customer. Our customers are now
more sophisticated than they have ever been. They bore more easily
today and they will do so even more in the future.
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You build customers one at a time.
Today we try to copy someone else—and in doing so we antagonize our present customers faster than we acquire new
customers. The word "service" means nothing at most of our
stores, and integrity in our advertising is not something our
customers regularly praise. Even the finance charge we make
on our revolving charge accounts appears usurious to most of
our customers now that the prime rate is 7V2%.
Brian Walsh did the things he wrote on that foolscap paper.
The operating profit went from $24.3 million to $96.9 million
in five years—an increase of 41% per year!
Those who think they can build a permanent customer base on
price alone should remember the admonition of Oscar Wilde in
Lady Windemere's Fan (1892): "What is a cynic? A man who
knows the price of everything and the value of nothing." You
do not build a great institution on a clientele of cynics.

THE NEXT STEP IN SELF-SERVICE
Sensormatic will soon introduce CheckRobot, a do-it-yourself
checkout store using scanners. Neldon Johnson spent three
years working on this in Ream's, a 40,000 sq. ft. food store
where customers are charged 10% above wholesale for regul/
service, only 8% if they do their own bagging and who n o \
will be charged only 7 % above wholesale if they both ring and
bag their own goods.
CheckRobot takes 30% less space than a regular checkout. A
single clerk can monitor 4 checkouts—requiring only 130
hours of labor (32.5 per checkout) to cover 16 hours a day for
six days (96 total in-service hours)!
RThought: Warehouse food stores once gave customers wax
pencils to write down the unit costs but never asked the
customer to ring her own sale. I think this system will work.
We tend to underestimate how much our regular shoppers
know about running a checkout—after hours of standing in
line. Ream's now has 4 of 18 checkouts set up with
CheckRobot and intends to install another 4.

ONCE AGAIN I TRY TO SHOP
K mart: When on vacation, I needed a typewriter and found an
excellent one at the Lake Tahoe K mart—a Sharp PA-1050
portable. I bought it at $199 and also purchased two extra ribbons. I liked it so much that when I returned to San Francisco I
wanted another to keep in my San Francisco office. I found it
at the Pleasant Hill store and on sale at only $169. But two
weeks later when I returned to buy some ribbons, I found that
though K mart had the typewriter, it never received the
ribbons.
RThought: How can anyone put in a new line of typewrit' ^
and not send ribbons at the same time? Can there be anything
more annoying to a customer?

FEATURE REPORT
WHEN IS AN EXPENSE NOT IMMEDIATELY
DEDUCTIBLE FOR TAX PURPOSES?
The answer is simple: when the expense is classified as an
asset.
But an asset is depreciable, isn't it? Not when it does not have
a reasonable estimated useful life.
This argument is heating up in the world of the IRS vs. Sara
Lee Corp. and is documented in the June 2, 1986 FORBES.
But that story is only the tip of the iceberg (I like trite phrases).
Briefly the facts in that case are:
1. L'Eggs introduced a new style with a control top.
2. Sara Lee expensed the cost of changing the package by
adding the words "control top" to the unique egg-shaped
package.
3. IRS disallowed the expenses because the new packaging
would be used for more than one year and thus became a
long-term asset and could only be deducted over the useful
life of the asset.
4. Since the useful life of a package cannot be determined,
it cannot be deducted until the package is abandoned.
5. "Abandoned" has not yet been defined.
Recent refugee lawyers from the IRS, now with top law firms,
say that the IRS seeks "revenue enhancement" through this
attack.
'ow does this apply to retailing? In more ways than you think.
Let's look first at names and packaging.
How much did Safeway pay to design the new " S " in a square
with rounded corners to replace the old " S " in a circle? I don't
know, but it went on its stores, in its ads, on its private label
products, was painted on its trucks and I guess even incorporated in the sig cut on its checks. A lot of money was involved. It will use the new " S " for many years. Therefore, it
is a long-term asset. Safeway doesn.'t know how many years,
so it is not deductible until Safeway decides to change the
squared circle to a triangle—which step may never come.
What happens when Dillard buys a bunch of department stores
and changes the name? That name is for a long time—in fact,
no one knows how long. Therefore, all the costs should be
capitalized and not amortizable?
Wal-Mart bought the Kuhn's Stores, everybody bought
Woolco stores, Zayre bought Gaylords and converted them,
Ross Stores bought about 15 Handyman locations. Lots of
capitalized/non-amortizable expenditures.
But there are other areas. Back in the days when Mervyn's
was independent, an IRS auditor challenged the cost of opening charge accounts before new store openings. His logic was:
Mervyn's opened accounts that could not immediately be
used; a major effort was made; at the time the account was
opened it was not directly connected with selling merchandise,
so was not an ordinary and necessary expense of selling merlandise. Having long life and not being ordinary and
.ecessary, it was not deductible., thus becoming a capital expenditure. Not having a reasonably ascertainable life, no
amortization should be allowed.

Our counter argument was that Mervyn's was in three distinct
businesses:
1. Selling merchandise.
2. Building new stores.
3. Opening charge accounts.
We could point to people being in a separate business doing
only one of those three things. Therefore, the expenses that
would be ordinary and necessary for the separate businesses
should be ordinary and necessary for Mervyn's. The auditor
withdrew his claim and the matter never got beyond our
exchange.
What about advertising? Can it be capitalized? FORBES said
that at one point in Senator Packwood's attempt to get a bill out
of his committee it was proposed that 20% of all advertising be
capitalized.
The SEC and Seidman & Seidman, CPAs, agreed with that
when C&R Clothiers, Inc. went public in 1972. I quote from
the prospectus:
Deferred Advertising Costs: Commencing in July 1971,
under the Company's new sales promotion program, the
Company has greatly increased its advertising through
television and newspaper media. These advertising costs
are deferred and amortized over two years from the date the
costs are incurred. The goal of the Company's present
advertising efforts is primarily to provide for future rather
than current sales. These advertising efforts, which are
concentrated in Southern California, cover areas in which
existing stores operate and are intended to include areas in
which future stores will be opened.
C&R plus S&S with the approval of the SEC accepted that TV
advertising has a life of two years! Do you remember ads you
saw last week on TV?
There is another area ^here a question has been raised many
times: store preopening expenses.
With the C&R prospectus at hand, one notes that it amortized
these costs over the two years following the store opening.
Of course, all advertising and preopening expenses were deducted on the C&R tax return as ordinary and necessary
expenses—to save taxes!
C&R had another reason—without these two deferred charges
it would have shown a negative tangible net worth of
$125,461, hardly the way to go public. With the items above it
showed $480,559 net worth against total liabilities of
$2,618,185, hardly a strong balance sheet.
But what about preopening expenses? If proper accounting
calls for capitalization of the cost of installing a mainframe
computer, why isn't the cost of opening a new store something
that should be capitalized and amortized—over the life of the
lease (plus any options, if the practice of the company has been
to exercise options)?
RThought: We forget that the Internal Revenue Code is much
like zero-based budgeting. You start with a clean sheet. All
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FEATURE REPORT continued:
income is taxable unless there is a specific exemption. Section
162 on trade or business expenses reads:
(a) In General
There shall be allowed as a deduction all of the ordinary
and necessary expenses [emphasis added] paid or incurred [note: this only applies if you report on the accrual basis] during the taxable year in carrying on a trade
or business, including:
(1) a reasonable allowance for salaries or other compensation for personal services actually rendered;
(2) traveling expenses (including amounts expended for
meals and lodging other than the amounts which are
lavish or extravagant under the circumstances) while
away from home in the pursuit of a trade or business;
and
(3) rentals or other payments required to be made as a
condition to the continued use or possession, for the purposes of the trade or business, of property to which the
taxpayer has not taken or is not taking title or in which
he has no equity.

start-up expenditures (195), plus a dozen more specific items
for special industries (farm, oil, etc.).

Section 162 then goes on to discuss the following specific expenses: contributions, illegal bribes and kickbacks, capital
contributions to the Federal National Mortgage Association,
appearances with respect to legislation (lobbying), fines and
penalties, treble damage payments under the antitrust laws,
group health plans and state legislators' travel expenses away
from home.

If and when "income enhancement" in lieu of "tax increases"
becomes more a part of the Administration's policy, there are
going to be many fights—followed by years in courts until a
decision is made. And if the decision is illogical, effort will be
needed to have the Congress change the legislation to arrive at
a fair decision.

Some other expenses are discussed under separate Code sections: interest (163), taxes (164), losses (165), bad debts
(166), depreciation (167 and 168), amortization of pollution
control facilities (169), contributions (170), amortizable bond
premium (171), jiet operating loss deduction (172), circulation
expenditures (172 and 173), research and experimental expenditures (174), soil and waste conservation expenditures (175),
trademark and trade name expenditures (177), depreciation or
amortization of improvements made by lessee on lessor's
property (178), election to expense certain depreciable
business assets (179), activities not engaged in for profit (183),
recoveries of damages for antitrust violations, etc. (186),
capitalization of construction period interest and taxes (189),

Unless covered by one of the special sections cited abovr
everything else is subject to the "ordinary and necessary^
test: what we pay for electricity (is our lighting brighter than
"necessary"?), subscriptions and publications, conferences
and sales commissions, required uniforms, preparation and
mailing of statements, employee cafeterias, parking lots for
employees, discounts to employees, and on and on.
Suppose the IRS took the position that employee discounts are
not "ordinary" at 25%—but should be 20%? Suppose voice/
digital/video transmission facilities over dedicated or satellite
lines were considered not to be "ordinary" at this stage of
retailing? Or even if a computer was not an "ordinary" expense for a small company?
Consider whether the costs of a catalog operation were considered not to be "necessary" to a retail store. And even if
necessary, can you deduct the cost of computerizing a mailing
list?

Courts are not intended to be "fair" (although sometimes
brave judges are "fair"); their job is to interpret the law. And
the law is not firmly on the side of many expense deductions
we now take—and which, the IRS has not yet challenged.
RThought: Since GAAP, hopefully, will not defer to the IR&
CPAs will require us to report the expenses as deductions in
computing income—even though the tax savings may not occur for decades. This means we may have a large asset called
"prepaid taxes" in lieu of a large liability called "deferred
taxes" that now occurs because of deduction for tax purposes
before deduction for financial reporting purposes. And that
may not be much of an asset; it won't pay any more bills than
"percentages" pay.

SHORT SHORTS
Nicely said, Mr. Woolworth. In the upper left-hand corner,
inside cover, of the F. W. Woolworth Co. 1985 Annual
Report, there is the following:
The mission of F. W. Woolworth Co. is to
provide value to consumers in North America,
Germany and Australia through its distinctly
individual but complementary retailing businesses.
Under the general guidance of corporate management
these businesses will generate levels of profit that not
only satisfy investors and sustain long-term growth,
but also provide full, competitive financial
rewards for employees and benefit the communities
in which they live and work.

RThought: Well stated. Frank would be proud of you. Frank
Woolworth created a new form of retailing, the 5 & 10 cent
store. But he also helped others get started: his cousin
Seymour Knox, his brother Sumner, his old friends Fred Kirby and Earl Charlton—and when he was ready to go public in
1912 (underwritten by the same Goldman, Sachs that still
helps retailers), he brought all of them in with him to found
F. W. Woolworth Co. He also brought in W. H. Moore in
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whose store Frank was working when he got the idea for the 5
& 10 cent store. In 1878 Moore had put out a table with 5-cent
items on them, and they sold well during the county fair. Less
than a year later Frank started "The Great Five Cent Store" in
Utica, NY—with money borrowed from relatives—and a $300
line of credit (at 3C cost, that equals 10,000 5C items) from
W. H. Moore.
Really FRESH produce! Daiei, which operates supermarkets
as well as other types of retail outlets in Japan, is experimenting with an endless belt on which they grow lettuce to maturity
in 20 days! The hydroponic system involves controlled application of nutrients, atmosphere, light and heat.
Q: What retailer has the greatest assortment of
distinguished retailers on board?
A: $2 billion a year Lowe's. This year Bill Andres, former
Chairman and CEO of Dayton Hudson, and John Belk, Chr
man of Belk Stores Services, Inc., join Jack Shewmaker, VV
Chairman of Wal-Mart. I know of no other retailer who has
gone out for this kind of really top retail know-how.

1

SPECIAL FEATURE REPORT
IS THE MAY COMPANY/ASSOCIATED DRY GOODS
MERGER GOOD FOR VENDORS?

t

"Publisher's Message" in Accessories magazine asks the question: "Are
' chants getting away with too much at the expense of small vendors?"

Citing a Wall Street Journal article (May 29, 1986 '"Wholesalers Caught in A
Squeeze by Retailers"), the editorial sees a growing concentration of retailers
as a sign that vendors will be increasingly abused. It correctly assumes that
some of the larger retailers are, today, so unable to operate profitably that the
only way they can make a profit is to illegally reduce their cost of goods sold
by such steps as deducting from contractual payments arbitrary amounts for
advertising allowances, markdown allowances, unauthorized returns, exception charges on shipments and other "charges" while making payment 60 to
90 days late and still taking the full cash discount (even when the prime rate is
May Company stores were cited in the article. The lead example was a small
firm supplying pepper mills to May D&F—from a $5,000 invoice an arbitrary
advertising charge of $4,000 was deducted! The supplier eventually collected
his money—but lost the account. One might assume that a significant factor in
the Chapter 11 filing of Towle Manufacturing was the $12 million extra
"advertising allowances" taken by retailers in 1984 and 1985. Yale Manufacturing sued Macy's for $47,800 in unauthorized advertising allowances plus
$54,000 still owed as far back as 1980.
Then there is a wonderful quote from Jim Williams, President of National
Retail Merchants Association:, "I haven't heard a word from vendors or my
members." Jim apparently does not hear very well.
For example, Jim Williams apparently doesn't read The Wall Street Journal
which has reported periodically on the Justice Department investigation of
Federated Department Stores for just such practices—an investigation that has
been going on more than five years (WSJ 11/20/80 "Major Department
Stores Are The Focus of An FTC Probe Over Buying Practices"). I have about
6 inches of documents from that investigation. Federated has fought—and
lost—a point-by-point defense on which it must have spent millions.

(

1980 there was a joint meeting between the NRMA Vendor Relations Committee and the Federation of Apparel Manufacturers Retailer Relations Committee. FAM did-distribute the notes of the meeting to its members; NRMA
did not. In a letter dated October 17, 1980 Kurt Barnard, then Executive
Director of FAM wrote me:

From Henry Diamont, VP-Finance, Meis of Illinois (Brown Group)—in a letter telling of the benefits of its new 87,000 sq. ft. distribution center to its vendors:
Our major investment will mean a substantial savings to you. Meis will
therefore deduct 3% from each invoice for your merchandise passing
through our distribution center as of February 15, 1983.
Because of complaints, especially from FAM, this arbitrary action was
rescinded in a letter from Mr. Diamont on December 7, 1982 and never
became effective.
Redge Westcott Jr., Corporate Traffic Director ofD. H. Holmes sent a document headed "Assessments for . . . Digressions" which imposed penalties up
to $1,000 when such penalties were not part of the the purchase order agreement, and he does not appear to be a corporate officer who can contract for the
store.
Becky Korte, Vendor Compliance Auditor, Lazarus (Federated) wrote to a
firm advising it that "further Non-Compliance acts . . . will not be tolerated"
when the receiving department at Lazarus was unable to find a packing list. To
quote the vendor, "If your receiving department is so inadequate as to not see
a red envelope on the outside of the carton and does not process the proper
packing list with the shipments, you will have a violation of your order
terms."
G. Fox (May Company): A vendor had $257.08 arbitrarily deducted for early
shipment when shipping documents proved it was shipped in accordance with
the P.O. It is interesting to note that the G. Fox letter accompanying the
charges says, "Since the purchase order is a contract, acceptance of the order
implies acceptance of all the conditions of the order"; yet the 5% handling
charge is clearly stated as only "store and corporate policy" (but the policy
was not part of the written purchase order!).
Let me recap two Wall Street Journal articles on this subject:

I made dozens [emphasis included in letter] of attempts to get another
meeting with NRMA's Vendor Relations Committee going and that all
failed. In fact, neither Williams nor anybody else at NRMA will even
return my calls. It is my understanding, though unconfirmed, that
Williams has instructed his people not to take phone calls from me and not
to make any to me.

February 11, 1981: "Dilatory Debtors: Supplier Accuses Big Department
Stores of Fudging on Bills Due and Paying Late'' names A&S (Federated).
The CEOs of Allied, Macy's, May and Federated refused to be interviewed. Jim Williams called the FTC investigation of Federated "a witch
hunt.''

I offer the above as proof that Jim Williams has heard from an association of
nine apparel manufacturing associations that represent a substantial block of
vendors.

November 20, 1980: "Major Department Stores Are The Focus of An FTC
Probe Over Buying Practices. " The Federated stores covered were
Bloomingdale's, Bullock's, I. Magnin, Filene's, Foley's, A&S and
Shillito's.

Jim Williams, of course, is not paid to "hear." He has no authority to try to
check on the ethical conduct of the firms like Federated, May, Allied, ADG
and others that pay much of his salary. One might wonder whether the ethical
standards can be raised when the heads of the business profess to be honorable
men while at the same time demanding that their subordinates steal and cheat
as often as is possible!
I should point out a very important factor in retail/vendor relations:
The retailer has the right to bargain hard when buying goods, and the
vendor has the right to bargain for the best possible price. But when
the deal is struck, each should honorably fulfill the commitment
undertaken. The vendor should deliver the quantity and quality
ordered, and the buyer should pay as agreed without taking
unauthorized deductions.

I

After review of your company's record with Rike's, we wish to advise you
that we will honor your request to be excused from the new schedule . . .
we will continue doing business with your company in accordance with the
conditions outlined on our purchase order and our separate instructions on
routing. [Emphasis added—this cancelled an arbitrary change.]

-,

The vendor is normally the one who is qualified to determine whether
the final price is not in compliance with prices offered to competitors—and if not, whether the deviation is cost justified (although in
many cases the retailer may know that the price is not a legal one).

Let me give you a few examples of what retailers have done to vendors, taken
from documents in my files:
From R. Brayton Bowen Jr., SVP-Operations, Rite's (Federated):

Jim Williams apparently did not attend the luncheon at the NRMA Convention
in 1981 when Stanley Winkelman, then CEO of Winkelman Stores, made the
following comments:
During November and December, there were articles in the New York
Times and Wall Street Journal questioning payment practices of a number
of large retailers,. The complaints of our suppliers resulted in an FTC
probe. What is involved is delayed payment of invoices and insistence on
terms of prompt payment—to the point that Dun & Bradstreet has downgraded some credit ratings.
What disturbs me is that ethics and integrity, in some cases, seem to be
missing when it comes to squeezing out a few dollars for the bottom line.
Yet, we are deeply disturbed that public attitudes toward business are not
more positive.
I suspect that the members of the Association of Buying Offices, who are
sponsoring this luncheon, are caught squarely in the middle.
How can we complain about government regulation when we literally invite it with our action? The new administration may well reduce
regulation—but if it does and we don't respond by self-policing and improved ethical standards, we will be caught in the same vicious cycle of
government overreacting and overregulations of the retail business in the
future.
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SPECIAL FEATURE REPORT continued:
At the same convention, J. W. Robinson (Associated Dry Goods) declared in
an open session (on the subject of arbitrary charges) that in conjunction with
its newly installed merchandising processing system the store imposes a 5 %
handling charge on deviations from order instructions but that "If any vendor
feels the . . . charge is unfair, he can telephone me and we will immediately
return the money against the promise that future orders will be handled accurately." There was no indication that the 5% handling charge was to be
made part of the purchase order.
Maison Blanche (City Stores) in 1980, claiming that the following requests
were "quite simple and . . . are widely used throughout the industry,"
wrote:
(1) We now require a formal "Certificate of Insurance" . . . must provide evidence of Liability Insurance . . . not less than $1,000,000 (which)
. . . must be Broad Form Vendors Endorsement.
(2) City Stores Company and Maison Blanche must be named as an "Additional Insured."
(Note: Can you imagine what would happen if a vendor sold 1,000 firms? The
insurance company would probably cancel coverage because the paper work
would exceed the premium revenue, even if a charge was made, as has since
become common, of $10 for each certificate of insurance issued.)
On December 15, 1980 the President of Exit Shops in Miami wrote a supplier:
For the past three years, the Exit Shops has been involved in a heavy
advertising campaign that has made the Exit Shops the leading fashion
stores in Florida. Needless te say, this advertising campaign would not
have been affordable without the cooperation of our suppliers.
So far this year we have purchased $25,337.75 from your company. An
advertising allowance of $500 would represent less than 2% of total
purchases.
I am sure that you would be happy to see the Exit Shops continue this
beautiful campaign, and I rest assured that it will meet your approval.
The next check (late) had a $500 deduction and took the 8% discount. And the
next letter in my files is also from the President of Exit Shops:
Enclosed please find check in the amount of $3,506 to cover invoice
#77827.
Your rudeness is not appreciated and your lack of touch with customers
does not belong to a fine house like [name of vendor].
From the President of Schradzki's in Peoria, IL (will it play in Peoria?):
We are trying to keep our advertising requests reasonable. Since coats run
a little more money than other types of items, we thought it might be best
just to request door prizes from the coat people as we are everybody else.
This way we would not request any additional advertising other than our
normal earned advertising.
We have made special arrangements with our . . . newspaper . . . for our
125th year . . . lA page . . . for a mere $80 . . . we would be happy to run
one of your items.
. . . we would also r e q u e s t . . . for our 125th year [coop advertising] on a
100% paid basis, rather than the 50/50 basis.
However, we do not want to be presumptuous . . . so if you do not agree to
go along . . .Just write ' 'No, cannot support you'' and return the credit
memo . . . and [weJ will cancel it immediately. [Emphasis added.]
On January 10, 1978 there was a conference of retailers and apparel manufacturers jointly sponsored by the National Retail Merchants Association and the
Federation of Apparel Manufacturers. Both associations had counsel present
(William Tedeschi of Weil, Gotschal and Manges for NRMA and Jerome
Kauff of Dretzin & Kauff for FAM). The ground rules set were:
The sole purpose of the conference is informational and discussions shall
be confined to agenda items. Views expressed by participants are their
own personal views; the conference participants do not represent or reflect
the view of either FAM, NRMA, or their respective companies by which
they are employed. Neither FAM nor NRMA has any intention of
establishing for its members rules or standards of conduct with respect to
the topics discussed.
FAM was represented by people from each of the 11 member associations and
the executive director. NRMA was represented by the Chairman of Rich's and
of P. A. Berger, the presidents of Neusteters, Belk Stores Service, Town and
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Country Casuals, Himelboch's, Cornell's, McCurdy, Evans Fur, E. M. Scarbrough, and Leonards, a Senior VP from Macy's, VP from Meyer Brothers,
Divisional Merchandise Manager from Popular Dry Goods and General
Manager from The Fashion Stores.
The following problems were fully discussed:

C

1. Orders—late confirmation, verbal changes, verbal approval of
substitutions, the lack of full knowledge by receiving people of verbal
changes.
2. Whom to complain to—and the problem of buyer retaliation.
3. Failures by both parties to reply to correspondence—either at all
or at least promptly.
4. The problem of retail computer systems and the realities of moving merchandise to meet merchandising needs.
5. Limited language skills and basic intelligence of people in the vendor's shipping room and the retailer's receiving and marking room.
6. The problem of requiring a return authorization—the vendor's
desire to screen and to avoid sending shipments to an office on the 86th
floor of the Empire State Building versus the backup of goods in the
retailer's distribution center that is designed to flow rather than store
goods.
7. The lack of uniformity of instructions devised by stores. [Note: The
point could have been raised of the lack of uniformity of invoices/
packing lists creating mistakes in handling. RT]
8. Lack of knowledge of the law as set forth in the Uniform Commercial Code, adopted in every state except Louisiana. For example, when
the store specifies the carrier, the merchandise en route is at the
store's risk.
9. Both parties agreed that the "misdesign of order forms is just
terrible."
10. Undefined terms on purchase orders such as "completion date"
(shipped by or received by).
11. Special instructions—issued one time, who has the authority to
issue, what person at the vendor gets the instructions?
12. Getting cash back on credits rather than on the next order whicl
may never be placed.
The notes issued by FAM end with the following:
Retailers and manufacturers alike were enthusiastic about the conference. They felt it was a "great meeting," that a giant step forward
had been taken in getting together in a spirit of friendship and they
urged the continuation of the dialogue.
NOTHING HAS HAPPENED-BECAUSE EITHER JIM WILLIAMS
DOES NOT WANT SUCH MEETINGS OR HIS BOSSES (THE MAJOR
NRMA MEMBERS) DON'T WANT THEM.
RThought: Perhaps this is the time for a firm such as JCPenney to take a lead.
Vendors have fewer problems with Penneys and Sears—nothing approaching
the problems they have with department and specialty stores. They also have
fewer problems with discounters—but only a few discounters (Zayre, for example) are members of NRMA.
It is my feeling that if the Chairman of JCPenney and the Chairman of Zayre
told Jim Williams that they think a retailer/vendor conference such as was
held January 10, 1978 should be as much a permanent part of the NRMA annual meeting as the Small Retailer Luncheon or the Association of Buying Office Luncheon—it would soon come into being.
And when there is dialogue, there is change.
I have had reason to review the Dun & Bradstreet reports on a number of our
fine, major department store chains and the most common rating is 5A3!
For those who are not familiar with D&B ratings, 5A indicates estimated financial strength of over $50 million. 3 indicates a "Fair" composite credit
appraisal. That is on a scale of 1 = High, 2 = Good and 4 = Limited. Many vendors limit sales to 3rd column firms except for the majors.
On the other hand, I see a number of D&B ratings on smaller firms, firms I
take pride in their vendor relations. They may have a smaller net worthT
however, they are rated "High" (1st column) in composite credit appraisal—
and a large number of them virtually never have anything shown in the past
due column.

Emporium-Capwell: Once again I was in search of ribbons for
the Sharp typewriter—and E-C had advertised that it had Sharp
typewriters. My first problem was that I had not been in the
180,000 sq. ft. Walnut Creek store for some time. I didn't
^all where typewriters were. I headed for the escalators
/wing that there would be a directory there. There wasn't,
either was there on the first or second or third floor. I tried
the third floor knowing that TVs are usually there and thought
that electronic typewriters would be with the TV sets (as at
Macy's). They weren't. They were on the street floor in
stationery!

C

I did find the typewriters but it was strictly teach yourself. No
one even came close to me although I was playing with
machines that sell for $200 to $500. I found the instruction
book and taught myself. Then I waited in line to make my purchase. While I was waiting, I noticed a copy of an ad with a
picture of the typewriter that I was buying—the Panasonic
RK-T40—at $249, and the price on the machine I was buying
was $349.1 asked why the price was higher, and the clerk said
the one on sale was the RK-T35. On looking at the ad she did
admit the ad had the wrong picture. The word description was
sufficiently imprecise that it could have applied to either
machine. I was not iii a mood to try to get the $349 machine
for $249.
RThought: How can the buyer run the wrong picture? I did
buy a couple of extra ribbons and was careful to note there
were more in stock. I hope E-C will still have them when I
need some more. In all, I was spending over $800 and did not
get the expected service nor expected availability of ribbons.

table with computers will increase. But you and I know that it
is not a function of change on our part but replacement for us.
When one breaks out the use of ATMs by age bracket, one
sees the different story. In the 20-30 age group a much higher
percentage have ATM cards, and of those who have them a
much higher percentage use them regularly. If one looks at our
"population replenishment process," it is easy to see that the
"wall" might move 1 % to 2% a year. In other words, the wall
might be at 38%-43% five years from now. But that will not
mean that the banks have done any better at selling (forcing?)
the use of ATMs to their customers.
The story of the ATM is a perfect prediction of the acceptance
of Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) in retail stores. The inhibiting factor may well be the present top retail
management—people who still may not use ATM cards at
their local bank and who, if they were in their 50s in the
1920s, would not have learned to drive a car.
Banks have tried, without great success, prizes and premiums
for using their ATMs. Some have offered free passes to
movies, entering their name in a sweepstakes contest each time
they use the ATM, trying to introduce a charge for using a
human, 1-head, 2-arms, 2-legs teller—and more.
RThought: I am reminded of the prescription for curing the
common cold. If you take the best medicine available, you can
cure it in seven days; otherwise, it will hang on for a week.
EFT will be introduced, taken out, tried again, kept by a few.
Gradually some people will learn to use it and like it. The next
time a retailer introduces EFT, those trained people will pick it
up again and some new ones will be converted.

c

WHEN WILL ELECTRONIC FUNDS
TRANSFER ARRIVE?
Technology available has always been ahead of the public's
appetite for technological wonders. Society may change over
the years, but it may only be a reflection of replacing the people who make up society rather than getting people to change.
When the automobile came on the scene, it made a dramatic
change in our society—but there were many people who were
in their 50s during the 1920s who never learned to drive. Today it is a rarity to find someone who does not know how to
drive—and it is more likely to reflect economic or physical
restrictions than the lack of being venturesome.
We are constantly deluged with the miracles of modern
technology as it affects retailing. Electronic selling in the
home is one such technological advance, the arrival of which
during the "next 10 years" has been forecast regularly since
the 1960s. .Yet people, for some reason, are not rushing to
buy-by-TV in their homes.
Perhaps the experience of banks with automatic teller
machines will help retailers to understand the problems of introducing technology for people who know how to use and
may be very satisfied with the old system. ATMs have been on
the scene for about 20 years—yet bankers talk about the ' '33 %
wall"—on average only a third of bank customers use ATMs.
At this point we should look at what is happening with the use
of computers—a much more complex information device than
an ATM. Young people take to it like ducks to water—while
fiany RT readers have never operated a computer. As some of
i disappear at the old-age end of our society and are replaced
(perhaps only partially replaced as our birth rate continues to
decline), the percentage of people who are comfortable with

LJ

But like a cold, the process^probably cannot be accelerated. I
think the acceptance of ATMs and ATM cards looked something like this over the past 20 years:
Year
1971
1976
1981
1986

% Accounts
with Cards % Cards Used Regularly

3%
10%
25%
40%

50%
45%
40%
70%

(the pioneers)
(forced distribution)
(gradual growth)
(momentum gathering)

% of Total
Transactions
1.5%
4.5%
10.0%
28.0%

RThought: Lucky Stores has introduced E-Z Checkout (TM)
locally. It accepts ATM cards from five major California
banks. I tried it during the first days. Customers will quickly
learn how to "swipe" their own credit card through the reader
(including, illogically, having to put the card in upside down
so the mag strip can be read) and a slightly different procedure
than they have on their own ATM. HOWEVER, LUCKY
STORES WILL HAVE TO DO ITS PART—the ribbon must
be changed in the EFTPOS terminal more often so that the
customers can read the amount of the tape in order to enter the
"check" in their checkbook. In my case, with the heavy printing of ads on the reverse side (revenue to Lucky Stores) and
thin paper used (economy), it was virtually impossible to read
the amount of the transaction. I was interested that there were
19 digits in the transaction identification number. Think about
a customer making a phone call inquiry about the transaction!
On a second visit two weeks later, the new "regular" users
(women shoppers) made the entry directly in their checkbook
as they would have if they had written a check.
THE REVCO BUYOUT
I did not study the REVCO DS 1986 Annual Report too closely until I noticed the inconsistency in reporting the market
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range: 1986 was quoted between $39.88 and $23.13, while
1985 was quoted as between $22.50 and $32.88. When all are
part of a single table, most firms consistently show all listings
with either the high or low listed first.
Then I looked closer, having received the announcement of the
signing of a definitive merger agreement with Anac Holding
for $38.50 per share (up from $33.00 cash plus $3 in preferred
stock). It announced "the acquisition of Revco by a group of
investors led by Revco's Chairman and CEO, Sidney Dworkin
and COO William B. Edwards" just as though they were
strangers.
Have they spent the past months working first for their
stockholders or first for themselves? It is true that the price is
now better than when Dworkin first offered the proposal to
himself. The was price in the $23-$30 range for the first three
quarters of REVCO's 1986 fiscal year—but the timing may
have been right for another reason.
REVCO bought Odd Lot Trading for about $100 million in
May 1984 and reported losses of about $9.5 million AFTER
TAXES in fiscal years May 1985 and May 1986. Despite that,
REVCO did show an increase in earnings per share for the
year ending May 1986 of 62%.
It appears that Mr. Dworkin will increase his percentage of
ownership in an even more leveraged company (total debt-to
equity was 1.5 to 1 at May 1986 against a .9 to 1 ratio a year
earlier). And stockholders will be cashed out at $38.50.
I would hate to call the basic financing (public subordinated
debt and preferred stock) "junk" in view of its prestigious
financial adviser, Salomon Brothers. However, the announcement does not indicate that either of these instruments will be
convertible. The big profit is going to be made by New York
Life and J. P. Morgan Investment Management, who will
have convertible preferred as will Dworkin, Edwards et al.
RThought: Had REVCO not purchased Odd Lot Trading,
earnings might have been even higher for the year ending May
1986 and the stock price also higher. That situation might have
been helped by selling Odd Lot some time ago. Odd Lot, I
suspect, will be sold as quickly as possible after the deal to
start paying down the heavy debt, at high interest, that will be
incurred in this move so beneficial to the management.
Note that Macy's is selling its
(only part of its real estate)
$200-$300 million. The ability
to the public stockholders
stockholders.

interest in 9 shopping centers
at a profit in the range of
to do this was never "disclosed
when Macy's had public

Program, this was quantified—people whose tax refunds could
be intercepted to pay off delinquent loans:
Agency
Small Business Administration
Dept. of Housing and Urban
Development
Department of EducationGuaranteed Student Loans
Veterans Administration
Dept. of AgricultureRural Housing

Number of
People

$ Millions

43,000

$124/

25,000

146^

1,000,000
400,000
12,000

no estimate
200
50

RThought: Form your own opinion about the significance of
these figures. No figures were given showing the millions who
pay their debts. The Refund Intercept Program was originally
established to collect past-due child support payments. Since
1981 $223 million has been intercepted involving 460,000
child support cases.
J. W. Robinson's sets a new world record— it advertised
Christmas 1986 on June 26, 1986—one day less than six
months ahead of time. The item? A $30 Orrefors reindeer that
has maple leaves and "1986" on the side. RThought: Will it
break its Easter ad in September? (The ad was spotted by Marshall Kline, RT's "observer in residence" in Los Angeles.)
The unique "public" company—Publix Super Markets,
Inc. Can you imagine the price of stock in a public company
remaining at the same figure month after month? But the
Publix Annual Report states, "The market price for 1985 was
$15 per share until the third quarter when it was increased to
$16 per share." Year-end book value was about $10 per share.
Out of 40,000—7,000 Publix employees own virtually all of
the stock, and "substantially all transactions" are vf
Melbourne Shopping Centers, Inc., an associated compal
which sets the price not more often than quarterly.
WORDS FROM 1984—
DO WE HAVE NEWSPEAK TODAY?
In 1984 we took pleasure in telling ourselves that what was
forecast for the book 1984 had not arrived. But were we right?
NEWSPEAK said such things as:
War is Peace
Freedom is Slavery
Ignorance is Strength

RThought: Please remember that these leveraged and/or
management buyouts are all legal and above board. It is
sanctioned by general accounting principles, the SEC and the
FTC, and by teachers in schools that grant MB As. On the
other hand, using information for private gain like Mr. Levine
did to the extent of $12.5 million is against the law and will put
him in jail.

What about our current NEWSPEAK? Our most powerful
atomic missile, the MX, was named "The Peacemaker."
When people pointed out that "Peacemaker" was the name of
a famous Colt revolver that was used violently to win the
West, the MX was re-named the "Peacekeeper." Thus our
own NEWSPEAK is:
"Our most powerful killer of people is our Peacekeeper."

Yet it seems that the management of REVCO is using insider
information even more than Mr. Levine did.

In 1984 the most feared arm of government was the "Thought
Police"—once you were in their hands they treated you brutally, forced a confession and then killed you. They always killed
you. But they did it with brutality. And our "Thought
Police"? The Administration that manipulates us by controlled
"leaks" to the press demanded but did not get the right/
subject all government employees to lie detector tests. Are(
trying to create our own Thought Police just a little later thV.
19841

SHORT SHORTS
How many chiselers are there? One of the oft-cited criticisms
of the federal government is the number of people who do not
pay their loans. In setting up the Federal Tax Refund Intercept
4 — RETAILING TODAY — SEPTEMBER 1986
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OCTOBER 1986
CORRECTION/OMISSION
In the September 1986 front-page article "Ethics by
Example" the following line, which should have appeared at
the end of the article, was inadvertently omitted:
(Extracted from a specially researched article in the
April 27, 1986 WASHINGTON POST)
I would not want readers to think this was original research by
RT. The full article covered more than 100 members of the
present Administration.

YOU WOULD THINK THAT NORDSTROM'S
SHOULD GO BROKE
As I read the daily papers (Wall Street Journal, San Francisco
'"'hronicle, The (Oakland) Tribune, Contra Costa Times and
i Benton County Daily Democrat (Arkansas)—my assistant
»;ads WWD and DNR for me—I am aware that virtually all
store advertising is "yell instead of sell."
The Contra Costa Times is the main advertising medium for
Sunvalley (Concord, CA) and Broadway (Walnut Creek, CA)
shopping centers. Anchors at Sunvalley are Sears, JCPenney,
Macy's and Emporium-Capwell (with Mervyn's next door,
Best Products just beyond Mervyn's and K mart, Gemco and
Toys " R " Us across the street). Broadway is anchored by
Emporium-Capwell, Nordstrom's and I. Magnin.
Midweek and Sundays, tabs galore drop out of the papersSears, JCPenney, Macy's, E-C, K mart, Gemco, Montgomery Ward's, Longs Drugs, Thrifty Drugs, Payless Drugs,
Handyman, Grossman's, and four or five smaller ones. And
on Monday, usually by itself, is the Mervyn's tab.
The tabs plus the run-of-the-press for the above stores stress
nothing but price—35% off the entire department, 50% off the
line, 55% off mattresses. Nobody, apparently, can sell
anything except by cutting the price. Comparisons—honest,
marginally honest and dishonest—appear in most of the ads.
It is seldom that, among the stores listed, I ever see an ad that
says, "This is what the product is. This is what it does. This is
the value of the article to you. This is the price. You should
come in and buy it." Once we were told to sell the sizzle
rather than the steak; now we are to understand that you only
sell by claiming savings that may or may not be real.
* v e talk about the "informed" shopper. If the shopper was so
'ormed, it would not be necessary to use so many cut prices
^r the "informed" shopper to recognize the value being
presented. It seems that the "informed" shopper is only informed about food items because it is only Safeway, Lucky,
Albertson, Alpha Beta and local supermarket ads that need no
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THE KEY FACTORS NEEDED
TO ESTABLISH ETHICAL CONDUCT
Kirk Hansen, Lecturer on Ethics at Stanford Business
School, told an extra large turnout of the Stanford San
Francisco Luncheon Club that there were just 10 key factors needed to establish ethical conduct in a business
environment:
1. A commitment to ethics by senior management.
2. Clear standards of conduct.
3. Ongoing communications throughout the business.
4. Awards for ethical conduct—and include ethical
conduct as a major factor in the personnel evaluation
process.
5. An in-house ombudsman as a safety valve—people
who feel that unethical things are being done in the company need an intermediary through which to express
their concerns without fear of retaliation.
6. Sponsoring the task of applying ethical standards to
the work of every employee.
7. Training that helps employees analyze the ethical
implications of complex situations.
8. Incentives for ethical behavior rather than the more
frequent incentives that reward people for cutting corners and sometimes even for being outright dishonest.
9. Working toward ethical conduct. This is not a onetime process but must be a continuing process, day after
day, week after week, year after year.
10. Clear definition of staff responsibility and oversight
responsibilities.
RThought: There are ethical people everywhere if we just
observe carefully. Recently I was picking up a small pizza
(with pepperoni) at Freddie's, our hometown parlor that
outdoes the chains. It is always hectic at the pickup register.
The man ahead of me left with 2 large pizzas—but a few
minutes later he was back putting a $1 bill on the counter
and saying, ' T forgot to pay for the beer'' he had had while
waiting.

comparative prices—because the "informed" shopper is "informed" enough to say about a food item, "That is a good
value."
I thought about this when a local report said the 197,000 sq. ft.
Nordstrom store in the Broadway Shopping Center did $37
million in 1985 (compared with about half of that when the
same building was a Bullock's store). But I never see any
Nordstrom ads. It should be going broke.

A check with the annual report showed some startling figures:
>retax profit as % of sales
^fter-tax profit as % of sales
Vfter-tax profit as % of
beginning of the year equity

Nordstrom

Macy's

Carter
Hawley Hale*

6.71%
3.85

8.53%
4.19

1.76%
1.21

16.20

7.28

18.43

•Parent of Emporium-Capwell

RThought: I would guess that the retail industry consists of
1% of the firms providing leadership, 25% copying and 74%
deteriorating. Our airlines are supported by the 25% copiers
who, on the announcement of something new, will immediately jump on a plane and dash out to look. Let a major store announce that it has put furniture on the first floor, and the 25%
copiers will immediately respond by saying, "They're stupid"
and then go see for themselves. The 74% who are deteriorating probably missed the story, so their thinking was not
stimulated.
But for some reason retailers don't jump in their car to go see
how, without false comparison pricing, Nordstrom's manages
to get a better return on beginning equity and $185 sales per
gross square foot of space.

ABUSE OF NUMBERS—
BY CORNELL HOME STUDY PROGRAM
I have always thought well of the Cornell Home Study Program conducted primarily for the supermarket industry—but
also of value to other mass merchandisers. The image was hurt
when I saw how they presented the results of an Industry
Video Use Survey.

Since the sample is only 202, the percentages shown should
not have more than 2 digits and thus reported as 94%.
All through the report figures were abused in this manner.
RThought: If a major school like Cornell doesn't understan(
the limitations on the use of percentages, one can begin to
understand why accountants and CPA firms show such little
knowledge of the use of percentages.
In addition, the entire survey is based on a response rate of
about 1 in 6 which probably indicates that the sample is not
truly representative of the universe being studied.
WE CAN'T AFFORD WHAT WE W A N T WHEN WE MUST PAY FULL PRICE
Retailing has been heavily impacted by the many forms of offprice outlets. It started with the department stores in the
1880-1920 period. It was repeated with the supermarket starting in the Depression years. It continued with the discount
store, the furniture warehouse, the catalog/showroom, the
food warehouse, off-price apparel, the Price Club, Home
Depot DIY stores, hypermarches and the list will go on.
There has been no major revolution of full-price retailing in
the post-World War II period, but in our personal life we have
been heavily impacted by full-price services and wonder today
if we can afford the services we want when we have to pay full
price.
For generations, school teachers were expected to live at a
substandard level while they "sacrificed" their standard of
living for the privilege of teaching our children.
^ -

I am absolutely aghast that a reputable university does not have
the slightest idea of how to use numbers. Just because it has the
ability to compute percentages to many decimal places does
not mean that it should show to the entire world its gross ignorance about the use of numbers.

For generations, nurses and hospital staff were expected toy
live at a substandard level while they "sacrificed" their standard of living for the privilege of being a Florence
Nightingale.

Let me show what Cornell did. From the top of the first chart:

For generations, musicians in our symphony orchestras and
performers in our opera houses were expected to live at a
substandard level for the privilege of practicing their art.

Retail

# Respondents 117

Drug
Wholesale Restaurant Chain

47

19

19

Industry
Average

50.50

Note: The 50.50 is the sum of:
117 -H 47 + 1 9 + 1 9 = 202 -s- 4 = 50.50. The number has no
significance since more than half of the replies came from one industry.

% Using video

94.87

91.49

89.47

94.74

92.64

Note: The whole numbers reporting using video equipment are:
111
43
17
18

It is a gross misrepresentation to show 18 out of 19 as 94.74%.
If a 10-place calculator were used, it could have appeared even
more accurate: 94.73684210%. Any use of percentages to
represent fractions of a universe of 19 can only be significantly
reported to the closest 5 %. To be presented in an honest set of
figures, 18 out of 19 should be shown as approximately 95%.
What is even worse is that the percentages were averaged to
get the 92.64%:
94.87% + 91.49% + 89.47% + 94.74% = 370.57% -s- 4 = 92.64%.

The combined average is more correctly represented by adding the whole numbers together:
111 + 43 + 17 + 18 = 189 -s- 202 = 93.56%.
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RThought: I guess society can't really afford the necessities it
demands—schools, medical services and the musical arts—
when it has to pay "manufacturers' list prices."
HOW MUCH DOES IT COST TO SELL
IMPORTS AS "MADE IN AMERICA"?
Sears doesn't know yet. On September 11, 1986, following a
complaint by a housewife that imported goods were being sold
as "Made in USA," Sears signed an agreement to pay the
Missouri Attorney General for investigating the case and
agreed to offer 400,000 credit card customers in Missouri a refund. All would be notified that some clothing items they
bought were not, as advertised, "Made in USA." Mary
Sanders ordered a flannel shirt in November 1985 that was
advertised as made in the United States—but it was marked
"Made in Peru." She returned it saying it was not made in the
USA as advertised, so Sears sent her a replacement marked
' 'Made in Taiwan"! She returned it and cancelled the order. In
the Sanders family the kids can only buy "Made in USA."
Her daughter ordered "Made in USA" tank tops—which we
not.
The Missouri Attorney General ordered 10 "Made in USA"

FEATURE REPORT
ARE NEW CONCEPT RETAILERS LIKE
JAPANESE MANUFACTURERS?
FORBES (Oct. 6, 1986—60 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY
$42/yr but probably sold at 50% less through various
promotions—just wait for the sale) under the title Economic
Darwinism reports an interview with James Abegglen, author
of Kaisha: The Japanese Corporation.

stay alive. With a slower growth rate today, they do not have
the heavy cost of reinvesting in order to increase market share.

Abegglen founded the Boston Consulting Group office in
Japan in 1967. He is retired and now lives and teaches in
Japan.

In the days that I was working closely with Mervyn's (from
$1.4 to $360 million a year, a 21-year period with 30% per
year compounded annual growth), we knew that if we could
maintain the internal ratios of our balance sheet we could
finance that growth if we had 30% per year retained earnings
on our equity (we exceeded that).

Based on a survey he made, he drew a comparison between the
objectives of U.S. and Japanese manufacturing companies and
found the following:

RThought: One of the arguments we had with "market experts" is better understood in terms of wanting Merv to concentrate on increasing the price of the stock.

Priority

U.S.

Japan

ROI
Stock price
Market share

Market share
Profitability
Reinvest in new products

In many U.S. companies a major objective is to increase the
dividend paid every year, thus limiting their ability to either
reinvest in new products or to invest in other ways to increase
market share.
Let's now turn to what happens in retailing. Management
Horizon has been reporting for years that most retailers do not
retain enough return on equity to permit them to maintain
market position. Part of this shortfall is because they pay out
vidends when they should keep the money in the company.
The table below shows for the 10 largest general merchandise
retailers the dividends paid out during 1985 as a percentage of
their 1985 earnings per share. It is arranged in order of sales
increase for the first 30 weeks of the current year (right-hand
column):
Dividend/
Share

Paid Out

%

Sales Increase
First 30 Weeks

$1.16
Wal-Mart
1.61
Zayre
May Dept Stores 2.69
Dayton Hudson
2.92
Melville
3.90

$ .13
.22
.92
.76
1.44

11%
14
34
26
37

42.0%
32.6
12.5
10.7
10.5

1.73
3.00
5.31
5.88
3.53

1.36
1.35
2.36
2.50
1.76

Company

K mart
Associated
JCPenney
Federated
Sears

Earned/
Share

79
45
44
43
50

6.9
6.4
6.1
4.4
2.5

Note that as the percentage of profit paid out goes up, the rate
of growth tends to be smaller.
Abegglen used the Japanese marketing of the pocket calculator
as an example. For six or seven years the market grew at the
rate of 135% per year! When a company like Casio wanted to
increase market share from 10% to 30%, it had to grow at two
to three times that rate.
The rapid growth of the market attracted new suppliers—the
~>tal number grew from 2 or 3 to more than 20 but is now
•wn to 5 or 6. Those that did not gain market share went
jroke. But those that now remain are making money at their
present volumes due to the efficiency they had to develop to

They told us that there were many institutional investors that
could only invest in stocks that paid dividends. If we would
just pay a dividend, the increased institutional attractiveness
would result in a higher price for our shares.
From our viewpoint, if we paid out 20% of earnings, then our
increase in sales would be limited to 24% per year, and we
thought that was not beneficial to all of our shareholders. If we
tried to maintain our growth, we would have to sell additional
stock and thus dilute the existing shareholders and that would
not benefit them. Finally, we didn't think the institutions could
make as much money on the dividends we would pay them as
we would make keeping the money in our business.
RThought: The magic of moving from growth to non-growth
was well recognized by us. In the pre-public days, when Merv
Morris owned all of Mervyn's and it represented about 95% of
his net worth, we worried about what would happen in case he
died. We had a simple plan. We would stop all expansion,
eliminate the cost of carrying extra people to open future
stores, eliminate all the pre-opening and start-up expenses and
this plan would double our profits.
I could then take the company to prospective buyers and say,
"See, we doubled our profits without Merv. He wasn't so important after all." But we had to sell the company quickly
because the next year the profit growth would be small.
RThought: We see the "pocket calculator" syndrome in
many new forms of retailing. K mart is going for market share
with Builders Square and making no money. It may never
make any money unless it is also develops its efficiency. Ross
Stores is going for rapid growth, but an investor does not know
what the level of profits will be when the growth rate slows
(perhaps to 20% per year) and the mature stores (i.e., yielding
high profits) represent more of their sales volume. A number
of clones of Price Club and Home Depot are already
liquidated/ing or are in Chapter 11. They know how those
pocket calculator manufacturers in Japan felt that did not survive. And those unfortunate Japanese companies probably said
what the failed/failing retail concept retailers say—if we just
had a little more money; if we just had a little more time; if we
just got to a viable size; if . . . .
And the amazing thing is the amount of venture and public
market money made available to firms that are going to start
out running at top speed—without really knowing where they
are headed or what the weather will be along the track.
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FEATURE REPORT
NAME THIS RETAILER
In reading the annual report of this $4 billion retailer, I noted
with interest the following statements:
From the report of the management:
In order to meet competition and maintain market share,
our promotional markdowns were extensive in the last half
of FY 84. We had one sale a week, strengthened sales promotions, increased specials in high demand items and expanded unbeatable pricing under the "Spectacular
Specials" program.
In the year ahead, we will also explore expanding services
such as a discount telephone center, eye examinations,
world mail centers, Dolby sound systems in selected
theaters and mass merchandising flower centers.
In 1985 we want to increase service to our customers, hold
down prices, maintain overall savings, improve our
facilities and increase [our profit].
Excerpts from the body of the annual report:
Marketing effort has traditionally been divided between
retail and services. In 1984, this important function was
consolidated under the Sales Management [department].
[Our] advertising also underwent intensive refinement to
improve effective communications with our customers.
Store revitalization continued to be stressed in existing and
new operations as a means of improving productivity and
customer service.
. . . the Price Leader Program was merged into the Extra
Value program. It continued to include 133 basic, highdemand health and beauty aid products.
At the end of FY 84, there were 210 items with our private
label.
Point-of-sale scanning systems are now installed in 46 main
stores. During 1985 an additional 42 stores will receive the
system.
We distributed 500,000 copies of our catalog from which
we filled 899,965 shipments with an average value of
$69.07 for a total of $62.2 million.
We also expanded the assortment of fashion clothing and
accessories for young men in 1984.
Misses Prestige Coordinates sportswear, which includes
jackets, skirts, pants, blouses and sweaters, was the largest
volume category in ladies' ready-to-wear.
To insure that we accomplish our mission of merchandise
and services at uniformly low prices, the independent Annual Retail Price Comparison Survey was conducted by
A. C. Nielsen Company.
With 53.5% of our customers comprised of single people, a
"singles only" survey was conducted.

Recognizing that Hispanics desire music in Latin Rhythm
or Spanish Lanugage, a Hispanic music survey was co(
ducted.
The office automation and voice communications functions
were transferred to the Management Information Systems
Division. This set the stage for the combination of voice
communications with product data processing and data
communciations. A data processing Information Center
was established to put controlled computing capability into
the hands of the end user.
We obtained 94 acres of land as the site for a $60 million,
1-million square foot distribution center to be completed in
1987.
The Rockwell Tripmaster trip recording system, which
monitors the over-the-road tractor fleet, was fully implemented. The system reduced fuel consumption by
$256,000 and personnel costs by $60,000 annually.
Elsewhere in the report:
Sales including concession sales of $4.9 billion.
Gross Margin of 23.6%.
Selling, general and administration expenses of 21.2%.
Concession and other income of 2.9%.
Earnings of $236 million and dividends of $118 million.
Current ratio of 2.3 to 1.
% return on average net assets of 19.5% (5 prior years
were 20.1% to 23.6%).
RT ANSWER: This well-run, profitable retailer is the Ann
and Air Force Exchange Service. You can write to it at P.O
Box 660202, Dallas, TX 75266-0202 for a copy of the annual
report audited by Alexander Grant. Its year, like that of most
large retailers, ends in January.
The dividends amounted to $87.71 per Army and Air Force
service member (an increase from $84.59 for the prior year).
This money funds much of the recreational activities for those
servicemen. As a former unit commander, I can vouch for the
importance of this money in maintaining good morale. NO
TAX FUNDS ARE EXPENDED FOR UNIT OR CENTRAL
WELFARE FUNDS. When you are sitting on Leyte or in
Abadan, Iran or Nouasseur AFB outside Casablanca, as I have;
or even when training a unit at Tinker Field (Oklahoma City),
Warner Robbins (Georgia), Lakeland (FLorida), Stimson
Field (San Antonio, Texas) and more, as I have—the Unit
Fund is very important to troop morale.
Thus, the Army and Air Force Exchange Service is
important—both for operating an efficient retail operation and
putting the profit from the operation to good use.

SHORT SHORTS
What happens when a retailer gets into Congress? Senator
Rudy Boschwitz (R-Minn), founder of Plywood Minnesota,
Inc. (10 stores—about $30 million sales) brought an adaption of
"coupons" to fund raising. If you promise at least $1,000
over the next five years (he runs for re-election in 1990), you
get special stamps to put on your letters to him that permit his
staff to identify "the important" material. You also are eligiRETAILING TODAY — OCTOBER 1986

ble for a three-day trip to Washington "offered at cost"
(remember the story of the retailer who was asked how he
could stay in business by selling at cost and he explained that
he bought at below cost?) that includes meeting the Senator^
RThought: I guess we have to classify our other retailer
Senator, Barry Goldwater (R-Ariz), as the Nordstrom of
politics—he never had to offer coupons to attract followers.

items and 3 were imported. A check of Kansas City stores
showed 41 items advertised as "Made in USA" which were
not.
RThought: Sears might call Wal-Mart to find out that flannel
shirts are now being made in the U.S.—and they might like to
do a bit of business in Arkansas. Then, JCPenney might take a
careful look at the merchandise clustered under American
flags and signs proclaiming American Fashions. I am willing
to take an even money bet that the majority of the garments are
not made in the U.S.
But most of all, I cannot understand why Sears only notifies
its Missouri customers—certainly many Kansans shopped in
Kansas City, MO and many Ulinoisians shopped in St. Louis.
Apparently, nothing will be done until the Kansas and/or Illinois Attorney General takes on Sears.
Is this part of Sears' "Store of the Future"? Take the
customers however you can; give it back only when compelled
to by the law. Then mount a program to get government off
our back.

DO YOU WANT TO HELP
YOUR CUSTOMERS SUE YOU?
And at bargain prices? That is one reason why a major retailer
turned down the kind offer of SafeCard to provide the prepaid
Hyatt Legal Services (backed by H & R Block) as a fringe
benefit on its credit card. Now Comp-U-Card International
(CUC) is offering prepaid legal services through Jacoby &
Meyers which will make it easy for the cardholders to sue
either CUC or Bank One which provides a bancard for CUC
• members.
(

RTbought: On one hand retailers complain about our litigious
society (we now have slightly more than one attorney for every
400 man, woman and child in the U.S.), and now as retailers
we want to make it easier for people to sue. This is nothing
more than the sloppy thinking that produces people who think
they are great merchants because they can make a few cents
extra off their charge customers without thinking the matter
through.
Forty years ago it was the same mentality that found great
profit in pay toilets (Remember that? Do you still have them?
California, in 1974, passed a law popularly described as "Prohibit Pay Potties in Public Places" and most private industry
has backed off). Or recall the wonders, some fifteen years ago,
of making a few bucks by stealing credit balances on charge
accounts. That ended with an amendment to Truth-inLending.
RThought: If retailers were truly interested in (1) reducing
the amount of litigation, (2) responding to complaints of their
own customers and (3) generating good will (I think all three
points are accepted as desirable steps), they would establish an
independent ombudsman (Note: Could be the same person
identified in point 5 in Box on front page) within their
organization who would have authority to resolve promptly all
consumer disputes not settled through regular channels. Why
do we leave to the newspapers (and their Action Lines) and the
radio stations (and their Call for Action services) the resolurion of disputes we should settle ourselves? In large organizations it could be handled through an 800-telephone number.
But it must be (1) independent, (2) competent, (3) independent, (4) backed by management, (5) independent, (6) . . . .

a

DID YOU GET YOUR SPECIAL RULE
UNDER THE TAX REFORM ACT?
What is a special rule? Most of the special exemptions or
"transition rules" do not name the beneficiary; to quote The
New York Times, the companies are "disguised in the statutory language of the bill.'' I can give you an example from ancient California history. There once was a very low limit on
the number of notary publics that could be licensed in citycounties with a population between 500,000 and 750,000; in
all other counties there was no limit. San Francisco was the
only city-county and the only county with a population between 500,000 and 750,000. Thus in San Francisco the charge
to notarize documents was $2.00 against 50c in all other areas
of California (I am talking in 1930 dollars).
The existence of the practice of "transition rules" came to
light during the joint committee meetings on the Tax Reform
Bill, and we were told there were more than 250 special exemptions but only a few cases were identified. After the House
passed the conference bill and before the Senate voted, Senator
Howard Metzenbaum asked Senator Bob Packwood, chairman
of the Senate Finance Committee, to release the total list of
beneficiaries before the Senate began debate. The published
list, which is only "95% to 96% complete" and does not include some "generic" (applicable to many taxpayers) rules,
showed 268 "Old Rules" and, as a tribute to the lobbying industry in Washington, 381 "New Rules" for a total of 649
listed by name—private business, governmental and non-profit
institutions, together with the estimated tax loss involved.
The listed savings exceed $7.5 billion although no amount was
listed on about a third of the 649 cases. And this does not include the savings in what is called the "generic" special rules
which may save large amounts for a relatively small (fewer
than 500) number of taxpayers. I could identify only two
retailers: Brendle's, Inc. (no savings) and Otasco (for years
part of Household Merchandise but recently sold off and then
sold again in leveraged buyouts—tax savings $22 million).
However, a good number of shopping centers or prospective
shopping centers appeared to have special rules: Trolley
Square, Salt Lake City ($1 million), Fort Worth Town Square
($3 million), Charleston (WV) Town Center Garage ($4
million), Strawberry Square, Harrisburg (PA) ($2 million),
Atlanta Underground ($14 million), Towne Square Project,
Dalton (GA) (negligible) and Rouse Corp projects in Portland
(OR), New Orleans, Jacksonville (FL), Miami, Baltimore and
Owings Mills (MD) ($10 million).
There are some other interesting ones. Mr. Iacocca complains
about the move to change (to the benefit of Ford and General
Motors) the present CAFE (Company Average Fuel Economy) rules. He saved $78 million on plants in Illinois and
Missouri and $59 million on the joint Chrysler-Mitsubishi
plant. General Motors saved only $44 million on some special
tools and Ford was not listed at all.
Sport stadiums are very important, I guess. There were special
rules for sport stadiums (should be stadia) in St. Louis, Atlanta, Baltimore and New York (savings of $16 million each),
Los Angeles Coliseum ($12 million), San Antonio ($8 million)
and at least 16 more. Convention centers follow behind them.
RThought: But to keep everything even, quiet and peaceful, I
should point out that there is also a $1 million savings for the
Tranquility Irrigation District in California!
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AS GOES CALIFORNIA, SO GOES THE NATION
For many years there was a political slogan "As goes Maine,
so goes the nation"—until Alf Landon lost to Franklin D.
Roosevelt in 1936 and only Vermont followed Maine. The
slogan was then revised to "As goes Maine, so goes
Vermont."
Commercial Service System, which puts out an elaborate projection of losses from shop-stealing, projected to the closest
dollar (1985 was $973,565,555—not even possibly as high as
$973,565,900) based almost entirely on what happens in
Southern California. When it produced its miracle of figures
for 1985, it was proudly announced that shoplifting had declined in the United States for the second consecutive year!
RThought: The experts at Commercial Service Systems obviously feel that the pangs of depression felt in the energy belt
and the bankruptcy of many farms in the Midwest have no impact on the national figure for shoplifting because those
distressed people did not do any of their shoplifting in
Southern California. Their theory is obvious: "As goes
Southern California, so goes the nation."
On the other hand, if I were the head of Commercial Service
Systems and I knew how stupid the editors of retail trade
publications are and how they hunger for something to fill
space, and if I knew that in the past they had always written a
completely uncritical summary of our annual statement, I
would continue to publish such a report. After all, free space
in the editorial part of publications is worth far more than paid
space. And it can be copied and distributed as authentication of
the figures! ! !

COULD THIS BE YOUR STORE?
Starting years ago when the credit bureaus such as TRW,
TransUnion, Equifax and others were seducing the retailers to
provide to them, without charge, the raw material for a highly
profitable business, they argued—and sold many retailers on
the theory—that bad debts would drop drastically if retailers
would just dump the data in their computers on all accounts
every month into the wide open mouth of the credit bureau's
computer by computer-to-computer communications.
And those wonderful, friendly retailers, far more friendly with
the credit bureau than with the charge customers who provided
up to 70% of their store's total volume, did just that.
And since retailers always have perfect systems, there was absolutely no reason for any human to intervene with the dumping of data which, if wrong, might cause serious inconvenience, if not serious damage, to an honest customer. For example, the miracle retailers could—and I say "could" although
all retailers will argue they never do—make a mistake. Horrors! Perish the thought! How could it happen in great big
billion dollar retailers that the credit department, of all people,
could make a mistake and report the wrong information to a
credit bureau?

but no UPS pickup. Another call tag was requested, still no
pickup. The third call did the trick. The dress which was
kept was paid for in the normal period of time.
"Lo and behold, in the process of purchasing a piece of^~
property, I find that (you have) reported me 60 days slow i(
paying my bills."
This customer had had a charge with that store for only 25
years. He was never notified that he was late nor was his account closed. And the customer doesn't have the slightest idea
how many credit bureaus were given this slanderous material
without checking on the accuracy or where he might find it
kicking up in the future to embarrass him or perhaps deny him
an opportunity to use his personal credit profitably.
RThought: I repeat that it is immoral and unethical, and probably illegal, to have such an inadequate review before sending
out highly personal information on a customer. Top management has a responsibility to see that this does not happen, but
most top managements are inclined to accept the absolute
assurance by MIS and others that it cannot happen.
Do you, as top management, receive a report of each and
every "discovered" error made in credit reporting? It might
be nice if you or someone else at the top of the business sent a
personal note apologizing for the problem your staff caused
your customers.
RThought: What kind of a firm would do this? Would you
believe Saks Fifth Avenue? You'd better—because it did it.
SHORT SHORTS
It pays to pay attention. I offer the following, without com
ment, from the August 1986 Privacy Journal (Box 15300,
Washington, DC 20003 $98/yr):
A Washington business executive apparently failed to select"
a long-distance company when mailed a ballot and so a
company was chosen for him. He was assigned to GTESprint. The executive is William G. McGowan, chairman
of MCI, GTE's arch rival. He is the man who created competition in long-distance services by challenging AT&T.

O

WORDS—FOR INDUSTRY LEADERS TO REMEMBER
Jim Moody, Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of three-quarter billion dollar retailer/wholesaler Hannaford Bros., on completing his first of two years as Chairman
of the Board of the Food Marketing Institute (FMI), said:
"The food industry has been good to me. I want to put
something back into it. I probably spend 20% of my time on
FMI. Although it's time you want to give, it does keep me
from staying in touch with my stores as much as I like. But I
am fortunate, I have a lot of good people here at Hannaford."

Knowing all that, let me quote from a letter to the President of
a billion dollar, give or take a few dollars, national retailer:
" . . .1 purchased from the catalog a blue denim dress as a
gift. Since the sizing was irregular, the original dress had to
be returned and a replacement ordered.

RThought: The unique thing about the socio-economic structure in the United States is that we depend to a large extent
upon people doing something more than just their primary job.
A large part of our military strength is in our citizen/soldiers
(Reserve and National Guard). Many public jobs are filled by
citizen/public servants, particularly in our smaller communities. And the successful business associations, whether a
retail group or a manufacturing group or a professional society, depend upon the citizen/businessman.

"This was handled by telephone, a call tag for UPS was requested. In two weeks the replacement dress was received

Jim Moody put the reason for doing this kind of service exact
ly right when he said, "I want to put something BACK IN."
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Where Can You Get the Facts?
Kathy Mayer, From Nine to Five. October 27, 1986. The Dartnell
Corporation.

<

Paul was asked the number
of reference sources that he
had at the office. He lifted
two fingers. They represented his dictionary and
telephone book. Leslie's
count was a little more impressive. She had a word
division guide and computer
instruction manual.
There is no set number of
reference books that you
ought to have, but maybe
you should be asking if obtaining more sources of faetsat-the-fingertips wouldn't be a sound investment. An
Alias, for example, is always a convenient helper.
To review other sources: Travel guides will give you
information on hotels, prices, and their proximity to
where you want to go. Telephone books for other cities
and Yellow Pages are available for a nominal fee from
the telephone company. Secretaries' handbooks aren't
just for secretaries. They contain a lot of information that
everyone at the office can find useful.
Keep in touch with a local bookstore that has a wellstocked reference section. Scan the shelves from time to
time; new books are always appearing that can serve as
handy reference tools.

To Set the Standards of Conducl
Robert Kahn, Retailing Today,

<

OctoberJ986x.

What does it take to establish ethical conduct in a
business environment? Kirk Hansen, lecturer on ethics
at Stanford Business School, tells what factors are
needed:
• A commitment by senior management to ethics
• Clear standards of conduct and clear definition of
staff responsibilities
• Ongoing communications throughout the business
• Incentives and awards for ethical behavior, including
ethical conduct as a major factor in personnel evaluation
• An in-house ombudsman. One who feels something

unethical is going on needs to talk to an intermediary
without fear of retaliation.
• Training that helps workers analyze ethical implications of complex situations
• Ethical conduct as a continuing process, week after
week, year after year
"You cannot help men permanently by doing for them what they
could and should do for themselves."—Abraham Lincoln.

Prescription for Profits
American Society for Personnel Administration,

News Release.

Nucor Corporation, a major
steel producer, believes that
lean management plus a payfor-production program
equals profits. Nucor's
chairman and chief executive
officer, F. Kenneth Iverson,
told Personnel Administrator how its pay-for-production
scheme works: There are groups of 25 to 35 people doing
some complete task. Production standards are set. If the
group's output exceeds the standard, the workers get extra pay based on the amount of added production. There
is no maximum. Pay is weekly.
A group's bonus normally runs more than 100 percent
above base pay.
Talking about lean management, Iverson says the corporate office has just 16 people and there are only four
management layers in the whole company.
Iverson says a firm's most important characteristic is
probably its number of management layers—and the
fewer, the better. Decisions are speeded up; one is allowed
much better contact with employees.
"Also, we do everything we possibly can to eliminate
any distinction between management people and
everybody else in the company. We all have the same
holidays, we all have the same vacation, the same insurance program, everybody wears the same color
hardhat, we have no assigned parking places, no executive
dining rooms or hunting lodges, and everybody travels
economy class."
Iverson believes that the combination of the firm's
teamwork and pay incentives pays off in a big way with
the amount of steel produced per employee.
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CORRECTION
WILL DEMOCRACY SURVIVE IN YOUR STATE?

In the September RT under "Once Again I Try to Shop," I
reported on buying a Panosonic Electronic Typewriter T40
from Emporium-Capwell and noticed an ad with what I
thought was a picture of the T40 but at $249 instead of the
$3491 was paying. The ad was posted on a column behind the
counter in the department. I wrote, "on looking at the ad, she
[the clerk] did admit the ad had the wrong picture."
Susan Nahagana, Buyer for typewriters at EmporiumCapwell, sent me a copy of the ad that I had seen from a
distance and photos of the T35 and the T40. It is clear that the
photo in the ad is of the T35 which was on sale—and the clerk
apparently did not know her merchandise well enough to correct me at the time we had the discussion.
RThought: I am writing this copy on my T40 and am quite
nleased with it. And I have found a source for ribbons from a
ommercial stationer.

"THOUSANDS HIT GEMCO FOR CLOSEOUT S A L E "

That was the headline, and in the story Sam Nassi was described, from an interview with him, "as a retailer by training
who built White Front Stores into one of the largest discount
chains in the 1960s. He helped liquidate the 44-store chain in
1972 after it went broke following its purchase by Interstate
Stores of New York."
RThought: From the Interstate Department Store's Annual
Report for 1968:
In 1929, the first White Front Store was a small grocery in Los
Angeles. Thirty years later, there were two White Front Stores, both
very successful discount stores for their time, specializing in selling
brand name major appliances at discount prices, operating at a total
annual volume of $20 million. At that point—1959—the two stores
were purchased by Interstate, and the White Front expansion began.
Today [Spring 1969], there are 26 White Front Stores on the West
Coast, with annual volume at the rate of $300 million,

Sam Nassi is not mentioned in that annual report nor in any of
the releases in my file (which I do not represent as complete),
relating to liquidating the White Front and Topps discount
stores by Interstate.
Then there was the following portion of the article about
Gemco:
fc

•

"I think it's a ripoff," said Norman Gerard of Castro Valley. He said
that he priced a color television set at Gemco at $239 a short time ago
that was marked $269 yesterday.

RThought: If so, was this the ethical standards of Lucky
Stores or Sam Nassi? This pattern of raising prices on liquidation shows up far too often in reports from the attorneys

This is being written on Sunday, November 2, before the November 4
election. Thus, it is not influenced by the outcome of the election.
Was your state the same as mine—California? The California Journal,
which describes itself as a monthly "non-partisan, non-ideological
analysis of California government and politics," reported that Governor
Deukmejian would not debate his opponent, Mayor Bradley of Los
Angeles, because "in the governor's mind, [Bradley] was just unworthy to
appear on the same stage with him." Senator Cranston would not debate
his opponent, Congressman Zschau "because [Cranston] says all other
candidates [for Senator] ought to be given a chance." And of Mike Curb,
former Lt. Governor again running for that position, it said, "It's a cinch
Mike, himself, has no thoughts on the subject [of a debate] since he's apparently agreed to put his brain into a blind trust until the close of the
campaign."
California (and most of the United States) expects the smallest percentage
turnout in mis century.
This comes at a time when we presume to "foster" democracy for other
countries while being critical of the quality of their elections. When fewer
than 60 percent of our eligible voters turn out for the election of 435
members of the House of Representatives, 34 Senators and hundreds of
state officials, are we truly a deomocracy? Has our democratic process
become the pavilion for those who feel strongly about getting something
for themselves or denying something to someone else—without any consideration for what is good for their country or state? And did you do
enough to encourage your people to vote?
Did our President, in the last ten days before the election, when he was
crisscrossing the country, trying to protect the Republican majority in the
U . S . Senate, contribute to a better or worse image of democracy in the
United States?
It is a rare case when I feel that either major party candidate for the Senate
or the House of Representatives is a totally unqualified citizen. An individual makes many sacrifices when he goes into politics, not the least of
which is subjecting himself to untrue, malicious and degrading comments
by those who do not agree with him—and these are often eagerly published
by our free press.
I know that most RT readers would never subject themselves to this kind
of treatment—yet readers are willing to give large amounts of money to
people who will indulge in this practice in their donors' names.
President Reagan probably has cast a shadow on our democracy during his
swing—saying things that he must have known were not true about
Democrats offering themselves for office. And when he made these
remarks, he denied the press of that candidate's state a chance to question
him about the accusations, often ones that would be slanderous under different circumstances. It hurts me when I watch on TV supposedly good
American Republicans laughing and applauding such statements by the
President. Then people wonder why the Office of the President no longer
holds the respect that it once held.
RThought: Is this how we assure democracy for another 200 years?
Would our Founding Fathers be proud of our conduct in 1986? Does your
son or daughter want to go into public service in an elected office? And, if
not, who are the people who are to be our representatives in government?
Is your answer to yourself one that you like?
I must go back again (as I do so often) to the slogan that Father Keller gave
The Christophers—"It is better to light one candle than curse the
darkness." Will you light your candle—and do your part—regardless of
your party, to try to end the practice of our major political parties (and
their candidates and political advisers) that want to follow the preachings
of the "Big Lie" set forth by Paul Joseph Goebbels, Hitler's Minister of
Popular Enlightenment and Propaganda, rather than the "Big Good"
preached by Ben Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, Alexander
Hamilton and others who, though they often disagreed, never described
each other as our political leaders are doing today?

general of the 50 states. The FTC, of course, no longer concerns itself with dishonest trade practices.
Lucky raised all prices to what they call "regular" prices for
one week prior to the sale. And then kept them at "regular"
prices from which a percentage discount would be taken. Mr.
Gerard must have missed the $269 "regular" price and only
looked at what Gemco wanted—$239. The opening ad was at
15 percent off, which would have brought the price to
$228.65—$10.35 off the previous "sale" price.
There are three overlooked problems in liquidating a portion
of an ongoing retail firm:
1. The firm wants to maximize the dollars raised from the inventory and equipment to be sold.
2. This results in a contract with the person or firm in charge
of the liquidation that equates compensation with the amount
of money raised. Nothing, to my knowledge, is ever put in
such an agreement relating to the ethical standards to be applied to the representation of former prices or savings—yet
often no mention is made of whether additional merchandise,
perhaps not up to the store's prior quality level, can be brought
in by the liquidator and pawned off as the regular merchandise
of the entity being liquidated. This problem arose in the liquidation of Sakowitz Bros. (In the case of Gemco, I don't think
there was time to do any supplementing.)
3. The management of the firm hiring the liquidator never
gives any thought to the impact that unethical conduct
stimulated by point 2 above will have on its continuing
customers. In the case of Gemco and Lucky, most of the Gemco customers know that it is owned by Lucky Stores; and in
our area, Lucky Supermarkets are Number 2 to Safeway.
Thus, incidents like that experienced by Norman Gerard of
Castro Valley, even without a newspaper article, will be conveyed to many people by word-of-mouth.
RThought: On the assumption that companies liquidating a
portion of their stores do have ethical standards, and I believe
that Lucky fits that test, then top managment, when liquidating
a portion of a business, has a responsibility to set ethical standards to be applied when pricing the inventory.
Does the desire to protect one's job, managing a company that
has not been performing well and is now the target of an unfriendly offer, warrant the abandonment of ethical standards?
Is maximizing money the only goal of management? Is honesty
for top corporate executives something they urge only on their
children? Are boards of directors and top management not
responsible for the conduct of their agents? The questions go
on—but in the case of Lucky Stores, I think one must come up
with the wrong answer to each one. One week at "regular"
prices does not, on many items, provide the right price for
future percentage discounts.

HOW SMALL BUSINESSES STAY IN BUSINESS
I had an afternoon free in New Orleans, and so I wandered
down Canal Street. I saw Maison Blanche with the Godchaux
name added to it. And I wandered through Holmes. I visited
the Fashion Mall with Brooks Brothers and Saks Fifth Avenue
and Benneton and The Limited—and vacancies.
As I walked down Canal Street, I remembered that I needed a
microcassette for my dictating machine, and so I stopped in
one of those wonderful places with 6,000 cameras and electronic gadgets and portable TVs and watches in the window. I
asked if they carried microcassettes, and the salesperson asked
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how many I wanted. When I said, "One," he walked over to
the display and tore a package of two in half and said, "That
will be $3.99." When I asked how much the two would be, he
said, "$6.00," so I took two.

^P

RThought: I asked if he was one of the owners, and he said he
wished he were but was not. I wondered how many nonowners in your store would have done that—split a package
and raised the price just to be sure of getting a $3.99 sale? If I
counted on my fingers, would I get off one hand?
And is the reason why this would not happen in your stores
your fault—with inflexible procedures—rather than the fault of
your salespeople on the floor?

DOES ASSOCIATED PRESS KNOW HOW
TO ARRANGE NUMBERS BY SIZE?
DO NEW YORK TIMES EDITORS KNOW HOW
TO DO THE SAME?
On October 10, 1986, The New York Times published, as
they do every month, to use its words, "Sales by the nation's
major retailers." I have extracted from the article the ranking
of the "major retailers" and the sales figures reported in the
article:
Company
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sears
K mart
JCPenney
Dayton Hudson
Wal-Mart
Federated Dept.
Stores
7. Woolworth
8. May Dept. Store

September Sales

Year to Date

$2.66 billion
2.15 billion
1.14 billion
817.8 million
888 million

$18.5 billion
15.1 billion
7.87 billion
5.62 billion
7.03 billion

905.8 million
585 million
947.9 million*

[not given]
[not given]
[not given]

/

«^

* Includes Associated Dry Goods.

RThought: Do those rankings make sense? Look at the
monthly sales. The fifth largest is larger than the fourth
largest. Then, the sixth largest is larger than either the fourth
or fifth—and finally, the eighth largest is larger than the
seventh, sixth, fifth and fourth largest! ! !
Somebody sat down at some machine and entered those words
and numbers. Someone at The New York Times cut the article as evidenced by the fact that year-to-date figures were not
given for Federated, Woolworth or May. And that person accepted the arrangement by size as shown.
And worst of all—Safeway, Kroger and all other food chains
are not considered "major retailers" even though a couple of
billion dollars (annual rate) of food volume is included in the
Federated Department Store's figure.
This mish-mash has been repeated month after month for
years. Letters to the paper, suggesting they correct it, are not
even acknowledged. And they expect me to accept as "accurate" what is published elsewhere in the paper?
FROM THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF ATTORNEYS GENERAL
t
U. S. Shoe Corporation: The New York Attorney Gener:
settled the case against Casual Corner arising when Casual
Corner "engaged in an illegal sales promotion campaign" by
"falsely advertising that for every blouse or other top sold,

FEATURE REPORT
ENGLISH AS THE OFFICIAL LANGUAGE
never have understood the tremendous drive, led by people
.ce former Senator S.I. Hayakawa, to pass a law or Constitutional Amendment to make English the official language of the
United States. If one listens to their arguments, it seems like
they are also in favor of pushing a rope down the street.

speak two languages and do not teach English as a second
language, people will learn English faster. Could you or your
children have learned Basic or other computer languages
without a bilingual teacher of English and computer
languages?

They talk about the past—mainly their past representing European emigrees to the United States—and remember in glorious
terms the transition to English-speaking Americans. They
forget the teeming tenement sections of many cities where the
older family members never did learn English.

As retailers, we depend today on many new Americans who
are in the process of learning English, often with limited help
in their home. It isn't because the family does not want to help;
it is because they are unable to do so. In the 1930s, the
newspapers regularly reported on the classes held at night in
almost all high schools to help adults learn English; I haven't
read such reports for years.

I was raised in the non-tenement City of San Francisco (I am
speaking of the 1930s when everything was new because the
town burned down in 1906), and there were many kids that
went to school with me and learned in English—but they spoke
another language—Italian, French, Chinese, Japanese and
even Russian—in their homes (they had problems, but many
teachers were not too far from a non-English background and
spoke another language). In many cases, their parents had
learned enough English to become, with great pride, Citizens
of the United States of America.
But somehow we have a vision of everyone arriving, in any
wave of immigration, learning fluent English on the ferry from
Ellis Island as if there were magic in the trip to Manhattan.
We have had a long period without a large portion of the
population speaking a language other than English. This was
because of immigration limits established in the 1930s—and
only now are being made more lenient.
Why do I mention this to retailers?
Retailing is the entry-job to our enterprise system for many
young people. And not all of those jobs are on the sales front.
Though I have heard many foreign accents on the sales floor, I
have heard more among the people in receiving and marking,
building maintenance and office areas. In many cases, they are
the first generation born in the United States—and they speak
another language in their homes.
Somehow the proponents of "English as the official
language" feel that, if we do not have teachers in schools who

Consistent with our American philosophy of "I have mine;
tough luck for you"—we believe that the new wave of immigrants should not have the assistance our parents had—and
we do not offer it. They now want to change things with a law.
They think that will solve the problem.
RThought: Can you imagine the problem we will have when
our courts can no longer use simple Latin (foreign language)
phrases? Two examples would be "habeas corpus" (your attorney will be yelling, "I want a to-have-the-body" order!)
and "amicus curiae" (the attorney who wants to help your
case will be protesting he or she is a "friend of the court" and
some court clerk will reply, "it is good to have a friend like
you!").
Gone will be words like "hypermarket" (obviously, not
English) and what would, we do without our "boutiques"?
That word is not in the Oxford English Dictionary nor did it
make the latest Webster's Ninth New Collegiate (1983). There
we go proving two things: English is not adequate for our
world today; and retailers use what could be illegal language.
RThought: For the business side of this problem, one might
read Forbes, October 6, 1986, "My daughter, she will speak
better"—the story of new Americans in the New York sweatshops that make the garments we sell—we even brag about
buying from sweatshops by saying, "See, I bought something
made in America—be sure the Advertising Department picks
that up."

SHORT SHORTS
How much does a Colonel make? It has been a long time
What a difference a store makes! S&MM (Sales and
since most of us drew a military pay-check; and when I saw a
Marketing Management) July 1986 has the following item:
table of the current pay rates, I was a bit surprised. I have put
Retailers feel pressure of Nordstrom, the specialty apparel chain
together some typical annual compensation rates (base pay
known for its commitment to customer service and sparkling earnings
plus quarters and mess allowance but not including extras such
record. The company pegs its success to paying commissions to its
as flight or submarine pay or for the costs in foreign duty
salespeople and training them intensively, and now competitors are
stations).
catching on. The Broadway is adding more salespeople, who will be
paid commissions. Meanwhile, Bullock's, Robinsons's and the May
Company all announced they have re-emphasized training for their
salespeople on the floor.

RThought: Now let's see—it has been about eight years since
unknown Nordstrom's and well-known Neiman-Marcus each
opened 120,000-square-foot stores at about the same time in
Orange County—and N-M did a highly respectable $15
lillion the first year but that unknown from Seattle did $30
million. N-M continues with its same store and Nordstrom's
has a greatly enlarged store, something that can be done when
only eight years into a lease if you have a very wise landlord
like the Segerstroms.

Rank

2nd Lt. or Ensign
Major or Lt. Commander
Colonel or Navy Captain
Major General or Rear
Admiral

Years of Service

Annual Pay*

2
10
22

$20,600
38,400
58,100

26

78,200

* Rounded to closest $100

RThought: Part of the pay is not subject to income taxes
(housing and mess), and no allowance has been made for the
free medical care for the entire family, lower prices through
the commissary and post exchanges and discounts often offered
to military personel.
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FEATURE REPORT
MEMORY LANE
Recently, I pulled out the 1956 Fairchild Financial Manual
seeking some information. In using the index, I found myself

back in my younger days when these were separate, publicly
owned companies:
/

Abercrombie & Fitch
Adam Hat Stores
Alden's, Inc.
L. S. Ayres & Co.
Barker Bros.

Gamble-Skogmo
Julius Garfinckel & Co.
Genung's, Inc.
Gilchrist Co.
Gimbel Bros., Inc.

Mading's Drug Stores
Mandel Bros., Inc.
Mangel Stores, Inc.
Marshali-Field&Co.
Meier & Frank Co.

Spiegel, Inc.
Sterchi Bros. Stores
Stedman Bros., Ltd.
Sterling, Inc.
Stix, Baer & Fuller Co.

A. S. Beck Stores
Best & Co.
Blauner's
Bond Stores, Inc.
Brooks Bros., Inc.

H. C. Godman Co.
Goldblatt Bros.
Goldwater's, Inc.
Grand Stores, Inc.
W. T. Grant Co.

T. G. & Y. Stores Co.
Thalhimer Bros., Inc.
Thrifty Drug Stores Co.
Tiffany & Co.
Timely Clothiers, Inc.

Bullock's, Inc.
Burdine's, Inc.
Butler Bros.
Butler's, Inc.
City of Paris

Gray Drug Stores, Inc.
Grayson-Robinson Stores
H. L. Green Co.
Halle Bros.
L. Hart & Sons, Inc.

Miller & Rhoads, Inc.
Miller-Wohl Co.
Milliron's
Mode O'Day Corp.
Montgomery Ward
G. C. Murphy Co.
Namm-Loeser's, Inc.
National Bellas Hess, Inc.
National Dept. Store
National Shirt Shops

Twelfth Street Store
United Shirt Distributors
United Stores Corp.
Virginia Dare Stores Corp.
Webbs City, Inc.

Cannon Shoes
Cassels United Stores
City Specialty Stores
Dan Cohen Co.
Consolidated Dry Goods

Harzfelds, Inc.
Hat Corp. of America
Hearn Dept. Store
Hecht Co.
Higbee Co.

Neiman-Marcus Co.
Neisner Bros., Inc.
J. J. Newberry Co.
Nunn-Bush Shoe Co.
Nusrala-Bowen Shoe Co.

Raphael Weill & Co.
Western Auto Supply Co.
Western Department Stores
Wieboldt Stores
Wolf & Dessauer Co.

Consolidated Retail Stores
Craddock-Terry Shoe Co.
Cunningham Drug Stores
Curlee Clothing Co.
Daniels & Fisher Stores

Holly Stores, Inc.
Joseph Home & Co.
Hoving Corp.
Howard Stores, Inc.
J. B. Ivey & Co.

Ohrbach's
Outlet Co.
Parkview Drugs, Inc.
Peoples Drug Stores, Inc.
Real Silk Hosiery Mills

Woodward Lothrop
Younker Bros.

Davidson Bros.
Dejay Stores
Diana Stores, Inc.
Dohrmann Commercial Co.
Eagle Stores Co.

John Irving Shoe Corp.
Katz Drug Co.
Kennedy's, Inc.
G. R. Kinney Co., Inc.
S. H. Kress & Co.

Read Drug Co.
Reliable Stores Corp.
Rexall Drug Co.
Rich's, Inc.
Richman Bros., Inc.

Emporium-Capwell, Inc.
The Fair
Fashion Frocks, Inc.
Fashion Park, Inc.
M. H. Fishman Co.

M. H. Lamston
Lane Bryant
Leath & Co.
Lerner Stores Corp.
Lincoln Stores Corp.

Flagg-Utica Corp.
Forbes & Wallace
Franklin Stores
Frost Bros.
Gallaher Drug Co.

Lytton's
McCrory Stores
J. M. MacDonald Co.
McLellan Stores Co.
R. H. Macy's

Rike-Kumler Co.
Roos Bros., Inc.
Russek's Fifth Avenue, Inc.
Ed Shuster &Co., Inc.
Scruggs-Vandervoort Barney, Inc.
Shoe Corporation of America
Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Co.
W. & J. Sloane
Sommers Drug Stores
Spear & Co.

RThought: Of the list of 142,1 can identify 56 that were acquired by other companies. So what is new about the acquisition of Associated Dry Goods by May Department Stores or
the acquisition of Allied Stores by a real estate company?
How many retail corporations survived?
Some 29 are traded under the same or similar names. Some
(City Stores, United Merchants and Manufacturers, J. W.
Mays, Arnold Constable) are in or have been through a
bankruptcy proceeding. Some are out of retailing. A good
number have changed their names.
Allied Stores Corp.
Arnold Constable Corp. (Ch. XI)
Broadway-Hale Corp. (now Carter Hawley Hale)
Brown Shoe Co. (now Brown Group)
Carson, Pirie & Scott
City Stores, Inc. (now CSS Industries, Inc.)
Crowley, Milner & Co., Inc.
Edison Bros.
Federated Department Stores
General Shoe Corp. (now Genesco)
Hart Schaffner & Marx (now Hartmarx)
D. H. Holmes Co., Ltd.
International Shoe Corp. (now Interco)
Interstate Dept. Stores (Ch. XI; now Toys " R " Us)
S. S. Kresge (now K mart)
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Haverty Furniture Co.
May Department Stores
J. W. Mays (Ch. XI)
Mercantile Stores
New Process Co.
Penn Traffic Co.
J. C. Penney Co. „
Rose's 5, 10, & 25 Cent Stores (now Rose's Stores)
Spencer Shoe Co. (now Spencer Companies)
Strawbridge & Clothier
United States Shoe Corp.
Walgreen Co.
F. W. Woolworth Co.
Zion's Cooperative Mercantile Inst.
RThought: Some of these are now or will be targets of
takeovers. Allied Stores is already under attack. Carson, Pirie,
& Scott has been discussed as a merger prospect. Strawbridge
& Clothier has had problems within the family. New majority
control has been acquired in Crowley, Milner & Co., Inc.
In a few cases (Rose's, Edison Bros.), family control is sti/
strong enough to resist unfriendly offers but that is what ori
would have said about Zale's—which continues to be under attack by a much smaller firm from Canada—Peoples
Jewellers.

store employees would donate a portion of their commission to
the restoration of the Statue [of Liberty] and Ellis Island." It
was alleged that (1) they had no right to use the name of the
^foundation without permission, and (2) employees had made
/io agreement to donate part of their commissions. Cost: (1) a
donation to the Foundation of $112,019.19 plus interest, and
(2) $150,000 in damages.
False Advertising of Mini-blind Price Savings: The
Washington State Attorney General has taken action against
Apple Interiors, a home interior business, for comparing its
prices with the "manufacturer's suggested retail prices."
[Note: This applies to such ads that are regularly run on
Levolor and other products at 50 percent to 70 percent off
manufacturer's suggested retail prices" which I see throughout the U. S.—in California, it has reached 75 percent without
any action by either the Attorney General or the Federal Trade
Commission.] The report comments, "The manufacturer's
suggested retail prices are rarely, if ever, actually charged to
consumers, so shoppers are not really getting a greatly reduced
price." Earlier, Washington settled with Home Sweet
Home—another firm selling the same type of product.

WHAT HATH COMPUTER DUNNING WROUGHT?
I give you a dunning notice with the name of the customer and
the store deleted to protect the guilty:
A statement was mailed to you, showing that your account is past due.
If you have not already done so, it is urgent that you send your check
for the amount due today in order to maintain your good credit
standing.

O

Credit Limit
$9999
Amount Past Due
$15.00
Amount Now Due
$40.00

Now we turn to Chapter 7 of "Oh Thank Heaven! The Story
of Southland Corporation." It reports that in 1945 they had
one worrisome problem with its stores which already had these
common characteristics:
1. They were open-front, drive-in stores. (Emphasis added—
and "drive-in" really meant drive up in front of the openfront.)
2. Open from early morning to late at night, seven days a
week.
3. Selling ice, cold drinks, groceries and drug sundries.
[Note: Notice the sequence of the categories carried.]
4. Giving curb service to its customers.
The problem? They had several different names. On
January 24, 1946, the names of all were changed to 7-Eleven.
Mac, I know you are looking down on us from above and
laughing. Imagine! The wheel turning a complete
revolution—and in the same company. Perhaps, with original
Thompsons gone and people not as inclined to look up
their own history, no one now active recalls the open-front,
drive-up, curb-side service that I first saw in San Antonio in
1944 in a competitor of Southland, which in 1944 was only in
Dallas, Fort Worth, Waco, Austin, Sherman and Temple.
Sincerely,
BobKahn
Your student from 1938-40

MANY HAVE BUILT GREAT CORPORATIONS;
FEW HAVE MOLDED MANY CORPORATIONS

RThought: This kind of nonsense is, of course, easily and
customarily blamed on the computer. That is such an easy out.
Management thus approves of kicking its customers around.
There was a day when the last thing mat management would
tolerate was abuse of the customers that support the business
and provide the money for everyone's pay. And it was particularly angered by silly things that annoyed the good
customers ($9999 limit) unnecessarily.

We are fortunate that our busines society has been blessed with
a number of "corporate gadflies" for they are the ones who
hold up a mirror to many corporations now controlled by a
management group that often has virtually no financial interest
in the corporation, except its income, options and golden
parachutes.

Someday, people who understand "the last three feet of retailing" will review computer programs and have the authority to
block this type of silly results.

As the old Time Magazine weekly radio program, prior to
World War II, would have put it on October 10, 1986: "Today, as it must to all people, death came to Wilma Soss."

RThought: In the days before unlimited authority was granted
to programmers, this store, going back 30 years, sent a little
form headed "A Gentle Reminder." The wording was
selected by the owner who went on to become one of the great
retailers of the post-World War II era.

Soss was one of a handful (really five fingers or fewer) who
dedicated themselves to putting U. S. corporations more in
tune with democratic and free enterprise concepts. Her particular causes were (1) women on the boards of directors,
(2) regional meetings so more shareholders, over a cycle of
years, could attend a meeting of a corporation in which they
owned stock and (3) simplified annual reports (i.e., convey
more information in an easy-to-understand manner). She could
report success on all three points; but great change is still
needed, and her replacement "gadfly" may not appear.

TO PROFESSOR MALCOLM McNAIR

O

7-Eleven convenience store enjoyed success. ' 'This has really
been a boon to business at that store," says Jim Willett of
Southland. "Shopping," the article says, "at a convenience
store is anything but a convenience for a mother who has to
unbuckle a child from a car seat and drag him [or her] into the
store just to buy a carton of milk. . . . "

1

Dear Mac:
Your "wheel of retailing" is still turning.
A Scripps Howard News Service item published locally on
November 2, 1986, reported the experimental drive-thru

Today there is one fewer "gadfly."

She founded the Federation of Women Shareholders in
American Business—a most proper organization because combined corporate records show that women own more stock
than men.
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She started at a 1947 meeting of U. S. Steel—in that day, it
would have been considered as starting at the top. She was
flamboyant—with wild hats and even odd costumes—to get attention, but she did her homework before the meetings and corporate chairmen respected her presentations.
RThought: For those of us interested in the cause of better
corporate conduct, we may be in the position of John Adams,
who on his deathbed on July 4, 1826, uttered these last words,
"Thomas Jefferson still lives . . . . " However, unfortunately, Jefferson died the same day at Monticello, the 50th anniversary of the Declaration of Independence, asking, "Is this
the Fourth?"
Lewis and John Gilbert, both past the age at which they recommend that directors should retire, have cut back on their work
and no longer publish their annual report summarizing the
many annual meetings they have attended.
And their heirs apparent are not in sight.
ARE RETAILERS REALLY VERY SMART?
The following item is from Ted Kraus' Dealmaker Weekly
(Box 1001, Kendall Park, NJ 08824-1101 $250/yr):
COMPETITION TOUGH AMONG
HOME CENTER WAREHOUSE RETAILERS
The market for home center warehouse chains in the Colorado market is tough, with losers far outnumbering winners. Everitt Lumber closed the last five of its units this
year. Big Tool Box is for sale. Handy Dan, a division of
W. R. Grace & Company has closed seven of their eleven
stores. MR. H.O.W. Warehouse, a subsidiary of Service
Merchandise, decided not to open two units there.
Homecrafters Warehouse closed all four of their units last
year, two of them less than a year old. Builder's Square, a
subsidiary of K mart, has opened one unit in Denver and
plans to open three more this year.
RThought: If these openings had been financed out of money
a proprietor had earned from his existing stores, do you think
they would have opened? But when the money is spent as part
of a grandiose plan based on the assumption that the merchants
involved are infallible and the demand for DIY merchandise
unlimited, it was OK to spend the money. Perhaps Service
Merchandise, K mart and W. R. Grace can write off two or
four often stores—but in the process of their unrealistic expansion, a lot of good, smaller merchants get hurt (some, perhaps,
fatally).
WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
A MAJOR STORE AND A BANKRUPT STORE?
The answer to the question posed is: not much.
Looking through the L. A. Times for September 25 I saw an
8-page May Company section "GREAT FALL SALE—Save
20% to 60%."
Then there was J. W. Robinson's 2-Day Home Store Bonus
Sale—"Save 25%-75%" and in their fashion departments
"Take an extra 25% off selected fashion sales merchandise
which is already reduced 25% to 70%"; "Save 25%-60%
Mikasa Sale"; "Save 54%-70% on $12,000,000 fine jewelry
sale"; "Save 33%-60% on Sealy Mattress Sale."
Bullock's said, "Save 15%-50% and more on our superb lamp
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collection"; "Save 45% on our exclusive two-piece cotton
sectional"; Save 45%-50% and more on Sealy, Simmons,
Stearns & Foster"; "Save 50% on Pierre Cardin five-piece
[luggage] set"; Dinnerware & flatware sets at "35%-50T
off open stock prices" (Ed: Sets are always at a savings c|
open stock prices, so this claim compares apples and oranges;. )
The Broadway disdained claims of fantastic percentage savings
and instead showed actual price comparisons (please applaud).
But what about the company that, in recent years, has gained
the most market share in Southern California? That would be
Nordstrom. It had a 6-column 24" ad headed, in small letters,
"Escape from the ordinary with Via Spiga"—a shoe ad run by
a company that started as a shoe store. At regular price, of
course. And a 5-column 15" ad, with slightly larger type for a
headline that read, "Calvin Klein Hosiery Sale." Yes—it was
a sale ad.
RThought: Then there was the Chapter 11 firm in Northern
California—Smiths, a chain of more than 20 men's storesonly claiming to save up to 60%. If it were not in Chapter 11,
it might claim savings to 70% and 75% as May Company did.
SHORT SHORTS
There are good people. The AP article on the death of Jane
Dornacker, a New York City helicopter traffic reporter, said,
"More than a dozen passersby jumped into the water to attempt a rescue . . . two Secret Service men, four emergency
medical service personnel and nine fire department officers
. . . were being treated at Bellevue [Hospital] for exposure."
Is there really a high school dropout problem? The latf.
Census Bureau Report (Series P-20, No. 409, Sep 86) shov
that for the period 1970-1985, the percentage of all persons
aged 14 to 17, who were in school, ranged from a low of 93.4
percent in 1980 to 95.0 percent in 1983 and for 1985 was 94.9
percent. In 1960, the figure stood at 90.3 percent. In all years,
the percentage of boys was higher than for girls.
"Layout"—the missing word from Sears' advertising
vocabulary. I received the Retail Stores Fall Sales catalog
from Sears, and I was appalled that facing pages were laid out
without any regard for the companion pages. It was hard to
believe that all of the ads were for the same company. Some
looked like they had been run in newspapers as separate ads
and then reused for the catalog (especially the "Eyeglass Offer" and the "Save $5 on Carpet Cleaning"). RThought:
Many years ago, a great merchandiser said, "Sears is always
going to have problems as long as they put fashions and hammers on the same page." When I checked with him on his
statement, he said, "It was fertilizer, not hammers," so
perhaps Sears has made progress.
WORDS—FOR THOSE WHO
FEEL PUSHED BY CHANGE
San Francisco was blessed by a very wise longshoreman who
proved to be one of our great modern philosophers—Eric
Hoffer. As he thought about what change does to man and
what happens to those who do not change with change, he
concluded:
In a time of drastic change, it is the learners who inherit the futuj
The learned usually find themselves equipped to live in a world that.
longer exists.

RThought: Do you have a computer terminal on your desk?
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NEW YEAR'S R E S O L U T I O N S OLD FASHIONED STYLE

<

I assume that you have made the conventional resolutions to
get more exercise or lose weight or control your temper. Let
me suggest the following ones:
1. "Seek out good and praise it"—suggested by Alex Haley
but recommended by every writer on good management. You
know the importance of this—but too often forget it.
2. Listen to the other person—he or she may have a better
idea. There are 20 ways to do anything—5 are perfect, 10 are
good, and 5 are wrong. We waste too much time arguing about
which perfect way to do something.
3. Look for the forest instead of the trees. New ideas are
smothered by criticism of surface features that are not fundamental to the concept.
4. Remember that marriage, partnerships and relations
with your children are a 60-60 proposition. Only when each
party is willing to go 60% of the way do they have a chance of
meeting.
5. Forget hatred because it consumes you but has no effect
on the object of your hatred. The Buddhists long ago
recognized this when it was written, "Hatreds never cease by
hatred; they cease only by non-hatred; that is the primeval
law." In Judeo Christian writings, we say, "Turn the other
cheek."
6. Do not forget that, in every religion, it is written either
"Do unto others as you would want them to do unto you," or
"Do not do unto others what you would not want them to do
unto you.
7. Never carry anger over from one day to the next.
Whether your wife, your children or your business
associates—make up before nightfall. Do not be afraid to be
the one who first extends the hand of love or friendship.
8. Remember the rules you learned when young—in Boy
Scouts, Girl Scouts or Camp Fire Girls. I often repeat the ones
I learned: "A Scout is trustworthy, loyal, helpful, friendly,
courteous, kind, obedient, cheerful, thrifty, brave, clean and
reverent." Though learned when I was 11 years old, they are
rules for my lifetime.
9. Be honest in everything you do and, to the extent you can,
insure that only honesty prevails in the world around you.
If you can just make a real effort on these simple rules, 1987
will be a happy and wonderful year for you.

c

EVERYTHING IS BACK BUT THE BELL
CheckRobot, Inc., founded by Sensormatic Electronics Corporation, is being Beta tested successfully by Kroger in Morrow, Georgia. It provides customer checkout and bagging in
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A MATTER OF ETHICS

One of my assistants recently received a zero-balance statement on her account at Mervyn's imprinted, "Our records
indicate that you haven't used your account in a while. Take
advantage of this coupon," and then the computer printed
across the body of the statement "15% OFF."
The offer then proceeded, "Choose as many items as you
wish * bring them to any register and save 15% on the total
amount."
I am certain this will be successful. My assistant says that it
will get her back into the store.
RThought: When I was working with Merv Morris years
ago, I always won the argument—against using this kind of
offer despite the fact that it would make a lot of money.
There are other ways to get inactive charge customers back
into your store.
My problem is simple. The latest Nilson Report on department store charge accounts reports Mervyn's with 6 million
accounts of which 3 million are active. Ask any one of the
key executives at Mervyn's if the 3 million active accounts
are important to the business, and the answer will probably
be along the line of "Without them, we could not exist." If
asked about the 3 million inactive, they might say, "We
have gotten along without them but sure would like to have
them come back.''
I never could see the ethics of giving 15% off on any size
single purchase (or any other significant gift) to the least
important 3 million accounts—and giving nothing to the
most important 3 million accounts.
If anyone can give an ethical justification for this offer (not
the avarice or greed answer that "it makes money"), I will
be happy to print his reply in this same space.
groups of three lanes supervised by one employee, thus
eliminating two checkers. CheckRobot claims a new and more
efficient scanner using just one beam, the application of Sensormatic's electronic surveillance system that will cause the
exit belt to back up if an unscanned item passes the scanner and
a 13-inch video screen (that can be observed by the checker)
displaying the item and price for each item scanned.
The 13-inch screen took me back to the fundamentals on which
Captain Patterson built National Cash Register Company, now
NCR. The cash register allowed large stores, selling at a fixed
price, to evolve in an industry that was originally based on
bargaining over price. Before the cash register, the proprietor
could only allow a few, usually family members, to set a final
price.

The original cash register was a drawer, with a ledge above the
drawer, and a series of keys (l c , 2C, 3C, 4C, 5C, 10c, 15c, 25 c ,
$1, $2, . . .) which, when depressed, raised flags with the
same amount appearing in the glass-enclosed area at the top of
the register. The drawer opened when the keys were depressed, and a bell rang. The flags came down when the
drawer closed.
The register was to be placed on an open area with no merchandise display near it—only the merchandise that was being
sold to the customer. When a bell rang, the proprietor could
look at the register, see the merchandise being rung, see the
total amount shown by the flag, and thus determine if the
employee was selling the merchandise at the correct price.
Captain Patterson also introduced the following rules that still
apply. First, ring before wrapping; and second, place the
money tendered by the customer on the ledge above the drawer
until change is counted out to the customer to avoid an argument about whether a $10 or $20 bill (or in those day, a $5,
$10 or $20 gold piece) was tendered.
CheckRobot will cost $30,000 to $40,000 per lane, and claims
are made of a two-year payback.
RThought: First, the customers in Morrow, Georgia, are
pleased with the test installation. But Morrow is a community
of under 5,000—and self-checking may work better in a small
community than in metropolitan areas.
Second, a feature not stressed is the reduction of or elimination
of checkout lines and the frequent calls on the P. A. system of
"Checker, please!" I see many supermarkets with 6 to 10
registers operating with only one register open. Now, with one
checker, there can be three lines and better service.
Third, the estimates of a two-year payback seem to be based
on having all CheckRobot lanes operating all of the time. I
doubt that this will be the case.
RThought: If CheckRobot would just ring a bell (not sound
the buzzer we have become so used to during this electronic
age) when the belt backs up, old Cap Patterson, wherever he
is, would borrow the words from "My Fair Lady," "I think
they've got it, I think they've got it!"

WILL STORES HAVE TO PAY CUSTOMERS IN
ORDER TO SELL NAMES OF THEIR ACCOUNTS?
I have long maintained that there is absolutely nothing in the
agreements I sign in order to get a charge account that allows
the store to sell my name (for $30 to $75 per thousand, depending on the store). I must give the store my name for only
two purposes:
1. In order to properly identify me when checking my credit
(there are about five or six Robert Kahns in the San Francisco
Bay Area).
2. In order to know where to send the bill so that I will be
properly advised of the amount that I owe and the date that the
amount is due.
Change will probably come through a court decision ruling
that, just by opening an account, I have not implied a willingness to give the store 30 cents to 75 cents as often as they
can sell my name.
Perhaps we will see legislation such as an Act concerning
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advertising insignia, logos or name plates put on cars by car
dealers, that was signed into law May 13, 1986, in the State of
Maryland. The dealer cannot put his name on the car or on
license plate frame holders unless the owner consents, \f
writing, to the attachment; and the buyer can demand payment
in return for the consent. If the dealer attached his name to the^
vehicle without consent, the dealer, on request, must remove
the attachment and restore the vehicle to its original appearance at no charge to the buyer.
DO MONTHLY RETAIL SALES
FIGURES MEAN ANYTHING?
Each month the Department of Commerce publishes a figure
called "Retail Sales" and people think it means something.
But it is like adding apples and oranges or that famous 50%
rabbit sausage that was one rabbit to one horse.
The different kinds of retail sales do not move in unison—and
the impression that retail sales and department store sales are
the same thing makes for much misunderstanding in the retail
industry.
The changes in September and October 1986 from the prior
month illustrate just what happens when a desperate General
Motors cannot move its left-over cars and cuts the APR on car
contracts to a silly figure. Note the range of change in the table
below:
Type of Retailer

Auto Dealers
Furniture Group
Department Stores
Food Stores
Service Stations
Apparel Stores
Eating and Drinking
Drug Stores
Building Materials and
Hardware

Oct. vs.
Sept. 1986*

Sept. vs.
Aug. 1986*

-18.8%
- 1.8
+ 0.8
+ 0.6
- 1.3
+ 1.5
- 0.6
- 0.5

+ 22.3%
-1- 0.7
- 1.6
+ 0.7
+ 0.9
- 1.5
- 0.3
- 0.3

+ 0.6

+ 2.8

c
|

•Change in seasonally adjusted figures from prior month.

RThought: When auto dealers went up 22.3% in September,
department and apparel stores went down as did eating and
drinking places. But, in October, when car sales went down,
those three went up.
Remember that all of this was done just so General Motors
could report a loss—which probably would have been higher if
they had not moved the 1986 cars.
Just as an aside, one result of the GM effort was to frighten
Standard & Poor's—they cut the rating of GM notes and
preferred stock from AA+ to AA (still a good rating).

HOW SMALL STORES STAY ALIVE
The Bay Area Consumers' CHECKBOOK Fall 1986 (222
Agriculture Building, 101 The Embarcadero, San Francisco,
CA 94105, $5.95 single copy—you should read the issue)
reported on buying furniture. The table below groups the
stores by chains (8 chains with 46 stores) and 61 independents.
There were 3,040 reports on the 69 retail
firms.
L
The study is based on purchases between 1980 and 1984 from
stores where there had been no change of name or ownership

FEATURE REPORT
LET'S LOOK AT THE NATURE OF UNEMPLOYMENT
fie table below shows unemployment in a form not published
oefore—the relationship of the unemployment rate for

categories of people to the "All-Civilian Unemployment
Rate":

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE AS A PERCENTAGE OF THE ALL-CIVILIAN UNEMPLOYMENT RATE
1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

All-Civilian Unemployment Rate

4.9%

5.6%

8.5%

7.7%

7.0%

6.0%

5.8%

7.1%

7.6%

9.7%

9.6%

7.5%

7.2%

7.0%

All-Civilian Workers
Men—20 and over
Women—20 and over
Both sexes—16 to 19

100%
65
98
296

100%
68
98
286

100%
79
94
234

100%
77
96
247

100%
64
100
253

100%
70
100
272

100%
71
98
278

100%
83
89
249

100%
83
89
258

100%
91
86
239

100%
93
84
233

100%
88
91
254

100%
86
92
258

100%
87
90
164

88
182

89
177

92
162

91
170

89
187

87
198

88
195

89
186

88
187

89
178

88

87

86

86

203
144

212
143

210
146

210
154

White
Negro and other races
Black
Hispanic
Married man, spouse present
Married woman, spouse present
Woman who heads family

*
*
*

White collar
Blue collar
Managerial/Professional
Technical/Sales/Administrative
Service Occupations
Precision production/Craft
Operator/Fabrication
Farm/Forestry/Fishery

59
108

1986

60

50

51

47

*

*

*
*

*
*

*
*

47
88
143

59
82
128

57
79
137

67
76
121

68
73
127

61
74
137

66
78
144

63
76
143

59
126

55
138

60
122

61
116

58
115

57
119

52
141

53
136

51
147
34
63
109
111
172
88

•
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

34
66
114
111
161
104

35
67
125
100
153
116

33
67
122
100
156
119

33
69
127
110
166
123

He

*not published

)efore discussing the significance, let me explain the chart,
ixxjking at the 1973 column, we see the following:
a. The top line shows that the average all-civilian unemployment rate for 1973 was 4.9%.
b. The next line expresses that rate at 100%.
c. The next line shows that in 1973 the average unemployment rate for men 20 and over was 65% of the all-civilian
unemployment rate.
d. If you look across the "Men - 20 and over" line, you will
see that the rate for these men, as a percentage of the allcivilian rate, ranged from a low of 64% in 1977 to a high of
93% in 1983.
e. The same for each of the other categories reported.

c. The married man, spouse present (a combination figure for
whites, blacks and Hispanics) is in the range of 60% of the allcivilian rate, so, again, the rate would be lower for you.

With this understanding of the figures, let us look at what this
chart is telling us. And let's start with the typical reader of RT
who falls in die following categories:
a. Men - 20 and over
b. White
c. Married man, spouse present in the home
d. Managerial/Professional

If you do have a friend who is unemployed, you understand the
traumatic impact unemployment has caused.

Let's start with the 1986 column and see what that tells us
about the unemployment of the group that reads RT:
a. You are managerial/professional, so that unemployment
rate is 33% of the all-civilian rate.
i. Since the rate for whites is significantly lower than the
olack or Hispanic rate, the white managerial/professional rate
would be lower than 33% of the all-civilian rate.

Combining these figures, one might assume that the
unemployment rate of white managerial/professionals, over
20, married and living with spouse might have an unemployment rate of 20% of the all-civilian rate. Using the average allcivilian rate for the first 10 months of 1986, that would be
about 1.4% unemployment.
Since most of your friends are in the same category, you don't
get much of a feel for what unemployment really is. If the
1.4% rate is correct, then 1 out of 70 or so of your friends
would, on the average, be unemployed. How many friends do
you have? How many are unemployed?

But let us look at some of the people on the higher side of the
unemployment rate—and thus more representative of the
customers that keep your business alive.
Suppose you serve blue collar workers—like those in a car
manufacturing plant (operator/fabrication at 166% of the allcivilian rate) who are black (210% of the all-civilian rate) or
Hispanic (154% of the all-civilian rate) and who happen to be
women trying to support a household (143% of the all-civilian
rate). You are probably looking at a group where the
unemployment rate is 300% or more of the all-civilian
rate—perhaps 20%.
Thinking of your 1 in 70 friends who is unemployed, consider
a society in which 1 in 5 is unemployed.
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FEATURE REPORT continued:
How good is the retail business in that community?
Should you be doing more than you are doing to attack the
unemployment problem?
RThought: We are at the peak of prosperity—yet in previous
prosperities, unemployment was lower. In 1973 and 1974, the
annual average was 4.9% and 5.5% respectively. In 1978 and
1979, the annual average was 6.0% and 5.8% respectively. If
we got down to 6.0% unemployment, like we did in
1978-1979, we would have another 1,100,000 people
employed. If we reached the 1973-1974 rate, we would have
another 2 million people employed.
This would have a dramatic impact on our economy. Sales
would be higher because 1 or 2 million people would have the
additional income over their present income (savings,
unemployment insurance, welfare). Government income
(from corporate and personal income taxes) would increase
and deficits would decline.
The unemployment payroll tax rate for your firm could
decline.
We might have less crime. We might have less ethnic-based
prejudice (much is based on competition for jobs).
We might have many things.

RThought: Over the 1973-1986 period, which groups have
been hurt and which have benefited from the changing impar
of unemployment?
(
Men 20 and over certainly have found their position
deteriorating. The 1973-1974 average unemployment rate was
67% of.the all-civilian rate but rose to the 1985-1986 average
of 87%. Substantially more of this segment are unemployed.
Those in the 16-19 age group have shown some improvement
although their best relative position was in the years of high
unemployment. Married women with their spouse living with
them (our two-wage earner family) are doing better and are a
larger share of the work force.
RThought: Can the 7% rate be brought down? I don't think
so. Put very simply, an increasing percentage of our jobs require literacy and an IQ above 100. Our functional illiteracy is
growing and, by definition, only 50% of our population has an
IQ above 100—yet more than 50% of the available jobs require an IQ of above 100 and the ability to read and write.
IF YOU WOULD UKE A MORE DETAILED STUDY on why
our unemployment rate will continue the upward trend, even
in the best of times, and why, short of a major war, we will
never again have a year with average unemployment as low as
6%, send a self-addressed stamped #10 envelope to
UNEMPLOYMENT, Box 249, Lafayette, CA 94549.

SHORT SHORTS
SHELL OIL COMPANY moves to general purpose credit
card. The new Shell Signature card is good at Hilton,
Ramada, TraveLodge, Viscount Hotels, Quality Inns and
Hertz. Will J. C. Penney and Sears be next to honor it?
RThought: Signature is a name developed by Montgomery
Ward—but Montgomery Ward is owned by that "other oil
company." Won't there be confusion?
Competition—does it work? Take the prices of Shell SelfService stations one block apart on the same side of a heavily
travelled commuter street:
Type of Gasoline

Station A

Station B

69.9 cents
68.9 cents
Regular
79.9
75.9
Unleaded
86.9
83.9
Super Unleaded
81.9
76.9
Diesel
For years I have gone to Station B for my diesel fuel, mainly
because I knew the former owner. It wasn't until I pulled into
the station recently and saw the 81.9 cent price, and it dimly
registered on me that the station a block back had its diesel
sign starting with " 7 , " that I went back and compared. I know
where I will shop next time—but I don't know how long I have
been spending an extra 70 to 80 cents a fill-up.
On your next trip to Chicago, check the "Catalog Mall"
installed in the lobby of the Hyatt Regency (and soon to be in
three other Hyatt lobbies). Developed by the Electristore Services, Inc., a subsidiary of R. R. Donnelley & Sons, it will offer merchandise from catalogs using a 19-inch TV screen to
display the products and a 13-inch interactive screen for working the system. Catalogs will be able to show as many as eight
items and take telephone orders from an automatic dialing
phone. The Catalog Mall will also print out information (State
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of Illinois Tourism Service) or coupons. RThought: A
always, they expect to have 100 in place by March 1988 i
Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco and elsewhere. But be sure
to check while the first ones are still in operation. (DM News
11/15/86, 29 West 21st St., NY, NY 10010, $36/yr.)
A strange letter to shareholders from Service Merchandise.
The news of the September quarter was not good. The Board
had agreed to sell or close all Mr. H.O.W. stores (home improvement) with a $27 million pretax charge against income.
In addition, there was a $12 million loss from continuing
operations. Selling, general and administrative expenses were
rising as a percentage of sales as was depreciation. The letter
pointed out that the company was highly leveraged. Liabilities, excluding capitalized leases, were about six times net
worth (1 Vi times is- normally considered a problem). And then
they declared a 2 percent share dividend. RThought: On
more than 33 million shares outstanding, that is over
$650,000, which should have been kept in the company. Companies try to maintain consecutive dividend policies too long.
They worry about institutional holders (20 milion shares for
Service) who may not or cannot hold non-dividend paying
stocks. If institutions sell their stock, they may further depress
the stock price. All of this results in draining a company unnecessarily at the rate of more than $2.5 million a year.
Mervyn's and the California Attorney General: Mervyn's
agreed to pay $183,000 to settle a lawsuit for false advertising,
involving claims that pillows and comforters were 100% down
when they were not. The Attorney General visited half of the
83 stores in California, posing as a customer. Salespeople told
the shoppers that the pillows and comforters were lOOf
down, and a tabloid made the same claim. RThought: Do yc
know what is inside the pillows you sell? Are you sure? Do
retailers need more testing labs to protect themselves?

during the period. Data was published on a particular store or
chain only when there were 10 or more reports.

c

The table shows:
1. For each of the 8 chains, the percentages reported on each
question.
2. The highest figure reported for any one of the chains.
3. Among the independents, the percentage of stores that had
a rating higher than the highest chain.
Percentage of Favorable

Coapaav
Bre liner's
Emporium -Capwell
JCPenney
Lcvitz
Macy's
Mobilia
Montgomery Ward
Scars

Number
of Stores
7

Number
or Reports

Overall
Percentage

Reliability

of Service

713

37%
35
37
26
43*
36
34
31
43

89%

89%*

143
88
324
314
101
55
116

44%
34
50*
27
47
44
36
37
50

52%

8
5
4
9
4
3
6

48
52
34
55
59*
43
33
59

85
89
87
92*
87
90
85
92

82
88
86
87
89*
85
80
89

40%
66

40%
66

41%
67

33%
54

31%
51

'Highest o f Major Chain.

Stair
Altitude
and
Atmosphere

Percentage of Adequate or Superior

Advice on
Choice and
Use of
Product

61 Independent Store* from 1,186 Reports
Number higher than highest chain
Percentage higher than highest chain average

RThought: Note that in each quality studied, 51% to
67% of the independents rated higher than the highest chain.
RThought: Once again, one can see how the independent furniture store survives. It provides better advice on choice and
use of products, the staff attitude and store atmosphere is better, its customers consider it more reliable and it gives more
prompt service.
Despite the proof that customers respond to these four
qualities, the chains do not or cannot match the level of service
of a majority of independents.

far the largest domestic automaker, it no longer dominates the
market, having lost both styling and quality leadership. Indeed, GM's 1986 incentive financing programs reflect poor
customer acceptance of its cars." (Note: This was before the
board paid $750 million to get Ross Perot, the only board
member responding to this, out of G.M.)
When will we see a statement that the credit rating of a major
retailer has been cut ^vith the statement "While XYZ
remains by far the largest [department store group, national
mass retailer, discount chain, catalog/showroom chain, offprice chain or others—take your choice], it no longer
dominates the market, having lost fashion, quality or service
leadership. Indeed, XYZ's increasing use of improperly
claimed discounts from uncompetitively high prices reflects
the customers' poor acceptance of its stores and
merchandise."
RThought: S & P has not made such a statement because
relatively few retailers have a significant amount of rated debt.
EMPORIUM-CAPWELL'S BUILT-IN
FINANCE CHARGE GENERATOR
If you have two kinds of accounts on the same statement, I am
willing to bet that your computer will do the same thing the
one at Emporium-Capwell did with the account below.
Emporium-Capwell bills both the Option Account and the
Home Account on the same statement—thus, there is only one
statement header to return to Emporium-Capwell. Either the
payment was posted to the Home Account, when the balance
was on the Option Account, or a return was made on the Home
Account after being paid for.

p
tail

BY THEIR CARS YE SHALL KNOW THEM

MlMkn

Ford Escort
Chevrolet Cavalier
Chevrolet Celebrity
Olds Cutlass/Ciera
Olds 88/98
Chevrolet Impala/Caprice
Buick Century
Honda Acord
Ford Tempo
Olds Cutlass Supreme/Calais

Honda Accord
Honda Civic
Nissan Sentra
Ford Tempo
Ford Escort
Chevrolet Celebrity
Subaru DL/GL
Olds Cutlass/Ciera
Chevrolet Cavalier
Toyota Corolla

RThought: You will have to read upside down to get the
answer.
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Below are two columns listing 10 cars in each column. These
are the best sellers for the first 9 months of the 1986 Model
Year.
The question: Which list is for the 13 Western States and
which is for the other 37 States and the District of Columbia?
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In either case, the following month the Option Account was
billed a finance charge—but no interst was paid on the credit
balance on the Home Account. Left to itself, the computer
would have (1) ultimately sent a check for the credit balance
on the Home Account, (2) started dunning the customer and
force him or herto do the store's work in correcting the situation, and (3) reported the account as a bad account on a
computer-to-computer "dump" to whatever credit bureau is
involved.
RThought: What is missing is a simple computer instruction
to compare the balances on the two accounts; and if a credit
exists on one with a debit on the other, ask a friendly human
being to intervene.
PRAYING FOR GIMBELS DID NOT WORK
In January 1982, I had a Feature Report entitled "Pray For
Gimbels." It started out with the following words:

O

WHAT RETAILER WILL BE TREATED
LIKE GENERAL MOTORS?
Standard & Poor's announced that they had cut the rating on
all General Motors debt instruments and preferred stock from
AA-I- to AA with the statement that "While GM remains by

"Gone are Sterns (NYC), Wanamakers (NYC), Klein's on the Square
(NYC), Korvettes, The White House (SF), City of Paris (SF), Lits
(Phila), Scruggs-Vandervoort-Barney (St. Louis), Daniels and Fisher
(Denver), Gilchrist (Boston), R. H. White (Boston), W. T. Grant,
Webb City (St. Petersburg) . . . " and many more famous names.
Will Gimbels be next?
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Not quite next—but it is gone. I saw, as one of its death throe
struggles, the vindictiveness with which it used its billions of
dollars of power against Jack Gimbel, operator of a
1,500-square-foot store in Boothbay, Maine (1980—2,252
people, 45 miles from any city), because Jack Gimbel operated
under the name of "Gimbel and Sons Country Store" and was
selling such things as "brassware, Wedgewood, scrimshaw,
sweatshirts, sunglasses" and other things like that. And it carried cheese and homemade fudge!
I quote another paragraph from that article:
"Under oath, Gimbels (the big one) says, 'upon information and
belief that Jack Gimbel used his name 'with the intent and purpose of
causing the purchasing public to believe that [his store] is a branch,
division or part of a larger entity, namely [Gimbels]."

RThought: Gimbel & Sons Country Store has continued to
make money and support Jack Gimbel and his family. I recently received their 26th Annual Edition of the Country News
(prices good until October 1, 1987). After spending about
$25,000 fighting BATUS and their deep pockets, he must now
carry below his firm's legitimate name, the statement, "Not
Associated with Gimbels Department Store."
Gimbels is gone. Some of its stores will be converted to other
uses; some sold to other retailers who can make a profit from
them.
But nobody wants the name that BATUS described as follows
(and I quote again from January 1982, RT):
"They described themselves in the suit as operating 35 stores 'located
throughout substantial market areas' and that 'customers from all
over the world visit' their stores. They sell 'hundreds of millions of
dollars of goods' and expend . . . large sums of money in advertising
. . . its name." (Quotes are from the complaint filed by BATUS.)

RThought: I have written Arnold Aronson, Chairman and
Chief Executive of BATUS Retail Group, suggesting that in
the interest of decency and fair play their attorneys, at their expense, prepare and execute the release of Jack Gimbel from
the onerous duty they have imposed on him. I expect they will
do this—that is, unless they still feel that their ultimate failure
is attributable to a 1,500-square-foot store in Boothbay,
Maine, a town of 2,252, 45 miles away from any city and doing a couple of hundred thousand a year.

from Turner Broadcasting System, Inc., and which now owns
the rights to the movie, "The Barkleys of Broaday." Ginger
Rogers says that her contract with Loews, Inc., to make the
picture, did not include any right to make "images y~
reproductions" of her. RThought: You are probably safe w(
your Davy Crockett dolls—but for those persons still living,
there apparently may be the cost of a law suit at risk.
Do you match gifts by your employees? In this day, when
(1) the government is cutting support in many areas in which
charitable and educaitonal organizations operate and when
(2) the new tax law may be a disincentive for giving, an
employer-matching program will be important to our communities by stimulating giving. The largest list (over 800) of
companies that I have seen making matching gifts is in the annual report of Harvard Business School. Twenty-four (3%)
retailers are listed. RThought: Seven of the eight "Big B " accounting firms are also listed. Perhaps this is the example we
should follow.
May Company in Los Angeles sure thinks it has stupid
customers. On November 2, 1986, it ran a "Holiday Home
Sale," offering "Any Size Perfect Sleeper—Our First Time
Ever—Save 50%-70% On All 4 Serta Sizes!"
Let's look at what it printed. First, do customers think they
can get a mattress that May Company regularly sells for
$1,200 for just $297? Second, does May Company think all of
its customers are as dumb as the people in the advertising
department and do not know that $297 for a $1,200 item is not
70% off but 75% +off? RThought: May Company sold them
the five-function pocKet calculators that make a percentage
computation easy—the customers don't even have to
remember how to do long division.
Dates you can use in tracking the drop of the prim
rate—based on Bank of America, which goes up with tht
leaders and down with the followers:

RThought: The letter was sent October 1, 1986, and Mr.
Aronson has not replied. It seems he does blame Jack Gimbel
for the failure of the larger Gimbels chain.
SHORT SHORTS
Time, Inc., found out what I have known for a long
time—and have told you. Working Woman is a great
magazine! So, they bought 50% of Working Woman. Now,
Working Woman will acquire McCall's and Working
Mother from McCall Publishing owned by the Pritzker family. When Time's own magazines are not increasing circulation
and Time's new efforts are not working out. Working
Woman is moving ahead rapidly. Its paid circulation is about
800,000—and rising. RThought: Working Woman correctly
considers itself one of the four major business publication, the
other three being Business Week, Forbes and Fortune.
How do you know something is properly licensed? Sears
and Spiegel are being sued, along with others including the
manufacturer, World Doll, Inc., for selling a "Ginger Rogers
as Dinah Barkley" doll. Spiegel says that it was informed by
World Doll that it had licensing rights which apparently came
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1
2

Rate

Last Day at That Rate1

7.25%
7.00
6.75
6.50
6.25
6.00
5.75
5.50
5.25
5.00
4.75

October 6, 1977
September 18, 1977
August 21, 1977
May 30, 1977
May 15, 1977
February 15, 1973
December 27, 1972
October 2, 1972
August 28, 1972
June 25, 1972
January 23, 19722

My record does not go back before March 11, 1966.
Hardly a man is now alive who remembers that famous day and year!

WORDS—COULD THIS BE YOUR STORE?
This was told by Jim Lavenson in the April 1986 S&MM:
"Where are the dresses?" the woman asked him.
"I don't work here," he told her.
"But where are the dresses?" she persisted.
"Lady," Bob replied patiently, "I don't know because
don't work here."
1
"It's a good thing you don't," she snapped. "You're not
very helpful."
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I believe your article "A Matter of Ethics" was possibly
mistitled. I don't think that Mervyn's intentionally
caused an ethics problem, but rather created one due to
a lack of good business decisions. Therefore, I would have
entitled the commentary "A Matter of Poor Judgment."
During my fifteen years with the Company I know that
management always vetoed any suggestion of giving special
discounts or considerations to inactive customer" accounts.
Management at the time thoroughly thought out consequences
of changes in policy and procedures prior to placing them
iftto effect. However, during the past several years considerable
executive changes have taken place probably allowing for "quick
fix1' solutions without proper investigation and follow-through.
In past years Mervyn's had reliable and successful procedures
to re-activate accounts which were not at the expense of the
actives. It seems that Mervyn's is de-emphasizing its credit
business. Visit a store and see where the emphasis is by
listening to the salesperson asking the customer "Is this
cash? Bankcard? or a Mervyn's charge?" Also note the lack
of action or creativity at the store in securing new accounts.
Why is a Sears Discover^ charge card better than a Mervyn's
card?
Recently I received an insert with my statement informing me
that "personal checks can be approved as quickly as charge
purchases are authorized
" Is this any way to run a
Company that sincerely desires to maintain a vibrant credit
customer base? It appears they are opting for dredit business
to diminish and eventually^when too much of this occurs^,
management will become concerned and "quick fixes" will be
implemented leading to px. poor business decisions.

Les Haft
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RETALES

by Eric Craig

Justice delayed is justice denied? It seems incredible that parties to a Federal Court case
which ended early in August are still awaiting its determination six months later (page 1).
It is simply not good enough that the dispensation of justice in this country should take so
long. Former Barbara's House & Garden franchisee, Georgie Bateman, who claimed damages
from the chain's original owners, said the long wait is not only hampering future trading
plans, but the court's retention of business papers,, taxation r e t u r n s , and so on, has left
her "way out on a limb".
The Retail Trade Industry Tribunal of NSW, headed by the controversiil Justice Macken,
reaches'The end of its term of appointment next Monday, February 16. While the Retail
Traders' Association was unsuccessful in its campaign to have the Tribunal abolished,
Premier Barrie Unsworth has restored the retail industry's right of appeal against tribunal
determinations, a right removed by the state government mid-1986. It also seems certain
that Justice Macken will not be reappointed chairman. His successor should be named this
week..

An early problem for the new Industry Tribunal in NSW will be reconsidering the endeavours
of Coles Myer and Woolworths to realign their awards for extended shopping hours with those
applying to other retailers from whom they separated, in the matter of an agreement with the
Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees' Association, in July, 1984. But the SDA will
understandably push hard for a retention of those benefits by employees of the big companies.
The idea of introducing a two-dollar coin has been given the thumbs-down by the RTA in
NSW. Executive director Roy Lawrence has informed the Federal Treasury that such a
change would be unjustifiably costly for retailers. Some of the contributing factors, he
said, would be the heavier and slower collection and counting of coins, the necessity to r e design and replace many thousands of cash-register drawers and the purchase cost of coins
now imposed by many b a n k s . Australia's inflation trend is scary enough, why complicate it
further by wiping out all currency notes under five-dollars?
Malcolm Reid, the Adelaide-based furniture chain, has been offered "a tremendous number" of
businesses, following INSIDE RETAILING's January 26 disclosure of the company's keenness
to expand rapidly into NSW and Queensland. Executive director Mike Harbison said directors
were sifting through the offers last week with all possible speed. Mr Harbison added: "And
it was wonderful to have Bill Dawson, formerly of Myer Adelaide, at his first Malcolm Reid
board meeting. There would be few retail directors of his calibre and character."
An industrial disagreement on workers' severance compensation, following the closedown of
Nile Australia's apparel and textile products plant at Campbelltown, Sydney, stymied efforts
to check the Liberman-owned company's plants from continuing production at an alternative
location. Apparel manufacture is expected to transfer to Nile's Sutex factory in Melbourne.
Quota entitlement for manchester goods has been acquired by Dryen Import Co of Melbourne
which will also act as selling agent for substantial manchester stocks in Nile warehouses.
Many a Woolworths shareholder, supplier and employee will be anxious to see if the company's
directors meeting next Friday is prepared to grasp the nettle, and make way for a breath or
two of new retailing vitality. There seems plenty of good reason for inviting a top executive
of the successful New Zealand chain, Progressive Enterprises, to represent its 44% owner
and major Woolworths shareholder, Rainbow Corporation. The not-so-eagerly awaited result
for Woolworths' full trading year, to February 1, is not expected before mid-March.
Has this happened to you? Woman shopper to nearby man: "Where are the dresses?" "I don't
work h e r e , " he replied. "But where are they?" she persisted. "Lady, I don't know b e c a ^ s e l
don't work h e r e . " "A good thing you d o n ' t , " she snapped. "You're not very helpful."
INSIDE RETAILING, February 9, 1987
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